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Welcome to the Kite Aerial Photography Discussion Group.

This is an archive of posts to the KAP discussion group between January 2000 and December 2001. It has
been retrieved from the Wayback Machine and processed to ensure that the cross-references work reasonably
well. I had write several java programs to download all the small post files and then turn the url links into
html footnote references before I could convert it to a pdf!

Dave Mitchell October 2020.

Opps! The line broke geach, www.bird-shots.com 11/24/01

Re: Opps! The line broke, OK, I admit............ Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 11/24/01

Telemetry in KAP firemans@gmx 11/24/01

Minolta Dimage 7 dennis@treetopphoto.com 11/24/01

X-10 Pete Mikula 11/23/01

Re: X-10 David Hunt 11/23/01

Re: X-10 Pete 11/25/01

Re: X-10 Pete 11/25/01

R/C switch Cary Clements 11/22/01

R/C switch Cary Clements 11/22/01

Re: R/C switch David Hunt 11/22/01

heavy and steady RIG. Rob van Gils rcjvangils@hetnet.nl 11/21/01

Re: heavy and steady RIG. ulrich monsees 11/22/01

Re: heavy and steady RIG. Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 11/22/01

Re: heavy and steady RIG. David Hunt 11/22/01

Re: heavy and steady RIG. Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 11/21/01

X-10 Vs. Polaris Carl Bigras 11/21/01

Re: X-10 Vs. Polaris David Foster 11/21/01

Re: X-10 Vs. Polaris Carl 11/22/01

Re: X-10 Vs. Polaris Cris Benton 11/21/01
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Rocket Science? ...NOT geach, www.bird-shots.com 11/19/01

Re: Rocket Science? ...NOT Peter Bults 11/20/01

Re: Rocket Science? ...NOT Tony Stanley    mahoney77@bigpond.com 11/21/01

Re: Rocket Science? ...NOT geach, www.bird-shots.com 11/21/01

Re: Rocket Science? ...NOT Tony Stanley    mahoney77@bigpond.com 11/22/01

Re: Rocket Science? ...NOT geach, www.bird-shots.com 11/22/01

Re: Rocket Science? ...NOT David Hunt 11/22/01

Re: Rocket Science? ...NOT geach, www.bird-shots.com 11/23/01

ALL 18 ISSUES OF THE AERIAL EYE ON CD-ROM David Hunt 11/17/01

Re: ALL 18 ISSUES OF THE AERIAL EYE ON CD-ROM Peter Bults  11/18/01

Remotecontrolled Digicam: Casio QV 4000 Christian Loibl; cattlevet@aon.at 11/16/01

Re: Remotecontrolled Digicam: Casio QV 4000 Christian Becot 11/21/01

Re: Remotecontrolled Digicam: Casio QV 4000 Christian Loibl, cattlevet@aon.at 11/24/01

Olympus Stylus Epic modification? Richard Amirault 11/16/01

Re: Olympus Stylus Epic modification? Christian Becot 11/18/01

Re: Olympus Stylus Epic modification? Simon Harbord 11/16/01

Re: Olympus Stylus Epic modification? Brooks  kyteman@redshift.com 11/16/01

Kite Tuning David McGeachy, geachhsd@earthlink.net 11/15/01

Re: Kite Tuning Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 11/17/01

Re: Kite Tuning geach,  www.bird-shots.com 11/17/01

Re: Kite Tuning Denis Van der Staey 11/16/01

Re: Kite Tuning geach, www.bird-shots.com 11/16/01

KAP from KAP Richard Amirault 11/13/01

Re: KAP from KAP Christian Becot 11/14/01

Re: KAP from KAP Cris Benton 11/14/01

Re: KAP from KAP Brooks  kyteman@redshift.com 11/14/01

Re: KAP from KAP David Hunt 11/14/01

Re: KAP from KAP Brooks 11/14/01

Re: KAP from KAP David Hunt 11/14/01

Re: KAP from KAP Simon Harbord 11/14/01

Re: KAP from KAP Richard Amirault 11/15/01
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Re: KAP from KAP Richard Amirault 11/16/01

New pictures Pete Mikula 11/9/01

x10 reception range Guillermo Castares 11/9/01

Re: x10 reception range Tony Cunningham 11/12/01

Re: x10 reception range Guillermo Castares 11/12/01

Re: x10 reception range tony stanley 11/9/01

Re: x10 reception range Guillermo Castarýs 11/12/01

Re: x10 reception range geach, www.bird-shots.com 11/16/01

Thanks for Polaris link Cris Benton 11/18/01

Re: Thanks for Polaris link geach, www.bird-shots.com 11/19/01

Nominate Your Favorite KAP Photos David Hunt 11/7/01

Re: Nominate Your Favorite KAP Photos Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 11/9/01

Up dated my web site Dennis --  Dennis@williams.cncfamily.com 11/7/01

First time KAPper's rig photos Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 11/4/01

Re: First time KAPper's rig photos Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 11/4/01

Re: First time KAPper's rig photos Brooks  kyteman@redshift.com 11/8/01

Re: First time KAPper's rig photos Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 11/9/01

Digital cameras jeff 11/1/01

Re: Digital cameras Ralf.Beutnagel@t-online.de 11/18/01

Re: Digital cameras Ralf.Beutnagel@t-online.de 11/18/01

Re: Digital cameras David McGeachy, geachhsd@earthlink.net 11/15/01

Re: Digital cameras Jeff 11/12/01

Re: Digital cameras Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 11/9/01

Re: Digital cameras Koral 11/8/01

Re: Digital cameras Richard Amirault 11/3/01

Re: Digital cameras Christian Becot 11/2/01

Re: Digital cameras David Hunt 11/2/01

Re: Digital cameras Christian Becot 11/3/01

Re: Digital cameras David Hunt 11/1/01

PAP Fever Dennis@williams.cncfamily.com 10/31/01

Re: PAP Fever Carlo Didier 11/1/01
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Re: PAP Fever Dennis   dennis@williams.cncfamily.com 11/6/01

Re: PAP Fever Carlo Didier 11/1/01

R E  Transmitting Equipment Tony Stanley 10/29/01

Bird-Shots is up and running David McGeachy, geachhsd@earthlink.net 10/26/01

KAPers step forward please Craig Wilson 10/26/01

Retail PAP equipment site. David Hunt 10/25/01

BirdShots rebuilt again this time in FrontPage 2002 David McGeachy, geachhsd@earthlink.net 10/24/01

Re: BirdShots rebuilt again this time in FrontPage 2002 David McGeachy, geachhsd@earthlink.net 10/25/01

Re: BirdShots rebuilt again this time in FrontPage 2002 Christian Becot 10/25/01

Re: BirdShots rebuilt again this time in FrontPage 2002 David Hunt 10/25/01

Re: BirdShots rebuilt again this time in FrontPage 2002 Brooks 10/25/01

Re: BirdShots rebuilt again this time in FrontPage 2002 Craig Wilson 10/25/01

Rebuilt site...more pics David McGeachy, geachhsd@earthlink.net 10/21/01

Re: Rebuilt site...more pics Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 10/21/01

Re: Rebuilt site...more pics David McGeachy geachhsd@eathlink.net 10/22/01

Re: Rebuilt site...more pics David Hunt 10/22/01

Re: Rebuilt site...more pics Brooks 10/22/01

Re: Rebuilt site...more pics Simon Harbord 10/24/01

Re: Rebuilt site...more pics dennis@williams.cncfamily.com 10/31/01

Re: Rebuilt site...more pics David McGeachy, geachhsd@earthlink.net 10/24/01

Video transmitter jerry 10/18/01

Re: Video transmitter David McGeachy, Tallahassee, Florida 10/18/01

Re: Video transmitter Jerry 10/19/01

Re: Video transmitter Geach 10/19/01

Re: Video transmitter David McGeachy, Tallahassee  10/18/01

Re: Video transmitter tony stanley 10/21/01

Re: Video transmitter geach 10/21/01

Re: Video transmitter Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 10/22/01

Re: Video transmitter Richard Amirault 10/24/01

Re: Video transmitter Brooks 10/26/01

Re: Video transmitter Christian Becot 11/2/01
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Re: Video transmitter mahoney77@bigpond.com 10/23/01

Re: Video transmitter mahoney77@bigpond.com 10/23/01

Security?? Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA 10/17/01

Re: Security?? Craig Wilson 10/18/01

Re: Security?? David Hunt 10/17/01

Re: Security?? Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 10/17/01

KAP conference 2002 Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 10/16/01

Re: KAP conference 2002 Craig Wilson 10/17/01

First time KAPper Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 10/15/01

correct html link Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 10/15/01

Re: correct html link Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 10/16/01

timer used was a........... Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 10/17/01

Re: timer used was a........... Brooks   kyteman@redshift.com 10/21/01

Re: timer used was a........... Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 10/21/01

Re: correct kite wingspan, 8' Delta Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 10/15/01

Re: First time KAPper Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net 10/15/01

Peter Lynn Pilot Pete 10/12/01

Re: Peter Lynn Pilot Carlo Didier 10/15/01

Re: Peter Lynn Pilot Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 10/16/01

Re: Peter Lynn Pilot Carlo Didier 10/17/01

Re: Peter Lynn Pilot Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA 10/13/01

Futaba FP6324 JJ 10/9/01

Futaba FP2108T tgoudy@yahoo.com 10/8/01

Re: Futaba FP2108T David Hunt 10/8/01

Re: Futaba FP2108T David Hunt 10/8/01

First KAP Attempt - mixed results Jeffhoover@bigfoot.com 10/4/01

Re: First KAP Attempt - mixed results Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA 10/5/01

Re: First KAP Attempt - mixed results Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 10/16/01

Re: First KAP Attempt - mixed results David Hunt 10/4/01

Newport 2001 KAP Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA 10/3/01

Re: Newport 2001 KAP Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 10/16/01
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Receiver 2 channels Jerry 10/3/01

Pekabe Model Yacht Fittings Greg Worth  - Worth Marine, Inc. 10/2/01

Re: Pekabe Model Yacht Fittings Greg Worth 10/2/01

Incredible Simon Harbord 10/2/01

Re: Incredible NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca) 10/10/01

Intervalometer David Foster 10/1/01

Re: Intervalometer dfleeger@hotmail.com 10/8/01

Re: Intervalometer David 10/10/01

Re: Intervalometer David Hunt 10/10/01

More images per page? Cris Benton 9/27/01

Re: More images per page? Carlo Didier 10/1/01

Re: More images per page? Jeff Ralph 10/1/01

Re: More images per page? David Foster 9/28/01

Re: More images per page? Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 9/29/01

Re: More images per page? David McGeachy, Tallahassee, Florida 9/27/01

New Site dedicated to low level aerial photography David McGeachy 9/23/01

Re: New Site dedicated to low level aerial photography Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA 9/24/01

Tuning rokkakus oddvin lund, Oslo 9/14/01

Re: Tuning rokkakus oddvin.lund@c2i.net 9/14/01

Re: Tuning rokkakus Brooks Leffler 9/18/01

Back self Randy Bollinger 9/12/01

Re: Back self rob 9/14/01

Re: Back self Rob van Gils  9/14/01

stitching aerial photos together nick.kirkman@cwcom.net 9/10/01

Re: stitching aerial photos together srinz@msn.com 9/25/01

Re: stitching aerial photos together Simon Harbord 9/10/01

Re: stitching aerial photos together David Hunt 9/10/01

Getting Kite to go Higher nick.kirkman@cwcom.net 9/10/01

Re: Getting Kite to go Higher Randy Bollinger 9/12/01

Re: Getting Kite to go Higher Randy Bollinger 9/12/01

Portable Power for X10 Video Receiver Peter (norquist@pobox.com) 9/8/01
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Re: Portable Power for X10 Video Receiver Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 9/18/01

Re: Portable Power for X10 Video Receiver ulrich Monsees 9/9/01

Towing a multiflare in no wind conditions koralab5@yahoo.com 8/30/01

Re: Towing a multiflare in no wind conditions Simon Harbord 8/30/01

Re: Towing a multiflare in no wind conditions Koral 8/30/01

VIDEO SENDERS jenny 8/28/01

Through The Lens (TTL) Monitoring David McGeachy 8/25/01

Re: Through The Lens (TTL) Monitoring Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 8/25/01

Re: Through The Lens (TTL) Monitoring David McGeachy 8/26/01

Re: Through The Lens (TTL) Monitoring jjmiro1@hotmail.com 8/29/01

Re: Through The Lens (TTL) Monitoring theaviator@beeb.net 9/3/01

kite for 22 pound payload Robert Haston (rehaston@earthlink.net) 8/23/01

Re: kite for 22 pound payload hadnam@hotmail.com 8/27/01

Re: kite for 22 pound payload Pete Gostelow 8/27/01

Re: kite for 22 pound payload David Hunt 8/23/01

Re: kite for 22 pound payload Pete Mikula 8/23/01

Re: kite for 22 pound payload Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 8/24/01

Re: kite for 22 pound payload Craig Wilson` 8/23/01

Re: kite for 22 pound payload David Hunt 8/23/01

Re: kite for 22 pound payload Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 8/24/01

Re: kite for 22 pound payload Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com 8/23/01

Re: kite for 22 pound payload Simon Harbord 8/23/01

Re: kite for 22 pound payload Cris Benton 8/24/01

Re: kite for 22 pound payload Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com
8/25/01

Re: kite for 22 pound payload Richard  8/25/01

High Wind Kite for KAP ?? Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com 8/22/01

Re: High Wind Kite for KAP ?? Cris Benton 8/24/01

Re: High Wind Kite for KAP ?? Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 8/24/01

Re: High Wind Kite for KAP ?? Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 8/24/01

KYTEMAN!!!   SOLVED EMAIL PROBLEM PATRICK IN WISCONSIN 8/21/01

WSKIF Henry Jebe 8/18/01
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Crop 'circles' in Dorset - need KAPer to help get photos Genetix Update 8/17/01

Big Foot in Washington, Chucacabra in Mexico David Foster 8/17/01

Re: Big Foot in Washington, Chucacabra in Mexico Simon Harbord 8/17/01

Re: Big Foot in Washington, Chucacabra in Mexico Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 8/25/01

Re: Big Foot in Washington, Chucacabra in Mexico simon 8/26/01

Fuzzy tail on Flowform - more wind required? NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca) 8/16/01

Re: Fuzzy tail on Flowform - more wind required? Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 8/16/01

Film recommendations? "Len Stolfo" <sedona@continet.com>  8/16/01

Re: Film recommendations? Rob van Gils    www.fly.to/robvangils 8/17/01

Re: Film recommendations? Christian Becot 8/16/01

Re: Film recommendations? NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca) 8/16/01

Re: Film recommendations? cmse.becot@wanadoo.fr 8/19/01

Re: Film recommendations? NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca) 8/20/01

Re: Film recommendations? Craig Wilson 8/17/01

New KAP Pictures on my Homepage Manfred 8/16/01

kyteman!!! fixman2k@wi.rr.com 8/15/01

Re: kyteman!!! Brooks Leffler   kyteman@redshift.com 8/15/01

Digicam triggered by microrelais Christian Loibl, cattlevet@aon.at 8/15/01

Re: Digicam triggered by microrelais Christian Becot, again! 8/17/01

Re: Digicam triggered by microrelais cmse.becot@wanadoo.fr 8/16/01

Re: Digicam triggered by microrelais,thank you! cattlevet@aon.at 9/1/01

WEBCAM with USB connection to 2,4 Ghz transmitter r.c.j.van Gils  8/15/01

Re: WEBCAM with USB connection to 2,4 Ghz transmitter Simon Harbord 8/15/01

Re: WEBCAM with USB connection to 2,4 Ghz transmitter Carlo Didier 9/18/01

Re: WEBCAM with USB connection to 2,4 Ghz transmitter theaviator@beeb.net 8/15/01

KITE FESTIVAL GEMERT 10/11/12-8-2001 Rob van Gils    www.fly.to/robvangils 8/9/01

Article 1352  8/9/01

Re: Article 1352  8/9/01

Pentax ttl metering 110 SLR with bayonet mount for interchangeable lens eclay@glade.net 8/6/01

Re: Peno tax ttl metering 110 SLR with bayonet mount for interchang... petermalone@iprimus.com.au 10/7/01

4 oz 1/4 mile wireless video system Monte 8/6/01
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4 oz 1/4 mile wireless video system Monte 8/6/01

Re: 4 oz 1/4 mile wireless video system theaviator@beeb.net 8/6/01

Re: 4 oz 1/4 mile wireless video system theaviator@beeb.net 8/6/01

Re: 4 oz 1/4 mile wireless video system Monte 8/6/01

Re: 4 oz 1/4 mile wireless video system Terry 8/10/01

$9.99 Camera with free film for life Doug Kinney 8/2/01

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR GLOVES, CLICK HERE HYFUN TRADING 8/2/01

New lighter KAP Rig Dennis  --  dennis@williams.cncfamily.com 8/1/01

Picavet Cross Dicky 7/31/01

Re: Picavet Cross Christian Becot 7/31/01

Re: Picavet Cross Craig Wilson 7/31/01

Re: Picavet Cross Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 8/8/01

Futaba Skysport 4 jerrytumbler@caramail.com 7/30/01

Re: Futaba Skysport 4 cmse.becot@wanadoo.fr 7/30/01

Wanted - KAP Rig doylew@flash.net 7/29/01

Re: Wanted - KAP Rig Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 7/29/01

Re: Wanted - KAP Rig Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 7/30/01

Wanted-  7/29/01

Nanking Timer Bill Mitchell - escape@velocity.net 7/27/01

Re: Nanking Timer Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 7/30/01

Re: Nanking Timer Bill Mitchell - escape@velocity.net 8/2/01

NAnking T  7/27/01

kap craddle Francois Newman 7/23/01

Re: kap craddle Allan, St. Lucia 7/23/01

Re: kap craddle Francois Newman 7/24/01

Re: kap craddle Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 7/27/01

Re: kap craddle Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 7/30/01

digital camera? Nicole 7/22/01

digital camera? Nicole 7/22/01

Re: digital camera? Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 7/23/01

Re: digital camera? ulrich monsees 7/25/01
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I.S.P  went belly up mahoney77@bigpond.com 7/22/01

Hello from a new person! Spiffy 7/17/01

Re: Hello from a new person! Randy Bollinger 7/20/01

$5.99 Sunbeam timer for Disposable KAP rig Doug Kinney 7/16/01

Re: $5.99 Sunbeam timer for Disposable KAP rig Craig Wilson 7/17/01

Pt. Bonita Lighthouse wallis smith 7/15/01

Camera with 10sec-60min adjustable timer David LaHeist 7/15/01

Re: Camera with 10sec-60min adjustable timer Richard Amirault 7/20/01

Shutter release for Canon EOS Camera?? Toppshots@aol.com 7/15/01

Re: Shutter release for Canon EOS Camera?? Randy Bollinger 7/15/01

Re: Shutter release for Canon EOS Camera?? Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 7/23/01

Canon Lens Randy Bollinger 7/14/01

Re: Canon Lens Len 8/21/01

Re: Canon 22-55 lens (was Canon Lens) NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca) 7/18/01

Re: Canon 22-55 lens (was Canon Lens) Randy Bollinger 7/18/01

Re: Canon 22-55 lens (was Canon Lens) NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca) 7/19/01

AM Receiver jerrytumbler@caramail.com 7/13/01

First KAP Pictures Bill Mitchell - escape@velocity.net 7/12/01

Re: First KAP Pictures Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 7/23/01

KAP does pay! Dennis --  dennis@williams.cncfamily.com 7/11/01

KAP?  7/11/01

Aerodynamic Stabilization John McBride - johnpika@yahoo.com 7/10/01

CRAZY RIG !!! daubert@club-internet.fr 7/10/01

Re: CRAZY RIG !!! kg7av 7/22/01

Re: CRAZY RIG !!! cmse.becot@wanadoo.fr 7/10/01

Videolink, Monitor Rob van Gils    www.fly.to/robvangils 7/9/01

Re: Videolink, Monitor jean-edouard@online.be 7/20/01

Suggested kite line length? NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca) 7/9/01

Re: Suggested kite line length? Christian BECOT 7/9/01

Re: Suggested kite line length? David Hunt 7/9/01

Re: Suggested kite line length? NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca) 7/9/01
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Re: Suggested kite line length? Richard Amirault 7/20/01

Re: Suggested kite line length? cmse.becot@wanadoo.fr 7/10/01

Re: Suggested kite line length? NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca) 7/9/01

rig for sale christian_huebner@t-online.de 7/3/01

Re: rig for sale Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 7/3/01

E mail address jerrytumbler@caramail.com 6/30/01

RC Transmitter jerrytumbler@caramail.com 6/28/01

Re: RC Transmitter Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 6/28/01

Re: RC Transmitter NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca) 6/28/01

Re: RC Transmitter perkel@lucent.com 7/13/01

KAP books Rob van Gils    www.fly.to/robvangils 6/18/01

Re: KAP books Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 6/30/01

360ý Panorama Leo (leo@ecosse.net) 6/17/01

Re: 360ý Panorama NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca) 6/20/01

BBB Timer Replacement Jeff Hoover 6/13/01

More pictures.  Galilee, RI Dennis Williams - dennis@williams.cncfamily.com 6/12/01

Rig for sale! K J Baumber 6/8/01

Re: Rig for sale! christian_huebner@t-online.de 7/3/01

A KAPicture is the winner! Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 6/7/01

Re: A KAPicture is the winner! Richard Amirault (ramirault@erols.com) 6/7/01

Lightning reactions! Kevin J Baumber 6/4/01

Re: Lightning reactions! Marcus, mhunt@teleplan-uk.com 6/5/01

kite attached to car??? Eugeny 6/4/01

Re: kite attached to car???  6/5/01

Re: kite attached to car??? Dicky 7/31/01

Re: kite attached to car??? Eugeny, fly@flysurfing.ru 6/5/01

Subject matters Kevin J Baumber 6/3/01

Re: Subject matters Tony  Stanley   at   mahoney7@one.net.au 6/4/01

Legal Issues Marcus Hunt, mhunt@teleplan-uk.com 6/1/01

Re: Legal Issues Christian Becot 6/3/01

Re: Legal Issues Gareth Owens 6/1/01
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2.4 Ghz recieving aerial The Aviator 5/31/01

Re: 2.4 Ghz receiving aerial Tony  Stanley at  mahoney7@one.net.au 6/4/01

Where do I begin? Angus in South Italy 5/30/01

Re: Where do I begin? Christian Becot 5/31/01

Re: Where do I begin? Angus again, not wanting to waste your valuable time 5/30/01

Latest Effort Richard Amirault (ramirault@erols.com) 5/25/01

Re: Latest Effort Tony Stanley  at  mahoney7@one.net.au 5/28/01

Re: Latest Effort Richard Amirault (ramirault@erols.com) 5/28/01

Re: Latest Effort Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 5/26/01

Re: Latest Effort Richard Amirault (ramirault@erols.com) 5/27/01

r e antenna Tony stanley  at   mahoney7@one.net.au 5/25/01

KAP and Iceboating Mike Boone <mike@boonedocks.net> 5/23/01

Re: KAP and Iceboating Craig Wilson 5/24/01

Re: KAP and Iceboating Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 5/24/01

Door chime RF cam remote (anyone else make one?) michael.jeune@pharma.novartis.com 5/23/01

Picture of Camera and comments added Dennis  -- dennis@williams.cncfamily.com 5/23/01

2.4 g receiving antenna Tony Stanley   at  mahoney7@one.net.au 5/23/01

Re: 2.4 g receiving antenna Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 5/24/01

D.I.Y    2.4 g   receiving Antenna Tony  Stanley 5/21/01

Re: D.I.Y    2.4 g   receiving Antenna Martin Hood 5/22/01

Re: D.I.Y    2.4 g   receiving Antenna Peter Bults  kaplab.nl@wxs.nl 5/21/01

D.I.Y    2.4 g   receiving Antenna Tony  Stanley 5/21/01

Timers available Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 5/18/01

My first KAP photos Dennis --  dennis@williams.cncfamily.com 5/16/01

Using Pulleys Gareth Owens 5/16/01

Re: Using Pulleys Christian BECOT   cmse.becot@wanadoo.fr 5/26/01

Re: Using Pulleys Tony Cunningham, cmserv@wxs.nl 5/19/01

Re: Using Pulleys Tony Cunningham 5/18/01

Re: Using Pulleys David Hunt 5/16/01

Re: Using Pulleys Gareth Owens 5/17/01

Re: Using Pulleys Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 5/17/01
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Japan KAP association contest Craig Wilson 5/14/01

Re: Japan KAP association contest Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 5/17/01

KAP beginner - ice cube triggerred camera Neil McManus (neil.mcmanus@cwcom.net) 5/13/01

Wildwood Pete Mikula 5/12/01

beginner's pictures Matt Brocchini (matt@helium.com) 5/6/01

KAP in print Craig Wilson 5/2/01

Tanden Kites in light wind? Dennis Williams 5/1/01

Re: Tanden Kites in light wind? Gareth Owens 5/16/01

Re: Tanden Kites in light wind? Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 5/2/01

Re: Tanden Kites in light wind?  5/16/01

Re: Tanden Kites in light wind? Dennis  --  dennis@williams.cncfamily.com 5/9/01

Buying aluminium NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca) 4/27/01

Re: Buying aluminium Cris Benton 4/27/01

Re: Buying aluminium NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca) 5/16/01

Re: Buying aluminium Brooks Leffler   kyteman@redshift.com 5/9/01

Re: Buying aluminium Mark Kline 5/10/01

laser pointing David Forsyth 4/26/01

Re: laser pointing Simon Harbord 4/26/01

Re: laser pointing David Forsyth 5/4/01

Re: laser pointing Richard Amirault (ramirault@erols.com) 5/5/01

Re: laser pointing Simon harbord 5/6/01

Airwave Parafoil vs. Flow Forms Matt Brocchini 4/25/01

Re: Airwave Parafoil vs. Flow Forms Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 4/25/01

Fuzzy Tail (was: Airwave Parafoil vs. Flow Forms) Matt Brocchini (matt@helium.com) 4/27/01

Re: Fuzzy Tail (was: Airwave Parafoil vs. Flow Forms) Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
4/27/01

Any KAP events? Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 4/23/01

Re: Any KAP events? ulrich monsees 4/28/01

Article 1181  4/21/01

thanks for info  ref video senders etc mahoney7@one.net.au 4/21/01

Re: thanks for info  ref video senders etc mahoney7@one.net.au 4/23/01

Re: thanks for info  ref video senders etc RossL 4/25/01
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Re: thanks for info  ref video senders etc RossL 4/22/01

Re: thanks for info  ref video senders etc Rob van Gils 4/24/01

Some RC Questions for KAP Mike Boone <mike@boonedocks.net> 4/21/01

Re: Some RC Questions for KAP Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 4/21/01

Re: Some RC Questions for KAP Simon Harbord 4/22/01

rigs in general   r/c    and Video senders and receivers mahoney7@one.net.au 4/21/01

Re: rigs in general   r/c    and Video senders and receivers Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 4/21/01

delta kite size Bryan 4/19/01

Re: delta kite size Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 4/19/01

Re: delta kite size Peter Bults 4/19/01

Rigs Kite Enthusiast 4/18/01

Re: Rigs Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 4/19/01

Re: Rigs Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 4/20/01

Newbie Questions Mike Boone <mike@boonedocks.net> 4/17/01

Re: Newbie Questions Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 4/17/01

Re: Newbie Questions Rick, no longer at rdi@cci.com 4/20/01

KAP Conference, Nov. 2002 Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 4/13/01

Kite turned over and flew into the ground mjkline@us.ibm.com 4/12/01

Re: Kite turned over and flew into the ground Christian Becot  cmse.becot@wanadoo.fr 4/21/01

Kite turned over and flew into the ground Cris Benton 4/18/01

Re: Kite turned over and flew into the ground Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 4/13/01

Re: Kite turned over and flew into the ground Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 4/14/01

'old type'video sender Ian 4/8/01

Re: 'old type'video sender andy 8/4/01

Re: 'old type'video sender ejooste@uboot.com 6/21/01

Re: 'old type'video sender Simon Harbord 4/8/01

thank you ian 4/9/01

KAP at Miami Beach Craig Wilson 4/5/01

Dan Leigh Deltas Pete Mikula 4/4/01

Re: Dan Leigh Deltas cmse.becot@wanadoo.fr 4/21/01

Re: Dan Leigh Deltas Denis Van der Staey (denis.van.der.staey@verz.kbc.be) 4/5/01

file:///Users/davemitchell/Desktop/KAP%20Forum%20Project/archive3.html#00000480
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Re: Dan Leigh Deltas craig wilson 4/5/01

Re: Dan Leigh Deltas Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 4/7/01

A few thoughtful questions Cris Benton 3/30/01

Re: A few thoughtful questions cmse.becot@wanadoo.fr 4/21/01

Re: A few thoughtful questions Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 4/7/01

KAP in Amateur Photographer (UK Mag) Martin Hood 3/24/01

Re: KAP in Amateur Photographer (UK Mag) Simon Harbord 3/24/01

Kite Plan For Single Box Delta for KAP etc kitemonger@hotmail.com 3/17/01

Re: Kite Plan For Single Box Delta for KAP etc Kitemonger 5/1/01

Kodak DC260 Digital Camera - Scripts Jay Chamberlain 3/17/01

Re: Kodak DC260 Digital Camera - Scripts Matt Brocchini (matt@helium.com) 4/25/01

Kite? Chris Sampson 3/8/01

Re: Kite? cmse.becot@wanadoo.fr 4/21/01

Re: Kite? David Hunt 3/8/01

Ixla Digital Super pro 640 battery life David Foster 3/7/01

Re: Ixla Digital Super pro 640 battery life HairyCub68@aol.com 10/13/01

Functionality Test DSV 3/7/01

Discussion working again Cris Benton 3/7/01

Re: Discussion working again Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 3/7/01

Graphite spars Henry Jebe 3/7/01

Re: Graphite spars Jay Chamberlain 3/17/01

Pulley alternative Jay Chamberlain 3/7/01

Re: Pulley alternative Brooks Leffler   kyteman@redshift.com 3/7/01

Re: Pulley alternative Rick I. 3/28/01

In search of information about Kite Photography Just a guy 3/7/01

Rapscallions Cris Benton 3/7/01

Free Panorama Software Randy Bollinger 2/6/01

www.kiteaerialphotography.net Peter Bults  (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 2/3/01

Re: www.kiteaerialphotography.net Rod 2/4/01

Re: www.kiteaerialphotography.net Rod 2/4/01

KAP and microcontroller: The Two Step Trigger Manfred 2/3/01
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Re: KAP and microcontroller: The Two Step Trigger David Hunt 2/5/01

x10 Video Cam firemans@gmx.de 1/30/01

Re: x10 Video Cam David Hunt 1/30/01

Find Jan van der Elsen dick.vd.elsen@planet.nl 1/28/01

Re: Find Jan van der Elsen Simon Harbord 1/28/01

Re: Find Jan van der Elsen Ian Watt 8/9/01

NYI Photo Contest Randy Bollinger 1/26/01

Re: NYI Photo Contest Peter Bults  kaplab.nl@wxs.nl 1/27/01

Why not on the Picavet itself? Rod 1/26/01

Re: Why not on the Picavet itself? Rod 2/2/01

Re: Why not on the Picavet itself? Peter Bults  kap.nl@wxs.nl 1/27/01

Re: Why not on the Picavet itself? Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 1/26/01

Re: Why not on the Picavet itself? Simon Harbord 1/27/01

Hanging Prints Randy Bollinger 1/26/01

Help - advice on weather conditions Jon Tayler-Webb 1/24/01

Re: Help - advice on weather conditions David Foster 1/25/01

Re: Help - advice on weather conditions Simon Harbord 1/24/01

Re: Help - advice on weather conditions Craig Wilson 1/24/01

So. Cal. KAP activities? bhoffmaster@esri.com 1/17/01

Re: So. Cal. KAP activities? Rod 1/26/01

NiCD and NiMH batteries Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 1/17/01

Kite mounted video Jonathan Tayler-Webb 1/17/01

Re: Kite mounted video Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 1/17/01

Re: Kite mounted video Simon Harbord 1/18/01

Re: Kite mounted video Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com 1/18/01

Kite Size Idan Deshe, Israel 1/16/01

Re: Kite Size kitemonger@hotmail.com 3/17/01

Re: Kite Size Peter Bults kaplab.nl@wxs.nl 1/23/01

Re: Kite Size Idan Deshe 1/25/01

Re: Kite Size Peter Bults  kaplab.nl@wxs.nl 1/25/01

Website to buy servos modified for continuous rotation mjkline@us.ibm.com 1/8/01
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Re: Website to buy servos modified for continuous rotation Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 1/17/01

Kite where to purchase in U.K. alan.cadman@btinternet.com 1/5/01

Re: Kite where to purchase in U.K. GarethOwens@hotmail.com 2/9/01

Re: Kite where to purchase in U.K. Jonathan Tayler-Webb 1/18/01

how adding a dual rate on a based oki L9362 RC cbrnb@aol.com 1/3/01

Re: how adding a dual rate on a based oki L9362 RC Peter van Erkel  1/4/01

Re: how adding a dual rate on a based oki L9362 RC Rený Dosen 8/7/01

Re: how adding a dual rate on a based oki L9362 RC mueller2000@swissonline.ch 11/2/01

Re: how adding a dual rate on a based oki L9362 RC  8/10/01

Where is a good plan for a Picavet Kevin 1/2/01

Re: Where is a good plan for a Picavet Simon 1/3/01

Re: Where is a good plan for a Picavet Brooks Leffler, purist   kyteman@redshift.com 1/17/01

Re: Where is a good plan for a Picavet Simon Harbord, non purist and baffled 1/25/01

Re: Where is a good plan for a Picavet Brooks    kyteman@redshift.com 1/26/01

Re: Where is a good plan for a Picavet Simon 1/27/01

Re: Where is a good plan for a Picavet Peter Bults kaplab.nl@wxs.nl 1/2/01

Re: Where is a good plan for a Picavet jean-edouardc@arcadis.be 1/2/01

Re: Where is a good plan for a Picavet Dave 1/2/01

Re: Where is a good plan for a Picavet Kevin 1/16/01

Wildlife Photography from a Kite? Wendy Shattil 12/20/00

Re: Wildlife Photography from a Kite? Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 1/17/01

Re: Wildlife Photography from a Kite? Pete Mikula 12/21/00

Re: Wildlife Photography from a Kite? Wendy Shattil (wendy@shattil.com) 12/22/00

Re: Wildlife Photography from a Kite? Pete Mikula 12/24/00

Re: Wildlife Photography from a Kite? Thomas Bennett 1/28/01

Triggering using servos Nigel - KITECAM.co.uk 12/20/00

Re: Triggering using servos Peter Bults kaplab.nl@wxs.nl 1/23/01

Nitinol Wire - Low wieght, new concept for a mechanical shutter release David Foster 12/19/00

Re: Nitinol Wire - Low wieght, new concept for a mechanical shutt... Cris Benton 12/20/00

Re: Nitinol Wire - Low wieght, new concept for a mechanical shutt... Neil K. (tela@tela.bc.ca) 12/20/00

Pentax remote shutter Martin Hood 12/9/00
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Re: Pentax remote shutter dennis.williams@compaq.com 12/13/00

Re: Pentax remote shutter Craig Wilson 1/24/01

Re: Pentax remote shutter Hamish Fenton 1/25/01

Hot Air Balloons???? Keith McKeown   ccaannaaddaa@hotmail.com 12/8/00

Hot Air Balloons???? Keith McKeown   ccaannaaddaa@hotmail.com 12/8/00

Re: Hot Air Balloons???? Dave 12/23/00

Is a kite an aircraft or a surface vehicle? Dave 12/8/00

Re: Is a kite an aircraft or a surface vehicle? Richard Amirault, N1JDU 12/9/00

Re: Is a kite an aircraft or a surface vehicle? Dave 12/10/00

Re: Is a kite an aircraft or a surface vehicle? Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 12/9/00

Re: Is a kite an aircraft or a surface vehicle? NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca 12/8/00

Re: Is a kite an aircraft or a surface vehicle? Thomas Bennett 12/8/00

Re: Is a kite an aircraft or a surface vehicle? Dave 12/9/00

Re: Is a kite an aircraft or a surface vehicle? Thomas Bennett 12/11/00

suspention line. Rob van Gils / www.fly.to.robvangils 12/8/00

Re: suspention line. Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 12/9/00

suspention line. Rob 12/8/00

Dual Line Kite Photorgrapy - Is It Possible ?!? Idan Deshe - Israel 12/7/00

Re: Dual Line Kite Photorgrapy - Is It Possible ?!? Rod 1/26/01

Re: Dual Line Kite Photorgrapy - Is It Possible ?!? Rod 12/20/00

Re: Dual Line Kite Photorgrapy - Is It Possible ?!? Peter Bults 12/9/00

Re: Dual Line Kite Photorgrapy - Is It Possible ?!? Thomas Bennett 12/7/00

Re: Dual Line Kite Photorgrapy - Is It Possible ?!? Simon 12/8/00

Re: Dual Line Kite Photorgrapy - Is It Possible ?!? Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 12/9/00

Picavet & Low Wind Kite Abelardo Codoer  12/5/00

Re: Picavet & Low Wind Kite David Hunt 12/6/00

Re: Picavet & Low Wind Kite Simon Harbord 12/7/00

Re: Picavet & Low Wind Kite David Hunt 12/8/00

Re: Picavet & Low Wind Kite Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 12/9/00

Re: Picavet & Low Wind Kite Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 12/5/00

Two step trigger for Digital-camera Manfred Fuchs 12/2/00
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Re: Two step trigger for Digital-camera Dave 12/12/00

Re: Two step trigger for Digital-camera Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 12/5/00

Re: Two step trigger for Digital-camera Manfred Fuchs 12/2/00

Casio Wrist camera WQV1D-8 David Foster 11/25/00

Watch Digital Camera from Casio David Foster 11/25/00

Re: Watch Digital Camera from Casio Simon Harbord 12/2/00

WWW.KITEAERIALPHOTOGRAPHY.NET Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 11/23/00

Re: WWW.KITEAERIALPHOTOGRAPHY.NET Richard Amirault 11/24/00

Re: WWW.KITEAERIALPHOTOGRAPHY.NET The Editor 11/25/00

Re: WWW.KITEAERIALPHOTOGRAPHY.NET Richard Amirault 11/25/00

Re: WWW.KITEAERIALPHOTOGRAPHY.NET Allan, St. Lucia 11/23/00

Re: WWW.KITEAERIALPHOTOGRAPHY.NET Richard Amirault 11/23/00

Re: WWW.KITEAERIALPHOTOGRAPHY.NET The editor 11/23/00

Article 1012 ndsaw@pub.jlonline.com 11/22/00

My First Results mjkline@us.ibm.com 11/22/00

re: What to use as an anchor point? Gunner Dave 11/17/00

re: What to use as an anchor point? simon harbord 11/18/00

What to use as an anchor point? Gunner Dave 11/16/00

Re: What to use as an anchor point? Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com 11/18/00

Re: What to use as an anchor point? Thomas Winningham 11/17/00

Wide Angle Converters for Digital Cameras David Hunt 11/15/00

Wireless wide-angle video camera tela@tela.bc.ca (Neil K.) 11/15/00

Digital Camera for Kapers on a shoe string buget David Foster 11/14/00

Digital for kapers on a shoestring buget David Foster 11/14/00

Aluminum Stock For Cradles Kevin Loper 11/9/00

Re: Aluminum Stock For Cradles benedict@austin.rr.com 11/9/00

Re: Aluminum Stock For Cradles David Hunt 11/9/00

Re: Aluminum Stock For Cradles Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 11/10/00

Re: Aluminum Stock For Cradles Rob van Gils 11/14/00

NEW DUTCH KAP SITE Rob van Gils 11/3/00

Re: NEW DUTCH KAP SITE Allan, St. Lucia, West Indies 11/4/00
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Anyone using safety line on camera? mjkline@us.ibm.com 11/2/00

Re: Anyone using safety line on camera? Rob van Gils 11/2/00

Re: Anyone using safety line on camera? Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 11/4/00

35mm digital film Thomas Winningham 10/31/00

Lateral Thinking Tom (UK) 10/29/00

Re: Lateral Thinking Tom(UK) 11/4/00

Re: Lateral Thinking Tom(UK) 11/4/00

Re: Lateral Thinking Tom(UK) 11/4/00

Re: Lateral Thinking Tom(UK) 11/4/00

Re: Lateral Thinking Simon Harbord 11/1/00

Re: Lateral Thinking NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca 10/30/00

Re: Lateral Thinking Thomas Bennett 10/29/00

Re: Lateral Thinking Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com 10/29/00

Nominations for KAP Bibliography Cris Benton 10/23/00

Re: Nominations for KAP Bibliography Allan, St. Lucia 10/27/00

Re: Nominations for KAP Bibliography Allan Smith, St. Lucia 10/26/00

Wide angle lens for 4x5 Kevin 10/11/00

Re: Wide angle lens for 4x5 Rob van Gils 10/12/00

Re: Wide angle lens for 4x5 Carl Bigras 10/12/00

Re: Wide angle lens for 4x5 Rob van Gils 11/1/00

Shutter speed Rob van Gils 10/5/00

Re: Shutter speed Henry Jebe 10/12/00

Re: Shutter speed Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com 10/6/00

Re: Shutter speed Rob van Gils 10/6/00

Re: Shutter speed BigDave 10/10/00

Re: Shutter speed Richard Amirault 10/10/00

Re: Shutter speed Rob van Gils 10/11/00

Lowest shutterspeed .. Rob van  10/5/00

Source for plastic GEARS Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com 10/3/00

Re: Source for plastic GEARS Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 10/13/00

Re: Source for plastic GEARS Richard Amirault 10/18/00
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Re: Source for plastic GEARS Brooks Leffler - kyteman@redshift.com 10/21/00

Re: Source for plastic GEARS Richard Amirault 10/22/00

Re: Source for plastic GEARS Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 10/27/00

Re: Source for plastic GEARS Richard Amirault 10/27/00

Re: Source for plastic GEARS steve in albuquerque  lewandow@usgs.gov
11/1/00

Re: Source for plastic GEARS Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
11/4/00

New Ricoh point & shoot with 21mm lens NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca) 9/30/00

FP-S148 Servo mod - Great page found with pics and instr. Rick* 9/29/00

Re: FP-S148 Servo mod - Great page found with pics and instr. Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) 11/12/00

Re: FP-S148 Servo mod - Great page found with pics and instr.  12/1/00

Re: FP-S148 Servo mod - Great page found with pics and instr.  12/1/00

rdicks@cnxmedia.com Ricoh 35R can be purchased ! 9/26/00

Flying Stamps Cris Benton 9/23/00

Re: Flying Stamps Scott Kroeger 10/2/00

Re: Flying Stamps David Hunt 9/30/00

Re: Flying Stamps  9/29/00

Re: Flying Stamps Cary Clements 9/25/00

Re: Flying Stamps David Hunt 9/24/00

Re: Flying Stamps Rob van Gils 9/25/00

Rigs etc. DZ 9/23/00

Balloon aerial photography rig NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca) 9/19/00

4x5" camera Rob van Gils 9/18/00

Re: 4x5" camera DZ 9/23/00

Re: 4x5" camera DZ 9/23/00

Picavet ref Allan, St. Lucia 9/16/00

Re: Picavet ref Peter Bults (peter.bults@wxs.nl) 9/17/00

Re: Picavet ref Allan, St. Lucia 9/27/00

Pendulum's terenced@spiritone.com 9/14/00

Re: Pendulum's Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 10/13/00

best soft kite for KAP Rob van Gils 9/12/00
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Re: best soft kite for KAP Peter Bults (peter.bults@wxs.nl) 9/15/00

Need info to buy kite & acces. for Photography Mark Kelleher, Ireland 9/11/00

NMH Batterys and charger Kevin Flynn 9/6/00

Re: NMH Batterys and charger Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 9/7/00

Preferred radio batteries? Cris Benton 9/5/00

Re: Preferred radio batteries? Richard Amirault 9/6/00

Re: Preferred radio batteries? David Hunt 9/6/00

Strategy.com Wind alerts Thomas Winningham 9/5/00

Simple Shutter Trigger??? Is it possible Earl Greenhough   egreenhough@growtec.ca 9/1/00

Re: Simple Shutter Trigger??? Is it possible wellsd@thegizmoshop.com 1/15/01

Re: Simple Shutter Trigger??? Is it possible gary@cvind.com 12/9/00

Re: Simple Shutter Trigger??? Is it possible David Foster 11/27/00

Re: Simple Shutter Trigger??? Is it possible David Hunt 9/17/00

Re: Simple Shutter Trigger??? Is it possible Carl Bigras 9/5/00

Re: Simple Shutter Trigger??? Is it possible David Foster 9/2/00

Re: Simple Shutter Trigger??? Is it possible Bill Nelson 6/11/01

Re: Simple Shutter Trigger??? Is it possible David Hunt 9/1/00

Re: Simple Shutter Trigger??? Is it possible David Hunt 9/2/00

Video Transmitter Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com 8/31/00

Micro video transmitter for PAL format (not NTSC) kajo@students.llaky.fi 8/30/00

Micro video transmitter for PAL format (not NTSC) kajo@students.llaky.fi 8/30/00

Re: Micro video transmitter for PAL format (not NTSC) Martin Hood 9/10/00

Re: Micro video transmitter for PAL format (not NTSC) Simon Harbord 9/11/00

KAP in Scientific American Cary Clements 8/24/00

Re: KAP in Scientific American Cris Benton 9/4/00

KAP in a Corn Field Cary Clements 8/24/00

KAP in Smithsonian Magazine Cary Clements 8/24/00

on the SPOT Rob van Gils 8/24/00

Video Transmission Kevin Flynn 8/18/00

Re: Video Transmission Thomas Winningham 8/23/00

Re: Video Transmission David Hunt 8/23/00
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Re: Video Transmission Simon Harbord 8/24/00

video image transmission Eric Shamay 8/15/00

Re: video image transmission Carl Bigras 8/16/00

Re: video image transmission Eric Shamay 8/16/00

Good to see it back up! Thomas Winningham 8/15/00

Test Benton 8/14/00

Re: Test Rob van Gils 8/15/00

Digital Elph by Canon Bob bob@thebrowns.com 7/13/00

Re: Digital Elph by Canon Cris Benton 8/14/00

Re: Digital Elph by Canon Bob Brown rbrown3rd@mindspring.com 8/25/00

Re: Digital Elph by Canon Bob bob@thebrowns.com 7/13/00

question timothyswart@hotmail.com 7/12/00

Re: question  8/17/00

Great Job Thailand 7/10/00

nice site Mark Newcombe 7/9/00

Simple one-shot camera rig... Thomas Winningham 7/6/00

Re: Simple one-shot camera rig... David Foster 7/7/00

Digital on a  kite - Post your photos here for free David Foster 7/4/00

Protecting the camera, KAPing over water David Foster 6/20/00

Flexible Antenna for R/C Transmitter? kyteflier@aol.com 6/20/00

Re: Flexible Antenna for R/C Transmitter? Kevin Flynn 6/24/00

Ixla Digital Super pro 640 battery life David Foster 6/16/00

Re:  Digital  battery life Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com 6/18/00

Lowest cost approach found David Foster 6/16/00

Olympus mju 2 or Yasica T5 (T4 super)?? Rob van Gils 6/11/00

Re: Olympus mju 2 or Yasica T5 (T4 super)?? nagar 12/19/00

Re: Olympus mju 2 or Yasica T5 (T4 super)??+ website news Simon Harbord 6/12/00

Re: Olympus mju 2 or Yashica T5 (T4 super)?? Brooks Leffler 6/16/00

Re: Olympus mju 2 or Yashica T5 (T4 super)?? Rob van  Gils 6/18/00

Re: Olympus mju 2 or Yashica T5 (T4 super)?? doug whitman 6/26/00

Re: Olympus mju 2 or Yashica T5 (T4 super)?? Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com
7/2/00
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Re: Olympus mju 2 or Yashica T5 (T4 super)?? David Hunt 7/2/00

Re: Olympus mju 2 or Yashica T5 (T4 super)?? Rob van Gils 8/24/00

Wind Speed gizmo very neat David Foster 6/8/00

Low Cost Kite David Foster 6/8/00

kite video and photography on a budget David Foster 6/8/00

VERY inexpensive aerial camera jh239@hotmail.com 6/6/00

The correct URL David Hunt 6/6/00

Re: VERY inexpensive aerial camera David Hunt 6/6/00

Re: VERY inexpensive aerial camera  6/7/00

Re: VERY inexpensive aerial camera  6/7/00

kite aerial videography ! Is it possible? J.Folmes 6/2/00

Re: kite aerial videography ! Is it possible? Elmon Morrison 6/15/00

Re: kite aerial videography ! Is it possible? Harald Prinzler 6/5/00

Digital on a kite David Foster 5/31/00

Original KAPER Site Back On Line David Hunt 5/30/00

KAPER Mirror Site David Hunt 5/29/00

KAPER site experiencing problems David Hunt 5/27/00

Digital cameras aloft Cris Benton 5/26/00

Re: Digital cameras aloft David Hunt 5/26/00

Re: Digital cameras aloft Brooks Leffler  -  kyteman@redshift.com 6/6/00

Have you ever done anything STUPID? David Hunt 5/19/00

Re: Have you ever done anything STUPID? William Eddy 5/21/00

Re: Have you ever done anything STUPID? Thomas Winningham 5/20/00

Help with tuning stratoscoop! hakan.johansson@tlxcom.se 5/17/00

Re: Help with tuning stratoscoop! Richard Amirault, ramirault@eros.com 5/27/00

Re: Help with tuning stratoscoop! Brooks Leffler   -- kyteman@redshift.com 5/19/00

KAP with a little spit and glue Gary Vigue   gary@cvind.com 5/16/00

Simplified Version Gary Vigue 5/17/00

Chain-stitched Picavet Thomas Winningham 4/25/00

Re: Chain-stitched Picavet Rick Inzero, rdi@cci.com 5/4/00

Re: Chain-stitched Picavet Simon Harbord 4/28/00
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Re: Chain-stitched Picavet David Hunt 4/28/00

Re: Chain-stitched Picavet - Picavet Length Thomas Winningham 5/8/00

Re: Chain-stitched Picavet - Picavet Length David Hunt 5/8/00

Re: Chain-stitched Picavet - another option John Balciar 4/27/00

Re: Chain-stitched Picavet Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 4/26/00

DC Trains kwo1@cornell.edu 4/16/00

Re: DC Trains Jeff Hylton 5/2/00

Re: DC Trains Doug Whitman 4/17/00

Antenna Mast M. Blackwell 4/4/00

Re: Antenna Mast David Hunt 4/4/00

Re: Antenna Mast Simon Harbord 4/6/00

Re: Antenna Mast M. Blackwell 4/5/00

Re: Antenna Mast David Hunt 4/5/00

Video from above?!!?! rojoyinc@msn.com  (Ron) 3/31/00

Re: Video from above?!!?! David Hunt 4/1/00

Re: Video from above?!!?! Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com 4/1/00

KAP site server change Cris Benton 3/30/00

introduction to KAP catherine 3/25/00

Re: introduction to KAP DM 5/16/00

Re: introduction to KAP Brooks Leffler   kyteman@redshift.com 4/1/00

RIG  PLANS tcimarron@aol.com 3/25/00

Re: RIG  PLANS Brooks Leffler   kyteman@redshift.com 4/1/00

Re: RIG  PLANS David Hunt 3/30/00

Re: RIG  PLANS simon 3/26/00

Re: RIG  PLANS Nobody 3/30/00

Re: RIG  PLANS Somebody 3/30/00

WHAT A WONDERFUL SITE! D. Fernandez 3/16/00

Losing weight Allan, St. Lucia 3/10/00

Re: Losing weight Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 4/1/00

Re: Losing weight Allan, St. Lucia 4/1/00

Re: Losing weight Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com 4/23/00

file:///Users/davemitchell/Desktop/KAP%20Forum%20Project/archive3.html#00000340
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Re: Losing weight Allan, St.Lucia 4/27/00

How much will your kite lift?  Good info! Bruce Baskett  bbaskettnospam@io.com 3/3/00

Re: How much will your kite lift?  Good info! Thomas Bennett 3/4/00

Re: How much will your kite lift?  Good info! David Hunt 3/5/00

Re: How much will your kite lift?  Good info! Thomas Bennett 3/5/00

Re: How much will your kite lift?  Good info! David Hunt 3/6/00

Alberto Bonati David Hunt 3/1/00

Re: Alberto Bonati Thomas Bennett 3/4/00

Re: Alberto Bonati Henry Jebe 3/3/00

Re: Alberto Bonati David Hunt 3/5/00

Re: Alberto Bonati Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com 3/2/00

Ricoh 35R (again) Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com 2/22/00

Re: Ricoh 35R (Bad News) Doug Whitman 5/4/00

Re: Ricoh 35R (again) Pentax MZ-M Martin Hood 3/7/00

Re: Pentax MZ-M Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com 3/8/00

Re: Pentax MZ-M Martin Hood 3/11/00

Re: Pentax MZ-M Martin Hood 3/11/00

Re: Ricoh 35R (again) Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com 2/24/00

construction for my digital camera Doekele@hotmail.com 2/17/00

Re: construction for my digital camera santos@value.net 2/26/00

Re: construction for my digital camera Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com 2/21/00

Gyro-stabilized KAP Jon Traer    Ktraer@darientel.net  1/28/00

Gyro-stabilized KAP Jon Traer    Ktraer@darientel.net  1/28/00

Re: Gyro-stabilized KAP Simon Harbord 1/30/00

THe Sutton 16 Tom Ewing 1/24/00

Re: THe Sutton 16 Brooks Leffler 2/1/00

photography from ships? hadnam@hotmail.com 1/22/00

Re: photography from ships? Sparky 3/30/00

Re: photography from ships? Henry Jebe 1/24/00

Re: photography from ships? David Hunt 1/24/00

Need some photos ,Will pay II santos@value.net 1/18/00
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Need some photos, Will pay santos@value.net 1/17/00

Re: Need some photos, Will pay Chris Lawrence 3/16/00

Re: Need some photos, Will pay Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com 1/17/00

Re: Need some photos, Will pay Kite Man 1/17/00

Re: Need some photos, Will pay johnny santos 2/21/00

Re: Need some photos, Will pay -what's goin on here? Simon Harbord 2/24/00

Re: Need some photos, Will pay -what's goin on here? santos@value.net 2/25/00

Re: Need some photos, Will pay -what's goin on here? Brooks Leffler -
kyteman@redshift.com 3/8/00

Re: Need some photos, Will pay -what's goin on here? Franýois Demont 3/1/00

Re: Need some photos, Will pay -what's goin on here? (Lawrence) Thomas
Bennett 3/4/00

r/c shutter release sillav@bellsouth.net 1/13/00

Re: r/c shutter release Cris Benton 1/15/00

Re: r/c shutter release Jeep 1/15/00

New KAP Electronic Magazine David Hunt 1/7/00

No-wind kite post John Edwards, EDW1@azstarnet.com 1/3/00

Re: No-wind kite post Henry Jebe 1/10/00

Re: No-wind kite post David Hunt 1/5/00

Re: No-wind kite post Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com 1/6/00

Re: No-wind kite post David Hunt 1/6/00

Re: No-wind kite post John Edwards, Tucson, edw1@azstarnet.com 1/12/00

Re: No-wind kite post David Hunt 1/17/00

Re: No-wind kite post Richard Amirault, ramrault@erols.com 1/5/00

Inexpensive motor-wind camera John Edwards, edw1@azstarnet.com 1/3/00

Re: Inexpensive motor-wind camera Henry Jebe 1/10/00

Re: Inexpensive motor-wind camera Michael Blackwell 1/5/00

(back)

Opps! The line broke
From: geach, www.bird-shots.com
Date: 11/24/01
Time: 6:57:02 PM
Remote Name: 207.30.216.245
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Comments

Well guys, the wind picked up this morning, to about 10 knots, and I tested your suggested modifications to the 4m DC. I
swapped the spars and adjusted the bridle and crossed my fingers as it lifted off...it flew flawlessly to 1000' with 150#
braided dacron...NO tail. The line drag appeared to be excessive so I relaunched with 80# dacron...BIG mistake. At about
700' a gust of wind broke the line. I watched helplessly as my beloved 4m DC disappeared behind the trees headed straight
for the lake http://www.bird-shots.com/kap/kap_gallery1/pages/laffayette.htm . After searching for over an hour I
reluctantly gave up the search and chalked it all up to "experience".

Then, late this afternoon, a neighbor stopped by and asked if I had lost a kite. (I'm the neighborhood wacko :-) Needless to
say I was elated. He had retrieved the kite from a tree in his yard more than 3/4 mile from the launch site. It was intact and
had about 200' of line attached when he found it. An examination of the line seemed to confirm my "gust breakage" theory.
Thank goodness I didn't have a cradle dangling.

The moral of this story is...line drag ain't all that bad :-)

Funny, I haven't read any "line breakage", "lost kite" or "crash and burn" stories. Am I the only admitter???

Come on now, fes up,

geach

(back)

Re: Opps! The line broke, OK, I admit............
From: Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net
Date: 11/24/01
Time: 10:20:42 PM
Remote Name: 12.84.107.219

Comments

Ha, It's amazing the problems we run into and we don't ever share because we'd hate to look like we don't know what we're
doing. A couple of weeks ago Carla and I were in San Diego, up on some park overlooking the city. Good winds, maybe
too strong. Carla was doing the best she could to maintain some steadiness while I was hooking on for our first photo. So
it's windy, and the kite is swaying and trying to pull away from me, and I'm trying not to drop my newly lightened rig. Now
for some reason I didn't notice the little dog yapping, running around my legs, barking, because I'm too serious with what
I'm doing. The owner asked, "is there anything I can do to help"? I replied, "yeah, control that thing", don't think I scored
any personality points with that lady.

Our biggest problems that trip were too little winds and not being able to keep the kite up. I know, being on vacation, that's
not much of a complaint. We saw our Deltas do the fly over the zenith thing a few times, that's always fun. Run Carla run.
Ha. This might be a good time to share a technique I use when the winds just die and the kite is going down. Just pull in the
line and lay it down in a zig zag pattern on the ground. Say 10 ft., just keep going back and forth. Seems to work equally
good perpendicular to the line as well as parallel. Depends on how much space you have. You can pull it in fast and keep
the kite out of trouble with just the forward motion of pulling it in. Also when putting it back up or reeling the line in, it
won't get all tangled up.

It seems like we are working our way through little problems. In the first iteration, on the Picavet cross I used screw eyes
and the line was falling out of the screw eye when slack. The lacing got all screwed up. In the second they were replaced
with the loop you find at the end of safety pins. Of course with my research, I found that there should be a split ring that
holds two of the lines together. Chased all over town to find the smallest split rings I could to save weight. Only to find that
the lines were sliding between the split ring and getting stuck. Aggravation. The split ring was replaced with a small plastic
ring. So yeah geach, I'm having my share of the fun.

Good to hear you had your kite up and that you got it back. I'm thinking of putting address labels on the kite as well as the
rig. Good warning.
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New pics, not up yet. Still have to blow off 12 more shots and bring in two disp. cams in for development.

So much fun, happy KAPing, PAPing, BAPing, Tom.

(back)

Telemetry in KAP
From: firemans@gmx
Date: 11/24/01
Time: 1:50:29 PM
Remote Name: 62.104.216.83

Comments

Hi all,

Here in Germany ELV electronic shop provides an telemetry system for radio controled modelairplanes. They sell
components singel or in two different sets. The expensive one for 199 DM. it works on 433,93MHz. features are: model
akku load control, altitude, and an variometer funktion witch let you know if the model rises, falls or just hold position. The
datas can been read by an display an variometerfunktion by earhearers who provides different tones wich also increase or
decrease like the model is doing in the air i think. Maybe that are some intresting features and i maybe going to buy it.
What do you think? I`m rather a bad Kaper i think because i allways want to make photos in places with bad wind
conditions, but i keeping it on. Please excuse my bad english, looking forward to your aswers, Sýren.

(back)

Minolta Dimage 7
From: dennis@treetopphoto.com
Date: 11/24/01
Time: 12:26:59 PM
Remote Name: 141.154.68.10

Comments

Hi All,

When a wife sees a need for a real digital camera and starts looking through the camera
magazines with you, it isn't hard to come up with one of the best prosumer cameras on the
market, even if it is a battery hog and the price, well, you know. . .

I'm now the proud owner of a Minolta Dimage 7. I read the reports and was aware of its
problems, but it had the features I was looking for.

BTW, it's official, I'm treetopphoto.com, no web page yet, that is to get started sometime next
week, I hope.

As many of you know, the Dimage requires a two switch closeure sequence for the camera to
function without a hang. Guess there are a number of cameras on the market with the same
problem. Well, after two day of intense brain whacking and several partial attempts at a sequence
switch I finally came up with a round servo horn used as a cam to trip two switches in sequence.
First the auto focus switch then the shutter switch. Turns out I built it all from stuff on hand. The
connector was made from an old 4 pin CD audio cable. I reduced it to a 3 pin connector and put a
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notch in it for the camera.

Picture here: http://www.williams.cncfamily.com/shutter2.jpg If you want a large picture use
shutter.jpg The perf board is <1"X1.5".

Hope this helps others, Dennis........... Treetop Photo

(back)

X-10
From: Pete Mikula
Date: 11/23/01
Time: 4:44:03 PM
Remote Name: 206.228.129.4

Comments

O.K. group!!! I'm gonna try to do this myself. I've bought the X-10 and want to install it on my rig, but I'm going to need
your help. Remember, I'm a stockbroker, not an electrical engineer. I've bought all of the X-10 equipment I think I will
need, even had it hooked up in the house the other night, but don't have a clue about how to make it run on battery power. Is
there anyone out there who can provide "X-10 for Dummies" instructions as to what type of battery to buy, how to wire it
up, etc., etc., etc... If a volunteer would please come forward. Thanks, Pete

(back)

Re: X-10
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/23/01
Time: 10:30:03 PM
Remote Name: 63.162.206.125

Comments

Pete,

There is an battery pack that you can purchase from X10.com that mounts to the base of the XCam2. This is the link--
http://www.x10.com/products/x10_zb10a.htm

It holds 4 AA batteries and has a step up voltage circuit that converts the 4.8 volts from the batteries to 12 volts which are
needed to run the camera/2.4GHz transmitter.

If you want to make your own battery pack then email me directly and I will guide you through the process.

David Hunt

kaper3@earthlink.net

(back)

Re: X-10
From: Pete
Date: 11/25/01

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126141711/http://www.williams.cncfamily.com/shutter2.jpg
https://web.archive.org/web/20011126141835/http://www.x10.com/products/x10_zb10a.htm
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Time: 5:22:57 AM
Remote Name: 206.228.129.4

Comments

This seems too easy. Can the same battery pack be used for the reciever? Also, I have considered buying a Sony Watchman
handheld television for viewing. Any particular problems using this TV? Thanks, Pete

(back)

Re: X-10
From: Pete
Date: 11/25/01
Time: 5:22:32 AM
Remote Name: 206.228.129.4

Comments

This seems too easy. Can the same battery pack be used for the reciever? Also, I have considered buying a Sony Watchman
handheld television for viewing. Any particular problems using this TV?

(back)

R/C switch
From: Cary Clements
Date: 11/22/01
Time: 6:02:24 AM
Remote Name: 64.30.6.66

Comments

OK, try this link:

http://www.tgworks.com/mini%20relay%20driver.htm

(back)

R/C switch
From: Cary Clements
Date: 11/22/01
Time: 5:58:59 AM
Remote Name: 64.30.6.66

Comments

Here's a link to an inexpensive rc switch:

http://www.tgworks.com/mini%20relay%20driver.htm

(back)

Re: R/C switch

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126142205/http://www.tgworks.com/mini%2520relay%2520driver.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20011126142255/http://www.tgworks.com/mini%2520relay%2520driver.htm
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From: David Hunt
<�b>Date: 11/22/01
Time: 9:03:43 AM
Remote Name: 63.162.206.125

Comments

Use the following link;

http://www.tgworks.com/index(a).htm

and then select Mini Relay Driver.

David Hunt

(back)

heavy and steady RIG.
From: Rob van Gils rcjvangils@hetnet.nl
Date: 11/21/01
Time: 2:16:35 PM
Remote Name: 212.83.68.243

Comments

heavy and steady RIG.

Heavy rigs have more stability ...BUT... needs more liftpower to keep it up.

and you need big Kites and Strong wind but the are difficult to handle.

conclusion: replace the glasfiber spares by carbon spars, it saves 475 gram on mine maxidopero.

Also line is relative heavy.

the kite line can be 50 mtr 140 KG (elastic) NYLON, then a knot 100 mtr dyneema (stiff lightwight) but the problem is the
slippery dyneema; fly's with high speed thru your burnin gloves and stops only at big knots.

Its not smart to save mass on a RIG less then 1 kg.

am I right? please react.

Greetings Rob van Gils.

(back)

Re: heavy and steady RIG.
From: ulrich monsees
Date: 11/22/01
Time: 8:23:32 AM
Remote Name: 217.0.59.240

Comments

I'm using my 350 g rig for some time now and I'm very pleased with it. I can use a small kite (Stade OKD9) and it's easy to
handle. I don't know when I last used my blue edition (1000 g).Ulli www.airborne-stade.de

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126140555/http://www.tgworks.com/index(a).htm
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(back)

Re: heavy and steady RIG.
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 11/22/01
Time: 1:32:59 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.201.140

Comments

Hallo Rob,

I'm on Ulli's side. In theory a heavier rig might be more stable, but the theory contains lots of buts and ifs. I hardly use my
SLR-HoVer rig (1 kg). 90% of the time I use the light rig (a little heavier than Ulrich's one because of T4 I'm using while he
has a mjuII). Still have to prove to myself that the SLR takes better pictures...

I suggest to go for light weight for both kite and rig, but keep an eye on safety, strength and realibility. It makes things so
much easier.

Groeten, Peter

(back)

Re: heavy and steady RIG.

From: <�/b>David Hunt
Date: 11/22/01
Time: 10:00:30 PM
Remote Name: 63.162.206.125

Comments

Elaborating on Peter's comments, let me say that if I had to lift a 1Kg or heavier rig then I would decrease my KAP
opportunities by half. Increased rig weight would only benefit in faster winds which tend to be more turbulent.
Where I live I do not have many 3+ Bft wind days.

Peter also mentioned that he is not sold on the SLR's superiority over a good quality P&S, like the Olympus Stylus
Epic or the Yashica T4. The SLR's superiority comes from its added control over the picture taking process and the
ability to change lenses. Only the lens change capability has been exploited for KAP.

One control feature found on many SLRs that could easily be exploited by KAPers is the ability bracket your shots
with one shutter depression. I have taken many shots that would have been great shots except that the auto exposure
was fooled and the picture ended up slightly over or under exposed. Even if the brightness range was beyond the
exposure latitude of the film, you could digitally combine the correctly exposed portions of your bracketed shots to
make a image that had good detail in both the brightest and darkest areas of your image.

I have noticed that several of the newer digital cameras have an auto bracketing feature and most P&S digitals are
lighter than SLRs.

David Hunt

(back)

Re: heavy and steady RIG.
From: Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net
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Date: 11/21/01
Time: 10:01:23 PM
Remote Name: 12.84.106.224

Comments

Rob, I think this subject is leaning towards personal opinion. My manual rig, with a disposable cam weighs only
147.42 grams (5.2 oz.). I like the fact that it is light and will fly in lighter winds than most. I'm using a 8' or 11' Delta
for lift depending on who is up in the right spot. Probably overkill for such a light rig, but we like the performance
from our Deltas. Steady good fliers with a wide wind range. We recently lightened our rig by an 28.35 grams (1 oz.)
(originally it was 175.77 grams (6.2 oz.) so that we could fly in lighter winds. Our experience is showing that we get
steadier winds on the lower side of the envelope. I've heard the theory that heavier rigs may add some stability, but
being on the opposite side of the spectrum, our light weight doesn't seem to be hindering us. In fact if the winds are
relatively good and steady, our rig seems to be quite stable and doesn't move around the sky too much. I do suggest
to my assistant that she do anything with the line that will keep it from moving during the critical period around
shutter release time, and have noticed her sometimes moving to stabilize it during that time period. This is just my
opinion, I'm sure others might disagree and are having success on the other side of the spectrum. Also, this is my
first rig, and it is hard to compare it with any others. Although we are having some success and having a lot of fun.
Guess that is all that matters. "Steady" flying to you. Tom

(back)

X-10 Vs. Polaris
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 11/21/01
Time: 11:42:22 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments

<�p>Since no one replied to Chris' post, no one owns any of the Polaris products (yet). I guess you get what you
pay for. X-10 advertizes 100' range for $80.00 or Polaris at 500' to 1000' for a lot more money. I like the WPD-02
combo, camera/Tx & monitor/Rx.

So, who's going to be first?

I have been a good boy all year and I hope santa reads my post ;-)

Carl

(back)

Re: X-10 Vs. Polaris
From: David Foster
Date: 11/21/01
Time: 3:56:50 PM
Remote Name: 207.8.174.50

Comments

I haven't heard of the Polaris. Could you provide a link. I would love to see this camera and know what it costs.
Thanks

(back)
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Re: X-10 Vs. Polaris
From: Carl
Date: 11/22/01
Time: 4:17:05 AM
Remote Name: 198.103.196.130

Comments

Here's the link to the WPD-02 set.

http://www.polarisusa.com/cgi-bin/view_product_detail.pl?product_category_id=15&template_id=23&type_id=3

Carl

(back)

Re: X-10 Vs. Polaris
From: Cris Benton
Date: 11/21/01
Time: 6:43:53 PM
Remote Name: 64.130.128.141

Comments

See http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/discuss/_kapdiscuss/00000622.htm

(back)

Rocket Science? ...NOT
From: geach, www.bird-shots.com
Date: 11/19/01
Time: 8:57:46 PM
Remote Name: 209.26.6.187

Comments

Lots of folks have ask how the 50' PAP pole telescopes. Here's hoping I've answered the BIG question. I've added an
animated gif on the PAP, Equipment page http://www.bird-shots.com/pap/pap.htm ...see the "telescope" link
midway down the page. It shows, in an abreviated way, the inner workings of the cables and pulleys. To get a better
look, use your browser's "Stop" icon to stop the animation and "Refresh" to start it again.

Bare with me, it's my first animation. Please let me know if any of you have problems viewing it.

Okay guys, all you have to do now is turn those cradles upsidedown and mount'em it on a "Big Stick" and you're
good to go.

geach

(back)

Re: Rocket Science? ...NOT
From: Tony Stanley    mahoney77@bigpond.com

https://web.archive.org/web/20020102155637/http://www.polarisusa.com/cgi-bin/view_product_detail.pl?product_category_id=15&template_id=23&type_id=3
https://web.archive.org/web/20020102162402/http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/discuss/_kapdiscuss/00000622.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20020102154236/http://www.bird-shots.com/pap/pap.htm
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Date: 11/21/01
Time: 4:36:03 AM
Remote Name: 144.134.47.50

Comments

David ( in a quiet moment today)I sketched out a possible pulley system and the Penny dropped.

And lo and behold when I came home and looked at the discussion board BINGO I got it in 1 . Your animation is
Fabulous no doubt I will be in touch again. Many thanks.

TONY

(back)

Re: Rocket Science? ...NOT
From: geach, www.bird-shots.com
Date: 11/21/01
Time: 3:24:36 PM
Remote Name: 207.30.216.170

Comments

Thanks guys, for the kind words. The animation is made up of 7 pictures, so it must be worth 7,000 words :-)

While I'm waiting for some wind to test my 4m DC modifications (suggested by the group), I've been working on the
other construction details to clear up some other "mud". Will have them posted soon.

geach

(back)

Re: Rocket Science? ...NOT
From: Tony Stanley    mahoney77@bigpond.com
Date: 11/22/01
Time: 2:53:38 AM
Remote Name: 139.134.127.80

Comments

David. I will ask this question in the public forum, as the answer may benefit others (Q)

you said the pole bows due to the cables under tension right ? What if every 2nd cable was on the opposite side ?
reasonable query/

Thanks

TONY

(back)

Re: Rocket Science? ...NOT
From: geach, www.bird-shots.com
Date: 11/22/01
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Time: 8:05:23 PM
Remote Name: 207.30.216.102

Comments

Good question Tony. You may find this hard to believe, but the bow actually works to your advantage. It only occurs
when the pole is extended over 40'. Guy-lines need to be used above that level anyhow. Initially, I was concerned
about not having anything to guy to behind my pickup but the ground. I discovered that by moving the cable anchor
points away from the pole I could create more bow, thereby a virtual guy. In other words, the bow caused by the
cables serves as a third guy pulling against the front guys and is necessary to keep the pole vertical. It looks as
though the best anchor point is between 1 and 1 1/4 inches from the pole, as seen in Dennis' rig http://www.bird-
shots.com/other_stuff/williams_gallery/pages/reducer.htm . This was not caluclated on my part, simply an
experimentation conclusion.

In the pic, http://www.bird-shots.com/pap/natural_bend.jpg ,I had not pulled the guy lines taut, so that the bow
could be seen. Guying without a bow pulls the pole forward, out of vertical. If I wanted to, I could reduced the bow
by moving the cable anchor points closer to the pole. Take it from me, and I think Dennis will back me up, it works
better with a little bow.

The top section is not affected by the cables and therefore is not part of the bow. For that reason I will try moving
the forward guy points from the very top, down to the top of the 3/4" section. I'll let you know if it works better. I
suspect though, that it will result in an unstable camera in breezy conditions.

"Clear as Mud?" :-)

geach

(back)

Re: Rocket Science? ...NOT

From: <�/b>David Hunt
Date: 11/22/01
Time: 10:14:30 PM
Remote Name: 63.162.206.125

Comments

One of the drawbacks of this "bow" is an unlevel camera cradle. Looking back at geach's photo PAP galleries you
can see that some of the pictures have slightly out-of-level horizons. Good cropping would correct this without
loosing too much of the original image. Another option would be to add a leveling control to the rig, but as minor as
the tilt appears to be, this would be over kill.

David Hunt

(back)

Re: Rocket Science? ...NOT
From: geach, www.bird-shots.com
Date: 11/23/01
Time: 7:12:25 AM
Remote Name: 207.30.216.102

Comments

I must admit, I'm a bit lax when when it comes to adjusting the guys before taking pics. I have a leveling bubble that

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126142842/http://www.bird-shots.com/other_stuff/williams_gallery/pages/reducer.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20011126142842/http://www.bird-shots.com/pap/natural_bend.jpg
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mounts on the cradle, maybe I should be using it again :-)

One thing for sure, I need to add "level cradle" to my PAP checklist...up near the top. It just occurred to me that I
haven't even mentioned the "bubble" on Bird-Shots...Thanks David.

Happy Thanksgiving Everyone,

geach

(back)

ALL 18 ISSUES OF THE AERIAL EYE ON CD-ROM
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/17/01
Time: 8:10:17 PM
Remote Name: 63.173.119.157

Comments

I just received word from Brooks Leffler that he has completed converting all the back issues of The Aerial Eye into
Adobe Acrobat.

For more details got to the following link:

http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/news_ae_cdrom_final.html

David Hunt

editor, KAPER

(back)

Re: ALL 18 ISSUES OF THE AERIAL EYE ON CD-ROM
From: Peter Bults 
Date: 11/18/01
Time: 5:51:45 AM
Remote Name: 195.121.200.130

Comments

You can order your copy on-line now! See http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net

Peter

(back)

Re: Remotecontrolled Digicam: Casio QV 4000
From: Christian Becot
Date: 11/21/01
Time: 4:51:54 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.32.168

Comments

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126142958/http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/news_ae_cdrom_final.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20011126143039/http://www.kiteaerialphotography.net/
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Yes, it is correct that Casio QV3500 has a remote control. The plug looks like a 2.5mm jack with 4 connexions (one
more than stereo jack)and is called digital plug by Casio. This plug is also used for zoom, menu selection, focus
selection, set display, flash, timer, shift button, and also a serial connexion to a computer. So, it doesn't seem that a
simple contact will action it. Casio is selling a remote control accessory reference is WR-2C, and I don't know its
price yet. This camera weights 340g, has a lot of good features, from which I mention: -manual focus -shutter
priority 1/800, but will automatically set the sensitivity to 100 iso. -keep memory of your last settings. -can shoot 3
pictures at 0.5s interval when pressing only once the shutter button. -power is off after 5 mn but is kept with
external batteries, or when some accessory is plug in, such as the remote control.

Does somebody has further info on the Casio remote control.

(back)

Re: Remotecontrolled Digicam: Casio QV 4000
From: Christian Loibl, cattlevet@aon.at
Date: 11/24/01
Time: 3:46:27 AM
Remote Name: 195.3.113.103

Comments

Hello Christian, Thank you for the info. There is a good site about the features of Casio QV 4k, on
http://www.steves-digicams.com/2001_reviews/qv4000_pg2.html Iým in contact with 3 people about the possibilities
of wirde remotecontrol. Andrew Gregory, a guy from australia gives me some information of controlling the shutter
by a BASIC STAMP. This solution is "very" electronic. Another guy from Germany write to me, I should take a
look "inside" the wired remote control and desolder the cable and connect it with the microrelais. A third one
prefers a magnetic lock+transitor. Till now I donýt know the right solution for me. Iým not "really" an expert in
electronics and that is the basic-problem. gx Christian

(back)

Olympus Stylus Epic modification?
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 11/16/01
Time: 11:06:53 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

I *love* my Olympus Stylus Epic camera in my current RC KAP rig. So much that I bought an extra for a 'spare'
camera in case something drastic happens to the first.

So much that I just bought two more!! I also dabble in stereo photography (3D) While I do have dedicated stereo
cameras, they do not have any way of advancing the film between exposures. So I would have to bring the rig down
between each shot. I want to try using the two new cameras for stereo pairs. To do that I need to have both cameras
trip the shutter as close together as possible (exactly the same would be best of course)

Possible ways to do this include:

Some sort of mechanical "fingers" tied together and activated by a single servo.

Using the Olympus remote control to somehow activate both cameras at the same time. (not from the ground of
course, but from the rig)

Twin servos (one for each camera) running off the same RC channel. .. or ..

https://web.archive.org/web/20020102155245/http://www.steves-digicams.com/2001_reviews/qv4000_pg2.html
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Opening up the cameras and attaching wires to the pushbutton circuit so that I can complete the circuit *externally*
(and simultaniously)

This last option would be the most accurate, but the most technicaly involved. Anyone have any experience
modifying the Stylus Epic in this manner?

Richard in Boston, MA, USA

(back)

Re: Olympus Stylus Epic modification?

<�p>From: Christian Becot
Date: 11/18/01
Time: 1:52:42 PM
Remote Name: 193.248.152.243

Comments

My stereo rig is fitted for two Olympus Stylus, the old model named ý1. All my cameras are modified for electric
shutter with external connexion. I found that whatever you do, one of the camera will always shot a few milliseconds
after the other. If you have an old battery on one, this camera will always shot later. But, as Brooks says, delay is not
so important for Kap, but once you have electric shutter control, you are desiring to take other subjects. You will
find information on modifying Olympus Epic on http://home.worldnet.fr/~humezol/kap/index.htm One specialist of
this in France is Christophe Jacquemoud Who operated a few of them. I bought an Epic last summer, and will open
it in the near future. I have my own new technique for connexions that I have experienced successfully on a
Olympus AF10-XB (29mm lens). I have to prepare such description.

(back)

Re: Olympus Stylus Epic modification?
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 11/16/01
Time: 3:38:22 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.167

Comments

I used the 2 servos off 1 channel approach with a Y type connecting wire, available easily for this purpose. Worked a
treat.

(back)

Re: Olympus Stylus Epic modification?
From: Brooks  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 11/16/01
Time: 12:52:01 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.75

Comments

Richard, I've built two stereo rigs using the Epic; both used a microservo for each camera with a Y lead from a
single rx channel. Worked fine. Re your question, having fried one Infinity Stylus by trying to wire it, I don't do that
anymore. For most stereo at that distance, I don't think it needs to be exactly simulataneous to the nanosecond, does

https://web.archive.org/web/20020102161521/http://home.worldnet.fr/~humezol/kap/index.htm
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it?

(back)

Kite Tuning
From: David McGeachy, geachhsd@earthlink.net
Date: 11/15/01
Time: 7:56:02 PM
Remote Name: 64.45.217.207

Comments

My primary KAP kite is a 4m DC that I built this past summer. It was my first attempt at a DC and it flys "okay" in
<10 mph winds, but wants to veer to my left when the wind picks up. I like to take "over the water" pics like the one
on my home page http://www.bird-shots.com ,but am hesitant to attempt such with this problem. Unanticipated nose
dives is the primary reason I'm now a full time PAP'er / part time KAP'er :-)

Can someone take a look at this pic, http://www.bird-shots.com/kap/4M_DC.JPG and tell me what I need to correct
the problem. I can take more pics if it will help. Notice I tied the 10m fluffy tail off center, to my right, trying to
compensate. This helps a little, but not enough. Heck, none the deltas I've built needed tails. Trouble is they didn't
have the lift the DC does. I suspect that for some reason it is losing lift on the right wing. I have looked through
binoculars at the kite in flight, but cannot see any difference in flutter of the two wings. Now I may not be the best
semstress in the world, but I know for sure the wings are semetrical and the kite is balanced.

Thanks,

geach

(back)

Re: Kite Tuning
From: geach,  www.bird-shots.com
Date: 11/17/01
Time: 11:43:15 PM
Remote Name: 64.45.217.138

Comments

Haven't had any wind since the post. Good suggestions...will give it later today if the wind gets up. May have to go
down to the coast to get some. Got all 30 AA's charged up and ready to go. Wonder if there are any pics to be had
down there? All I need to lift is a 3 measly pounds...Geez :-)

Thanks Tom,

geach

(back)

Re: Kite Tuning
From: Denis Van der Staey
Date: 11/16/01
Time: 2:23:50 AM
Remote Name: 194.7.32.225

https://web.archive.org/web/20020102161751/http://www.bird-shots.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20020102161751/http://www.bird-shots.com/kap/4M_DC.JPG
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Comments

Hello David,

To solve this problem, please switch the leading edge spars (left <-> right).

If your kite still leans to the right, you can be pretty certain that there is some assymmetry in your kite.

If the kite now leans to the left, the (now) left wing spar does flex more under tension than the right one. As flexing is
minimal in light winds, this effect only starts showing up in stronger winds.

Hope this helps; please let us know.

Denis.

(back)

Re: Kite Tuning
From: geach, www.bird-shots.com
Date: 11/16/01
Time: 8:42:22 AM
Remote Name: 64.45.216.149

Comments

Thanks Denis, The spars are fibreglass tubes. Even though I compared the deflection before they were "sewn in",
nothing beats a good field test. I'll give it a try and let you know.

Thanks again,

geach

(back)

KAP from KAP
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 11/13/01
Time: 7:56:07 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

I'm sure I can't be the first who thought of this ... I'm wating for the film to be processed from my weekend KAP
effort. I shot my KAP rig from *another* KAP rig (on the same kite line)

The other day I came across my 'old' KAP point and shoot. It's the Samsung AF-SLIM. Then a light bulb went off
in my head .... hey take a picture of my current RC KAP rig with my 'old' rig!

I used my old manual pendulm mount and the intervalometer built-in to the Samsung to trigger the camera. We'll
see how they come out. I'm wondering if the Samsung focused on the other rig or focused on the ground instead.

We'll see....

Richard in Boston, MA, USA

(back)
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Re: KAP from KAP
From: Christian Becot
Date: 11/14/01
Time: 4:42:25 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.63.125

Comments

Yes, it works fine. Adjust the distance to the second rig by checking in the viewer the correct frame. Last time I did
it was with Christophe Jacquemoud using his rig in the Dieppe festival in september 2000. We had great fun and
pictures were good.

(back)

Re: KAP from KAP
From: Brooks  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 11/14/01
Time: 12:18:32 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.188

Comments

I vote for reindeer parts.

Ralf Beutnagel has everybody beat, as I recall. He sent me a pic long ago with two other rigs down the line. Must be
crowded skies in Deutschland that they can't all launch their own.

(back)

Re: KAP from KAP
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/14/01
Time: 10:49:55 PM
Remote Name: 63.173.119.157

Comments

I had tied off my kite to the carabiner and hooked it to my car while I attached the KAP cradle to the line. Because
the sun was setting I did not want to waste the remaining light, so I just unhooked the carabiner and sent the cradle
aloft. I hadn't thought about it showing up in a shot because the prime subject was in another direction. I was a little
surprised to see it in a shot I took while I was using up the roll of film.

David Hunt

(back)

Re: KAP from KAP
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 11/14/01
Time: 12:32:53 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.241
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Comments

Don't expect anything too special.... I tried this about a year ago with two rigs on one line all held up by a nice big
delta. We'd have put the rigs a lot closer together if we'd thought about it..Here's my version, hope yours comes out
better.

http://www.harb85.freeserve.co.uk/wend/8three.jpg

Simon

(back)

Re: KAP from KAP
From: Richard Amirault
<�b>Date: 11/15/01
Time: 5:30:47 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

Got my pictured back today with mixed results. Some were focused on the rig, others were not. The biggest problem,
however, was the 'background'

I shot the whole roll from one location. I rotated my RC rig to get different "views" but did not move the kite. The
background (stuff on the ground) was way too "busy" and makes it hard to see the RC rig detail. Next time I'll
choose a less busy location (grass field, or sand beach or the like) to give a "cleaner" less obtrusive backgound.

Richard in Boston, MA, USA

(back)

Re: KAP from KAP
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 11/16/01
Time: 8:07:37 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

Ok .. here's the best of the lot..

24k file http://www.erols.com/ramirault/007_4a3.jpg

same pic at 67k file http://www.erols.com/ramirault/007_4a1.jpg

I did crop the image a bit.

Richard in Boston, MA, USA

(back)

New pictures
From: Pete Mikula
Date: 11/9/01

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115113124/http://www.harb85.freeserve.co.uk/wend/8three.jpg
https://web.archive.org/web/20011126140555/http://www.erols.com/ramirault/007_4a3.jpg
https://web.archive.org/web/20011126140555/http://www.erols.com/ramirault/007_4a1.jpg
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Time: 5:49:19 PM
Remote Name: 206.228.128.224

Comments

Beginning a new page with some aerials of our summer vacation to Seaside Florida. Check it out if you get time.
http://mikula.kitelife.com Having alot of scanner problems as you can tell. Pete

(back)

x10 reception range
From: Guillermo Castares
Date: 11/9/01
Time: 9:45:11 AM
Remote Name: 200.32.93.3

Comments

Hello. My name is Guillermo Castares.

The x10 specifications talk about a 100 feet range of their Xcam2 wireless camera. I think this is not enough to KAP,
and it is even worse if you have to replace a directional antenna with an omnidirectional one.

But I know some kapers are using it. How do they extend the range? How long?

If you want to know about my KAP & Kite experience, you can go to http://www.batoco.org/kap/index.htm and
http://www.batoco.org/miembros/gcastares/index.html .

Thanks.

(back)

Re: x10 reception range
From: Tony Cunningham
Date: 11/12/01
Time: 5:28:34 AM
Remote Name: 62.59.8.104

Comments

Guiellermo - actual range in the open is said to be up to 10 times more than the published range.

(back)

Re: x10 reception range
From: tony stanley
Date: 11/9/01
Time: 10:50:06 AM
Remote Name: 139.134.130.170

Comments

Hi Guillermo

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115113056/http://mikula.kitelife.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20011126143712/http://www.batoco.org/kap/index.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20011126143712/http://www.batoco.org/miembros/gcastares/index.html
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Tony here

I just looked up the Spec for this Cam and wondered the same P.A.L in your Country ? which is where ?

Anything in english (sorry )

regards

tony

(back)

Re: x10 reception range
From: Guillermo Castarýs
Date: 11/12/01
Time: 6:25:25 AM
Remote Name: 200.32.93.3

Comments

Hello Tony

Here in Argentina you can buy x10 cameras at http://www.controlhome.com.ar, but they uses NTSC video system.
And they cost u$s280, about 3 times more than http://www.x10.com/

Best Regards, Guillermo.

(back)

Re: x10 reception range
From: geach, www.bird-shots.com
Date: 11/16/01
Time: 10:29:23 AM
Remote Name: 64.45.216.149

Comments

Consider this:

An x10 system for downlinking($100 for xCam2 or $90 for NTSC, both prices include power converter, plus
shipping) and for monitoring a Casio EV-550 handheld color TV($105, plus shipping). This will give you a complete
downlinking/monitoring system for any type camera...anywhere on planet earth.

If you don't like X10 NTSC but you want nondirectional advertised at 1000' then try http://www.polarisusa.com/cgi-
bin/view_product_detail.pl?product_category_id=15&template_id=4 ($220 plus shipping)

I use X10's xCam2 and the NTSC with a CASIO EV-660 and am quite satisfied. Look under "RC" on
http://www.bird-shots.com

geach

(back)

Thanks for Polaris link

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115123623/http://www.controlhome.com.ar/
https://web.archive.org/web/20011115123623/http://www.x10.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20020102162829/http://www.polarisusa.com/cgi-bin/view_product_detail.pl?product_category_id=15&template_id=4
https://web.archive.org/web/20020102162829/http://www.bird-shots.com/
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From: Cris Benton
Date: 11/18/01
Time: 8:18:27 PM
Remote Name: 64.130.128.141

Comments

Geach,

Thanks for the link to Polaris. They seem to have the tiny color camera/transmitter that Simon was so taken with in
his recent video article (http://www.harb86.fsnet.co.uk/micvid/micvid.htm) describing a neat diminutive airborne
component. Polaris offers this camera alone or bundled with an interesting looking four-channel receiver/TFT
monitor. See:

http://www.polarisusa.com/cgi-bin/view_product_detail.pl?product_category_id=15&template_id=23&type_id=3

It is a tempting, if pricey, package. Could I be so lucky to find any of you experienced in dealing with Polaris? They
cite their wireless gear as coming from Blue Screen Inc. but I cannot find such a company on the WWW.

Cheers,

Cris

(back)

Re: Thanks for Polaris link
From: geach, www.bird-shots.com
Date: 11/19/01
Time: 9:20:42 PM
Remote Name: 209.26.6.187

Comments

You're quite welcome, The fellow's site where the link came from eludes me. I believe he uses RC gliders or
planes??? I looked for an hour or so today, sorry, no luck. I'll keep looking though and post it when and if I find it.
He swore by it...said he had tried the x10 but went with the Polaris...can't remember why though.

geach

(back)

Nominate Your Favorite KAP Photos
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/7/01
Time: 2:16:20 PM
Remote Name: 63.162.198.200

Comments

Cris has not mentioned it here on the discussion page yet, but I will....Cris has started a new feature on his site. If
you go to the "What's New" page you will see that he has started a Data Base that allows anyone to Nominate their
favorite internet published KAP photo, plus give comments about what they like about the photo.

So far only a few KAPers have made nominations. So incase some of you have not checked the "What's New" page
recently, go and see what others have nominated, and what they have said about these photos.

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126144133/http://www.harb86.fsnet.co.uk/micvid/micvid.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20011126144133/http://www.polarisusa.com/cgi-bin/view_product_detail.pl?product_category_id=15&template_id=23&type_id=3
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Reading the comments that others have made should be very instructive to what it takes to make a good photo.
When you nominate and comment about your favorite photo then you will begin to strengthen your own critical eye,
and help you with your personal photo skills.

If you feel that your critiquing skill are lacking then let me suggest you visit the following site:

http://www.dpcorner.com/digiphoto/

You will find the work of ten photography students, and as of the date of this writing they have completed 6 lesson
assignments. Each assignment has a different objective and the students work is critiqued by Prof. Arthur Bleich.
Although the level of critisism given by Prof. Bleich is different than that you will find on Cris' BEST KAP
PHOTOS page, it should be very helpful when you critique yours or others work.

I hope to see more people participate on this great new feature on Cris' site. It will be for your own good.

David Hunt

(back)

Re: Nominate Your Favorite KAP Photos
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 11/9/01
Time: 8:52:33 AM
Remote Name: 195.121.200.218

Comments

I couldn't agree more. So, please nominate your fav KAPicture. And even when it is already nominated we love to
know why you like that special picture.

Thanks, Peter Bults

(back)

Up dated my web site
From: Dennis --  Dennis@williams.cncfamily.com
Date: 11/7/01
Time: 8:22:53 AM
Remote Name: 141.154.68.130

Comments

I made some drastic changes to my web page. It now deals with my KAP & PAP endevors.
http://www.williams.cncfamily.com/

Dennis............

(back)

First time KAPper's rig photos
From: Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net
Date: 11/4/01
Time: 10:51:45 PM
Remote Name: 12.84.108.190

https://web.archive.org/web/20020102140949/http://www.dpcorner.com/digiphoto/
https://web.archive.org/web/20011115104232/http://www.williams.cncfamily.com/
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Comments

Weight reduction of my disposable cam manual KAP rig brought it down to 5.29 oz. It lost a whole ounce of weight
from it first debut. Hence model # KAP/NS1.2. The Picavet cross was completely rebuilt with lighter materials as
well as the aluminum strap mount was replaced. Front and rear view shows how little material is used to do the job.
I even cut the ears off of nylon wing nuts to save weight. Every screw was shortened to minimum length.
Constructed mostly of 1/32 aircraft ply, popsicle sticks and bamboo skewers. Air brushed with white acrylic to give
it a professional look. I'm pleased how it came out. Carla my KAP assistant also thinks it looks quite good for our
first rig. Front and back views are on my Webshots page. All are invited to take a look and comment.
http://community.webshots.com/scripts/editPhotos.fcgi?action=viewall&albumID=22701470

(back)

Re: First time KAPper's rig photos
From: Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net
Date: 11/4/01
Time: 10:59:43 PM
Remote Name: 12.84.108.190

Comments

Sigh, I screwed up again.

This will take you to the correct WebShots page:

http://community.webshots.com/album/22701470jgsExZlWxS

(back)

Re: First time KAPper's rig photos
-->

From: Brooks  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 11/8/01
Time: 11:10:29 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.49

Comments

My, you sure do make nice-looking stuff. You could save a bit more weight by trimming that Picavet down to about
4" per crossbar -- indeed, just use that flat plastic-looking ring in the middle without the arms. Lovely rig, Tom.

(back)

Re: First time KAPper's rig photos
From: Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net
Date: 11/9/01
Time: 5:20:15 AM
Remote Name: 12.84.109.73

Comments

Thanks Brooks. It actually was larger and in this second addition it was trimed down by two inches in diameter.

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126141743/http://community.webshots.com/scripts/editPhotos.fcgi?action=viewall&albumID=22701470
https://web.archive.org/web/20011126144538/http://community.webshots.com/album/22701470jgsExZlWxS
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When I get back from San Diego I'm thinking of running some tests on just that. Guess originally I thought larger
would provide more stability, but have noticed others rigs with Picavet cross much smaller. Thanks again, I know
that could save me about .88 grams. Well to all I wish Happy KAPing, I'm off for vacation with KAP activities in
San Diego. Chin up!

(back)

Digital cameras
From: jeff
Date: 11/1/01
Time: 7:06:43 PM
Remote Name: 65.5.32.88

Comments

Are digital cameras any good for aerails?

(back)

Re: Digital cameras
From: Ralf.Beutnagel@t-online.de
Date: 11/18/01
Time: 2:45:51 PM
Remote Name: 62.158.3.171

Comments

It is nearly perfect to work with my digital camera rig because of the perfekt vidocontroll and zoomfunktion, but my
Contax G1 has the more sharp slides :-)

(back)

Re: Digital cameras
From: Ralf.Beutnagel@t-online.de
Date: 11/18/01
Time: 2:45:29 PM
Remote Name: 62.158.3.171

Comments

It is nearly perfect to work with my digital camera rig because of the perfekt vidocontroll and zoomfunktion, but my
Contax G1 has the more sharp slides :-)

(back)

Re: Digital cameras
From: David McGeachy, geachhsd@earthlink.net
Date: 11/15/01
Time: 4:35:26 PM
Remote Name: 64.45.217.207
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Comments

Hi Jeff, I have six 35mm's that stay in the bag now...All of the recent pics on http://www.bird-shots.com were taken
with an Olympus c4040z (Under $700 on www.pricewatch.com). It's liteweight, super easy to use and has NTSC
output capabilities, which I use with my X10 downlink system. Another desirable feature is that it uses 4 AA
batteries instead of proprietaries like Sony and the others.

Go Digital :-)

geach

(back)

Re: Digital cameras
From: Jeff
Date: 11/12/01
Time: 5:58:57 PM
Remote Name: 65.5.32.88

Comments

Thanks Peter. I am new to aerial photography, in fact I am doing research right now on cameras and stuff. I have
very little photography knowledge but I am picking up a few ideas. Although I won't be using a kite (I hope that
doesn't get me kicked out of here) I will be mounting a camera on a helmet and taking pictures while flying a
powered paraglider. I have searched the web over and this site has been a great help. I haven't really posted much
here because, well I wont be using a kite and sometimes groups get kind of funny if your doing something different.
Anyways thanks for all the responses. You all have helped me out. I have ordered some books and stuff on
photography and aerial photography and am anxiously awaiting them. Any advice is always welcome.

Thanks again. Jeff

(back)

Re: Digital cameras
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 11/9/01
Time: 8:47:06 AM
Remote Name: 195.121.200.218

Comments

Please, all digiKAPers, fill out the Digicam Survey 2001 on www.kiteaerialphotography.net (see the news item of
November 4th) and help people like Jeff.

Thanks, Peter Bults

(back)

Re: Digital cameras
From: Koral
<�b>Date: 11/8/01
Time: 9:52:43 AM
Remote Name: 66.12.204.226

https://web.archive.org/web/20020102155332/http://www.bird-shots.com/
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Comments

I use a Canon Powershot A20 which is a 3.3 megapixel with adjustable shutter speed. It is small, light and doesn't
turn off automatically when idle. The only problem is that I get terribly nervous sending it up to 150 m high.

Koral

(back)

Re: Digital cameras
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 11/3/01
Time: 5:58:28 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

Along with everyone elses comments remember that many (if not most) digital cameras go into "battery save" mode
after a preset time with no activity. I think that some might be able to defeat this "feature", but I don't know for
sure.

If a camera does go into battery save mode, do you have to push the "power" switch to revive it or just the shutter
button? ... find out. If you can't 'revive' it then you may have to keep shooting pictures every XX minutes just to
keep the camera 'alive'.

Just something else to consider ;-)

Richard in Boston, MA, USA

(back)

Re: Digital cameras
From: Christian Becot
Date: 11/2/01
Time: 2:53:30 PM
Remote Name: 193.250.243.231

Comments

Hi Jeff,

Since last july I put a Yashica MicroElite 3300 on one rig (pan, tilt, and framing). This camera is also known as
Kyocera Finecam 3300. I bought it at a 30% dicount price in last may, and I'm sure its price will lower as Kyocera
has put on the market a new one named Finecam S3. For technical datas, connect to
www.dpreview.com/reviews/specs/kyocera I just add that kyocera is manufacturing in Japan for other majors, and
the CCD of this camera is a Sony one. It uses compactFlash card that you can directly plug in the PCMIA port of
any notebook computer, even very old ones, with adapter which costs 10$ only, and read it as any drive disc.

This camera is convenient for Kap because: - you can stop automatic shut-off - you can set it on manual focusing -
with this condition, it fires in a short delay, which I measured to be 0.4 second; this is as good as fastest P&S
cameras! - it's small 94x66x38mm and weights 250g with battery.

I recommend the 2048x1536 pixels fine mode; shots are 840Ko in average.

It has two cons: - no eye viewer, only the display screen, but it's such a small camera, and this is unnecessary for
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kap. - it has dedicated battery, with limited life when the screen is on (about 40mn). However, when connecting the
mono jack ý3.5mm in the video output it shut off the display screen and you have more than 2 hours battery life in
continuous use. There is a battery input, and buying a Sony type plug, you can power it with 4 R6 batteries (1.2V AA
size)

ON the rig, I install a linear servo with two brackets: one set the camera on, and the second trigger the shutter. Easy
to adjust, it's convenient as it uses only one channel of the radiocommand. Push the joystick for one action, and pull
it for the second one.

Well, you understand I enjoy it!

(back)

Re: Digital cameras
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/2/01
Time: 9:52:08 PM
Remote Name: 63.162.198.200

Comments

Christian, I'm glad you mailed in your comments about the new Kyocera Finecam S3. The S3 caught my eye
because it is very small, the size of a credit card and only 1.2 inches (30mm) thick, 3.14 Mega Pixels, and only 5.6
ounces w/ battery.

But, like you mentioned, there are some major drawbacks to this camera and I would not recommend it to someone
without first directing them to a review such as the one located at dpreview.com

You mention the ability to turn off the display by inserting a jack in the video out. It is these little often overlooked
facts that can make a significant difference about a camera's suitability for KAP.

My Fujifilm MX-2700 has a feature that is annoying. The video out will not work unless the display screen is turned
on. So to use the camera with a video sender the display must be turned on, which uses up the batteries faster.

So the moral of this story is, do lots of research before you buy a digital camera.

David Hunt

(back)

Re: Digital cameras
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/1/01
Time: 8:21:06 PM
Remote Name: 63.162.198.200

Comments

Many KAPers are using digital cameras. Manfred Fuchs, Brooks Leffler are the first to come to mind. They also
happen to share Gallery 12 on the KAPER site:

http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/gallery_12.html

Choosing a digital camera is much more complicated than choosing a film camera.

If you go to the following link on the KAPER Basics page you will see a chart of all the KAP rigs that can be found

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115111251/http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/gallery_12.html
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on the internet:

http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/cradlechart_frames.html

If you go to the sort window and choose Sort by Camera type, you can then scroll down the list and have all the
digital cameras grouped together. There is a page about digital cameras in the KAPER Basics section, but it is sadly
in need of updating, some of the general info may be of help.

Lastly here is a link to Digital Photography Review, which is a site that is dedicated to info about digital cameras.

http://photo.askey.net/

It has VERY detailed reviews. You can even bring up different models for side-by-side comparisons of specifications.

David Hunt

(back)

PAP Fever
From: Dennis@williams.cncfamily.com
Date: 10/31/01
Time: 11:39:23 AM
Remote Name: 141.154.64.189

Comments

I too have cought the PAP Fever and here are my results. http://www.williams.cncfamily.com/Pap.htm The basic
concept for the pole was followed with only a few changes. That being that I didn't have exact details or materials to
built with, and I used what I had on hand and improvised where necessary. David has most of my construction
photos and is putting together a web page of the assembly. I made only minor changes to my camera systems and
should be able to change from pole to kite with little effort.

(back)

Re: PAP Fever
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 11/1/01
Time: 10:51:29 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments

Hey, this pole-things looks really interesting. I would like to try it out. Can you tell me where you got thatpole and
how it works?

(back)

R E  Transmitting Equipment
From: Tony Stanley
Date: 10/29/01
Time: 7:41:32 AM
Remote Name: 159.134.177.36

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115111251/http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/cradlechart_frames.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20011115111251/http://photo.askey.net/
https://web.archive.org/web/20011126145358/http://www.williams.cncfamily.com/Pap.htm
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Comments

Brooks many thanks for the latest info ref above. ( Im still in Ireland monitoring this magnificent W .W.W site.)

I did think there would be a conflict with a Receiver with a N T S C output and a T V set with a P A L input ! ! I will
be in touch again after NOV 4 many thanks

TONY STANLEY

(back)

Bird-Shots is up and running
From: David McGeachy, geachhsd@earthlink.net
Date: 10/26/01
Time: 8:59:12 PM
Remote Name: 207.30.216.134

Comments

I have been domained http://www.bird-shots.com Yes, it is cold in Florida. Thanks for your patience.

geach

(back)

KAPers step forward please
From: Craig Wilson
Date: 10/26/01
Time: 12:38:03 PM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.93

Comments

Fellow Kapers, To date 10 of us have been featured in KITING magazine in the regular feature called KAPtions
which is in each isue of the magazine.

I would like to line up the 4 Kapers needed for the 2002 year. Thanks to all of you who have submitted to date- we
have made it a very regular and substantial addition to the only English language kite magazine in print.I know that
some of you regular posters and even one of you hosters have not submitted your work and a few words for
Kaptions and it is a good time now to do so. You do not need to be an AKA member or subscriber to make this
submission. You do not have to be a seasoned expert at KAP. You simply have to want to share some of your best
work with a very interested audience. Please e-mail me at kitecam@juno.com with your submission or questions.
Perhaps we could use KAPtions to make a good plug for KAPICA 2002 Thanks, Craig

(back)

Retail PAP equipment site.
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/25/01
Time: 1:23:01 PM
Remote Name: 63.162.205.245

Comments

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126145720/http://www.bird-shots.com/
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Since there seems to be great deal of interest in PAP lately, I thought that I would pass on a couple of emails that I
received from Anne Cacic of LUSKA Industries.

------------------------------------------

I believe our site could be of interest to your readers. We manufacture tripods that extend up to 70 ft. for rc aerial
photography.

Please visit us at http://www.luksa.com/

Your consideration is appreciated.

Anne Cacic LUKSA Industries 905-785-9018

--------------------------------

Thanks for your quick reply. Prices for our units range from $3,750 us to about $11,000.00. Sounds like this might
be slightly... more than what your readers may be willing to pay. Our tripods are really precise instruments that are
custom made mostly for business opps. - start your own aerial photography business - We also customize units for
industrial applications. However we have had sold some units to clients who are hobby photographers. I like the
sound of PAP - I've never heard of our industry called by that name! I guess you could say we market products
similar to Floatograph (listed on your site) except that we are the custom manufacturer and designer of all our
equipment.

If you have any further questions please feel free to write.

Regards, Anne Cacic LUKSA Industries Inc. 905-785-9018

(back)

BirdShots rebuilt again this time in FrontPage 2002
From: David McGeachy, geachhsd@earthlink.net
Date: 10/24/01
Time: 9:48:48 PM
Remote Name: 209.26.6.72

Comments

David H. And Brooks L., would you guys please check my site out one more time with Netscape. This time it is
straight HTML...still no frills, but it should work this time. http://home.earthlink.net/~geachhsd/

Thanks,

geach

(back)

Re: BirdShots rebuilt again this time in FrontPage 2002
From: David McGeachy, geachhsd@earthlink.net
Date: 10/25/01
Time: 9:38:26 PM
Remote Name: 64.45.217.203

Comments

Thanks guys, I worked on it some more...still not finished though. I decided that since BirdShots is already 8 meg,

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126145830/http://www.luksa.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20011126145859/http://home.earthlink.net/~geachhsd/
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and my free space is only 10 meg, I'd better do something or I'd be shuffling pics all the time. So today, I bit the
bullet, BirdShots will become Bird-Shots with a lot more space http://www.bird-shots.com in two or three days. In
the meantime I will continue shaping the site for it's new home.

Mr. Benton, I hope you don't mind us PAP'ers (KAP'er cuzins)using your site. We have an awful lot in common...I
could have never built a Pole system without you guys. If it becomes a problem, maybe you can help me set up a PAP
discussion group like this one. Thanks again,

geach

(back)

Re: BirdShots rebuilt again this time in FrontPage 2002
From: Christian Becot
Date: 10/25/01
Time: 10:21:59 AM
Remote Name: 193.250.243.176

Comments

Hello! I couldn't get it at all before, but now have just finished to view all of it. I use netscape 4.75 on Windows 95 as
it is allways fast and reliable, and it is there. Everything is neat, and also convincing. Only home button answer is
404 error. Congratulations!

(back)

Re: BirdShots rebuilt again this time in FrontPage 2002
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/25/01
Time: 9:30:42 AM
Remote Name: 63.162.199.168

Comments

There seems to be only one minor problem remaining, the "Home" link at the bottom of all your pages gives a "404
Error". Looking a the source it appears that all you have to do is change your <A HREF> tag to link to index.html
instead of index.htm

Was it that cold in Florida yesterday? Your extra effort will be appreciated by many.

David Hunt

(back)

Re: BirdShots rebuilt again this time in FrontPage 2002
From: Brooks
Date: 10/25/01
Time: 9:10:41 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.19

Comments

Works OK now, Geach. No problems.

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115112119/http://www.bird-shots.com/
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(back)

Re: BirdShots rebuilt again this time in FrontPage 2002
From: Craig Wilson
Date: 10/25/01
Time: 6:11:44 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.84

Comments

Hey, evem i could get in and take a look. Fantastic. I would love to see how you built your pole for PAP. That could
be a very useful tool.

(back)

Rebuilt site...more pics
From: David McGeachy, geachhsd@earthlink.net
Date: 10/21/01
Time: 8:47:24 PM
Remote Name: 64.45.217.170

Comments

David Hunt kindly brought it to my attention that he is using NetScape and could get no further than my home
page. To make a long story short, I rebuilt the site...still not satisfied...but it's a little better, and hopefully
NetScapable. I added some more pics and made some corrections. The pics are better quality and a little larger than
normal, so please be patient.

I would appreciate it if some of you could check and make sure it is fully navigable. After all, it's out there for your
enjoyment:-) http://home.earthlink.net/~geachhsd

Thanks, geach

(back)

Re: Rebuilt site...more pics
From: Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net
Date: 10/21/01
Time: 10:12:36 PM
Remote Name: 12.84.106.224

Comments

geach, went through your site for the second time and enjoyed it as much as I did the first time. I'm so envious, night
shots! With a really cool filter as well. I'm using MSIE 5.0. Only problem I had was trying to return to your home
page, I had to use my back button in my browser. Otherwise, some very nice shots. Nicely done geach. Happy
KAPing (or should I add PAPing) to all. Tom

(back)

Re: Rebuilt site...more pics

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115112420/http://home.earthlink.net/~geachhsd
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From: David McGeachy geachhsd@eathlink.net
Date: 10/22/01
Time: 7:52:37 AM
Remote Name: 207.30.216.203

Comments

Thanks Tom,

Mr. Kaper (David Hunt) is still having problems navigating the site so I'll keep working on it. As for the nite shots, I
never imagined that could be done with a digital...I love my Olympus! Thanks again for the kind words.

geach

(back)

Re: Rebuilt site...more pics
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/22/01
Time: 10:02:34 AM
Remote Name: 63.162.199.168

Comments

I re-installed IE and I can now properly view David's pages.

Netscape still will not display the pages. I would like to hear from anyone that uses Netscape and CAN view David's
pages using Netscape.

David, Great Start on you KAP/PAP pages keep it up!

Mr. KAPER (David Hunt) http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net

(back)

Re: Rebuilt site...more pics
From: Brooks
Date: 10/22/01
Time: 10:34:33 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.40

Comments

Nope, I can't read it with Netscape/Mac either. will try IE.

(back)

Re: Rebuilt site...more pics
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 10/24/01
Time: 12:47:17 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.241

https://web.archive.org/web/20020102134858/http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net/
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Comments

The pages are rather Microsoft specific as you used Powerpoint as the composer, and it (being a Microsoft
product)creates an awful lot of code for what are quite straightforward pages. I used the "view source" menu pick
to check this out. I'd suggest recomposing in one of the many free WYSIWYG composers that can be got from
magazine covers or downloaded off the web. Either that or go for basic coding (which isn't that difficult). I use
minimum coding on my pages to maintain cross compatibility for browsers, a "view source" will show you what I
mean.

I'm certainly no expert on this, (in fact my coding skills are so basic, I have to stay with the simple approach), but I
think the problem lies with using Powerpoint as a web composer.

Simon

(back)

Re: Rebuilt site...more pics
From: dennis@williams.cncfamily.com
Date: 10/31/01
Time: 12:11:39 PM
Remote Name: 141.154.64.189

Comments

Since Simon brought up the editor issue for htm files I might as well add two cents. I found a great text editor
several years ago called Notespad. The neat thing about this editor is that it allows for numerious text file to be
opened at once, so cut & paste between them is very easy, and, when you are finished just close the program with
your files still open and the next time you open the program your files are there too. Great for coding htm files.

(back)

Re: Rebuilt site...more pics
From: David McGeachy, geachhsd@earthlink.net
Date: 10/24/01
Time: 3:43:17 AM
Remote Name: 207.30.216.146

Comments

Thanks for the advice. That's what I originally wanted to do but have lost my HTML skills and didn't want to wait.
Oh well. I have FrontPage 2002 loaded, guess I'll have to bite the bullet. As I told David Hunt, maybe some really
cold weather will slow me down a bit so I can "do the right thing" :-)

Just a note on you site. As you may have noticed, it is one of my favorites. I go there often.

Thanks again for taking the time to check it out and sharing your comments.

geach

(back)

Video transmitter
From: jerry
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Date: 10/18/01
Time: 7:27:52 AM
Remote Name: 141.241.29.51

Comments

Hi,

I am looking for a circuit of a video transmitter (frequency about : 224.5 MHz ) which can be fitted in a rc aircraft.

Thanks in advance.

Jerry

(back)

Re: Video transmitter
From: David McGeachy, Tallahassee, Florida
Date: 10/18/01
Time: 10:23:21 PM
Remote Name: 207.30.8.93

Comments

Jerry, I think you will be well satisfied with an x10. It only cost about $80 for a wide angle camera, transmitter and
receiver. You can "de-case" the transmitter leaving the camera and tramitter weighing about 4 oz. The antenna can
be converted to a 30 cm dipole, making it non-directional. I get about 1000' range from mine. I have a few pics and
the details on my site http://www.home.earthlink.net/~geachhsd/index_files/frame.htm

geach

(back)

Re: Video transmitter
From: Jerry
Date: 10/19/01
Time: 6:03:26 AM
Remote Name: 141.241.213.23

Comments

Hi David,

I have seen your web site and the video camera/transmitter/receiver you use seem to be very interresting.

Could you,please, give me more details about this material. (where did you buy it?...)

On which frequency does it work?

Thanks in advance.

(back)

Re: Video transmitter

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126140555/http://www.home.earthlink.net/~geachhsd/index_files/frame.htm
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From: Geach
Date: 10/19/01
Time: 2:24:27 PM
Remote Name: 64.45.216.161

Comments

To answer your question, 2.4 GHz. The specs are at http://www.x10.com/products/ Speaking from experience, I can
tell you their systems work and are very lightweight. If you do decide to order, you might consider breaking up your
order to take advantage of their vouchers and free shipping.

geach

(back)

Re: Video transmitter
From: David McGeachy, Tallahassee 
Date: 10/18/01
Time: 10:13:59 PM
Remote Name: 207.30.8.93

Comments

(back)

Re: Video transmitter
From: tony stanley
Date: 10/21/01
Time: 12:13:39 PM
Remote Name: 212.9.8.36

Comments

David Tony Stanley here again.

This time im in Ireland and by way of this discussion media could you well me if these x 10 units are available in
PAL ? as im wondering infact if anyone can help with this request before I travel back to Australia on Nov 4
anything available in England etc ?

Many thanks

(back)

Re: Video transmitter

From: geach<�br> Date: 10/21/01
Time: 8:30:23 PM
Remote Name: 64.45.217.170

Comments

Sorry Tony, I don't think X10's are available in PAL. I do remember seeing something on the internet a couple of
months ago that is similar to the X10 system but used PAL. I think it was a little larger and more expensive though.
If my memory serves me correctly, it is made in England. Sorry, I can't remember the details.

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126150343/http://www.x10.com/products/
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geach

(back)

Re: Video transmitter
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 10/22/01
Time: 10:30:27 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.40

Comments

Hey Tony -- why does it matter whether it's PAL or SECAM or NTSC if you're using the X-10 camera/xmtr/rx as a
package? or are you? or do you want to use the video output on the evening news?

(back)

Re: Video transmitter
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 10/24/01
Time: 7:55:07 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

Well, unless I'm mistaken, the X10 package does not include any way to directly *see* what the camera has sent.

It outputs a "baseband" video signal via a RCA jack. This signal requires a NTSC display device.

Richard in Boston

(back)

Re: Video transmitter
From: Brooks
Date: 10/26/01
Time: 11:34:40 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.132

Comments

I stand corrected. Add a NTSC monitor, Tony!

(back)

Re: Video transmitter
From: Christian Becot
Date: 11/2/01
Time: 3:23:24 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.31.70
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Comments

I recommend to use a camcorder viewer, which usually read any PAL or NTSC signal. Using a PAL transmitter, I
tried to send a NTSC signal, and the only trouble I found is that the size of the image is different in the viewer: but it
can be adjusted. Also, camcorder viewers are much more convenient outside on the field!

(back)

Re: Video transmitter
From: mahoney77@bigpond.com
Date: 10/23/01
Time: 4:25:10 PM
Remote Name: 159.134.215.117

Comments

(back)

Re: Video transmitter
From: mahoney77@bigpond.com
Date: 10/23/01
Time: 4:38:12 PM
Remote Name: 159.134.215.117

Comments

David and Brooks

Many thanks for your input.!!!!!!

Brooks you make a very good point about the Trans Rec combination but i would want to feed a P.A.L 6 inch T V
color set. im not sure and as a result I think i shall leave this till I get back to Australia

David im very interested in discussing P.A.P with you ( and indeed K.A .P ) when I return on Nov 4.

Many Thanks to you both.

TONY STANLEY

(back)

Security??
From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 10/17/01
Time: 5:01:15 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

With everything that has happened lately (Sep 11th) I'm wondering how we KAP'ers might be affected.

For instance, here in Boston there is the John F. Kennedy Memorial Library. It is located on Boston Harbor in a
open area free from tall buildings. It is quite an unusual building, and I have wanted to photography it from the air
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for quite some time ..... but ....

Even before all this happend, I was *certain* that as soon as I got even remotely close to the building security would
come out and question me. After all there's this guy with some sort of radio around his neck, and he's flying a kite
that has SOMETHING STRANGE hanging from the string! AND he's getting *really* close to the building!!

I had even thought about talking to security before I started flying. Explaining what I was going to be doing, and
how I do it ..... but now, after Sep 11th, forget it ..... rather than being aproached by security before, I'd expect to be
aproached by security with drawn guns now! ("Put the radio down, NOW!")

We've all lost something, the world will never be the exactly the same again. Use your best judgement on where you
KAP.

Richard in Boston

(back)

Re: Security??
From: Craig Wilson
Date: 10/18/01
Time: 6:49:22 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.153

Comments

I called my contact at the airport control tower to ask if the ban on all aircraft flying over and around the football
stadium would include my kite or tethered helium blimp. He said yes, all types of aircraft are included in the ban (
which still has not been lifted)Yes we have been effected by this terorist action. We do have to be aware that what we
are doing could appear threatening.It is sad when I see how the world changed after 9/11. We KAPers, I am afraid,
will find it much more difficult to get access to photograph many of the interesting places that we previously had
unrestricted freedom to fly over. This is a time when we really need to be careful with our judgement and safe in the
use of our equipment. A crash in the wrong place could result in nervous politicions reacting by banning kite flying
within populated areas.

(back)

KAP conference 2002
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 10/16/01
Time: 1:32:52 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.164

Comments

Soon I will do the first mass mailing for KAPiCA/2002, the first international KAP conclave to be organized in the
USA, November 1 - 6, 2002. That's just a year -- plan now -- but it will go fast and fill up early. There will be
something for everyone -- all levels of experience -- and we've already received promises to attend from most of
KAP's leading practitioners so you can see their work and pick their brains. If you are not already on my mailing
list, please contact me by email.

(back)

Re: KAP conference 2002
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From: Craig Wilson
Date: 10/17/01
Time: 6:45:41 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.82

Comments

Only yesterday I was looking ahead on my calendar, got excited about events one year from now, and then got out
my map to study the Kapica area of California. I can't wait.

(back)

First time KAPper
From: Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net
Date: 10/15/01
Time: 4:30:36 PM
Remote Name: 12.84.107.166

Comments

Well, I have to thank everyone who has posted anything on KAP on the internet. Received my
first roll back, using a disposable and I'm quite happy with the results. Kite used was a 8" Delta
Illusion. Manual KAP rig weighed 176.5 grams or 6.2 oz., cost $12 including cam. Now thats light
and cheap guys and the results were very good for what it is. Check my Excite Webshots page,
http://community.webshots.com/scripts/editPhotos.fcgi?action=viewall&albumID=22701470

for the best 10 out of the 27. Thanks to all. Happy KAPping ! TOM

(back)

correct html link
From: Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net
Date: 10/15/01
Time: 5:45:08 PM
Remote Name: 66.87.105.81

Comments

This will take you to the correct WebShots page:

http://community.webshots.com/album/22701470jgsExZlWxS

(back)

Re: correct html link
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 10/16/01
Time: 12:28:19 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.106

Comments

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115122830/http://community.webshots.com/scripts/editPhotos.fcgi?action=viewall&albumID=22701470
https://web.archive.org/web/20011115103340/http://community.webshots.com/album/22701470jgsExZlWxS
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Nice stuff, Tom. What did you use to trigger the shutter?

(back)

timer used was a...........
From: Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net
Date: 10/17/01
Time: 3:26:03 PM
Remote Name: 12.84.111.55

Comments

Thanks for the compliment Brooks. I used a 26118 NOISELESS 15 MIN. TIMER $1.75 / EACH available from
American Science and Surplus. http://www.sciplus.com/search.cfm?terms=timer&searchby=name item number
26118. Not sure what it was originally intended for, but has a nice little mechanical clockwork in it. Once out of the
plastic it comes in, it weighs 34.50 grams or 1.21 oz.. I did have to glue a lever to the knob to actuate a lever that
holds the rubber banded shutter lever up until the elapsed time passes. In other words, you are going to have to
figure out how after the elapsed time is over, how is it going to actuate the cam. It will run approx. 15 minutes, I
never have needed anymore than about 2:40. It's not as light as the Nanking, which weighs 17.45 grams. I bought
one today at Stanton for $15.00. They have a few more and seem to think they can get more. At a $1.75, my guess
others will be visiting American Science and Surplus. I'm gonna save the Nanking for Rig #2. I think I can get my
original down to an all up weight of approx. 5 ounces, for sure well under 6. Thinking about the conference next
year, will mail you my address later. Happy KAPing to all, Tom

(back)

Re: timer used was a...........
From: Brooks   kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 10/21/01
Time: 1:04:25 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.161

Comments

Thanks, Tom. I always knew Am Sci & Surp would come through for us, but I missed this one in their print catalog.
I bought several to play with too.

(back)

Re: timer used was a...........
From: Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net
Date: 10/21/01
Time: 9:29:44 PM
Remote Name: 12.84.106.224

Comments

Brooks, believe me, the pleasure is mine to be able to contribute here. I am so into this. Right now I have my rig
completely disassembled to determine where I can reduce weight. I found that I could reduce the weight in my
Picavet cross by 50% by rebuilding it with lighter materials, that's from 24.56 grams down to 12.15 grams. That's
almost a half an ounce! Carla laughs, she knows her 8' Delta can lift the rig at 176.5 grams or 6.22 ounces, but I love
the idea of decreased weight and having the "horsepower" of a 8' Delta just in case. Shouldn't be any problem with
my Premier Kites 12' Delta Optic. I just wished I took a pic of it before these weight reducing exercises. I fell into the

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126150707/http://www.sciplus.com/search.cfm?terms=timer&searchby=name
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trap most do when you get close to completion and a hurried "just get it completed" turned out a rig that didn't
have to be as heavy. It did work though, and both of us are very pleased. Both Carla and I are looking forward to
completing the weight reduction and getting back into the air for more KAPing sessions. Next pic I post will be of
the completed rig. I'm still shooting for under 6 ounces and as close to 5 as possible. This definitely is a new passion.
This is so cool. Happy KAPing to all, and Brooks "chin up", Tom

(back)

Re: correct kite wingspan, 8' Delta
From: Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net
Date: 10/15/01
Time: 11:15:41 PM
Remote Name: 12.84.108.142

Comments

I have to learn to go slower when I make these posts and try to get them correct the first time. The kite we are using
is a 8' Delta Illusion from Into The Wind. The rig is based on KAP Rig (brooxesý basic brownie box). I made some
modifcations for the Albertsons (Osco) disposable Outdoor 35mm camera. Picavet suspension as described by J S
Calhoun. His instructions were very heplful. I am now looking at it and deciding where I can get some more weight
out it as well make some improvements. The suspension lines always seems to come out the screw eyes that I used.
Some cosmetics would also be nice in the form of paint. Other than that, I hope to go through some more film.

(back)

Re: First time KAPper
From: Tom.Nied@worldnet.att.net
Date: 10/15/01
Time: 4:37:32 PM
Remote Name: 12.84.107.166

Comments

Also would like to thank my KAP assistant, Carla Scott. She was/is immensely valuable for her kite handling skills
as well as project managemanet.

(back)

Peter Lynn Pilot
From: Pete
Date: 10/12/01
Time: 5:39:27 PM
Remote Name: 206.228.128.124

Comments

Just wondering if anyone has had any experience with the Peter Lynn Pilot. They look like a pretty plain-jane
flowform. About 50 sq. ft.. I love my Suttons (30 and 60), but I figure that if the Pilot is stable enough to help lift
some of Peter's big creations and a good lifter, it may deserve a second look. If anyone has had any experienc with
one, please post. I'm always interested if there is something better out there.

(back)
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Re: Peter Lynn Pilot
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 10/15/01
Time: 3:04:44 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments

I have two Pilots, one 8m2 and one 4m2 (don't know how much feet and noses that makes). They are really good
lifters. In Cervia/Italy I tried a friend's 8m2 and was immediately convinced. So I bought the two which I now have.
The only negative experience so far was in Brittany, where the wind was relatively high (so I used the smaller one)
and gusty. Most all my shots had motion blur, but for the rest, I'm very satisfied.

(back)

Re: Peter Lynn Pilot
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 10/16/01
Time: 1:08:32 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.164

Comments

I haven't personally flown either the Bulldog or the Pilot, but have studied them both in action. They are both
impressive lifters. I am sure that any instability in gusty winds such as Carlo experienced would be greatly reduced
by my old friend the fuzzy tail, however. The main reason I don't use the big foils is that they are overpowered for
most of my rigs -- I'm too old to arm wrestle when I'm trying to KAP. Craig Wilson once said he thought it was a
good idea to use only as much lifter as you need in a given situation, and I'm inclined to agree.

(back)

Re: Peter Lynn Pilot
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 10/17/01
Time: 6:32:16 AM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments

You're right Brooks. But as I am in the blossom of (relative) youth, and not doing any other sports, this gives me
some workout ;-) Seriously, here in Luxembourg (Europe), we are far from the sea and winds are often on the lower
side. That's why I got a 4m2 for most uses and a 8m2 for the real low winds.

(back)

Re: Peter Lynn Pilot
From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 10/13/01
Time: 3:11:36 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233
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Comments

Don't have any experience with the "Pilot" (I see Dave Gomberg has them now) but ...

If you want a kite that is more stable than a Flowform *and* a better lifter I would recommend the BULLDOG. I
have *yet* to find a wind that requires any tail or drogue on the Bulldog. It just sits in the sky, and pulls like ... well
a bulldog!

I have the 75. I think they come in 35, 50, 75 and 101 sq ft sizes ... but they are a bit pricey (but worth every penny,
IMHO)

Richard in Boston

ramirault@erols.com

(back)

Futaba FP6324
From: JJ
Date: 10/9/01
Time: 9:15:20 AM
Remote Name: 4.54.45.205

Comments

I am looking for a Pin Out ofr the FP6324 chip in Futaba Transmitters. I believe that this Chip can be expanded to
use up to 8 channels instead of 4 which is all my transmitter uses. I am working on a project which needs 7 channels
and I can't afford to buy a new transmitter. Thanks for the help.

JJ

(back)

Futaba FP2108T
From: tgoudy@yahoo.com
Date: 10/8/01
Time: 5:52:47 PM
Remote Name: 152.8.112.101

Comments

I am trying to control my reamote control car from my personal computer as a school project. I need the pin out of
the IC used in the transmitter in order to start analyzing the signals generated to control the car. I would aprreciate
any information that could help.

(back)

Re: Futaba FP2108T
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/8/01
Time: 6:44:48 PM
Remote Name: 63.173.119.170
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Comments

The signal that controls your car, or more accurately, the signal that controls the servos that controls your car is a
square wave pulse with the low voltage being zero volts and the peak voltage of about +5 volts.

These square waves have a frequency of 60Hz. Dividing one by 60 you get the period of a single wave of
approximately 17 milliseconds.

The average servo is controlled by changing the amount of time that the signal spends at +5 volts during this period.
This range is between .5ms to 1.5ms . For a servo such as the basic Futaba 3003 this range will give you almost 90
degrees of servo movement. If you have the ability to create a control signal less than .5ms or greater than 1.5ms
then you can get more rotation BUT BE CAUTIONED !!! Servos have built in mechanical stops to keep them from
rotating beyond certain points, you could burn out a servo by trying to force it past one of these stops.

Most RC transmitters use variable resistors attached to the joysticks to change the pulse width between .5 ms and
1.5 ms .

How or if you can modify an existing RC transmitter for computer control is beyond my knowledge. It may be
possible to figure out where to by-pass the input circuitry so that you could inject a computer generated square wave
into the transmitter.

I would recommend checking out some hobby robotics sites. They frequently use these same types of servos and
some use RF to control their robots, all use either a computer to control the device or some type of embedded
processor.

David Hunt

(back)

First KAP Attempt - mixed results
From: Jeffhoover@bigfoot.com
Date: 10/4/01
Time: 6:31:29 AM
Remote Name: 64.208.123.195

Comments

I built a modified BBB based on Scott Calhoun's notes but using a Texas Timer I was recently able to buy. I have a
cheap parafoil kite, and I've been waiting for a chance to try out my BBB. My local weather forcast was predicting
15-25 mph winds yesterday, so I took the afternoon off work. I only managed to snap one picture from a relatively
low height before I crashed and tangled my Picavet rigging beyond repair. The rig itself survived fine.

I had a lot of fun and learned some things. 1. In that wind, I need more kite tail. 2. Sticking the handle of my string
spool into the ground works most of the time, but when it fails I get to play "chase the kite spool before the kite gets
away" I'm going to adapt a dog-tether stake next time. 3.Boy am I glad I took leather gloves! 4. I need to get better
at setting my timer for a reasonable time. During my rig's final doomed flight, I had *great* altitude. I waited for
what seemed like forever, much longer than my other flight that snapped my one pic. When I walked the kite down,
I found the timer still running! Arg! I shortened the time and sent the kite back up, crashing before the timer went
off. At least the timer was still running when I got to the crash site and I didn't end up with a wasted shot.

I used kite string for the Picavet rigging and it always wanted to twist itself up. Anyone else have this experience?
Maybe next time I'll try monofilament. Also, I think I'm going to see if I can find a fairly inexpensive way to step up
to RC triggering and still walk the kite down for manual rewind.

(back)

Re: First KAP Attempt - mixed results
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From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 10/5/01
Time: 4:03:32 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

A few comments:

EXPERIENCE with flying your kite helps to avoid those crashes. Flying the kite (without the rig) in various winds
helps you to understand how well (or not well) it flies.

Never used a Picavet rig (I use a pendulum) but inexpensive "kite string" is often *twisted* line. You can get
*braided* line that is less prone to twisting (or un-twisting ... since it wasn't twisted in the first place)

And, yes, by all means use a dog stake, or some other means to secure your line (and kite) to the ground.

Have fun, and welcome to the hobby!

Richard in Boston

(back)

Re: First KAP Attempt - mixed results
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 10/16/01
Time: 1:21:34 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.164

Comments

Be not discouraged! Richard is right, though -- practice in all kinds of wind with a weight on the line instead of the
rig, about 75 - 100 ft below the kite, before you send the rig up. Use a 15 ft fuzzy tail on the kite instead of the
streamers it probably came with (I've got them if you don't want to make one). Throw away the Indian-style spool
and get a 7" hoop and braided line of, say, 100# from Intothewind.com. Use the same line for your picavet -- cheap
twisted line doesn't make it. Use a fence or bench or sandbag instead of a ground stake if the stake doesn't grip
really well. And finally, I found in testing the BBBB that I could set my timer for 30 to 40 seconds and still have
plenty of time to reach pretty good altitude and stabilize before the click. hang in there!

(back)

Re: First KAP Attempt - mixed results
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/4/01
Time: 2:02:30 PM
Remote Name: 63.173.119.170

Comments

It's great to hear about your first KAP experiences. I use 200# test kite line for my picavets and have never had a
problem with the picavet lines tangling, unless I'm not careful when I lay my rig on the ground after removing it
from the kite line. I use 200# line because it works better with the pulleys that I currently use.

Today I received a email from Hank at Texas Timers. It seemed to indicate that the demand from KAPers had put a
serious dent in his inventory of the "DT" model. He let me know that he has been able to restock and there should
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be no delays in filling orders.

David Hunt

(back)

Newport 2001 KAP
From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 10/3/01
Time: 8:11:49 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

Just received my Fall 2001 issue of the AKA magazine KITING. This issue's KAPtions is about/from Peter Bults
(congrats!) but on the facing page there are some B&W KAP shots I shot at this years Newport Kite Festival.

If you want to see the color versions they are up on the Highflyers Web page at

http://www.buyakite.com/newport_coverage.htm

Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA

(back)

Re: Newport 2001 KAP
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 10/16/01
Time: 1:23:58 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.164

Comments

Very nice pix, Richard, especially for kite fest pix, which are usually pretty boring stuff for KAP, IMHO. These are
excellent!

(back)

Receiver 2 channels
From: Jerry
Date: 10/3/01
Time: 2:52:31 AM
Remote Name: 141.241.29.56

Comments

Hi,

I am looking for somebody who has got a 2 channels receiver (72MHz AM) based on a MC14013B-D or OKI L9362.

If you have got one could you, please contact me at : jerrytumbler@caramail.com

thanks in advance.

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115160220/http://www.buyakite.com/newport_coverage.htm
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Jerry

(back)

Pekabe Model Yacht Fittings
From: Greg Worth  - Worth Marine, Inc.
Date: 10/2/01
Time: 5:51:45 PM
Remote Name: 204.167.107.32

Comments

I have gotten many calls from Kapers looking for small ball bearing blocks, shackles & swivels. I have taken over
the manufacturing of the Pekabe line two years ago and would like to help out. Thanks

(back)

Re: Pekabe Model Yacht Fittings
From: Greg Worth
Date: 10/2/01
Time: 6:02:12 PM
Remote Name: 204.167.107.32

Comments

Sorry, I neglected to mention how to make contact.

www.worthmarine.com 6 Barnard St. Marblehead, MA 01945 781-639-1835

I have a fold out catalog showing illustrations drawn actual size of the entire line with a price sheet.

Thanks Again, GW

(back)

Incredible
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 10/2/01
Time: 4:53:26 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.241

Comments

Cris,let me be the first to publicly congratulate you on a simply amazing set of shots from your Burning Man trip.
Over here in UK Burning Man is not well known, but it has been featured on a couple of tv progs. I have to confess
to pressing the "next" button to see if there was more, and came across your as yet unposted pages with pics but as
yet uncomposed text. The temptation was too great. I feel like a hacker !

What truly memorable photos.

(back)

Re: Incredible
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From: NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca)
Date: 10/10/01
Time: 9:02:39 PM
Remote Name: 216.232.217.195

Comments

Indeed. I was at BM again this year and had the pleasure of meeting Cris. I flew a kite rig also, though I had some
embarrassing newbie problems and ended up without much of interest. Sigh.

Anyway, I have a couple ground shots of Cris and his kite for those interested:

http://www.grocible.com/01/source/cris_benton.html

http://www.grocible.com/01/source/man___kite.html

(back)

Intervalometer
From: David Foster
Date: 10/1/01
Time: 6:57:44 PM
Remote Name: 207.8.174.47

Comments

This is a promising device for those that like to experiment. Its a Wild-life camera that seems like it evolved from the
Research and development from this sight. With a little sensor reworking it might become a laser "trigger-able"
camera. Post something here if you ever try it out because I simply dont have the cash to try this for awhile. This is
the link -http://www.biggameproshop.com/gameinfrared-camera.htm

(back)

Re: Intervalometer
From: dfleeger@hotmail.com
Date: 10/8/01
Time: 12:31:03 PM
Remote Name: 162.39.58.91

Comments

Check out a site called "Jesse's Hunting Page". This is a large site and contains a section on homebrew trail and
game cameras. There are ideas there that KAP'ers might be able to use.

(back)

Re: Intervalometer
From: David
Date: 10/10/01
Time: 4:27:16 AM
Remote Name: 207.8.174.25

Comments

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126151142/http://www.grocible.com/01/source/cris_benton.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20011126151142/http://www.grocible.com/01/source/man___kite.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20011126151156/http://www.biggameproshop.com/gameinfrared-camera.htm
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If you could add the link for Jesse's Hunting Page it would be great. I could not find it on Yahoo. Thanks

(back)

Re: Intervalometer
From: David Hunt
Date: 10/10/01
Time: 2:23:51 PM
Remote Name: 63.173.119.170

Comments

Try this:

http://www.jesseshuntingpage.com/

David Hunt

P.S. - All you Davids, please use your last name when posting. From time to time I get credited for some of your
comments.

(back)

Re: More images per page?
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 10/1/01
Time: 10:43:29 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments

I would say that Jeff's proposal for links with higher resolution pics is the best compromise. Although I have the
advantage of a 512k line at the office, european spread for high speed connections at home is very low and prices
very high. The best reasonable connection we can get is 64k by ISDN, but most people still have only an analog line
at home.

(back)

Re: More images per page?
From: Jeff Ralph
Date: 10/1/01
Time: 6:23:31 PM
Remote Name: 203.164.2.197

Comments

Cris, can you have an each-way bet, and provide links to hi-res versions of your shots? I've always found (even when
I used dial-up) that your biggest shots were still too small. Love 'em all - want more! Cheers from Sydney

(back)

Re: More images per page?

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126151233/http://www.jesseshuntingpage.com/
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From: David Foster
Date: 9/28/01
Time: 6:54:52 PM
Remote Name: 207.8.174.16

Comments

Having worked in the telecom arena I would warn that DSL although catching on in major metropolitian areas is
deployed on a limited scale nationaly and internationaly. If you size your sight up now you might be leaving out 70
percent of the internet users due to a long wait. The area I'm in seems to be using a paper clip as its mainstay for
bandwidth to the central office. DSL is probably 20 years away and Fiber Optic is still just a telecommunications
myth to be proven otherwise some 50 years from now.

(back)

Re: More images per page?
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 9/29/01
Time: 10:37:14 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.103

Comments

Although recent DSL news is promising, I'm still more than 3 miles from my nearest phone company, so DSL is not
possible no matter how much I may want it or be willing to pay. I'd hate to wait even longer for your pages to
download than I do already. Sorry, Cris!

(back)

Re: More images per page?
From: David McGeachy, Tallahassee, Florida
Date: 9/27/01
Time: 7:40:36 PM
Remote Name: 209.26.6.171

Comments

I've had DSL for over a year and do a lot of KAP surfing. Pesonally, I prefer Quality to Quantity. With a high speed
connection we can have both. I say go for it. Whatever you do, I know it will be great.

geach

(back)

New Site dedicated to low level aerial photography
From: David McGeachy
Date: 9/23/01
Time: 8:49:31 AM
Remote Name: 64.45.216.151

Comments

I finally got my "no frills" low level aerial photography site up and running. I apologize for it not being as
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professional looking or acting as everyone elses, but it is the only portal I have. It contains info and pics on Kite and
Pole Aerial Photography. I will expand it in the areas folks need help. Its my way of giving back to this great hobby
and helping other as I've been helped. Please take a look and send comments. Its at: home.earthlink.net/~geachhsd/
(couldn't figure out how to make a link :-) Thanks, geach

(back)

Re: New Site dedicated to low level aerial photography
From: Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA
Date: 9/24/01
Time: 2:28:00 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

Try

http://www.home.earthlink.net/~geachhsd/index_files/frame.htm

(back)

Tuning rokkakus
From: oddvin lund, Oslo
Date: 9/14/01
Time: 5:49:13 AM
Remote Name: 195.159.102.42

Comments

Where can I find info on tuning rokkakus. Have see ref. to ariticle in Aerial Eye - Vol. 2, No. 4, Fall 1996. Possible to
get hold of? Anything to find on the www ? Thanks.

(back)

Re: Tuning rokkakus
From: oddvin.lund@c2i.net
Date: 9/14/01
Time: 11:31:00 AM
Remote Name: 193.216.47.102

Comments

Forgot to leave my e-address.

(back)

Re: Tuning rokkakus
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 9/18/01
Time: 10:46:28 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.92

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126141743/http://www.home.earthlink.net/~geachhsd/index_files/frame.htm
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Comments

I'll email you the text of the article. There was only one diagram, but you'll do OK without it.

(back)

Back self
From: Randy Bollinger
Date: 9/12/01
Time: 7:48:20 PM
Remote Name: 63.208.40.174

Comments

At this time, the kap rig is on the back self. Air lifting a large U.S. Flag with red, white and blue kite. God Bess!

(back)

Re: Back self
From: rob
Date: 9/14/01
Time: 2:51:16 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.91.17

Comments

Just finished me video-downlink, just before I put me stuff in me car I saw the news, me hart is now with all people
involved in this unbelievable tragedy, KAP is very important for me but I cannot put a kite in the air and be happy. I
wish you all strength and wisdom.

(back)

Re: Back self
From: Rob van Gils 
Date: 9/14/01
Time: 2:19:30 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.90.209

Comments

(back)

stitching aerial photos together
From: nick.kirkman@cwcom.net
Date: 9/10/01
Time: 11:22:59 AM
Remote Name: 213.123.162.172

Comments
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Anyone found any good software for stitching together digital or scanned aerial photographs.

(back)

Re: stitching aerial photos together
From: srinz@msn.com
Date: 9/25/01
Time: 7:08:28 PM
Remote Name: 63.15.50.216

Comments

Last year, my (old) employer bought an Olympus digital camera that came with QuickStitch software by Enroute. I
pieced together 5 or so images I'd shot from above Ft. DeSoto in Florida, and it came out great. It stitched them
together, than I retouched and duplicated some missing areas. Unfortunately, my web site's currently down (getting
a new ISP soon), so the image is offline for a while.

-Rick I.

(back)

Re: stitching aerial photos together
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 9/10/01
Time: 1:10:11 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.13

Comments

I understand Panavue: http://www.panavue.com/

is very good for even professional use, and also Pixaround for panoramas is good:

http://www.pixaround.com/index.asp

Simon

(back)

Re: stitching aerial photos together
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/10/01
Time: 8:12:26 PM
Remote Name: 63.173.122.13

Comments

Both of the products that Simon mentioned have free trial versions that you can download. I tried both products on
the two images found in the Digital Darkroom article, page 5, on the KAPER pages.
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net

These are my observations:

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126152221/http://www.panavue.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20011126152221/http://www.pixaround.com/index.asp
https://web.archive.org/web/20011115160157/http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net/
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Both products are designed for optimal use when the camera is in a stationary position (tripod) and the series of
pictures is taken from this common point. This is something that you rarely if ever get with KAP.

The Panavue product allows for more control over the way the images are stiched together. It allows the user to
select up to two common points on each picture, It also allows for custom lens settings to match your camera. A big
plus is that it allows for pictures taken with tilted cameras. The Pixaround product seems more geared toward
interactive web displays.

I was UNABLE to get perfect stitching with either product. The Panavue came the closest, when I used the two flag
option with an estimate of the amount of tilt. The only problem area in the image was the distant landscape above
the building which did not match up. The original image on the right was taken at a slightly higher altitude than the
left.

The final image from the Panavue had a distorted look like you would get from a fish eye lens. Which is
understandable, to take a single photo covering the same area, from the same distance to the subject, a lens of 17mm
would be needed. That's a fish eye lens.

If you want perfection while stitching KAP images together get a program like Photoshop. It won't be an automatic
process but you can get spectacular results with a little practice. If you don't want to spend the money for Photoshop
look for a cheaper photo manipulation program that has these tools: 1.Color correction 2.contrast correction
3.Skewing or perpespective distortion 4.layering 5.The ability to stamp a copy of a user defined portion of the image
to a new location with a feathered outline to help blend it into the surounding image 6.The ability to adjust
color/contrast for a user defined area of the image.

Both the Panavue and Pixaround products look like they would be ideal for photos taken from a fixed position. The
variations that you get with KAP will give you less than spactacular results in most situations.

David Hunt

(back)

Getting Kite to go Higher
From: nick.kirkman@cwcom.net
Date: 9/10/01
Time: 11:19:35 AM
Remote Name: 213.123.162.172

Comments

I live on an Island and am trying to get a photograph of the whole Island. (or a good proportion of it) I have got my
camera up around 300m so far but string weight pulls camera / kite down. I am currently considering some
intermediate kites to help with the string any one had any experiance with this type of multiple kite system or a
better idea.

(back)

Re: Getting Kite to go Higher
From: Randy Bollinger
Date: 9/12/01
Time: 8:13:13 PM
Remote Name: 63.208.61.88

Comments

Contact the AKA to locate a man by the name of Bill Tyrell. Years ago he did some reserch on Easter Island, Air
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lifting equipment some 3 miles high. He or the AKA will be of help.

(back)

Re: Getting Kite to go Higher
From: Randy Bollinger
Date: 9/12/01
Time: 8:11:55 PM
Remote Name: 63.208.61.88

Comments

Contact the AKA to locate a man by the of Bill Tyrell. Years ago he did some reserch on Easter Island, Air lifting
equipment some 3 miles high. He or the AKA will be of help.

(back)

Portable Power for X10 Video Receiver
From: Peter (norquist@pobox.com)
Date: 9/8/01
Time: 11:54:19 AM
Remote Name: 24.20.169.33

Comments

I've got my Brooks Leffler rig together and am adding an X10 video camera to it and everything's working fine
EXCEPT...any suggestions from the "electronically inclined" as to how to power the X10 mini-receiver (the one
without audio) in the field (and away from the car battery)?

I'm running the video from the receiver into a Sony Watchman so I can switch between the KAP rig and the football
game. Ain't life great? ;-)

(back)

Re: Portable Power for X10 Video Receiver
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 9/18/01
Time: 11:00:48 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.92

Comments

I made a power supply by soldering together ten AA NiMH cells (from http://thomas-
distributing.com/batteries.htm), giving 12 v at something like 1500 mAh, which works for me and should for you.
Kevin Flynn uses a 3 amp 12v lead-acid battery (which sounds like what Ulli is talking about), available from most
electronics suppliers, including RadShack's catalog.

(back)

Re: Portable Power for X10 Video Receiver
From: ulrich Monsees

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115160201/http://thomas-distributing.com/batteries.htm
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Date: 9/9/01
Time: 5:21:16 AM
Remote Name: 217.0.61.133

Comments

Hi Peter, I use an extra 3.4 AH Pb-akku for my RC sender hanging in a pocket from my shoulder or at my belt. A
smaller one might be OK as well.

With a double switch at the RC sender I switch on a RC-electronic switch in the rig (to power the video camera and
sender) and at the same moment the video control unit i.e. the monitor and the VFý receiver. This gives you power
for many KAPs. It's comfortable to use only one switch for video control.

(back)

Towing a multiflare in no wind conditions
From: koralab5@yahoo.com
Date: 8/30/01
Time: 9:00:52 AM
Remote Name: 66.12.204.226

Comments

I have designed a rig for a Canon A20 3.3 megapixel camera that is carried by an 8x5 foot multiflare. I would like to
take pictures of archaeological sites in the Arizona desert but what if there is no wind? Can I tow the rig on the back
of a truck?

(back)

Re: Towing a multiflare in no wind conditions
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 8/30/01
Time: 10:28:32 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.67.66

Comments

For a kite, apparent wind is just as good as real wind, match speed to lift required, and kite's safe working envelope
(to avoid snapping spars), keep speed steady, no sharp turns, sudden accelerations/braking and work out a way to
launch and retrieve system and kite. The big difference is that kite and rig will be moving relative to ground, so
framing wll be more difficult, (video?) and motion blur may be an issue. (fastish shutter speed). You might end up
with a lot of tyre tracks around the site as you won't have the luxury of taking several shots from single locations.
But if you are working a very large area and looking for mapping/survey shots, a constant speed/height and a
correctly set intervalometer raises the possibility of accurate survey mosaics, over a large area. Some preliminary
trig calcs and knowledge of kite's flight angle and lift capabilities at different speeds would be of benefit in this case
to match the intervalometer timing with the swept area. There is some very good professional stitching software
used by aerial photographers to create accurate mosaics. PanaVue springs to mind. So can you do it? - Of course !
KAP doesn't set rules, it is only bounded by the possibilities and solutions you can come up with.

Simon

(back)

Re: Towing a multiflare in no wind conditions
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From: Koral
Date: 8/30/01
Time: 11:02:34 AM
Remote Name: 66.12.204.226

Comments

Thanks for such a speedy reply. I will let you know the results after this week end... but hopefully there will be wind!

(back)

VIDEO SENDERS
From: jenny
Date: 8/28/01
Time: 9:59:15 AM
Remote Name: 24.101.238.202

Comments

For excellent video senders visit: www.rf-video.com

(back)

Through The Lens (TTL) Monitoring
From: David McGeachy
Date: 8/25/01
Time: 10:58:35 AM
Remote Name: 64.45.217.203

Comments

Currently I use one 6v 2000mha battery to power servos, X10 video transmitter and a digital camera which outputs
NTSC. If I could capture the camera's NTSC signal, I could monitor what the camera is viewing...zoom. Weight isn't
the issue, the complete rig, including picavet, only weighs a little over 2 lbs. I simply want to have a good zoom
feature on my rig.

How can I get the camera's NTSC signal to the ground? Can the X10 transmitter be used?

Thanks,

David McGeachy Tallahassee, FL geachhsd@earthlink.net

(back)

Re: Through The Lens (TTL) Monitoring
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 8/25/01
Time: 10:45:33 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.99

Comments

My rig and several others are set up to do just as you describe: camera output transmitted to ground via X10
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transmitter on 2.4 gHz. I receive mine on a Radio Shack receiver, which apparently is identical to the one that X10
sells, though I've modified the rx with a high-gain antenna designed by Ralf Beutnagel in Germany. As to zooming,
my experience is that focal lengths longer than 50mm (35mm equiv) are inclined to too much jiggle, though Ralf has
gotten some pretty impressive results at 3x that with his fairly heavy rig.

(back)

Re: Through The Lens (TTL) Monitoring
From: David McGeachy
Date: 8/26/01
Time: 7:32:08 AM
Remote Name: 64.45.217.203

Comments

I am a civil engineer, I know very little about electronics :-) Are the Gain Antenna details on the internet? I would
like to build one. Although I have about 1000' range, it is highly directional with X10's plate antennas.

Thanks,

Geach

(back)

Re: Through The Lens (TTL) Monitoring
From: jjmiro1@hotmail.com
Date: 8/29/01
Time: 5:53:07 AM
Remote Name: 213.97.165.5

Comments

Iýve used a high gain helical antenna for my receiver. You can see the result in my page jjmiro.com . I have about
2000' range. The plans are from http://users.bigpond.net.au/jhecker/

Josý J. Miro jjmiro1@hotmail.com

(back)

Re: Through The Lens (TTL) Monitoring

<�p>From: theaviator@beeb.net
Date: 9/3/01
Time: 11:18:35 AM
Remote Name: 194.217.194.139

Comments

I wondered where that page had gone ! I also get very good results from this aerial but I did re-do the maths to get it
spot on as the numbers given don't quite add up.Not realy needed to be fair as it is a wide band design.

(back)

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115160152/http://users.bigpond.net.au/jhecker/
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kite for 22 pound payload
From: Robert Haston (rehaston@earthlink.net)
Date: 8/23/01
Time: 8:22:16 AM
Remote Name: 66.1.223.216

Comments

I am researcing using a kite from a boat to carry a 22 pound radar unit.

A wide wind rage, automatic retrevial when line goes slack, and possibly wind generator to provide 50 watts of
power are desired.

Thanks for any help

Robert Haston

(back)

Re: kite for 22 pound payload
From: hadnam@hotmail.com
Date: 8/27/01
Time: 1:54:49 PM
Remote Name: 213.122.211.181

Comments

Did you know there is a British patent application 2098946 applied by BP. It outlines a plan for a kite sail for ships,
while 2098950 gives some details of how to launch it in the air. The main sail is a vast kite folded and packed in a
tube like gun barrel on the ship's deck. This in turn is attached by a line to a much smaller pilot kite, stored in a
compressed-air launcer alongside. The launcher shoots out the pilot kite, this then opens, catches the wind, and pulls
out the main kite.Then main kite thus opens, and flies over the ship, attached to a strong cable. BP suggests that the
kite could be used as a platform for radar. This info was gleened from a copy of the "New Scientist"(British
magazine), dated 10th Feb 1983. Sounds a bit like the kite from the movie "Waterworld". Maybe the author of this
article would respond to all the replies here, and let us know how his research is coming along. regards Andrew

(back)

Re: kite for 22 pound payload
From: Pete Gostelow
Date: 8/27/01
Time: 9:11:20 AM
Remote Name: 172.189.195.12

Comments

I've some info on kite lift on my website, along with a spreadsheet which may be useful for sizing kites.

http://www.thefoolonthehill.co.uk

(back)

Re: kite for 22 pound payload

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115160152/http://www.thefoolonthehill.co.uk/
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<�b>From: David Hunt
Date: 8/23/01
Time: 10:23:22 AM
Remote Name: 63.173.122.6

Comments

My Rule of thumb says your kite needs to pull 4 times harder than the weight you want to lift. Most KAPers are
lifting less than 5 pounds and do not have the experience in the weight range you request. So in the likely event that
no one speaks up with experience lifting this or greater weights, let me venture an educated guess.

I would suggest using a large Sutton Flow Form (FF) at the bare minimum a 125. A FF125 has a surface area of 125
square feet. Flow Forms are a variation of a parafoil. Their bridles are much simpler than other parafoils. I have
never flown a FF125. The largest FF that I have flown is a FF30. I have made actual line pull measurements with the
FF30. At 10 mph the FF30 will generate about 25 pounds of line pull. A FF16 (16 sq.ft.) generates about 10# of pull
at 10mph. So if we assume that doubling the area of the kite doubles the amount of pull at a given wind speed, then a
FF60 would produce 50# @ 10mph and a FF125 would produce 100# @ 10mph.

Since a FF125 costs over $500 US you might want to make sure that these assumptions are correct. I would suggest
that you contact Dan at Gone With The Wind (kite store). He is located in San Carlos, CA. His web site is
http://www.gwtw-kites.com I have done business with him and know him to be reputable. He is also a big Sutton
Flow Form fan and flies the bigger sizes. He will know more about these kites and might be able to tell you about
their lifting ability.

If you live in an area with an active kite club you might find someone in the local club who has a 125 or larger Flow
Form. You could then arrange to conduct a test.

Pete (Mikula) don't you have one of the larger FF's?

David Hunt

(back)

Re: kite for 22 pound payload
From: Pete Mikula
Date: 8/23/01
Time: 5:58:06 PM
Remote Name: 206.228.128.128

Comments

Yes, I have a Sutton 252 and it is a pure joy to fly with its 26' spinning windsock spinning behind it. The 252 is a
show kite that I've never used as a lifter. I'm sure that the 252 would easily lift a 22 lb. weight, with the right wind
conditions. But remember that the Suttons have big air exhaust holes top and bottom to allow the air to out of the
kite and to keep it stable and also to prevent the kite from pulling too hard. When I fly my 252, I use 2500lb. test
line, because it can pull like a horse, but there are times that I can handle the kite one handed. It is a gentle giant.
For the purpose of lifting, you may want to try a Stratascoop 3 or 4 from Greens of Burnley, England. I understand
that the Stratascoop is designed for lifting scientific equipment etc. and lifts loads appox 40-60% greater than a
conventional flowform. They are, however, harder to launch and can be a real bugger to get tuned. I believe that
Brooks Leffler has had some experience with Stratascoops. You may want to get in touch with him.

(back)

Re: kite for 22 pound payload
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115154342/http://www.gwtw-kites.com/
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Date: 8/24/01
Time: 5:30:16 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.24

Comments

I think a well-tuned Stratoscoop 3 would be easier to launch from a boat than a Sutton 252 any day. But Pete's right:
Scoops need initial tuning sometimes, and the back of a boat isn't where to do it. I'd contact Dave Green at Greens
Kites of Burnley, Lancs. -- he can give you the straight (are you ready?) Scoop! Sorry, I don't know email address.

(back)

Re: kite for 22 pound payload
From: Craig Wilson`
Date: 8/23/01
Time: 11:40:38 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.177

Comments

Just a note to add. When you are measuring 10 lbs of line pull, that does not mean that the kite will lift 10 lbs. Part
of that 10 lbs that you are measuring is the drag component and the reason your kite is not flying straight overhead.
If you measure 10 lbs of pull and your kite is flying at a 45 degree angle than my guess is that you could actually only
lift 5 lbs. maximum load. as you know George Lawrence was lifting 65 lbs of camera gear back in the early 1900's.
He used a team of large kites and it occurs to me that using a team of kites, adding teamates as the wind conditions
dictate, may still be the best option for the weight that you want to lift and the wide wind range that you want to
work in.

(back)

Re: kite for 22 pound payload
From: David Hunt
Date: 8/23/01
Time: 6:13:51 PM
Remote Name: 63.173.122.6

Comments

Line pulls lower than 4 times the payload weight may still lift the payload, but to lesser angles relative to the ground.

To get a good detailed description of what happens when a kite is lifting weight go to:
http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net In the Basics section is a page called "How Much Weight Can My Kite
Lift?"

A kite should be able to lift the payload within 7 to 10 degrees of the kite's flying angle. Flow Forms fly at angles
between 40-45 degrees so the most you could expect to lift a payload is to angles of 33-38 degrees above horizontal.
As the wind decreases the angle that the payload is lifted above the ground decreases.

A practical demonstration of this effect can be done by taking a 2 foot length of string. Attach a one pound weight at
the midpoint of the string. Grab the ends of the string and pull. Start by holding the ends so that an imaginary line
between the end points would be about 45 degrees relative to the floor. Try to pull the string hard enough to make
the line straight. You will not be able to make the string straight. Also notice what happens when you vary the
amount of pull. The weight will rise and fall with the variations (Yo-Yo Effect). Now try increasing the angle between
the end points. You should notice that you can get closer to straightening the line with less pull. Of course if the line
is 90 degrees to the floor it is very easy to straighten the line.

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126153409/http://www.kaper.kiteaerialphotography.net/
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Craig mentioned using multiple kites, this is a real possiblity. It does, however, add more complexity to the situation.

David Hunt

David Hunt

(back)

Re: kite for 22 pound payload
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 8/24/01
Time: 1:36:01 AM
Remote Name: 195.121.200.58

Comments

A multiple kite system is a good idea. In my opinion it doesn't complicate things. On the contrairy, it makes things
easier provided the you have the right type of kite. Recently I've rediscovered my 8.5 ft Twin Keel Delta Train (see
AE 2.4 or Moulton's book Kites). These kites are so easy to launch. Get one kite up some 100 ft, see what it does and
let go of the next one and another and one more until you you have the pull you need. Imagine the size of the kite
Lawrence or Cody whould need if they used a single kite system. Impossible, surely from the deck of a boat. An
other very good thing about multiple kite systems is their added stability. In more turbulent wind sometimes a kite
turns up-side-down on my delta-train without causing a major problem. And after a while it turns back again!

(back)

Re: kite for 22 pound payload
From: Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com
Date: 8/23/01
Time: 7:49:14 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

All good comments, but remember guys

He wants to do this _from_a_boat_ !!

This adds another level of difficulty.

I think we kneed to know what size and type of boat would be involved.

Richard in Boston

(back)

Re: kite for 22 pound payload
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 8/23/01
Time: 9:55:47 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.18
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Comments

I guess us worthies all feel he need to pitch in on something like this...An respond in character, so I won't let you
down..

Certainly my experience of the Stratoscoop 3 tells me in the right conditions it will lift that sort of weight ( and take
the stern of the boat out of the water if it anything smaller than a liner). As will other large kites that we all know of.
But I think the point to be made here is that this guy wants to start off at the absolute pinnacle of what we know is a
very steep learning curve. Kite and line handling is hard enough without the sort of line pull needed to consistently
lift a 22 pound payload, it requires good equipment, well designed winch and anchors etc, possibly kite trains, and
best of all there is radar gear going up! Don't forget the need to gnerate 50 watts (either that or some big heavy
batteries to add to the payload!) and I'll ignore the line retrieval piece as I think if the line goes slack there's likely
going to be an expensive splash. But certainly the winch is going to need to be quite a capable thing. All this off the
back of a boat.Yippeee!

Yes, many of us have flown kites that can lift enough, and have the bits of skills and knowledge to be able to have a
stab at good recommendations. But can you imagine the overall work involved to get this one right ? I used to love
my old Stratoscoop 3 but there were times I was plain terrified of its power when a squall came through.Add to that
doing it off a boat with expensive kite etc etc etc .

I presume someone else will look at the radar screen, or does he want to do it as a one man job just to make it a bit
harder.

All I can say is every bit of it is surely do-able, we've all done bits of it from lifting big stuff, to flying from boats etc,
but combining it all is a challenge not to be taken lightly, and one that will add som grey hairs to the head of anyone
attempting it.

But hey - the ultimate KAP challenge, radar pictures from a tiny boat in a gale in a 30 foot sea - go for it. Life is too
short to not do things you want to do.

Mind that massive radar antenna doesn't hit the kite line as it goes round and round !

There we are now the KAPpers have (nearly) all responded in character !

Cris -you got anything to add?

Simon

(back)

Re: kite for 22 pound payload
From: Cris Benton
Date: 8/24/01
Time: 6:00:32 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments

Hi Simon,

Happy to chime in. This proposition of lifting 22 pounds using a ýkite from a boatý is either a piece of cake or
virtually impossible or somewhere in between.

Let me say first that Mr. Haston posed a fine question and I have watched this thread develop with interest. At the
same time I have not taken it too seriously because the problem is not well bounded. Is the radar to be lofted once,
rarely, or often? Can Mr. Haston wait for conditions conducive to such activity (flat seas, daylight, steady winds) or
does the project require an all weather capability? There is the matter of budget and, as you point out, the issue of
whether this is single-handed or the effort of a team.
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With the right parameters it would be easy. Give me a decent budget plus one person at the helm, one managing the
kite, and another the instrument package flying from a large and/or powerful boat in calm sea conditions and I
think it is pretty doable. Brooks and Henry have certainly flown with great success from larger boats. My mind
turns to those ýparafoil rides behind boatsýavailable at various resorts. These outfits loft 200 pound tourists
routinely in what I presume is a reliable operation. A radar package one tenth that weight should be doable.

Tell me I have to do it on the cheap, or in foul weather, or over long periods of time, or in confined space, or single-
handed, etc. and the story almost certainly changes.

Cheers,

Cris

(back)

Re: kite for 22 pound payload
From: Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com
Date: 8/25/01
Time: 4:20:34 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

Good comments Chris. One minor correction .. those tourists are lifted with a variation of a round parachute (Para-
Commander)which is not really a "parafoil" in the sense we think about it.

Richard in Boston

(back)

Re: kite for 22 pound payload

<�b>From: Richard 
Date: 8/25/01
Time: 4:16:21 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

(back)

High Wind Kite for KAP ??
From: Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com
Date: 8/22/01
Time: 5:31:44 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

Looking for suggestions on a kite for _high_wind_ KAP.

I have dozens (no, hundreds!) of kites and years of experience flying them. I've noticed that in higher wind, many
kites either get too unstable to fly, and/or fly at a substantialy lower angle than 'normal'. Not that I have a chance to
fly KAP in high winds often, but I want to have the option. My current thinking is to try a Greens Stratoscoop 1 for
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this. I own a Strat 3 and Strat 2 but they are both too large for this. In high winds the Strats fly at a high angle. The
air vents at the bottom of the leading edge inflate the kite, but don't offer the "windsock capture" effect of more
conventional parafoils (like the Flowform) The 2 and 3 will lift my rig, but in a high wind I must either tie the kite
down, or have my arms ripped off as I walk about ;-)

Any other suggestions?

Richard in Boston

(back)

Re: High Wind Kite for KAP ??

From: <�/b>Cris Benton
Date: 8/24/01
Time: 6:06:12 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments

I've flown my Canon SLR rig below a Sutton 8 in a stiff breeze (>25 mph). Used a long, fuzzy tail. Lift was fine but
the turbulence made photography difficult.

(back)

Re: High Wind Kite for KAP ??
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 8/24/01
Time: 5:34:41 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.24

Comments

What about the good old Conyne -- not the D-C, the so-called French Military? With strong enough spars and sail,
it's a great lifter for its size and wind range -- doesn't have to be big either. If they're good enough for George
Lawrence . . .

(back)

Re: High Wind Kite for KAP ??
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 8/24/01
Time: 1:41:48 AM
Remote Name: 195.121.200.58

Comments

I use a Rowland's FF Junior ( Harald Prinzler's FF page) with great success. In theory a Lynn 3D (Pely-box) should
be great aswell.

Peter

(back)
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KYTEMAN!!!   SOLVED EMAIL PROBLEM
DESCR="The FrontPage FormInsertHere Component indicates the point in an HTML file where you want a
default, Registration, or Discussion Component to insert new results." startspan

From: PATRICK IN WISCONSIN
Date: 8/21/01
Time: 2:56:18 PM
Remote Name: 65.25.175.137

Comments

HELLO KYTEMAN, CAN U TRY TO REACH ME AT cameraguyusa@hotmail.com ?? i am interested in getting a
rig made for me using my Hitec radio as well as servos. Thanks, Patrick

(back)

WSKIF
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 8/18/01
Time: 8:26:52 AM
Remote Name: 205.188.199.189

Comments

Just a note in case any of you are going to be at the Kite Festival at Long Beach,WA (Aug 20-26). My wife and I will
be there and I will most likely be doing some KAP. I can usually be found near the North side of the Bolstad
approach to the beach. Assuming there is enough wind for kites, I will be flying an Alaska State Flag (navy blue with
the big dipper and north star) below a kite. Stop by for a chat.

I am away from home while sending this, so any attached address will not be mine, C ya. Henry

(back)

Crop 'circles' in Dorset - need KAPer to help get photos
From: Genetix Update
Date: 8/17/01
Time: 3:51:59 PM
Remote Name: 213.1.79.63

Comments

Hi, We've heard about some interesting paterns that have appeared in a genetic test site in Dorset. Apparently locals
have tried to photograph the paterns but can't get high enough to do them justice. If anyone is able to send a kite up,
lives near enough to weymouth and would like to help get some photos of this stuff, please phone 01803 840098 as
we'd love some photos to put in the Genetix Update (a newsletter reporting anti-GM actions around the world).

Thanks

(back)

Big Foot in Washington, Chucacabra in Mexico
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From: David Foster
Date: 8/17/01
Time: 5:37:37 PM
Remote Name: 207.8.174.55

Comments

Sorry Just had to throw that in there makes it look like the National Enquirer or something.

(back)

Re: Big Foot in Washington, Chucacabra in Mexico
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 8/17/01
Time: 8:55:04 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.18

Comments

Difference is crop circles exist (man made of course)and are an ideal candidate for KAP. Each year around this time
just before harvest, these things start appearing in cornfields all over the south of England. Despite endless
debunking they have become a feature of British life, and some of the more intricate ones get national press
exposure when there's not a lot of other news on the go. Of course there are those who still insist they are made by
visiting aliens, or earth mother type forces and so on despite the weight of proof (and simple common sense) to the
contrary. - whatever - they represent a lovely KAP opportunity. So unlike Bigfoot and Chucacabra you've a good
chance of taking aerial photos of them. As for them appearing in GM crop trial fields, - now there's a surprise.

Try typing "crop circles" into Google to see whether these things exist or not. Circle makers even have their own
websites ! Over the years I've been tempted to give them some KAP attention, but have resisted the urge.

I'm sure some KAPper must have done crop circles??

Simon Harbord

(back)

Re: Big Foot in Washington, Chucacabra in Mexico
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 8/25/01
Time: 10:53:04 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.99

Comments

Sure, Simon. Craig Wilson did it and showed us in Aerial Eye 4.1, page 15. Don't you have the series memorized by
now? ;-)

(back)

Re: Big Foot in Washington, Chucacabra in Mexico
From: simon
Date: 8/26/01
Time: 11:15:19 AM
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Remote Name: 195.92.194.17

Comments

How could I have forgotten?

Nevertheless, with approx 200 of these things appearing a year, I'm surprised no UK KAPper has started
documenting them. Currently they are documented by aircraft and pole cameras. The work that goes into their
creation is quite amazing, the Milk Hill formation (halfway down the linked page below)contains 410 circles and
appeared overnight.

The link below shows just a few of this year's creations.

http://www.circlemakers.org/totc2001.html

cheers Simon

(back)

Fuzzy tail on Flowform - more wind required?
DESCR="The FrontPage FormInsertHere Component indicates the point in an HTML file where you want a
default, Registration, or Discussion Component to insert new results." startspan

From: NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca)
Date: 8/16/01
Time: 11:30:53 PM
Remote Name: 207.102.64.90

Comments

So, following the advice here, I've made myself a nice fuzzy tail for my Flowform 16. Now is it just me or does the
kite seem to require more wind to maintain altitude when the tail is attached?

I thought the tail's drag was meant just to stabilize the kite's motion - is this side-effect really so pronounced?

- Neil K.

(back)

Re: Fuzzy tail on Flowform - more wind required?
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 8/16/01
Time: 11:44:19 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.201.45

Comments

The kite (with tail) is heavier now, so needs more wind to get to the same altitude. Maybe your fuzzy-tail is a bit to
heavy, to long or to wide for this kite. Maybe you should use only half of it in lower wind.

(back)

Film recommendations?
From: "Len Stolfo" <sedona@continet.com> 

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126153915/http://www.circlemakers.org/totc2001.html
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Date: 8/16/01
Time: 10:51:49 AM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments

My name is Len and I have just purchased a custom SLR rig made by Brooks Leffler, attached to a Sutton Flow
Form 16. Over a expensive dinner, I convinced my wife Terry to join me in a new kite/camera adventure. I didn't
have to twist any arms after I showed her pix from your gallery.

I purchased the last 8 issues on cd from Brooks of the Aerial Eye publication and I am getting a real leg up for a
neophyte in KAPing.

I have a question for you, what film format, slide or film, brand & speed did you use for the fantastic pix of coast
and windmills, etc. And, do you still use them or is there a new film out that beats them. I have heard about a new
Fugi Provia 400 F ?? any information would be of help.

Thanks very much for your web site and any help.

Len & Terry We are definitely looking up these days.

(back)

Re: Film recommendations?
From: Rob van Gils    www.fly.to/robvangils
Date: 8/17/01
Time: 12:09:29 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.90.91

Comments

Depents....

if you have a high shutterspeed ( sensitive lens, lots of sunlight, light subject, stable wind , stable camera, en don't
mind to shot te same subject over and over again), use a low sensitive film for low grain. you can get lucky.

But all this never hapens at the same time... and motion-blur is mutch more ugly than grain. so I use a good brand
200 ASA/ISO for 35 mm film. and for 4x5 inch (65 mm lens) inch film I start to use 400 ASA/ISO.

Brands and types is a mather of tast, look at contrast, how are colors that are inportant for you, (Green landscapes,
High contrast Buildings, white snow). But the differance of the brands/type is not so inportant as the PRINTING.

I find me best printer, it's cheap 3 day's service and give's a constant quality. And if I like to have Profesional prints
(blow-ups, darker, lighter,....etc.) of the these developed films I go to a proffesional photolab.

Slide is good for Prof..DTP scanning without the printing step. Archive: quality last very..very long. Resurch : real
collors, no printing step. but deficult is the exposuse window, (often to dark, or light) needs prof. devolopment.
printing is difficult, verry high price for prof. prints, or bad quality on cheap prints.

Or you can go .....digital...If you want the same quality as film ..wait, or....spent lots of money..

that's me opinion. Rob van Gils.

(back)

Re: Film recommendations?
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From: Christian Becot
Date: 8/16/01
Time: 3:34:58 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.63.31

Comments

Avoid sophisticated professional films as color balance is often hard to adjust in kap. Any film on the market will be
OK. Slide films have less exposure allowance. My best advise is that you purchase two brand films, 200iso, shoot
them, put them in your usual lab, and check on results which one you prefer: there are more differences between
laboratories than between films, and some are very fine on one brand, and poor on another one.

(back)

Re: Film recommendations?
From: NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca)
Date: 8/16/01
Time: 11:43:21 PM
Remote Name: 207.102.64.90

Comments

>Avoid sophisticated professional films as color balance is often hard to adjust in kap.

Hm. I'm not sure what you mean by this. Personally I go for decent pro films over consumer film any day.

Most of your money is spent processing and, in the case of print film, printing the images. The difference in price
between cheap consumer film and quality professional film is comparatively small. Why get grainy high-contrast
photos in order to save a few dollars? (or francs, or marks or yen or whatever. :)

(back)

Re: Film recommendations?
From: cmse.becot@wanadoo.fr
Date: 8/19/01
Time: 1:11:14 AM
Remote Name: 193.250.38.67

Comments

NK guy doesn't say which film he is using. By professional films I mean films specially designed for professional
applications, in which we find films for portraits (Kodak Pro Image, Kodak Pro Foto, ...) films for commercial
/illustration (Kodak Supra, ...) and films for technical use, such as microphotography, or aerial imaging (Kodak
Aerocolor III, Kodak Aerochrome III, ...). For all these films, accurate exposure and controlled lightning conditions
are necessary. They have very saturated colors necessary for getting great enlargements ratios. Some enhanced
films, Kodak Royal, Fuji Superia,... meeting some professionals requirements, are not so-called professional films,
even sold in pro-packages (5 rolls per pack). But, what do we need for Kap? We usually operate in a small range of
luminance (IL13 to IL17). We look for a greater exposure latitude, enhanced color balance, and, depending on
occasions, haze penetration, or, lower contrast. Most of commercial films just fit these requirements. Some give
better results in landscape, others in sea sceneries, others in cities or events pictures. So results depends on your
camera exposure calibration, subject, lighting conditions, and, especially for prints, on your lab. Your choice of film
should fit to these variations! If you get enlargements, there are pictures where professional print processing
improves a lot and worth the money (my experience on sea sceneries).

Personnaly, I use normally negative films 100 or 200 Iso : Fuji Superia for landscapes, Kodak Gold for cities, events.
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Sometimes Konica or Agfa in high contrast and sunny conditions. Sometimes Fuji Reala in low contrast conditions.
When shooting stereoscopic pictures I am only using Fujichrome Sensia II 100 Iso which gives me excellent results
in all conditions so far. I have in the past got problems with professional films: color balance in haze conditions, and
lack of details in highkeys or lowkeys in very high contrasted images. As far as I know, there is only one professional
film which could be used satisfactorily for Kap: Kodak Portra 160 VC film Iso100 (VC is for Vivid colors, designed
for commercial use; NC is for Natural Colors, designed for portraitures). This film has a blue layer filter which is
good for haze penetration. It is great when you have such haze conditions, low contrast landscape, and you are
looking for higly saturated colors and you intend enlargements. Other experiences on kap, films versus images
conditions, are interesting indeed!

(back)

Re: Film recommendations?
From: NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca)
Date: 8/20/01
Time: 9:40:32 PM
Remote Name: 207.102.64.73

Comments

>NK guy doesn't say which film he is using.

I was mainly referring to films such as Fuji NPS/NPH/NHG and Kodak Portra VC/NC. These are sold as
professional films and are usually kept refrigerated. I find they seem to offer quite good quality for the price.

(back)

Re: Film recommendations?
From: Craig Wilson
Date: 8/17/01
Time: 8:45:09 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.152

Comments

Len, your choice of Film type will depend on three factors. the camera and lens that you are using. the use for the
resulting images. how you like to store and organize your photos.

If you are using point and shoot equipment you will most likely be forced to use relatively fast film to force the
camera to utilize faster shutter speeds. If you are using manual cameras with fast lenses such as 2.8 than you can
easily be using 100 speed or even 50 speed film and still get 1000th of a second shutter speeds.

If you are into making prints than you should use negative film. if you are into slide shows and publishing than use
slide film.

If you like to see your photos and show you photos in photo albums than you should use negative film and have
prints made.

Personally I hate to have to catalog my prints to find the negs and catalog the negs to match up with the prints. I
shoot Fuji Sensia 100. I Store the keeper slides in clear plastic archival sheets in a file cabinet. With slides I have a
real image with the proper colors right there. With a print you have colors that may or most likely are not printed as
they were actually shot. Yes prints from a slide (Ilfochromes) are more expensive than prints from a negative if you
compare the price of a "machine" print. If a custom lab does your work the price is very close but the rich color
saturation on an ilfochrome is outstanding and is something that I don't mind spending the extra for.
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(back)

New KAP Pictures on my Homepage
From: Manfred
Date: 8/16/01
Time: 2:20:56 AM
Remote Name: 62.104.210.89

Comments

Manfred 16.08.2001

Hi Kite- and KAPfans.

There is something new at my Homepage!

We spend our summerholyday on the German north sea island Langeoog. In the "KAPing section" there are three
new pages with pictures from there.

In the "KAPing section" there is a new picture of the month.

In the "Surfers Guide" I have added some new links and a directory.

Have a look at the new pages and enjoy the pictures.

Best regards

Manfred

Luftbildfotografie mit Drachen Kite Aerial Photography Manfred http://people.freenet.de/mfs KAPfs@freenet.de

(back)

kyteman!!!
From: fixman2k@wi.rr.com
Date: 8/15/01
Time: 6:00:16 PM
Remote Name: 65.25.175.137

Comments

help kyteman, i tried to send a request to kyteman@redshift.com, and it came back undeliverable, i would like to get
an estimate for a rig, i am tool-less and, yes, i am in shame for being a man without tools. (that's a joke) could u
please send me an email showing your current email, and i'll let u know what i am searching for. thanks!

(back)

Re: kyteman!!!
From: Brooks Leffler   kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 8/15/01
Time: 10:42:13 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.142

Comments

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115111813/http://people.freenet.de/mfs
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Well, I tried to send you email and it says your ISP is rejecting excessive Spam! Ball in your court. very sorry!

brooks

(back)

Digicam triggered by microrelais
From: Christian Loibl, cattlevet@aon.at
Date: 8/15/01
Time: 9:57:36 AM
Remote Name: <�/b>195.3.113.104

Comments

Iým looking for a digital camera, which has a plug to trigger the shutter radiocontrolled by a micro-relais (like the
ricoh ff9). Has anyone information for such a digicam?

(back)

Re: Digicam triggered by microrelais
From: Christian Becot, again!
Date: 8/17/01
Time: 12:44:53 AM
Remote Name: 193.250.243.191

Comments

Here are some: Nikon 880, 990, 995 Minoltas RD3000, Dimage7, Dimage5, Dimage S304, Dimage E201 Most of these
are new on the market. It seems that remote cable is same as SLR Minolta cameras, which I know. As I said, go on
www.dpreview.com and click on cameras all info is there!

(back)

Re: Digicam triggered by microrelais,thank you!
From: cattlevet@aon.at
Date: 9/1/01
Time: 7:21:36 AM
Remote Name: 195.3.113.103

Comments

Hi Christian

Thankýs for your information. Sorry for my late answer, still busy !! gx christian from lýautriche.

(back)

WEBCAM with USB connection to 2,4 Ghz transmitter
From: r.c.j.van Gils 
Date: 8/15/01
Time: 1:56:52 AM
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Remote Name: 213.75.88.175

Comments

I purchased a ccd camera for only 36 Euro. its a "spacec@m 200" from "TRUST" (or is it a cat in a bag :-) 525x388
pixels USB powered (5 volts)

After cuting of the USB plug and connecting 1/red> 4,8 volts (4x accu) 2/white>video in (2,4 Ghz transmitter)
3/green> earth 4/black> common shield> earth

but,..it did not work. Is there composit video signal on the USB from the WEBCAM??

Someware on internet I saw a RIG and SPACEC@M 200, so it must be possible.

please help

(back)

Re: WEBCAM with USB connection to 2,4 Ghz transmitter
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 8/15/01
Time: 5:50:11 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.241

Comments

I may be wrong on this, but last time I looked at a webcam for this purpose, the signal does not come from the
camera as A/V composite, it is already conditioned for the PC into digital. I've looked at a few board cameras and
the webcam ones all seem to have this A/D converter. You might be just as well picking up a another cam as they are
so cheap now. Here in UK Maplins do mini colour cams for as little as ý39 UKP they have a ý69 UKP 2.4 GHZ
transmitter weighing in at 15 grammes. With the right 6v batts in series feeding 12v you can build a complete system
at 3 1/2 oz for around ý100 UKP. For the webcam, unless you can tap the right part of the board to pick up the
predigitised signal, you might have a problem.

Not being an electronics expert I might be talking rubbish here, but thats the way I see it.

Simon

(back)

Re: WEBCAM with USB connection to 2,4 Ghz transmitter
From: Carlo Didier
Date: 9/18/01
Time: 12:40:54 PM
Remote Name: 194.154.218.196

Comments

Simon, you're right. The (digital) USB bus definetely can't carry any (analog) video signal. It's not made for it.

Spoke the PC geek. ;-)

(back)

Re: WEBCAM with USB connection to 2,4 Ghz transmitter
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From: theaviator@beeb.net
Date: 8/15/01
Time: 1:56:55 PM
Remote Name: 62.56.32.126

Comments

Try www.bitztechnology.com and you can do it even cheaper !

(back)

KITE FESTIVAL GEMERT 10/11/12-8-2001
From: Rob van Gils    www.fly.to/robvangils
Date: 8/9/01
Time: 12:30:07 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.89.149

Comments

BE THERE !!

See the (also Aerial) photos on me site www.fly.to/robvangils (now also in Englisch) click on "aerial photos 2000",
and "more photos"

It wil be fun..

(back)

Re: Article 1352
From: 
Date: 8/9/01
Time: 6:39:09 AM
Remote Name: 144.138.37.99

Comments

??????????

(back)

Pentax ttl metering 110 SLR with bayonet mount for interchangeable lens
From: eclay@glade.net
Date: 8/6/01
Time: 8:04:17 PM
Remote Name: 63.76.177.40

Comments

We have a Pentax ttl metering 110 camera as described above. It has all lens, filters and auto rewind. Over 20 yrs.
old, still in metel carry case. like new. Wondering what the value is.

(back)
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Re: Peno tax ttl metering 110 SLR with bayonet mount for interchang...
From: petermalone@iprimus.com.au
Date: 10/7/01
Time: 4:39:02 AM
Remote Name: 203.134.17.8

Comments

Yo! bought a complete kit for 98 australian dollars, but the motordive only wants to drive - It won't stop, and the
flash, well, won't flash. ( though it squeals as theyare supposed to). Otherwise the kit is in good condition and I feel
compelled to attempt to get it fully functional. If you have any contacts, familiar with it's repair I would be
extremely grateful. I would also appreciate any service manual copy that is floating around... Thanks for posting
Peter Malone

(back)

4 oz 1/4 mile wireless video system
From: Monte
Date: 8/6/01
Time: 1:28:16 PM
Remote Name: 24.4.254.59

Comments

Here is one personýs report, although it is a report using it on a radio-controlled airplane and not a kite you can get
some idea of its performance.

http://frontpage.home.net/ctuthill2/a_small_tv_system.htm

Here is another web page on other systems, much of the same only greater range and more weight
http://www.wirelessvideocameras.com/public/customer.htm

(back)

4 oz 1/4 mile wireless video system
From: Monte
Date: 8/6/01
Time: 6:32:37 AM
Remote Name: 24.4.254.59

Comments

For those who may not be aware of other wireless video systems for airborne applications look at
www.wirelessvideocameras.com for model number LWA13 you may like what you see!

Monte

(back)

Re: 4 oz 1/4 mile wireless video system
From: theaviator@beeb.net

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115110421/http://frontpage.home.net/ctuthill2/a_small_tv_system.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20011115110421/http://www.wirelessvideocameras.com/public/customer.htm
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Date: 8/6/01
Time: 10:24:28 AM
Remote Name: 194.217.194.139

Comments

Looks good but as someone who has been playing with 2.4ghz video systems in model aircraft I do think the ranges
quoted are a bit optimistic and the systems a touch on the expensive side . It will be interesting to see if anyone has
first hand experiances with these .

(back)

Re: 4 oz 1/4 mile wireless video system
From: Monte
Date: 8/6/01
Time: 6:47:01 AM
Remote Name: 24.4.254.59

Comments

Here is the link

http://www.wirelessvideocameras.com

(back)

Re: 4 oz 1/4 mile wireless video system
From: Terry
Date: 8/10/01
Time: 3:35:50 AM
Remote Name: 195.212.29.169

Comments

Just a note to say that Monte owns the company .

(back)

$9.99 Camera with free film for life
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 8/2/01
Time: 4:04:56 PM
Remote Name: 208.47.232.136

Comments

Walgreens Drug Stores has a special on their brand of Camera's. You can get a camera one notch better than the
disposable kind for $9.99. It is loaded with 400 iso film. If you bring it in for them to develop they will load it with
more film for free for the life of the camera. I have gotten one of these and the picture quality isn't any better than a
disposable, but it works great on my rig, and it is cheaper than a disposable if you plan on buying more than 2
disposable cameras. Plus free film for life!

(back)

https://web.archive.org/web/20020102135631/http://www.wirelessvideocameras.com/
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New lighter KAP Rig
From: Dennis  --  dennis@williams.cncfamily.com
Date: 8/1/01
Time: 2:47:26 PM
Remote Name: 208.176.93.82

Comments

Built a new KAP rig last week from scratch. http://www.williams.cncfamily.com/NewRig.htm Sorry, the pictures of
the rig are large. The rig performed well on a long weekend in Maine. I'm not sure if the one-hour printing
equipment was in calabration as the pictures seem a little soft when compared to pictures from the SLR. I bought a
roll of 400 speed film today and will give it a try. Hope to have some negative scanned and a page up for viewing by
Friday. In the mean time check out the camera.

(back)

Re: Picavet Cross
From: Christian Becot
Date: 7/31/01
Time: 2:06:16 PM
Remote Name: 193.250.17.178

Comments

To be fair, away from any preconceived judgment, and based my own observations, in my opinion, the use of either
Picavet or pendulum should normally be much more depending on your kite characteristics than out of any other
considerations: If your kite is a high angle flying kite, over 60ý, the pendulum is more adapted. If your kite is a low
angle flying kite, under 50ý, the Picavet is working at his best. As french, I enjoy that Picavet has come again famous
these last years, however, I usually practice pendulum with which I succeded night kap photos. The only important
matter is to get nice pictures! What a subject for next year Kapica...

(back)

Re: Picavet Cross
From: Craig Wilson
Date: 7/31/01
Time: 12:12:40 PM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.74

Comments

I don't have to say how much I like the way this guy thinks.

(back)

Re: Picavet Cross
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 8/8/01
Time: 12:20:18 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.188

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115160130/http://www.williams.cncfamily.com/NewRig.htm
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Comments

Craig Wilson, king of the broomhandle and plexiglass rod pendulum, has also made a Picavet, but don't tell anyone.
Though I must admit, he's made a lot more pictures (and money) than I have with my lovely Picavet.

(back)

Futaba Skysport 4
From: jerrytumbler@caramail.com
Date: 7/30/01
Time: 5:08:11 AM
Remote Name: 213.36.101.177

Comments

Hello,

I am looking for somebody who has got a R/C transmitter Futaba Skysport 4, based on the NE 5044N, (serial
number : TA03B-1), because I have a problem with a component and I would like to replace it.

(To see which transmitter it is you can look at : http://www.teleport.com/~sirius/futt4vfn.htm)

If you have got this type of R/C transmitter, please contact me at : jerrytumbler@caramail.com

Thanks in advance

Jerry

(back)

Re: Futaba Skysport 4
From: cmse.becot@wanadoo.fr
Date: 7/30/01
Time: 2:32:06 PM
Remote Name: 193.250.8.196

Comments

Yes, I have the same Futaba skysport 4. What could we do for help? Christian

(back)

Wanted - KAP Rig
From: doylew@flash.net
Date: 7/29/01
Time: 10:53:46 AM
Remote Name: 66.90.156.90

Comments

I want to buy a KAP rig to use with a 35mm camera or a digital, I have both. I don't have time to learn to build one
but would love to use one.

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115160125/http://www.teleport.com/~sirius/futt4vfn.htm
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(back)

Re: Wanted - KAP Rig
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 7/29/01
Time: 3:55:51 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.201.148

Comments

The most experienced KAP cradle constructor is Brooks Leffler in Pacific Grove, CA, USA (e-mail:
kyteman@redshift.com). For more information, plans and more see www.kiteaerialphotography.net . If that doesn't
answer your questions, please send me an e-mail (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl) and I build you a rig.

Peter Bults

(back)

Re: Wanted - KAP Rig
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 7/30/01
Time: 6:06:54 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.49

Comments

Peter Bults is too kind -- two plugs in a week!

Yes, it's true -- and at the moment I don't have any pending orders. Drop me a line.

brooks

(back)

Wanted-
From: 
Date: 7/29/01
Time: 10:48:45 AM
Remote Name: 66.90.156.90

Comments

(back)

Nanking Timer
From: Bill Mitchell - escape@velocity.net
Date: 7/27/01
Time: 6:07:48 PM
Remote Name: 208.31.6.208

Comments
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After two rolls with the disposable cameras and ONE PICTURE with my new SLR Rebel 2000 Rig, the Nanking
Timer is shot! One of the gears has become dislodged, spun off it's axis and has rendered the unit completely non-
functional! The on/off lever had been giving me problems almost from day one. Iým a tad reluctant to spend even
more on the Texas DT. Does anyone have hands-on experience who can comment on its integrity?

Thank you, Bill http://www.velocity.net/~escape/

(back)

Re: Nanking Timer
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 7/30/01
Time: 6:01:32 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.49

Comments

Bill, I purchased a sample of each, but have used only the Nanking, and only long enough to make a rig for a guy in
New Jersey. The Texas seems a bit huskier, but uses the same screw-and-follower method as the long timer on the
Nanking, and I don't know how sturdy it is. Don't know what to say, except if you want to fly a Rebel, you should
spring for the radio. You can pee a lot of $$ away on the cheap solutions.

(back)

Re: Nanking Timer
From: Bill Mitchell - escape@velocity.net
Date: 8/2/01
Time: 7:10:21 PM
Remote Name: 208.31.5.46

Comments

I suppose I'm slowly heading down that road ($$$ radio), I just didn't want to admit it yet. I may have successfully
reseated the gear though, just need to fly it and see. But still, it sure doesn't qualify as 'heavy-duty'. Thanks for
replying, Bill

(back)

NAnking T
From: 
Date: 7/27/01
Time: 5:55:53 PM
Remote Name: 208.31.6.208

Comments

(back)

kap craddle
From: Francois Newman
Date: 7/23/01

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126153811/http://www.velocity.net/~escape/
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Time: 3:49:23 PM
Remote Name: 12.88.171.176

Comments

I am wonderring if anyone can give me some info on who to talk to concerning a craddle that will hold up to the
winds of Africa

(back)

Re: kap craddle
From: Allan, St. Lucia
Date: 7/23/01
Time: 8:27:08 PM
Remote Name: 206.128.215.201

Comments

There is nothing unique about African winds, except perhaps that they carry Sahara dust and pathogens that are
killing some of the reef animals in the Caribbean, where I am based. I use KAP for coastal research so most of the
time I get clean winds off the ocean. I can attach the camera about 50m below the kite. Working inland when I am
visiting the folks in Zimbabwe and ZA means getting a bit more height before the kite is stable. Practice lofting a
weight equal to your rig until you feel comfortable with handling it in local conditions. Allan

(back)

Re: kap craddle
From: Francois Newman
Date: 7/24/01
Time: 1:24:21 PM
Remote Name: 12.88.173.188

Comments

Thanks Allan, I will do what you suggest , with the weight,I don`t no If you are familier with the southern most tip
of Africa , because that is where I want to try it , and believe me I have been going there all my life, and there is
nothing like the wind at Cape L` Agulhas. Thank you for your advice , and you would`nt by any chance know of
someone that can supply me with plans , and materials list for rigs, or someone that makes them to sell. Dankie
Francois

(back)

Re: kap craddle
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 7/27/01
Time: 3:35:24 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.200.23

Comments

The most experienced KAP cradle constructor is Brooks Leffler in Pacific Grove, CA, USA (e-mail:
kyteman@redshift.com). For more information, plans and more see www.kiteaerialphotography.net . If that doesn't
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answer your questions, please send me an e-mail (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)

Peter Bults

(back)

Re: kap craddle
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 7/30/01
Time: 6:04:46 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.49

Comments

Eh bien, merci Peter! Je suis ici, Franýois, et prýt!

brooks

(back)

digital camera?
From: Nicole
Date: 7/22/01
Time: 2:47:15 PM
Remote Name: 64.12.106.21

Comments

This is a new idea for me, but will it work with my digital camera?

(back)

digital camera?
From: Nicole
Date: 7/22/01
Time: 2:46:50 PM
Remote Name: 64.12.106.21

Comments

This is a new idea for me. I saw it on TV, but will it work with my digital camera?

(back)

Re: digital camera?
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 7/23/01
Time: 10:38:13 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.36

Comments
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But of course! The only problem I've found with digicams is that most of them have a long delay between pushing
the shutter button and actually taking the picture. Otherwise, digipix are great from the air.

(back)

Re: digital camera?
From: ulrich monsees
Date: 7/25/01
Time: 9:39:58 AM
Remote Name: 217.0.61.1

Comments

If you switch the digicam to endless instead of autofocus and turn off the flash readyness the time to trigger the
camera will be by about 1 sec. I found out that you don't need a two step switch to trigger the SONY DSC-S70. Just
push the button and wait for about 1.5 sec if you don't have video control. You'll find some info and digi-pics under
www.airborne-stade.de Try it! Ulli

(back)

I.S.P  went belly up
From: mahoney77@bigpond.com
Date: 7/22/01
Time: 4:36:11 AM
Remote Name: 144.138.38.212

Comments

I very much regret not being able to advise readers of my plight ( see subject line) i am now with
mahoney77@bigpond.com and will endevour to contact the kind readers that wrote to me (also had a little HARD
DRIVE problem,)

I have also asked to resume " new material postings " E Mail notification.

Yours Truly TONY STANLEY

(back)

Hello from a new person!
From: Spiffy
Date: 7/17/01
Time: 5:07:17 PM
Remote Name: 216.232.199.211

Comments

I just read the article about this site in Digital Camera and here I am! I'm very excited to find this site. I'm
absolutely new to KAP. I've been curious ever since I came across a kit from Smithsonian, opened it up and said
"This won't work!" So I've been trying to figure out how to do it myself. I know lots about photography, have lots of
cameras and one kite so I figure that's a good start. And my Dad is a model building wonder and a pilot so I think
between the two of us with the help of this site, we should be able to launch something! I'll keep you posted!

(back)
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Re: Hello from a new person!
From: Randy Bollinger
Date: 7/20/01
Time: 9:19:06 PM
Remote Name: 206.148.232.51

Comments

Welcome Spiffy! Best of luck in your new Aerial engagements.

(back)

$5.99 Sunbeam timer for Disposable KAP rig
From: Doug Kinney
Date: 7/16/01
Time: 10:51:45 PM
Remote Name: 208.47.231.241

Comments

Since i'm new to the world of KAP, i wanted to get started without spending a whole lot of money. This meant
constructing something like Brook's brownie box with a disposable camera. Since the local hobby store wasn't able
to order me in a dethermalizing timer. I had to get creative and figure some other option. Although the ice timer is
an effective device, I sought out other options. So therefore i started taking every spring-loaded device apart in
hopes of "frankensteining" some contraption together. Late one night many hours after the sun had set. I ran to
Super Wal-mart to get some snacks and by fate alone walked down the cookware isle. Here i found a Sunbeam 60
minute analog timer. Out of couriosity i bought it for $5.99. After i took it home and took it apart i found that with
simply drilling a small hole in the part that makes the "ding" sound i could hook up a lever to trip the shutter on the
camera. Surprisingly it works great and is the cheapest alternative that i've found to a dethermalizing timer. I will
happily answer any questions. I you would like to see a picture just email me and i will send you one.

Doug ghostcat78@yahoo.com

(back)

Re: $5.99 Sunbeam timer for Disposable KAP rig
From: Craig Wilson
Date: 7/17/01
Time: 7:32:41 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.112

Comments

Fantastic bit of creativity. this is a fine example of the real beauty and excitement of KAP. The rewards are not only
in the imagery that you will make but also found within the magic of discovery. There is something very special and
unequaled in discovering solutions that are cheap, light weight, and effective. Nice work.Thanks for sharing. Craig

(back)

Pt. Bonita Lighthouse
From: wallis smith
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Date: 7/15/01
Time: 9:00:02 PM
Remote Name: 198.81.17.172

Comments

I'm a docent at the lighthouse and if you came on my watch I would have welcomed you. The pictures are GREAT.

(back)

Camera with 10sec-60min adjustable timer
From: David LaHeist
Date: 7/15/01
Time: 3:44:59 PM
Remote Name: 209.214.133.69

Comments

For general information, the Samsung Maxima Zoom 105XL has a feature to take a photo at intervals anywhere
from 10 seconds apart to 60 minutes apart. Retails $150, so it's a good cheap way of getting your shutter to release
without expensive bulky equipment. Auto focus, auto wind, 210 grams.

(back)

Re: Camera with 10sec-60min adjustable timer
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 7/20/01
Time: 7:07:39 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

Yes, it's called an 'intervalometer'.

I started out in KAP with a SAMSUNG AF-SLIM with the same feature. It's a good way to get started, but I must
tell you that my pictures got a *lot* better and I started shooting a *lot* more once I built a radio controlled rig.

Richard in Boston

(back)

Shutter release for Canon EOS Camera??
From: Toppshots@aol.com
Date: 7/15/01
Time: 5:32:48 AM
Remote Name: 198.81.16.53

Comments

Can anyone give me detailed information about what type of electric switch to use with the Canon EOS electric
cable release? I know its a two stage duo switch, but can anyone mention a brand name or model of switch to
purchase and possibly any advice on wiring? Thanks
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(back)

Re: Shutter release for Canon EOS Camera??
From: Randy Bollinger
Date: 7/15/01
Time: 12:10:12 PM
Remote Name: 63.208.43.2

Comments

The Canon remote switch RS-60E3 is a two stage triple pole single throw switch. 1st Stage starts the cameras
autofocus, lightmeter and preprogramed shutter/apreture combination. 2nd Stage the shutter is released and the
film is advanced. The two stage switch is only for the photographer to be able to use the TTL meter without tripping
the shutter and over-ride the system of automatic exposure settings. For kap a single pole single throw micro switch
or relay will work. You can still over-ride with Tv or Av settings.

(back)

Re: Shutter release for Canon EOS Camera??
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 7/23/01
Time: 10:50:15 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.36

Comments

Having had problems with the switches, I now use a submicro servo to push the button on Canon's remote, which I
mount behind the camera. Works every time, just fine.

(back)

Canon Lens
From: Randy Bollinger
Date: 7/14/01
Time: 11:49:51 AM
Remote Name: 63.208.43.227

Comments

Canons new ultrasonic EF 22-55mm f/4-5.6 mm lens has worked flawless for me since last aprial. Its weight
175g/6.2oz is less than a 24mm lens and cost less than half the price. The angle of view is 90-57 deg. Image quality is
vary nice. I use 400iso print film with the aperture set at f/16. If you need wide angle with less cost to chance with an
SLR. Its a nice lens to use.

(back)

Re: Canon Lens
From: Len
Date: 8/21/01
Time: 8:06:10 PM
Remote Name: 206.58.32.148
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Comments

I second that. I just used my new "Brooks Leffler" Rig cutom built for a Canom Rebel G fitted with ef 22-55 mm
lens. It worked flawlessly. Eugene, Oregon

(back)

Re: Canon 22-55 lens (was Canon Lens)
From: NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca)
Date: 7/18/01
Time: 4:00:31 AM
Remote Name: 207.102.64.88

Comments

Have you compared the 22-55 directly with the 24mm prime, out of curiosity? I haven't used the 22-55 myself, but in
my experience the low-end plastic-mount Canon lenses of the 22-55 type have very poor image quality.

Photodo (http://www.photodo.com/) rate the lens pretty low, also noting that the effective focal length of the lens
they tested is only 23 to 53 mm.

Of course, the light weight and low cost of the zoom lens certainly make it a pretty attractive option.

(back)

Re: Canon 22-55 lens (was Canon Lens)
From: Randy Bollinger
Date: 7/18/01
Time: 5:03:45 PM
Remote Name: 63.208.41.217

Comments

Compared it to a 28mm prime lens that has been used for years. But with 400iso print film and the Av set between
F8-F16 depending on the amount of light. The prints are very sharp for 400 film. I was going for the 20mm until I
added up the weight.

(back)

Re: Canon 22-55 lens (was Canon Lens)
From: NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca)
Date: 7/19/01
Time: 2:21:37 PM
Remote Name: 207.102.64.84

Comments

Actually, I'm not sure if comparing prints is that useful unless they're 8x10 enlargements. I've found comparing
slides works much better, as you don't know what tricks they've done in the lab.

However, your point about lens weight is very well taken. I had a 20mm lens (until the other month, when some jerk
stole it) and it weighed a ton. Well. Almost a pound.

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126155419/http://www.photodo.com/
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Canon EF 20mm 2.8 USM: 405g (14.3 oz) Canon EF 24mm 2.8: 270g (9.5 oz) Canon EF 28mm 2.8: 185g (6.5 oz)
Canon EF 22-55mm 4-5.6 micromotor USM: 175g (6.2 oz)

Weight adds up fast when you're building a KAP rig...

(back)

AM Receiver
From: jerrytumbler@caramail.com
Date: 7/13/01
Time: 12:52:59 AM
Remote Name: 213.36.86.114

Comments

Hello,

I am looking for somebody who has got a AM R/C receiver based on a OKI L9362 (or MC14013B).

If you have got one, could you please contact me at : jerrytumbler@caramail.com

Thanks in advance.

Jerry

(back)

First KAP Pictures
From: Bill Mitchell - escape@velocity.net
Date: 7/12/01
Time: 10:32:47 PM
Remote Name: 208.31.4.17

Comments

I'm hooked, my first roll of KAP!http://www.velocity.net/~escape/index.html comments welcome,
escape@velocity.net Thanks, Bill

(back)

Re: First KAP Pictures
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 7/23/01
Time: 11:02:59 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.36

Comments

Bill, good job on the rig. The kite will lift a light radio rig, but not an SLR. As to what to do between takes with the
BBBB, don't "reel it in", tether the line and walk it down -- walk towards the rig and slide up the line with your
hands -- then you have the line already out when it's time to launch again. Good luck!

(back)

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126155440/http://www.velocity.net/~escape/index.html
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KAP does pay!
From: Dennis --  dennis@williams.cncfamily.com
Date: 7/11/01
Time: 11:48:17 AM
Remote Name: 208.176.93.43

Comments

My first paying job!. My wife and I attended the Mountain Laurel Autoharp Gathering, 6/28 - 7/1. It was great fun
with lots of wonderful music. Sunday morning on the last day we finally had enough wind to put the kite up and
take pictures. A frantic drive 25 mile to get one hour processing, then a bunch of stuff to take orders for prints and
we were in business. We received 18 orders for a total of 40 prints @ $4.00 each. I don't expect this to happen every
time, but, I was surprised how many prints were ordered. See my page where prints can be ordered. --
http://www.williams.cncfamily.com/mlag.htm

(back)

Aerodynamic Stabilization
From: John McBride - johnpika@yahoo.com
Date: 7/10/01
Time: 4:50:07 AM
Remote Name: 194.143.233.65

Comments

Has anyone experimented with a camera housing that gets its lift from the kite, but stabilization from fins? I am
considering a CG-balanced rig carried 100m below the kite, with a tail and fins for basic pointing/stabilization.

(back)

CRAZY RIG !!!
From: daubert@club-internet.fr
Date: 7/10/01
Time: 3:36:18 AM
Remote Name: 213.36.82.209

Comments

I am considering to use a video link on my rig I ve got a small BW camera 2,4 GHZ video sender and receiver All
the system works very nicely without the RC transmission (41MHz in FRANCE) But when the distance between the
rig and me is over 50 meters and the RC transmission in use the rig is becoming really crazy

Any suggestion is really welcome

REGARDS DIDIER

(back)

Re: CRAZY RIG !!!
From: kg7av
Date: 7/22/01

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115160054/http://www.williams.cncfamily.com/mlag.htm
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Time: 6:21:21 PM
Remote Name: 63.11.215.197

Comments

Most rc manufacturers didn't plan for their receivers to be located near a video transmitter. Their receivers are not
shielded and don't have the necessary filters. A company called PC Electronics has some excellent technical notes on
solving this problem, including plans for a simple low-pass filter for the rc receiver. This filter would go on the rc
receiver's antenna and would block the video transmitter's signal as it is a much higher frequency. I believe these
tech notes are available online at www.hamtv.com. Shield your video transmitter and rc receiver if they are not
already in metal cases. Insure their antennas are not parallel with each other. If your rc receiver and video
transmitter must use the same power source, use toroids on the power leads to each device. I would also like to
mention that I have been very happy with the PC Electronics 1.5 watt video transmitter (ham radio license
required). This transmitter has a 22+ mile line of sight range with proper antennas.

(back)

Re: CRAZY RIG !!!
From: cmse.becot@wanadoo.fr
Date: 7/10/01
Time: 2:07:16 PM
Remote Name: 193.248.19.28

Comments

Distance between 2.4Ghz video sender and 41Mhz may be the problem, if it is too close. Check also that there is not
a connexion problem, for example both systems on same battery, which can make disturbances, or which can lower
the battery voltage. Check also that everything is working properly without the video system. It will help to find
which equipment is the cause. Ventissimo, Christian

(back)

Videolink, Monitor
From: Rob van Gils    www.fly.to/robvangils
Date: 7/9/01
Time: 2:39:56 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.91.225

Comments

Hi KAPers,

I want to make a videolink with a X10cam. but I find the folowing problems on my path:

I live in the Neherlands ordering the X10cam (with NTC system)direct from WWW.x10.com is not possible.they
only accept orders in the USA and Canada. The price of a X10cam (with PAL system) In the Netherlands is 3x!
higher. is there a way to get around it?

I like to use the viewfinder of a old CAMCORDER I all ready have, or a GAMEBOY,or a other cheap/good
monitor.but I don't know how to connect it to the receiver, and a powersupply. SUGGESTIONS??

KEEPITUP, Rob van Gils.

(back)
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Re: Videolink, Monitor
From: jean-edouard@online.be
Date: 7/20/01
Time: 11:37:31 AM
Remote Name: 194.88.125.72

Comments

you should have a look to conrad.elektronics.com or something like that in germany for the transmition system, and
for the connection i use an old b/w vieuwfinder, i could help you with a direct mail if you want, it's really easy

(back)

Suggested kite line length?
From: NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca)
Date: 7/9/01
Time: 1:43:59 AM
Remote Name: 207.102.64.71

Comments

I'm slowly moving into trying out a kite for my aerial camera rig - used up to now only with balloons.

I'm new to kites, so I'm considering my line length options. What do people find a useful length of line? I noticed
that Cris' inventory list includes 1000 feet of line in 3 different weights.

Would 500' be adequate for most KAP, do you think? 1000' seems quite a bit!

(back)

Re: Suggested kite line length?
From: Christian BECOT
Date: 7/9/01
Time: 3:04:57 PM
Remote Name: 193.248.21.65

Comments

You must have a 1000 feet line (300m). In some occasions you will have to fly the kite with 300' line (100m) before
you can sit the craddle safely. Then 700' (230m) will lift the camera to 450'(150m) altitude. I personally use 1000'
(300m) and 1200'(400m)lines.

(back)

Re: Suggested kite line length?
From: David Hunt
Date: 7/9/01
Time: 10:53:22 AM
Remote Name: 206.228.242.62

Comments
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Using only 500 ft of line will limit your camera to altitudes of 200 - 250 feet. That is assuming 100 -200 feet between
the kite and the camera, and an average angle of 40 degrees between the ground and the kite line.

I find that altitudes under 250 are frequently adaquate, but occasionally I desire to get my camera higher, so the
extra line would be necessary.

I would suggest that you buy as much as you can afford, up to 1000 feet. If you use halos to store your kite line, you
should be informed that 1000 feet of 200# line will not fit on the large 9 inch halos. I use my 200# on the factory
spool.

(back)

Re: Suggested kite line length?
From: NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca)
Date: 7/9/01
Time: 3:10:10 PM
Remote Name: 207.102.64.67

Comments

Hm. Okay. So if I get 1000 feet of line, do people recommend 150 lb or 200 lb line for a Sutton Flowform 16? I'll be
using a lightweight rig containing a point and shoot, not an SLR.

(back)

Re: Suggested kite line length?
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 7/20/01
Time: 7:32:31 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

Common "rule of thumb" for parafoils is 10 times the square footage equals line test in pounds. It's not a hard a fast
rule, but it works for me. The 16 sq. ft. Flowform will fly nicely on 150 lb test .... *but* if you want some extra
"insurance" then use 200 lb.

A lot depends on how hard the wind is blowing, and how old and in what condition your line is in. As time goes by, a
line often gets damaged in small ways at more than one location. If subject to maximum stress the old line will
generally fail sooner than a new line.

Good idea to replace your line every so often.

PS ... up until recently all my KAP was with 500 ft lines. I just got a couple of 1000 ft lengths and have used them to
get shots I couldn't have gotten with shorter lines (see link I posted to this list about a month ago)

500 ft will start you out fine. Low altitude KAP gives you a unique perspective generally unavailable from aircraft.

NOTE: a problem with 1000 ft (high altitude KAP) line is that it becomes *much* harder to see your rig *way* up
in the sky to aim the thing! For the picture I posted the link for, I needed to use binoculars to see my aiming stick.

Richard in Boston

(back)
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Re: Suggested kite line length?
From: cmse.becot@wanadoo.fr
Date: 7/10/01
Time: 2:32:22 PM
Remote Name: 193.248.19.28

Comments

Not having a flowform 16 but a flowform 30, I can't be sure of its force. You should check it laterly in your wind
conditions. I would assume that force would be from 1Kg (2lbs) in light winds, 2 to 3Kg with 5m/s winds, and 5Kg
(10 lbs) with 8m/s winds. I always recommend to use lines 6 times the kite force for normal kiting, and 10 times for
Kap. A 100lbs line seems enough for me unless you really intend to fly in stronger winds up to 12m/s where a 150lbs
line will be necessary. Over that, I consider that flowforms don't fly safely. Make sure that kite force is at least 3
times the rig weight. Christian

(back)

Re: Suggested kite line length?
From: NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca)
Date: 7/9/01
Time: 3:09:18 PM
Remote Name: 207.102.64.67

Comments

(back)

rig for sale
From: christian_huebner@t-online.de
Date: 7/3/01
Time: 2:53:29 AM
Remote Name: 62.224.198.56

Comments

we look for a rig for aerial photos on archaeological sites (www.geosolutions.de). best regards from germany

(back)

Re: rig for sale
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 7/3/01
Time: 8:22:04 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.88

Comments

Ich habe jetzt kein Rigs zu verkaufen, aber ich kann fýr sie ein Rig bauen. Aber ich bin Amerikaner, also spreche
ich kaum Deutsch!

(back)
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E mail address
-->

From: jerrytumbler@caramail.com
Date: 6/30/01
Time: 12:58:06 AM
Remote Name: 213.36.84.152

Comments

Hi, I am looking for the e mail address of Peter van Erkel. Does someone know it ? Thanks in advance

Jerry

(back)

RC Transmitter
From: jerrytumbler@caramail.com
Date: 6/28/01
Time: 5:08:52 AM
Remote Name: 213.36.84.56

Comments

<�p>Hi, I have a TRENDY MX-2 transmitter (2 channels) based on a OKI L9362 and I would like to a add 2 other
channel. How can I modify my transmitter ? I am also looking for a circuit diagram of a receiver (72.450 MHZ AM).
Does somebody know where I can find one ? Thanks in advance Jerry Tumbler

(back)

Re: RC Transmitter
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 6/28/01
Time: 10:08:50 AM
Remote Name: 195.121.201.229

Comments

For the Tx see: http://www.dolphinazur.nl/cgi-bin/links/jump.cgi?ID=399 or Peter van Erkels posting on this page
earlier this year.

(back)

Re: RC Transmitter
From: NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca)
Date: 6/28/01
Time: 1:09:41 PM
Remote Name: 207.102.64.85

Comments

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115154239/http://www.dolphinazur.nl/cgi-bin/links/jump.cgi?ID=399
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>By the way, do you know the OKI 9362 is a 4 channel coder, this means that two channels can be simply added.

Speaking of, anyone know which transmitters are of this type? Or if there's a list of known modifiable transmitters?

I have a Futaba T2ER which uses a Futuba FP2108T chip, and of course it'd be interesting to know if it could be
modified to use more channels than 2.

(back)

Re: RC Transmitter
From: perkel@lucent.com
Date: 7/13/01
Time: 3:52:12 AM
Remote Name: 192.11.224.101

Comments

Hi,

The OKI L9362 is a real 4 channel coder, but ussualy only two are used. Modifying from 2 to four channels is
relatively simple.

As far as I know the older Robbe/Futaba Economic and Attack II , older Graupner D4 SSM and the Trendy MX2
used it. The newer models use an Futaba 2 channel Futaba IC.

Good luck,

Peter van Erkel

(back)

KAP books
From: Rob van Gils    www.fly.to/robvangils
Date: 6/18/01
Time: 5:37:26 AM
Remote Name: 213.75.90.235

Comments

Is there a list of KAP books from Batut and Wenz ,George R. Lawrence ,Rene Desclee. are the old books very rare
and expensive?

Keepitup, Rob van Gils

(back)

Re: KAP books
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 6/30/01
Time: 3:11:29 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.200.72

Comments
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I've no idea on the old books. But the new books (and more) are on <a
href="http://bookshop.kiteaerialphotography.net">bookshop.kiteaerialphotography.net</a> now.

Peter Bults

(back)

360ý Panorama
From: Leo (leo@ecosse.net)
Date: 6/17/01
Time: 3:17:11 PM
Remote Name: 193.113.57.163

Comments

Hullo - Wondered if anyone had tried stitching together stills to create a 360ý moving panorama? (a little like the
work by Michel Dusariez, only using a more conventional camera) I still have no working rig to try this with, but
perhaps someone already has some images they could experiment with?

I'm talking about this sort of thing (you'll need a java enabled browser)

http://www.fusion.strath.ac.uk/content/panorama.html

I used the Panorama Tools ( http://www.fh-furtwangen.de/~dersch/ ) to make this for a friend using a cheap Agfa
CL18 digital camera. (Unfortunately I think the PT site is down at the mo - try searching www.download.com for
PTStitcher)

I also found pixmaker very good - much easier to use (!) but not free.. again search www.download.com for the file
or check www.pixaround.com.

Happy Stitching!

Leo

(back)

Re: 360ý Panorama
From: NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca)
Date: 6/20/01
Time: 12:15:34 AM
Remote Name: 209.17.154.233

Comments

Well, a good 360 panorama requires photos taken from a very stable platform and perfectly aligned. Otherwise you
get a lot of errors when the program tries to stitch together the overlapping images. A kite is not a very stable
platform.

You could probably take a couple of photos using a wide-angle lens on an SLR (say, 24mm or whatever) and get
fairly wide panoramas, but an actual 360 image would be tricky, I'd say.

(back)

BBB Timer Replacement

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115122653/http://bookshop.kiteaerialphotography.net%22%3ebookshop.kiteaerialphotography.net%3c/a
https://web.archive.org/web/20020102134340/http://www.fusion.strath.ac.uk/content/panorama.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20020102134340/http://www.fh-furtwangen.de/~dersch/
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From: Jeff Hoover
Date: 6/13/01
Time: 12:41:27 PM
Remote Name: 64.208.123.185

Comments

On the KAPER site, there is a notice of yet another possible timer to replace the now-unavailable KSB timer. It costs
a little more than the KSB did ($32 US + s/h) but looks usable and, unlike the Nanking replacement, it has a full
range of settings, from a few seconds to about 9 minutes.

Here's the link: http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/news_dethermal.html

(back)

More pictures.  Galilee, RI
From: Dennis Williams - dennis@williams.cncfamily.com
Date: 6/12/01
Time: 8:38:02 AM
Remote Name: 208.176.93.40

Comments

Here are a few pictures taken at Galilee, RI, this weekend. Comments added.

http://www.williams.cncfamily.com/Kap2.htm

Enjoy, Dennis..........

(back)

Rig for sale!
From: K J Baumber
Date: 6/8/01
Time: 5:10:59 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.16

Comments

Having sucessfully flown my "Kestrel 2001" rig I now have an earlier KAP set up looking for a home. I can supply
the cradle on its own or finish it as a turn key system. Beautifully made (though I say so myself!) and only one
carefree owner! If you are interested or interested in one similar,please get in touch. To view whats on
offer...www.nitrobug.freeserve.co.uk/myrig.htm

Keep the faith! kjbaumber@aol.com

(back)

Re: Rig for sale!
From: christian_huebner@t-online.de
Date: 7/3/01
Time: 2:59:40 AM
Remote Name: 62.224.198.56

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115154233/http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/news_dethermal.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20011126151628/http://www.williams.cncfamily.com/Kap2.htm
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Comments

we search a rig for aerialphotos on archaeological sites (www.geosolutions.de - pardon, until now this sites are only
in german) regards from germany Christian Hýbner

(back)

A KAPicture is the winner!
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 6/7/01
Time: 2:13:04 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.200.120

Comments

Congratulations to Henry Jebe!

Henry has won the NYI photo contest "A Bird's Eye View".

See and read what the the judges said on <a
href="www.kiteaerialphotography.net">www.kiteaerialphotography.net </a>.

Peter Bults

(back)

Re: A KAPicture is the winner!
From: Richard Amirault (ramirault@erols.com)
Date: 6/7/01
Time: 6:03:02 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

Congrats to Henry!!

And a question ... *how* did he qualify??

I investigaed this contest when it was announced here and discovered that it was limited to NYI members/students.
It was not obvious, but the entry form contained fields that the "general public" could not complete.

I sent e-Mail to NYI and got a reply that confirmed that *yes* the contest was not for the general public.

So ... I dismissed any thought of entering the contest (maybe others did as well)

Now, if you check the current website you'll notice that they have two seperate classes of contests. One for the
general public and one for NYI members, but back then there was no such seperation. It was NYI only.

Richard in Boston

(back)

Lightning reactions!
From: Kevin J Baumber
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Date: 6/4/01
Time: 12:20:05 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.12

Comments

Doh! I gave the wrong web page for my latest offerings!

www.nitrobug.freeserve.co.uk/bac page.htm

Many thanks for the kind words from those of you who have already wandered aimlessly around my site looking for
the KAP bits!

Enjoy!

KJB

(back)

Re: Lightning reactions!
From: Marcus, mhunt@teleplan-uk.com
Date: 6/5/01
Time: 4:20:43 AM
Remote Name: 193.130.174.52

Comments

Great site anyway Kevin. At least we had something else interesting to look at while we were searching for the KAP
stuff.

(back)

kite attached to car???
From: Eugeny
Date: 6/4/01
Time: 5:53:25 AM
Remote Name: 62.231.27.98

Comments

Hello all! any experience with subj??? I want to try it... I live in Russia and can solve any problem with police (they
like money)

(back)

Re: kite attached to car???
From: 
Date: 6/5/01
Time: 4:18:09 AM
Remote Name: 193.130.174.52

Comments
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I was just thinking of a similar idea this morning although using a boat instead of a car to get waterski/wakeboard
pictures. Only problem is you would have to pull the kite in every time you had to stop, unless there was some breeze
and you were heading straight into it. At least in a boat you could make circles but in a car you're a little more
restricted - traffic lights would be interesting

(back)

Re: kite attached to car???
From: Dicky
Date: 7/31/01
Time: 12:37:11 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.65.211

Comments

Kite attached to a fire engine or ambulance with emrgency sirens and lights would be better - they don't have to stop
at traffic lights :)

(back)

Re: kite attached to car???
From: Eugeny, fly@flysurfing.ru
Date: 6/5/01
Time: 7:46:37 AM
Remote Name: 62.231.27.98

Comments

I do not mean city... There are alot of lines cross street.. I'll try small kite-brake as tail of main kite to prevent car
and me from kites .. Nice idea about boat.

(back)

Subject matters
From: Kevin J Baumber
Date: 6/3/01
Time: 4:44:36 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.168.169

Comments

High(?) Everyone

I've finally flown my "Kestrel" rig with its video equipt Yashica T5. Total success and what a subject....

www.nitrobug.freeserve.co.uk/bac.htm

A rather interesting an unexpected problem occured when using my viewfinder for the first time!!

Enjoy!

Kevin J Baumber
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(back)

Re: Subject matters
From: Tony  Stanley   at   mahoney7@one.net.au
Date: 6/4/01
Time: 3:23:05 AM
Remote Name: 61.12.197.6

Comments

Kevin,

What a Web Site ! ! ! Its off the Planet ! ! as soon as I have about 4 hours I shall scan over it all Very impressed with
the work you put in to it. I will get back to you. Onething I wondered about was the N T S C format in the U, S, of
working with a Pal System did you get a N,T,S,c, monitor ? there is a lot more questions where that came from !
once again Great stuff. TONY STANLEY

(back)

Legal Issues
From: Marcus Hunt, mhunt@teleplan-uk.com
Date: 6/1/01
Time: 7:43:27 AM
Remote Name: 212.172.155.21

Comments

Great site. Like several others I stumbled on it by mistake and I'm hooked on trying this out. A combination of
photography and "tinkering" with stuff - what more could I ask for.

OK the question. Any comments on the legal aspect of flying a kite from public land over/near private property and
taking photos of that property. I'm not thinking or planning anything "snoopy" here but for example there is a local
skate park which I think would make an interesting subject, particularly when there is a large event on. As far as I
am aware a photographer usually has the right to photograph private property as long as they are not actually
trespassing on the property in order to do so. (Exceptions are military/government areas etc which usually have
signs) Is this still the case when taking photos from the air? Does a land owner also have any rights over airspace?
Just curious to hear any views. Sorry if this has beenm covered but Search doesn't seem to be working.

(back)

Re: Legal Issues
From: Christian Becot
Date: 6/3/01
Time: 1:43:21 AM
Remote Name: 193.250.17.6

Comments

What are you shooting? This is the first question to consider. If it is a general view of a public place or a crowded
event, you don't have to bother in anyway. If it is a private place which could be easily identified, it is common sense
to have agreement of owner. Same if you have to go in some property for kiting. But asking permission is normally a
formality, and I can assure that it will make good friends. Give some prints of your work, and you will be allowed to
come back any time to your own convenience. If you shot a grass pattern that nobody can guess where it is, don't
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worry about.

Normally in specialized book store you should be able to find some books on image legal status with all necessary
information.

(back)

Re: Legal Issues
From: Gareth Owens
Date: 6/1/01
Time: 9:12:00 AM
Remote Name: 194.216.114.29

Comments

I'm not sure about the legal issues of taking photographs of private spaces, but so far I have often taken
photographs of festivals and gatherings and have never been questioned. Other legal issues that you should be
concerned with are height, in the UK there is a ceiling of sixty metres for kites and you are also not allowed to fly
kites within three miles of an airfield (may need to check this is still the correct distance). In addition, insurance is a
good idea if you are flying above people or crowds. In the UK, you can get insurance with the Kite Society. I would
also be interested about further rules and regulations in the UK and elsewhere Regards Gareth

(back)

2.4 Ghz recieving aerial
From: The Aviator
Date: 5/31/01
Time: 11:55:34 AM
Remote Name: 194.217.194.139

Comments

I have been taking aerial photos for a few years using a radio controled plane and recently started using a 2.4 ghz
video link . My best results on the TV screen have been using a home made helical aerial as it has good gain and is
not fussy about the angle of the transmitting aerial . I found the plans on the web but they seem to have moved . I
expect the info is still there somewhere if your interested ?

(back)

Re: 2.4 Ghz receiving aerial
From: Tony  Stanley at  mahoney7@one.net.au
Date: 6/4/01
Time: 3:45:55 AM
Remote Name: 61.12.197.6

Comments

"The Aviator " Many thanks ref the Aerial. I woul be grateful if you could send any links that I could persue. (
either on the notice board or to my E Mail as above Thanks.

TONY STANLEY

(back)
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Where do I begin?
From: Angus in South Italy
Date: 5/30/01
Time: 10:07:30 AM
Remote Name: 151.21.82.214

Comments

Where do I begin? This is the first KAP site I've visited and I'm immediately hooked - my compliments to Mr
Benton and I look forward to visiting all the other related sites and enjoy your wonderful photos. I'm an Englishman
living in Agropoli, a small town in the south of Italy in the heart of the National Park of Cilento and this is where my
interest in KAP begins. I'm currently part of a group of people who are putting together a visual record of this park
and so when I literally stumbled across your site I immediately saw a great and inexpensive way of recording the
park from above. We originally had thought about hiring a plane or a hot-air balloon but the costs were prohibitive
(this project has no sponsorship unfortunately). I will immediately start building a rig! Two questions please - what
about using a helium balloon to allow photos in town centres, and has anyone taken up a video camera? I have a
website for my English school www.englishwithangus.it (nothing fancy - just pubblicity for now). Look forward to
hearing from you all.

(back)

Re: Where do I begin?
From: Christian Becot
Date: 5/31/01
Time: 2:52:16 PM
Remote Name: 193.248.138.79

Comments

In italy you should visit web site members.xoom.it/kites and contact Andreas casalboni. Also, for helium ballon,
french kaper Bernard-noel Chagny has experienced it. See his web site perso.wanadoo.fr/kap-chagny/index.html

(back)

Re: Where do I begin?
From: Angus again, not wanting to waste your valuable time
Date: 5/30/01
Time: 11:43:59 AM
Remote Name: 151.21.75.53

Comments

Sorry all! Have had some more time to read in detail all your articles and realise my questions have already been
answered in full!! Will be trying KAP a.s.a.p

(back)

Latest Effort
From: Richard Amirault (ramirault@erols.com)
Date: 5/25/01
Time: 8:01:37 PM
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Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

I've posted a couple of "keepers" from my KAP activities last weekend on my website. However, my web authoring
capabilities are in limbo ... but my FTP program still works!! So check out these two shots from the Soundwinds
Kite Festival in southern Connecticut.

This is the first time I used a 1000ft line. All my other efforts were with 500ft and quite often I was dissapointed to
see that I was not high enough to capture those *big* kites. This time I was. However I'm *really* glad I had my
binoculars. Because the rig was *so* high that (even though I tied a ribbon to be used as a flag to the end) I couldn't
see the aiming stick without them!!

http://users.erols.com/ramirault/005_2a.jpg

http://users.erols.com/ramirault/020_17d.jpg

Richard from Boston, MA, USA

(back)

Re: Latest Effort
From: Tony Stanley  at  mahoney7@one.net.au
Date: 5/28/01
Time: 5:18:02 AM
Remote Name: 61.12.197.6

Comments

Richard congratulations on great photos. Ever tried video at that height ? The height limitations here in australia is
100 Meters (300) feet. Above the Mountain Peak did I hear you say ?

Any photos of the Rig ?

Once again Great Photos

TONY STANLEY

(back)

Re: Latest Effort
From: Richard Amirault (ramirault@erols.com)
Date: 5/28/01
Time: 1:42:48 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

Photos of my rig are on my web page:

http://www.erols.com/ramirault

And, no I have not tried video ... yet. I think one of these days I might. I've been slowly getting the parts together.
We'll see.

(back)

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126151533/http://users.erols.com/ramirault/005_2a.jpg
https://web.archive.org/web/20011126151533/http://users.erols.com/ramirault/020_17d.jpg
https://web.archive.org/web/20011201125540/http://www.erols.com/ramirault
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Re: Latest Effort
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 5/26/01
Time: 12:29:13 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.92

Comments

Nice pictures, Richard! I'm usually a low-altitude shooter and very weary of kite festival KAP, but these are
exemplary, and just prove there's a place for all kinds of KAP. Good going! bgl

(back)

Re: Latest Effort
From: Richard Amirault (ramirault@erols.com)
Date: 5/27/01
Time: 10:13:16 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

Thanks!

Yes, most of my previous efforts have been at lower altitudes. This is the first time I tried out my new 1000 ft line.
Low altitude KAP gives you unique pics that are not available from any other source, but on occasion, a bit more
altitude is wanted.

And yes, I too am *very* leary of Kite Festival flying. It can be a very crowded sky up there. Once, not even at a
festival, I got tangled with a good sized spinsock .... that kept spinning ... it took me about 45 minutes to get that
mess straightend out!!

When flying KAP in a crowded sky, I prefer a rokaku over my foils as a lifting kite. Foils often need tails, and roks
don't. It makes manuevering around the crowded sky a bit easier.

(back)

r e antenna
From: Tony stanley  at   mahoney7@one.net.au
Date: 5/25/01
Time: 1:55:20 AM
Remote Name: 61.12.197.6

Comments

Thanks Brooks I have E Mailed Ralf and have not heard back as yet!

TONY STANLEY

(back)

KAP and Iceboating
From: Mike Boone <mike@boonedocks.net>
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Date: 5/23/01
Time: 10:51:16 AM
Remote Name: 208.238.19.164

Comments

I was surprised to see an article on Craig Wilson's KAPing in the June 2001 issue of 'Sail'. The magazine had him
shoot the Skeeter iceboating championship. They have one picture of him and his kite and then two big KAP photos
of the boats on the ice. KAP makes a nice perspective for sailing images, though I'll stick to the liquid water, thanks!

Mike.

(back)

Re: KAP and Iceboating
From: Craig Wilson
Date: 5/24/01
Time: 7:08:57 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.22

Comments

Hi Mike thanks for noticing my work in SAIL magazine. to see more of my ice boat stuff have a look at this site
http://www.iceboat.org/Wilson/craig_wilson.htm

From the local ice boat club here in Madison.

It is real neat to have a real magazine call you up and ask you to do a shoot for them. Craig

(back)

Re: KAP and Iceboating
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 5/24/01
Time: 2:50:37 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.153

Comments

Hey, congratulations, Craig! SAIL was my favorite magazine during the Chesapeake days. And you worked at their
request -- great stuff!

(back)

Door chime RF cam remote (anyone else make one?)
From: michael.jeune@pharma.novartis.com
Date: 5/23/01
Time: 9:14:01 AM
Remote Name: 205.181.102.135

Comments

I've made an RF remote cam trigger for about 15 bucks out of an RF door chime bought from Home Depot. I cut the

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115154214/http://www.iceboat.org/Wilson/craig_wilson.htm
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buzzer out and wired in a relay (radio shack). The relay (w/ 9v batt) activates a cheap solenoid (pull type). The
solenoid is connected to an arm which activates the start/stop record button on the remote which controls my
camera. I plan on using it for wildlfe photography. It works BUT THERE'S ONE ANNOYING PROBLEM!!!
...When the "doorbell" button is pressed and the "chime" is activated I get an irratating, audible, buzzing-type of
"ding-dong" from the chime AND the solenoid. That might be ok for you guys and your aerial photos but I can't
have that with wildlife near the cam.

Anyone put one of these type of triggers togther and find a way to get rid of the "ding-dong"? I was thinking of
takig it to a radio repair shop to see if they can fix this. ...anyone else put this type of trigger together? Any
suggestions?

Mike michael.jeune@pharma.novartis.com

(back)

Picture of Camera and comments added
From: Dennis  -- dennis@williams.cncfamily.com
Date: 5/23/01
Time: 6:09:45 AM
Remote Name: 208.176.93.74

Comments

I've added a picture of the camera to my picture page with comments. http://www.williams.cncfamily.com/Kap.htm

Thanks, Dennis...........

(back)

2.4 g receiving antenna
From: Tony Stanley   at  mahoney7@one.net.au
Date: 5/23/01
Time: 4:59:42 AM
Remote Name: 61.12.197.6

Comments

thanks Martin for your input A directional Antenna is whatI,m after just the measurements and Material reqd.
Thanks

Tony Stanley

(back)

Re: 2.4 g receiving antenna
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 5/24/01
Time: 2:56:07 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.153

Comments

Hey Tony -- as Peter suggested, go to the source: Ralf Beutnagel, at ralf.beutnagel@t-online.de

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126145358/http://www.williams.cncfamily.com/Kap.htm
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(back)

D.I.Y    2.4 g   receiving Antenna
From: Tony  Stanley
Date: 5/21/01
Time: 3:04:23 AM
Remote Name: 61.12.197.6

Comments

Would anybody be able to help me ? I think this was one of the items discussed at FLIBB 2000. I wish to construct
an antenna ( which I beleive it is a simple job. ) Anybody that was at FLIBB be in touch

Many Thanks in anticipation TONY STANLEY

(back)

Re: D.I.Y    2.4 g   receiving Antenna
From: Martin Hood
Date: 5/22/01
Time: 10:50:13 AM
Remote Name: 213.122.182.69

Comments

"I believe it is a simple job" - Building an antenna is simple in the same way as building a kite is simple, it depends
on what youýre trying to do.

Are you looking to build an omni-directional aerial like a ýDi-poleý or directional aerial like a ýYagiý?

A muti-element Yagi would need to be accurately constructed but would give far better results, as long as itýs
pointing in the right direction.

Martin Co. Durham, UK

Many Thanks in anticipation TONY STANLEY

(back)

Re: D.I.Y    2.4 g   receiving Antenna
From: Peter Bults  kaplab.nl@wxs.nl
Date: 5/21/01
Time: 1:37:41 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.201.189

Comments

Hello Tony,

Ralf Beutnagel know all about it. See the KAP Directory in the KAP www index of www.kiteaerialphotography.net
for his address.

Peter Bults
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(back)

D.I.Y    2.4 g   receiving Antenna
From: Tony  Stanley
Date: 5/21/01
Time: 3:04:04 AM
Remote Name: 61.12.197.6

Comments

Would anybody be able to help me ? I think this was one of the items discussed at FLIBB 2000. I wish to construct
an antenna ( which I beleive it is a simple job. ) Anybody that was at FLIBB be in touch

Many Thanks in anticipation TONY STANLEY

(back)

Timers available
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 5/18/01
Time: 11:20:16 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.40

Comments

Joe Stanton at Stanton Hobby Shop in Chicago, (773) 283-6446 or stantonhob@aol.com, has found a couple of
Chinese timers that should work with simple one-shot rigs like my Basic Brownie Box, replacing the KSB timer no
longer made. I haven't tested them yet or redesigned the BBB kit to fit the new timers.

They both carry the brand "Nanking". The CTNKII2FS provides timing for two functions: first release at 2 minutes
and second at 8 minutes, and costs $15.00.

The CTNKII3FS provides timing for three functions: first release at 15 sec, second at 15 sec, and third at 9.5
minutes.

Seems to me the first is the better for this application.

(back)

My first KAP photos
From: Dennis --  dennis@williams.cncfamily.com
Date: 5/16/01
Time: 2:16:32 PM
Remote Name: 208.176.93.85

Comments

Here are a few photos of my first two photo sessions with my new KAP rig.
http://www.williams.cncfamily.com/Kap.htm I didn't include all photos as I didn't want to bore everyone.

Thanks, Dennis........

(back)

https://web.archive.org/web/20020102102637/http://www.williams.cncfamily.com/Kap.htm
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Using Pulleys
From: Gareth Owens
Date: 5/16/01
Time: 5:53:38 AM
Remote Name: 194.216.114.29

Comments

Has anyone used a pulley system, such as a pulley on the line below the kite and on near the steak or winder so that
the kite can reach a deecent altitude befor the camera and picavet are winched to the top. I have been lofting me
camera rig about fifteen meters from the kite on a picavet system so far and in uneven wind it can be tricky. would
like to here an ideas about using puleys...or anything system

(back)

Re: Using Pulleys
From: Christian BECOT   cmse.becot@wanadoo.fr
Date: 5/26/01
Time: 4:55:03 PM
Remote Name: 193.248.19.154

Comments

Please, remember that using a pulley you will have to lift twice the weight of the rig. In light winds, it can be a
problem. As far as I have seen, Ulrich Monsees is the only one who managed it very well and successfully (out of 4
kapers including myself). In strong winds, his system makes easy and effortless to bring the camera up and down.

(back)

Re: Using Pulleys
From: Tony Cunningham, cmserv@wxs.nl
Date: 5/19/01
Time: 5:53:23 AM
Remote Name: 195.121.234.245

Comments

Gareth - I have just realised that your e-mail address is not here so if you want me to e-mail any drawings of pulley
options, please send me it to the above address.

(back)

Re: Using Pulleys
From: Tony Cunningham
Date: 5/18/01
Time: 1:30:53 AM
Remote Name: 195.121.232.81

Comments

Many years ago Tom Pratt developed quite an effective looking pulley system to overcome the stringent UK
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legislation. I will see if I can e-mail you some drawings over the weekend.

(back)

Re: Using Pulleys
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/16/01
Time: 10:28:55 AM
Remote Name: 206.228.242.74

Comments

The pulley system has been tried by a few KAPers. One of the problems that some encountered when using pulleys
was the twisting of the parallel lines. Others have not found this to be a problem. The extra weight of the pulley
attached near the kite would lessen the range of winds in which you could fly.

You mentioned that you currently attach your rig about 15 meters below the kite, and that erratic winds gave you
trouble. I typically never attach my rig less than 30 meters below the kite. When the winds are highly variable get
your kite up into the most stable winds that you can find, you might even have to go 60+ meters. Fly the kite without
the camera attached for 10-15 minutes to make sure the kite will fly to your liking, then attach you camera and let
out more line.

One aspect of our hobby that is easy to neglect is taking the time to learn how your kite flies before using it to lift a
camera. Becoming familiar with how a kite performs at different wind speeds and differing amounts of turbulance
will help the KAPer make good decisions when they lift their camera, maybe even decide not to lift their camera.

David Hunt

(back)

Re: Using Pulleys
From: Gareth Owens
Date: 5/17/01
Time: 6:15:11 AM
Remote Name: 194.216.114.29

Comments

Many thanks, I live in the UK, one of the problems in the UK is that there is a 60 meter limit for kites apart from at
festival that have applied for civil aviation approval for a higher limit, this means that having the camra thirty plus
meters down the line from the kite does not have much effect on photographs. It also means the kite is often in
unstable winds. My origianl idea was to use the pulleys so that I can get the kite up to the limit and be able to bring
the rig up and down fast if the need arrises, 60 meters is not a lot of room for manouver

(back)

Re: Using Pulleys
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 5/17/01
Time: 10:21:17 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.157

Comments
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I'd suggest you correspond with Ulrich Monsees in Germany. He's used the pulley system a lot -- and speaks good
english. email him at u.monsees@gmx.net

(back)

Japan KAP association contest
From: Craig Wilson
Date: 5/14/01
Time: 11:29:13 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.127

Comments

The Japan kite aerial photography association is hosting a worldwide photo competition.Kite aerial photographers
from around the world have submitted photos and now the public is encouraged to log on, take a look and vote for
their favorites. The photographers names have been purposely left off from the images so that you are voting only
for the best image, not your favorite kiter. Please check out the site as the images are pretty awesome. click on
"application works" to view the images and then go to "select form" to register your vote. Have fun, Craig

http://www.interq.or.jp/japan/jkpa/

(back)

Re: Japan KAP association contest
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 5/17/01
Time: 10:23:17 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.157

Comments

I agree that there is some neat stuff in this year's contest. Now we all need to lean on them to accept digipix next
year!

(back)

KAP beginner - ice cube triggerred camera
From: Neil McManus (neil.mcmanus@cwcom.net)
Date: 5/13/01
Time: 12:58:46 PM
Remote Name: 212.137.160.181

Comments

I have recently started KAP and have posted a couple of my first pictures on the web -
www.mcmanus.cwc.net/kites.htm The ice-cube idea ( from www.arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/equip/ice.html) works
best in warm weather. Yesterday it was 24degreesC and the delay was only a couple of minutes. My kite was flying
nice and stable abd I'm sure these latest pictures will turn out better..

Neil Dorset, UK

(back)

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126141919/http://www.interq.or.jp/japan/jkpa/
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Wildwood
From: Pete Mikula
Date: 5/12/01
Time: 5:46:35 PM
Remote Name: 209.57.26.168

Comments

Are any of you Kapers planning to go to Wildwood over Memorial Day weekend? I will be going with my family and
it would be nice to meet and compare notes (perhaps over a nice cold beverage).

(back)

beginner's pictures
From: Matt Brocchini (matt@helium.com)
Date: 5/6/01
Time: 10:31:23 PM
Remote Name: 216.103.105.45

Comments

I am new to KAP, and new to kite flying in general, but I did get the camera in the air for the first time about two
weeks ago and I have put my pictures on the web. I am using the timelapse function of a Kodak DC260 digital
camera to take a picture once a minute. So there is a bit of, uh, serendipity evident in the results.

Anyway, take a look if you are curious, and I welcome all comments.

http://www.helium.com/matt/kap/

- Matt

(back)

KAP in print
From: Craig Wilson
Date: 5/2/01
Time: 6:39:12 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.113

Comments

I need some of you KAPers out there to help by contributing some photos and a paragraph or 2 of text to upcoming
issues of KITING magazine ( the journal of the AKA). In each issue we run 1.5 pages featuring the work of a KAPer
and we call it "KAPTIONS". This is not an opportunity for only those of you who consider yourselves expert, this is
for anyone who has made a few good pictures and has a little something to say about the process, the equipment, the
experience, the fun, the joy, the rewards, the challenges, or even the frustrations of KAP. Please help to support kite
flying and KAP by submitting something for this, the only English kite magazine still being published. Please contact
me at kitecam@juno.com for details about submissions. Thanks, Craig Wilson

(back)

Tanden Kites in light wind?

https://web.archive.org/web/20011201131616/http://www.helium.com/matt/kap/
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From: Dennis Williams
Date: 5/1/01
Time: 12:36:02 PM
Remote Name: 208.176.93.17

Comments

Shot my first roll of film and it came out great, since then the wind has veen very light and was wondering about
getting another to fly tandem. Current rig is a Pentax Z-XM with video down. It weights about 3.5 LBS., flying a
Flowform 30. I thought each kite attached to a 30' lead then into one line. Maybe that way they push so hard into
one another. Might even have to attach then next to each other with a short cord to keep them side by side. Any
thoughts?.

Thanks, Dennis.........

(back)

Re: Tanden Kites in light wind?
From: Gareth Owens
Date: 5/16/01
Time: 6:01:42 AM
Remote Name: 194.216.114.29

Comments

Have tried stacking flowform type kite before, if you have two on one line then the lower one needs a drogue so that
it leans back more than the other, even so it will often touch the line above it and start to wrap around it. soft kites
don't stack well. I found out recently that Rokaku's can be stacked successfull and may try this.

(back)

Re: Tanden Kites in light wind?
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 5/2/01
Time: 2:34:24 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.200.248

Comments

I think it is an idea that has great potential for success. I would "glue" the two kite together by using velco tape to
prevent the wind escaping between to two kites. But, in theory, 2x30 Flowform will fly less stabil then a 60
Flowform. The 2x30 is much wider which should be more efficient in terms of aerodynamics but, as said, less stabil.
So one or two tails might be needed.

Peter Bults

(back)

Re: Tanden Kites in light wind?
From: 
Date: 5/16/01
Time: 6:05:39 AM
Remote Name: 194.216.114.29
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Comments

you could use velcro to attach two flowforms side by side but then realkised that it would mean having to re rig the
bridle as the towing point would pull them in , would have to re bridle as flowforms ar flat rather than arch rigged.
Could work but time consuming. Nice idea

(back)

Re: Tanden Kites in light wind?
From: Dennis  --  dennis@williams.cncfamily.com
Date: 5/9/01
Time: 2:40:20 PM
Remote Name: 208.176.93.25

Comments

Thanks, Peter,

Didn't know they had a 60 Flowform. Got a pointer to a dealer.

The wind was great yesterday afternoon at the North end of the Cape Cod canel. Not the best scenery, but OK for
another test of the equipment. A 2.3" TV does not make for the best monitor and will try the larger 4" B&W TV
next time. Tried my new 28mm lens this trip. The pictures came out pretty good.

Thanks, Dennis......

(back)

Buying aluminium
From: NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca)
Date: 4/27/01
Time: 9:02:20 AM
Remote Name: 209.17.154.121

Comments

Most of the rigs described in these and other Web pages use aluminium struts for the frame. Sometimes wood with
aluminium brackets.

I built a rig (www.burningcam.com) using plexiglas, but found that the material flexes too much to be useful. I used
acrylic plastic since I thought it might be lighter than metal, and also because I've had difficulty locating aluminium
bars of the type required.

So. I plan on rebuilding my rig using aluminium, but where on Earth does one find this stuff? And how, lacking a
metalworking shop, does one cut, drill and finish it? Do you cut the segments by hand with a hacksaw and file the
ends? Use a handheld jigsaw? Rely on a big bandsaw?

Thanks!

NK Guy

(back)

Re: Buying aluminium
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From: Cris Benton
Date: 4/27/01
Time: 10:40:26 PM
Remote Name: 64.130.128.141

Comments

Howdy NK Guy,

I saw your page a while back ý nice work.

The aluminum I use is straight out of Ace Hardware. I generally use 1/16ý and flats and they are pretty cheap. This
aluminum is soft and easy to work with hand tools like a hacksaw, files, sandpaper, and steel wool. Plus there is the
famous Radio Shack Chassis Nibbler introduced to me by Brookes Leffler six years ago. This little ten-dollar tool is
like a handheld 1/8ý square punch that ýnibblesý away at inside cuts on the stock.

Iýve thought about going to Burning Man many a time. Sounds like no end of fine KAP photos to be taken there.
Have wondered how the folks would react too.

Cheers,

Cris

http://www.radioshack.com/product.asp?
catalog%5Fname=CTLG&category%5Fname=CTLG%5F005%5F005%5F020%5F000&product%5Fid=64%2D823

(back)

Re: Buying aluminium
From: NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca)
Date: 5/16/01
Time: 1:16:14 AM
Remote Name: 209.17.154.234

Comments

>The aluminum I use is straight out of Ace Hardware. I generally use 1/16ý and flats and they are pretty cheap.

Thanks for the tip. I'll have to keep looking, I suppose. I've checked out a few places but haven't really found
anything that seemed suitable so far.

>Iýve thought about going to Burning Man many a time. Sounds like no end of fine KAP photos to be taken there.
Have wondered how the folks would react too.

It's quite the event, and I hope to do some KAPing there this year. My balloon experiment was interesting, but too
reliant on utterly still air, which isn't that common in the desert. Even in the morning. I'm determined to get at least
one photo of the Man from the air, even if I couldn't get one last year.

As for what people will think - who knows? People seemed totally blase about the balloon rig when I was operating
it, and it's far more obtrusive than a faraway kite. Compared to some of the crazy wacky art and stuff people build a
cluster of five 4' helium balloons seems pretty tame, I suppose. :)

- Neil K.

(back)

Re: Buying aluminium

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115154206/http://www.radioshack.com/product.asp?catalog%5Fname=CTLG&category%5Fname=CTLG%5F005%5F005%5F020%5F000&product%5Fid=64%2D823
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From: Brooks Leffler   kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 5/9/01
Time: 12:14:32 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.208

Comments

http://onlinemetals.com has all sorts of stuff, but not 1/16 alu bar, alas. If you have a hobby shop nearby, use thin
hardwood plywood instead -- there are lots of nice wooden rigs out there.

(back)

Re: Buying aluminium
From: Mark Kline
Date: 5/10/01
Time: 7:44:42 AM
Remote Name: 32.97.110.76

Comments

I've bought sheet aluminum from Small Parts Inc http://www.smallparts.com/ which seems harder than what I get
at the hardware store.

Usually you can work aluminum with woodworking tools, hand or power. I cut it on my table saw using a carbide
blade, just feed more slowly.

(back)

laser pointing
From: David Forsyth
Date: 4/26/01
Time: 3:50:41 AM
Remote Name: 146.231.128.8

Comments

Hiya all

I got into kiting after seeing this site some 4 years back. Well, been powerkiting since then but not yet flown a KAP
rig.

anyhow, my brotherinlaw and I are both into photography and we've been discussing KAP rigs recently. One idea
we came up with is to fix a laser pointer to the rig such that it points at where the camera points. It could be powered
on by the shutter servo at it's 'other end' such that stick center is all off, stick left is take foto, and stick right is
activate pointer.

what do you all think?

my first rig will be for my Ricoh P&S which will have to have a button pressing servo. I know most modern cameras
have 'electronic ignition' and some other solution for powering the laser pointer would have to be found for those
rigs.

(back)

https://web.archive.org/web/20011201132451/http://onlinemetals.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20011115155956/http://www.smallparts.com/
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Re: laser pointing
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 4/26/01
Time: 3:50:23 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.18

Comments

Mini maglight, strobe light and laser pointer, check out

http://www.arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/others/shlight.html

or Kevin Baumbers page at: http://www.nitrobug.freeserve.co.uk/viewtokill.htm

Generally such devices work well if you are willing to tether the kite and walk off to your subject location, but most
times KAP (for me these days)is about shooting off in another direction while walking with the kite, so the pointing
stick for the arial is a better option, or video.

Laser pointers are very directional and dont "fan out much so can be hard to get set just right from a swinging kite
too.

So I guess - yes the idea has been thought of one way or another but is not always suited to all modes of KAP.

hope that helps Simon

(back)

Re: laser pointing
From: David Forsyth
Date: 5/4/01
Time: 7:37:42 AM
Remote Name: 192.42.99.10

Comments

thanks Simon

the laser pointer idea seems unique so far in that you'll be able to see it from quite far away and will not have to be
'in shot' to use it. and it won't flatten the r/c battery

sadly I'll not be getting my radio rig just yet, need a new water heater for the house >-:

however, I'll definitely build it at some point and let you all know about it

PS: I didn't think my note got through since I got an error message from the server when I posted

(back)

Re: laser pointing
From: Richard Amirault (ramirault@erols.com)
Date: 5/5/01
Time: 9:10:04 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

https://web.archive.org/web/20011201124545/http://www.arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/others/shlight.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20011201124545/http://www.nitrobug.freeserve.co.uk/viewtokill.htm
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Comments

I don't think this will work at all. At the distances and the brightness levels (daylight) involved you will hard put to
see a laser dot (if you can see it at all) at the distances involved with KAP.

Before you build anything, take a laser pointer out in the daylight and shine it on a building across the street...can
you see it? Maybe, maybe not, but if you *can* it is only because you know *exacty* where to look. Finding a dim
laser dot someplace near your target seems near impossible to me.

Richard in Boston

http://www.erols.com/ramirault

(back)

Re: laser pointing
From: Simon harbord
Date: 5/6/01
Time: 4:20:48 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.18

Comments

Quite right richard, most of the commercial legal use lasers are too weak to spot the light dot. The dot is so small
and the movement so great that it doesn't add up. I use a laser pointer for presentations (and as the ultimate cat
toy)and long ago discarded the idea of using it as a KAP pointer. A small maglite torch or xenon flasher works better
as its slightly less directional.

Simon

(back)

Airwave Parafoil vs. Flow Forms
From: Matt Brocchini
Date: 4/25/01
Time: 1:09:27 PM
Remote Name: 216.103.105.45

Comments

I am a KAP beginner using an Airwave Parafoil 15. It lifts very well, but I have a feeling that there may be more
stable kites out there.

Are the Flow Forms more stable? To get the same lift in the same wind, would I need a Flow Form 30?

Here's the kite I am using now:

http://www.intothewind.com/cgi-bin/detail.cgi?itemnum=5194&sql=air

Thanks,

- Matt

(back)

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115110152/http://www.erols.com/ramirault
https://web.archive.org/web/20011115154206/http://www.intothewind.com/cgi-bin/detail.cgi?itemnum=5194&sql=air
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Re: Airwave Parafoil vs. Flow Forms
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 4/25/01
Time: 5:40:40 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.101

Comments

Welcome, Matt! I prefer Flow Forms, because they're not as powerful as Jalbert foils. Probably you'd need a FF 30
for equivalent power, but you should be able to lift a 2-lb rig with a FF 16 in moderate winds. First, try a "fuzzy"
tail on your foil: A strip of 20 ft x 8" wide nylon reinforced down the center with 1/4" twill tape, then cut it every
two inches on either side of the tape like a fringe. And attach it with a Y bridle to both rear corners of the kite. Great
drag without weight -- better than the tails ITW seems to sell with this kite.

(back)

Fuzzy Tail (was: Airwave Parafoil vs. Flow Forms)
From: Matt Brocchini (matt@helium.com)
Date: 4/27/01
Time: 11:19:26 AM
Remote Name: 216.103.105.45

Comments

Thanks very much for your reply!

I want to try the fuzzy tail that you suggest. Intuitively, it seems like it would work well. I have two questions:

1 - where can I buy the 20' x 8" of nylon that you suggest, and the twill tape?

2 - any tips on creating the Y-bridle? Or is it just two pieces of line of equal length that attach to the rear corners of
the kite?

Thanks again,

- Matt

(back)

Re: Fuzzy Tail (was: Airwave Parafoil vs. Flow Forms)
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 4/27/01
Time: 3:44:16 PM
Remote Name: 209.206.161.36

Comments

>1 - where can I buy the 20' x 8" of nylon that you suggest, and the twill tape? <

For tailmaking purposes, you ought to be able to find both at your friendly neighborhood fabric shop. Otherwise,
check the web for kite retailers -- Gasworks Park Kites in Seattle is one place.

>2 - any tips on creating the Y-bridle? Or is it just two pieces of line of equal length that attach to the rear corners of
the kite? <
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That'll work, although I just use one piece with a loop knot in the middle. No rules apply!

chin UP brooks

(back)

Any KAP events?
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 4/23/01
Time: 2:36:11 AM
Remote Name: 195.121.202.104

Comments

The KAP Diary on www.kiteaerialphotography.net is almost empty. Can't be true!

So if you know of any KAP related event, exhibition, competition or ..... please let me know.

It is a chance to bring KAPers together and share the fun and the knowledge.

Thanks,

Peter Bults, Editor

www.kiteaerialphotography.net

(back)

Re: Any KAP events?
From: ulrich monsees
Date: 4/28/01
Time: 11:59:43 PM
Remote Name: 217.0.59.216

Comments

Ralf, Wolfgang and me intend to do some KAPing in Rendsburg at the ferry during the kite festival May, 24th
(Himmelfahrt) .

(back)

Article 1181
From: 
Date: 4/21/01
Time: 6:21:06 PM
Remote Name: 61.12.197.6

Comments

(back)

thanks for info  ref video senders etc
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From: mahoney7@one.net.au
Date: 4/21/01
Time: 6:20:47 PM
Remote Name: 61.12.197.6

Comments

Many thanks Brooks nice to hear from you again. Many Kiters use Digital cameras ? X 10 video unit sounds good.
would anyone know if is available in P A L format,

Hoping to hear soon Chow and thanks TONY

(back)

Re: thanks for info  ref video senders etc
From: mahoney7@one.net.au
Date: 4/23/01
Time: 4:18:07 AM
Remote Name: 61.12.197.6

Comments

Thanks Ross for the links SWANN . Allthings Sales etc, etc.. Are you in Australia ? Here in Melbourne JAYCAR
have the 2.4 Gig units they say with a 100 metre range. Altough im sure a high gain antenna would be the solution
there.

do you think the transmitter would need to be stripped down to save weight ?

be in touch if you wish tru this discussion board I have a few B/W cams which im itchin to get onto a rig I wish to
point Cam tru the view finder of the OLYMPUS I S 100 I have Any else want to input?

I have sent aloft a VHS -C CAMCORDER allup rig weight 2.7 kg on a 7 ft Rokkaku (was nuts )

YOURS TONY STANLEY

(back)

Re: thanks for info  ref video senders etc
From: RossL
Date: 4/25/01
Time: 12:59:39 AM
Remote Name: 61.12.0.102

Comments

Tony, I'm based out of Sydney and relatively new to KAP - only been "playing" the last few months, main interest
has been single line kites up until now - as part of the AKS.

The transmiters I've been looking at wouldn't need to be stripped down as they are small and the
transmitter/camera are built into a single housing.

Ross L

(back)
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Re: thanks for info  ref video senders etc
From: RossL
Date: 4/22/01
Time: 1:38:37 AM
Remote Name: 61.12.0.101

Comments

Tony, I've been checking out what is available in Australia. For local equip. you may want to look at the Swann site
www.swann.com.au under their "Products" /"security/protection". They have a microcam system which becomes
available here in the next couple of weeks - 60gm camera/tx. Also there are security equipment sites such as
http://www.allthings.com.au/Wireless/wireless%20video%20transmitter%20sender%20menu.htm. I've not brought
yet but I plan to add a video sender to the KAP rig in the near future. Prices down this way for the equipment are
significantly more expensive but at least the equipment is "legal" in terms of frequency etc.

(back)

Re: thanks for info  ref video senders etc
From: Rob van Gils
Date: 4/24/01
Time: 1:17:06 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.91.33

Comments

look at http://www.x-10europe.com/list_of_distributors.htm for x10 products worldwide, also see te defferince in
price! USA= $79,95,Europe = 152 EURO!!

(back)

Some RC Questions for KAP
From: Mike Boone <mike@boonedocks.net>
Date: 4/21/01
Time: 12:09:50 PM
Remote Name: 208.238.19.173

Comments

I've been looking into the possibility of using an RC rig for KAP.

First question...how many channels do you need? I guess I'd say you need 3...one for the horizontal axis, one for the
vertical, and one to snap the picture.

Next, I'm not sure how the servos work exactly...if I push the stick left, does it move left and then stop when the stick
re-centers, or does it move a certain distance with the stick and then move back when the stick re-centers?

For the triggering mechanism, what is the preferred RC control? Do you push the stick to move the servo, wait a
second for the shot to take, and then move it back? Or do you use one of those slider switches? I haven't seen a push-
button control on the few RC transmitters that I looked at...do they exist?

If I wanted to use my SLR as opposed to a point & shoot, all I need to do it connect two wires via a switch. Is there
an RC device that fires a switch based on a signal from the transmitter?

https://web.archive.org/web/20011201124318/http://www.allthings.com.au/Wireless/wireless%2520video%2520transmitter%2520sender%2520menu.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20011115110120/http://www.x-10europe.com/list_of_distributors.htm
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Finally, I see that the frequencies are broken up into "sub-frequencies"...are there any that are more desireable than
others? Specifically in the ~27 MHz band, which is the least susceptible to other interference?

Thanks in advance. Mike.

(back)

Re: Some RC Questions for KAP
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 4/21/01
Time: 2:50:23 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.90

Comments

>First question...how many channels do you need? I guess I'd say you need 3...one for the horizontal axis, one for the
vertical, and one to snap the picture. <

Exactly. Some add another for portrait/landscape rotation, but that's a much more complex rig.

>...if I push the stick left, does it move left and then stop when the stick re-centers, or does it move a certain distance
with the stick and then move back when the stick re-centers? <

It moves proportional to the movement of the stick, then recenters when the stick does so. However, servos may be
modified for 360 rotation, in which case the proportional action is kaput.

>For the triggering mechanism, what is the preferred RC control? Do you push the stick to move the servo, wait a
second for the shot to take, and then move it back? <

Yes, most rigs do.

>I haven't seen a push-button control on the few RC transmitters that I looked at...do they exist? <

The transmitter may be modified for a button, but they're not made that way to my knowledge -- but I'm not a
planer.

>Is there an RC device that fires a switch based on a signal from the transmitter? <

Yes, they are available. Check this site for Cris's rigs; one of them has such a switch.

> Specifically in the ~27 MHz band, which is the least susceptible to other interference? <

All frequencies in all the r/c bands are subject to interference, but it depends on your local area. My experience has
been better for 72 than 27.

Good, literate questions! Check further in this site for equipment, and you might start with
kiteaerialphotography.net to link you with David Hunt's KAPer site and many others, esp. Simon Harbord's.

(back)

Re: Some RC Questions for KAP
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 4/22/01
Time: 2:50:26 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.18
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Comments

Just an additional to Brook's response. If you are money constrained you can get the three functions out of a two
channel system, (which are usually cheaper)By using the servo that pushes the shutter button to make a contact to
operate a geared motor or converted servo to turn the rig. So the shutter servo arm goes down to ress the shutter
and up to turn the rig. Sounds tricky but is actually quite easy to do and you can even add the functionality of turn
direction.

A good search on rig designs will give you lots of ideas for R/C rigs its a well covered topic. Start with
www.kiteaerialphotography.net and you won't go far wrong.

Your questions are exactly those ones which we all think when starting out with R/C gear.

One last point, behind every spring action joystick in a cheap R/C transmitter is a rotary potentiometer waiting to
be released.... perfect for rig tilt/rotation and staying in one place.

regards

Simon

(back)

rigs in general   r/c    and Video senders and receivers
From: mahoney7@one.net.au
Date: 4/21/01
Time: 3:49:55 AM
Remote Name: 61.12.197.6

Comments

since AERIAL EYE s demise im lost! !

any contacts still in the hobby.? I have video netmeeting on Computer,,Kind regards TONY STANLEY
MELBOURNE ,AUSTRALIA

(back)

Re: rigs in general   r/c    and Video senders and receivers
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 4/21/01
Time: 2:54:33 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.90

Comments

Yes, Tony, we're still here! check out Peter Bults' wonderful site, kiteaerialphotography.net, and David Hunt's
KAPER at http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/index.html

What do you need to get UNlost?

(back)

delta kite size
From: Bryan

https://web.archive.org/web/20011201132332/http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/index.html
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Date: 4/19/01
Time: 12:03:40 AM
Remote Name: 209.240.220.232

Comments

what would be the minimum size kite if i were to use a camcorder that is roughly 1.5 lbs? i been thinking about a 10
to 12 foot kite but i really don't know, and can i hang it from the line? thanks,,Bryan

(back)

Re: delta kite size
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 4/19/01
Time: 11:21:01 AM
Remote Name: 195.121.200.148

Comments

Attach a plastic bag filled with sand of the same weight as your rig to the line and see what happens. That test will
give you all the answers to this question.

Peter

(back)

Re: delta kite size
From: Peter Bults
Date: 4/19/01
Time: 11:24:37 AM
Remote Name: 195.121.200.148

Comments

But a 12 foot Delta might be to small for 1.5 lbs. in fine wind conditions.

Peter

(back)

Rigs
From: Kite Enthusiast
Date: 4/18/01
Time: 4:07:32 PM
Remote Name: 24.189.47.59

Comments

i have never tried kap...but would like to. how do i build a rig...and how do i attach it to the kite. if u know...e-mail
me at brain148@optonline.net

(back)
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Re: Rigs
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 4/19/01
Time: 11:17:56 AM
Remote Name: 195.121.200.148

Comments

Look for Simon Harbord and others at www.kiteaerialphotography.net .

Peter

(back)

Re: Rigs
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 4/20/01
Time: 11:37:16 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.214

Comments

I make a kit that will give you radio control of a point-&-shoot 35mm camera for $60.00 (plus cost of camera and
radio). Complete instructions provided, both for building and flying. Tested by 50 or more budding KAPers. See pic
under "commercial" on kiteaerialphotography.net.

(back)

Newbie Questions
From: Mike Boone <mike@boonedocks.net>
Date: 4/17/01
Time: 11:53:40 AM
Remote Name: 208.238.19.169

Comments

Hi all.

I've been interested in the KAP idea for a while now, and I'm slowly getting into it, cheaply at first. I managed to
find 3 new Sutton FlowForm 8 kites on the web for $7 a piece. I couldn't find any 16s for that sort of deal.

Now I've flown my 8 at the beach and dangled a cheap digital camera with a timer from the kite. The results were
random but a few shots were decent.

I've noticed that my 8 couldn't lift a whole lot of weight in anything but a strong wind. I've read the the 16 does
better in lighter air. Since I have 3 of the 8 sq. ft. model, I was wondering if it's possible to fly them together
somehow to get extra lift. Or is that a recipe for line tangles and disaster? If it can be done, how is it supposed to be
done?

Another question is if anyone knows of a lower-end digital camera with an intervalometer type ability...right now
my shots are limited to 10 seconds from liftoff, and I haven't gotten around to building any homemade timers yet.
I'd rather have a setup that takes multiple pictures on one flight anyway.
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Thanks for the info. Mike. http://boonedocks.net/mike

(back)

Re: Newbie Questions
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 4/17/01
Time: 3:15:31 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.83

Comments

I've flown a lot of flowforms, but never stacked. It can be done, but I'd expect the possibility of tangles and
problems. Try putting about 30 ft of lead line between the lower kites and the main line, and let me know if it works!
As to intervalometer cameras, they're all more expensive than I think you want to spend, and I don't know of any
digitals with same. It really doesn't cost a lot to do 2 channels of radio control. Maybe you could find a cheap used 27
or 72 mHz radio online, but even with new gear, you can get in for about $50, and enough aluminum or model
airplane plywood to make a cradle for $10 - $15.

(back)

Re: Newbie Questions
From: Rick, no longer at rdi@cci.com
Date: 4/20/01
Time: 7:49:42 PM
Remote Name: 63.15.101.24

Comments

I agree with Brooks: >It really doesn't cost a lot to do 2 channels of >radio control. Maybe you could find a cheap
used >27 or 72 mHz radio online, but even with new >gear, you can get in for about $50

Don't waste your time trying to build a $6 timing mechanism (I did!). You can indeed get a "real" hobbiest remote
control and a servo(like from a car or boat) for under $60, even brand new.

I would try stacking two or three of the flowforms. There will be some wind conditions that this would work great.
Send up the first kite, then once up steady, tie another on the string, off of a multi-foot leader.

(back)

KAP Conference, Nov. 2002
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 4/13/01
Time: 7:00:26 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.30

Comments

If you haven't heard already, I am organizing KAPiCA/02, a KAP conference in Pacific Grove, CA, November 1 - 6,
2002. There will be something for everyone, beginners and experienced hands alike, and many of the old pros in our
craft have already said they'll be there to share their knowledge. If you're not already on the Aerial Eye mailing list,
or your address has changed since we quit publication, and would like to be kept informed on KAPiCA/02, drop me
an email with your mailing address and I'll add you to the list.

https://web.archive.org/web/20011201125022/http://boonedocks.net/mike
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(back)

Kite turned over and flew into the ground
From: mjkline@us.ibm.com
Date: 4/12/01
Time: 2:20:51 PM
Remote Name: 32.97.110.66

Comments

My last KAP experience was going quite well. I had just noticed how stable my 11 foot double box delta was flying at
the end of 500 feet of line. Next thing I knew it turned over and headed towards the ground. It never bobbed nor
weaved, just continue on a straight line. Frantically, we let line out, pulled line in, nothing seemed to matter. Just
flew into the ground.

Rig was bent, camera okay.

What can cause this? What do I do about it?

Mark Kline

(back)

Re: Kite turned over and flew into the ground
From: Christian Becot  cmse.becot@wanadoo.fr
Date: 4/21/01
Time: 3:13:08 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.32.97

Comments

Only two possibilities, as far as I know: You may have experienced a thermal wind. The solution is to release line
until you get another wind conditions. Remember that thermal winds can flow upward, downward, sideward, and
may also flow whirling horizontally. If kite has been flying overhead and is gliding backward, move aside when
releasing line, and when you are more than 30 meters (34 yards) aside, rewind line and kite should gently turn and
come back to you. Or there was too much wind for your double delta. You should release line fast to lower tension,
and get the kite retrieved. It will work only if it was a short gust. If it is a constant high wind, you should wait until
the kite is very low, less than 80 meters (240 feet) where you get less wind, then release quickly enough line to get the
kite turning upright. Even if it doen't turn, it will slower its fall down. When getting kite up again, rewind line, as
much as you can, because otherwise, the kite will get the same altitude than before, or even higher, and the same
trouble will occur once more. It is advisable to move down wind when rewinding.

(back)

Kite turned over and flew into the ground
From: Cris Benton
Date: 4/18/01
Time: 10:40:55 AM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments

This subject line would make a great title for a Blues song! or maybe Country Western.
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(back)

Re: Kite turned over and flew into the ground
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 4/13/01
Time: 6:52:00 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.30

Comments

It just got overpowered up there. Also, if by "double box delta" you mean an extra-wide, 4-cell delta-Conyne, that's
a high-aspect kite, i.e., it's a lot wider than it is high. One of the characteristics of such designs is that while they
have great lift in steady air, if they wing over from a puff, there's little you can do to save it. A single delta-Conyne
(with just two cells) of the same wingspan will probably be more stable overall, because it's likely going to be higher
in proportion to the wingspan, with lower aspect ratio.

(back)

Re: Kite turned over and flew into the ground
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 4/14/01
Time: 12:12:58 AM
Remote Name: 195.121.201.158

Comments

I've had to same experience with both standard delta kites as with flowforms. The only change you have under such
conditions is letting the kiteline go out at (almost)the speed of light. That should stop the kite from being a kite and
thus reducing it's speed and pull. In my opinion a situation like this one is caused by some kind of tubulence in the
airflow due to trees, buildings, hills etc. The influence of these is felt by a kite even at greater altitudes.

You might read "The Tao of Kiteflying" by Harm van Veen to understand the fragile balance of a kite in the air.

I always remember Cris Bentons advise: Fly the kite at least 10 minutes without the rig and see what happens. And
even then I can assure you that the wind will change sooner or later. So be carefull at any time.

Peter Bults www.kiteaerialphotography.net

(back)

'old type'video sender
From: Ian
Date: 4/8/01
Time: 1:09:25 PM
Remote Name: 212.137.194.226

Comments

I want an old "illegal" video sender, not the new 'senders and receivers(in Ghz)', as they are too expensive. Any
body have any video senders? (For UK)

(back)
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Re: 'old type'video sender
From: andy
Date: 8/4/01
Time: 4:31:04 AM
Remote Name: 217.135.226.234

Comments

ive got one but im having trouble with it. it carries a blank signal but it doesnt carry the audio or picture. if u find
one let me know please andy@crewey.freeserve.co.uk

(back)

Re: 'old type'video sender
From: ejooste@uboot.com
Date: 6/21/01
Time: 5:27:25 PM
Remote Name: 194.168.213.150

Comments

read here "http://www.arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/discuss/_kapdiscuss/000004f4.htm" Email me.

(back)

Re: 'old type'video sender
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 4/8/01
Time: 1:33:04 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.17

Comments

Ian, first to answer your question, i'm sure such things are still on sale in "back street "type electronics shops in the
larger towns in UK. Performance wise they are garbage, range is short, they cause interference on nearby TV
channels, require tuning carefully, come in heavy metal boxes, which if you substitute lighter materials require a lot
of retuning as I think the boxes act as a kind of ground plane. They burn up power from batteries, require 12v
supply. The penalties for use make the use of them a significant risk (ý5000 fine and or 2yr jail) The reason for the
stiff penalties is the cheap ones are so badly constructed the harmonics stamp over all sorts of legal
transmissions.Open one up to see back yard electronics at its worst. With microwave ones available in UK at ý59 -
(look in magazines for mail order)what is the point of taking the risk? they incorporate the ariel etched in the circuit
board,(no stupid telescopic ariel) are easily reboxed and cut down and lightened. They have good range, the
batteries last for ages and the picture is stable. You'll spend more money in petrol seeking out the old type than you
will save on a legal one. I chucked mine out when the law changed, and wouldnt dream of using one again, there
really is no point. Save up an extra few pounds.

Simon

Simon

(back)

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115154236/http://www.arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/discuss/_kapdiscuss/000004f4.htm
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thank you
From: ian
Date: 4/9/01
Time: 12:19:54 PM
Remote Name: 212.137.179.132

Comments

thank you for the info.

(back)

Dan Leigh Deltas
From: Pete Mikula
Date: 4/4/01
Time: 6:21:38 PM
Remote Name: 209.57.26.148

Comments

I'm wondering if any of you have had any experience with a Dan Leigh Delta for KAP lifting? If so, what model do
you use and what sort of tails etc., might you use to stabilize it. I have a Sutton 30 and 60 that work fine as long as
the wind blows, but here in the rolling hills of Southeast Ohio, the winds tend to gust, change directions and
sometimes just plain stop. I was thinking that perhaps a delta may tend to float a bit and be less likely to fold up and
come crashing down. From what I've read, Dan's kites seem to be of the highest quality. I know that deltas can tend
to overfly and fly at high angles. Is this a problem? Dan recommends the R8. Does anyone have any experience with
this kite? Thanks in advance for your input. Pete

(back)

Re: Dan Leigh Deltas
From: Denis Van der Staey (denis.van.der.staey@verz.kbc.be)
Date: 4/5/01
Time: 4:00:35 AM
Remote Name: 194.7.32.225

Comments

Hi Pete, as I use both flowforms and deltas for KAP, here are some of my experiences. My KAP rig, with SLR
camera + microvideo, has a weight of 2kg. This means that, especially in low wind conditions, larger kites are to be
used. When the wind speed is too high for delta flying, I use a flowform of either 3x3m or 4x4m. These flowforms are
capable of lifting far more weight than needed. The 4x4, at 3Bft, generates a line pull above 25kg, and at 4Bft it
easily takes a 15kg bicycle up in the sky (yes I have tested this - bike 100 feet up in the sky...). But whenever the wind
is low, I prefer deltas of varying sizes. The main reason is, a delta reacts far more gently to sudden wind speed
changes. As a result, the kite line tension is more evenly and KAP rig swing is far less. Regarding the size of a KAP
delta, my observation is : the bigger the better. As a delta is not a high wind kite, best performing at 2-3Bft (and
becoming unstable at higher wind), a size has to be choosen that can generate enough line pull to lift the KAP rig at
a high angle (line pull should be at least 3 or 4 times the rig weight). Also, the bigger the kite, the more inertia : kite
movements are less. So what's a good size ? Here are my personal observations. My 3m delta pulls up to 5 kg, which
is not enough for my rig. My 4m delta pulls up to 9 kg, which is enough but with not much margin. My 6m delta
pulls 15kg+, personally this size I prefer as it combines lifting performance and stability. I have also a 10m delta (=
33ft wingspan), which I have built myself one year ago, based on Dan Leigh's standard delta plan, with some minor
modifications. This is for me the ultimate KAP kite. A super stable flier, line pull mostly around 25kg, KAP rig
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hanging motionless in the sky. It can handle wind as well as the smaller deltas, only ground management (line
handling, retrieval,...), as with all large kites is more complicated. As to overflying, deltas and other high-flying kites,
indeed sometimes overfly when caught in a thermal, or when hauling in line too fast. A well balanced delta should
however keep soaring, not diving or tumbling down like a leave. Did you know a kap rig on the line even helps to
keep a delta in balance ? I however recommend avoiding KAP flying when thermal activity is at its strongest, that is
when the sun is warming up the ground on sunny days. Best time of day I find the 3 hours preceeding sunset. As for
the type of KAP delta, I prefer the 'standard' type with a 90 degree nose angle and a straight trailing edge, and a
'shifter fin' which lets you shift the tow point position to alter the angle of attack.

Think I am going to stop writing now... hope this info helps you a bit... Please contact me be email if any further
questions shoud arise.

Greetings, Denis.

(back)

Re: Dan Leigh Deltas
From: craig wilson
Date: 4/5/01
Time: 10:42:10 AM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.35

Comments

I agree with almost every word denis is writing, except the part about having that much extra power pulling more
than what you need for lifting your camera gear. I get the best results when I am using a kite that is just lifting
everything. When I see a nice curve in the kite line, meaning you are not pulling to hard, nervana has been reached.

I especially agree that adding the camera to the line of a delta can actually increase stabillity--like a sea anchor to a
sailboat. Craig

(back)

Re: Dan Leigh Deltas
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 4/7/01
Time: 11:27:16 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.100

Comments

I have used a Dan Leigh delta for KAP; in fact, I believe it was the first kite I used for it, more than 10 years ago. I
don't know what model it is, but it has a wingspan of perhaps 2 - 2.5 meters, not large. Like the Flow Forms I prefer
today, it won't fly in less than roughly 5 mph, but if it has enough, it will nail itself in the sky, pulling strong and
steady at a neck-kinking angle. I think that's too high for KAP, personally. And when it overflies, the rig drops like a
rock. As I've opined before, my current favorite light-air KAP kite is Ralf Beutnagel's Dopero. See
kiteaerialphotography.net or the KAPer site for more info.

(back)

A few thoughtful questions
From: Cris Benton
Date: 3/30/01
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Time: 9:47:02 PM
Remote Name: 64.130.128.141

Comments

I often get inquiries from folks who visit this WWW site. Regrettably, many are easily answered by searching the
site and happily SEARCH is working these days. In this context thoughtful questions are much appreciated such as
those submitted by young Ben Hibberd, a student at Cowes High School on the Isle of Wight in the UK. Ben wrote:

I am currently following an advanced studies course before going on to university to study Art and Design. One of
my courses is on photography and as a part of it we have to produce a personal study of an aspect of photography or
a particular artist. I came across your web page and was fascinated by your use of kites to record but, more
interestingly to create abstract images. I will be using you as a subject and can get all the information from the web,
but it would be really great if you would be prepared to answer 5 or 6 questions to make my project that little bit
special.

I thought I would post his questions and solicit your answers as well. My (altogether too quick) responses are shown
after each question.

1. Do you pre-visualise your photographs before you take them or is there a high degree of chance involved?

I like to think it is more the former than the latter. Architects often think about views that are not possible -- the
perspective associated with an unbuilt space. The key to my KAP 'composition in absentia' is to try to think things
through before I shoot (duh) There is also practice, practice, practice. I am over 500 rolls now and with that much
shooting comes some beneficial experience. Still, I confess the continued need for 'compositional bracketing'.

2. What basic rules of composition do you prefer using?

Pretty open ended question for which I have no simple answer. Varies too with the subject. Can say that I often
think about images with indeterminate scale, I look for natural patterns that would lend to abstraction
(http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/images/wave1.jpg). Shadows. Grazing light. Opportunities for painterly effects
(http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/images/biplane3.jpg)..

3. Do you see yourself as an artist or photographer?

Both, neither. My principal self image is as architect and educator with passions for Building Science. When I am
engaged in the kite hobby I range from applied photogrammetrist to madman in the desert seeking that perfect
sunset grazing light on red Rokkaku shot.

4. What provides you with the most satisfaction in a picture?

An imageýs ability to reveal unknown aspects of the familiar. Think Eadweard Muybridge.

5. I have been looking at the way some of the earlier photographers have used a buildings and balloons to create
abstract shapes as well as lateral lighting to bring form to different elements. These are people like Nicephore
Niepce and his Parisian balloons, Kertesz, Umbo, Stankowski, Keetman and Moegle.

What photographers have had the biggest impact on your photography and what photographers do you admire
most?

They are the same sets really. I am very taken with William Garnett's aerial images -- 40 years of medium format
b&w from light airplanes. Ansel Adams. the aforementioned Muybridge, Doc Egerton at MIT, and the quixotic,
clever Arthur Batut.

(back)

Re: A few thoughtful questions
From: cmse.becot@wanadoo.fr

https://web.archive.org/web/20020102102225/http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/images/wave1.jpg
https://web.archive.org/web/20020102102225/http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/images/biplane3.jpg
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Date: 4/21/01
Time: 3:46:35 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.32.97

Comments

It seems that your correspondent has mistaken Nicephore Niepce, inventor of photographic process in 1822, with
Nadar, alias Felix Tournachon,(1820,1910) who was a professional photograph, writer, etc... and who was first to
take aerial photographs from a balloon.

(back)

Re: A few thoughtful questions
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 4/7/01
Time: 11:16:50 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.100

Comments

Interesting questions. Here are my (too quick) answers:

1. I try to imagine what I'm taking, but obviously cannot to the fullest extent. Sometimes the picture succeeds
because of an aspect I didn't expect. There is a high degree of chance, even with video assistance, but I like to say to
those who ask how I see what I'm taking, I see it through my mind's eye.

2. I am very conscious of light & shadow, and circles and diagonals, but, sorry, it's my gut feel, not rules.

3. I see myself as a photographer when I'm recording aerial views of, say, a building in progress. I would like to
think of myself as an artist when I'm trying primarily for an attractive approach to the subject. Sometimes, not
often, I get both.

4. Revelation of the unknown or unexpected gives me a great kick, as does composition I didn't anticipate.

5. I'll be a bit more contemporary and provincial in selecting the photographers that I admire most: Craig Wilson,
Wolfgang Bieck, Cris Benton, Masami Nakajima, Noriaki Hayashi, Jose Wallois, Michel Clinckemaille. They're all
practicing KAPers, and there are many more, of course, but those are the first that come to mind. And of course,
Edward Weston, Ansel Adams, Yousuf Karsh, and George Lawrence. I find inspiration too in the work of the great
technicians of rig design such as Ralf Beutnagel, Christian Becot, and Andrea Casalboni.

(back)

KAP in Amateur Photographer (UK Mag)
From: Martin Hood
Date: 3/24/01
Time: 2:00:33 PM
Remote Name: 62.7.107.246

Comments

It was great to see KAP getting a mention in Amateur Photographer this month. The four-page article by Sarah
Jackson, relies in no small part on Charles C Benton himself, referred to as "a master of the technique". I'm sure
this will spark a lot of interest in the UK, so be prepared to get a few more hits on the web site.

(back)
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Re: KAP in Amateur Photographer (UK Mag)
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 3/24/01
Time: 3:07:34 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.18

Comments

Yeah, I saw that too Martin, my hit rate has gone up too (I'm sure as a result), and I've had plenty e-mail + 2 people
ask me to build rigs for them..... Amazing. It was a very well put together article and featured some of my favourite
of Cris's shots. The only dodgy bit was the non-uk altitude recommendations which might get readers into a bit of
bother with the CAA here in UK if they follow Cris' advice !! 200 feet before attaching rig -oops thats all we get! All
in all though an excellent advert for our pursuit.

well done Cris.

Simon

(back)

Kite Plan For Single Box Delta for KAP etc
From: kitemonger@hotmail.com
Date: 3/17/01
Time: 9:21:19 AM
Remote Name: 24.4.254.129

Comments

I made a few dozen of these kites and found better ways of doing it each time. I have put the best technique I have
found, here in this plan/tutorial. I found most plans to leave out step. So I created this plan is for a class I will be
teaching at the end of March and sort of liked the results so I decided to put it here on my website.
http://www.kitemonger.com/kiteplan/

kevin http://www.kitemonger.com/

(back)

Re: Kite Plan For Single Box Delta for KAP etc
From: Kitemonger
Date: 5/1/01
Time: 2:39:37 PM
Remote Name: 12.13.226.18

Comments

The kitemaking class went real well. I had on guy in my class that did a great job, and it was his first sewing project
ever. It took about 5 hours to build but they goofed around a bit. I refined the plan a little more to make it go a little
easier. Have fun. Kevin. http://www.kitemonger.com

(back)

Kodak DC260 Digital Camera - Scripts

https://web.archive.org/web/20011201130837/http://www.kitemonger.com/kiteplan/
https://web.archive.org/web/20011201130837/http://www.kitemonger.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20011115155941/http://www.kitemonger.com/
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From: Jay Chamberlain
Date: 3/17/01
Time: 7:41:13 AM
Remote Name: 206.239.81.11

Comments

Anyone out there in KAP land using a Kodak DC260 digital camera? I am trying to locate a script (firmware control
you can add) which will allow me to trigger the shutter from the serial port of the camera...

(back)

Re: Kodak DC260 Digital Camera - Scripts
From: Matt Brocchini (matt@helium.com)
Date: 4/25/01
Time: 4:22:56 PM
Remote Name: 216.103.105.45

Comments

I am using a DC260. But, I am new to KAP and have just been using the timelapse mode to take a picture every 1
minute. So I never really know exactly what I am going to get. I'd be interested to hear about any progress you
make, though.

(back)

Kite?
From: Chris Sampson
Date: 3/8/01
Time: 2:49:43 AM
Remote Name: 196.25.79.188

Comments

We are looking for an experienced KAPer ( at our expence! ) to evaluate a kite design which we believe is ideal for
KAP. Area 1.5 sq m ( about 15 sq foot) Frame Carbon Fibre Sail Ripstop Nylon Type Delta Sled

(back)

Re: Kite?
From: cmse.becot@wanadoo.fr
Date: 4/21/01
Time: 3:59:05 PM
Remote Name: 193.249.32.97

Comments

I could test and measure your kite ability for kap, having carried anemometer, tension line dynamometer, and
already check half a dozen kites for personal interest.

(back)
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Re: Kite?
From: David Hunt
Date: 3/8/01
Time: 1:08:28 PM
Remote Name: 206.228.242.57

Comments

I volunteer my services, I have been testing kites for KAP for the last two years, measuring quantitative data such as
the amount of line pull vs. wind speed (wind speed at ground level)angle of flight. I tested a design two summers ago
for Dean Jordan to see how it would work for KAP. Results could be posted on to the KAPER web site along with
other kites that have been tested, and this could give you some added exposure.

I have some updated info that will be added soon to the KAPER kite pages.

David Hunt

editor, KAPER

http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/index.html

(back)

Ixla Digital Super pro 640 battery life
From: David Foster
Date: 3/7/01
Time: 3:57:02 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments

Hi I use the same camera and I think you need to simultanously (spell error) depress the two buttons on the right
(when camera is pointed away from you) I belive they are the picture timer and the flash buttons. You just hold
them both down at the same time for about 4 seconds and the number LCD will show two flat bars and then it will
erase all the photos

(back)

Re: Ixla Digital Super pro 640 battery life
From: HairyCub68@aol.com
Date: 10/13/01
Time: 10:21:08 AM
Remote Name: 172.161.219.184

Comments

Thank you very Much for this info!! Where in the instructions does it say how to do this??

D

(back)

Functionality Test

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115155909/http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/index.html
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From: DSV
Date: 3/7/01
Time: 2:59:49 PM
Remote Name: 169.229.39.100

Comments

Testing Discussion group...

(back)

Discussion working again
From: Cris Benton
Date: 3/7/01
Time: 2:53:49 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments

After prolonged and delicate probing of MS Frontpage and the vagaries of its discussion feature we believe we have
restored this Discussion Page to proper working order. Please post away to test this assertion.

Cheers,

Cris

(back)

Re: Discussion working again
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 3/7/01
Time: 3:34:09 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.202.238

Comments

Looks O.K. again. Thanks Cris!

But I'm missing some items ( don't say I haven't warned you). There where some postings on an IXLA battery and a
discussion between Carl, Craig, Brooks and Simon on travelling with KAP gear....

Peter Bults www.kiteaerialphotography.net

(back)

Graphite spars
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 3/7/01
Time: 2:47:16 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments
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Can anyone tell me of a source of graphite spars in a large enough diameter and fairly long lengths. I am hoping to
get around to making a fairly large (20' wingspan) Delta or possibly a Dopero. I am planning on making a couple of
more large format cameras that will weigh in excess of 5 lbs and want to be able to lift them in lighter air conditions
than I am currently able to.

Thanks for any input, Henry

(back)

Re: Graphite spars
From: Jay Chamberlain
Date: 3/17/01
Time: 7:43:30 AM
Remote Name: 206.239.81.11

Comments

Hang-em High Fabrics, Richmond, VA has all the kite building supplies you need. They should come up on a www
search.

(back)

Pulley alternative
From: Jay Chamberlain
Date: 3/7/01
Time: 2:42:11 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments

My first go around with hardware store (heavy, steel) pulleys was not very satisfying. I just can't see my way to
using the expensive sailing model pulleys. My next flight will include nylon rings from the fabric store instead of
pulleys. The rings are about 1/2" in dia. and are used in making and hanging window coverings. Has anyone else
tried this meathod?

(back)

Re: Pulley alternative
From: Brooks Leffler   kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 3/7/01
Time: 9:54:45 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.2.130

Comments

Picavet himself didn't use pulleys, finding his eyebolts entirely adequate. So it is with my lightest rig: I use 3/8"(?)
eyebolts (available from Hobby People online) without pulleys. Also, my kit has been used by many, and all it has is
3/8" screw eyes into a plywood square. There are no rules! What works, works!

(back)

Re: Pulley alternative
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From: Rick I.
Date: 3/28/01
Time: 7:41:29 PM
Remote Name: 63.15.102.142

Comments

I too had the same problem- finding reasonably priced but light pulleys. I wound up using screw eyelets, with really
slippery thin nylon line for the picavet.

(back)

In search of information about Kite Photography
From: Just a guy
Date: 3/7/01
Time: 2:40:12 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments

I was wondering if anyone here could help me. My brother and I are working on a community project concerning
Kite Aerial Photography.

According to some of the information I have seen, the first Kite Aerial Photograph taken (I'm not sure if in the USA,
or the world) was taken in a place called Sackets Harbor, New York. I got that information from the Smithsonian
Institute. Is that correct? And if so, does anyone know any information about it? Any sites that could help me out?

We are trying to make a historicaly plaque in Sackets Harbor, if our infomation is accurate.

Thanks for any help you can give.

(back)

Rapscallions
From: Cris Benton
Date: 3/7/01
Time: 2:36:47 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.149

Comments

Our department WWW site, gracious host of the Notes on Kite Aerial Photography pages, has been besieged by
hackers of late. The practical consequence is that the site has been down a number of times recently. We are working
on it. If you know a hacker then kick them in the pants for me.

I regret that several recent posts are missing after the restoration of the discussion site. This is a fine opportunity to
note that I am alive and well. Not that you would know it from evidence at this site. It has been nine months since I
have posted anything of consequence. My administrative position here at Berkeley ý an experience both immersive
and interesting ý has left little time for other activities. I have only flown a kite once since October. But as I gain
experience in my new role there is hope for more kites aloft and eventually more content on the site. In the
meantime, I am pleased to report that the site continues to have a steady flow of visitors and that others sites are
bringing new content to the WWW.

All for now.
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Cris

(back)

Free Panorama Software
From: Randy Bollinger
Date: 2/6/01
Time: 9:18:51 PM
Remote Name: 63.254.204.210

Comments

Panorama plug-in for photoshop by Helmut Dersch's of Germany. Check it out! at http://www.fh-
furtwangen.de/~dersch It will flatten a fish-eye photo and stitch photos. Very nice plug-in for kap photos.

(back)

www.kiteaerialphotography.net
From: Peter Bults  (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 2/3/01
Time: 4:17:52 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.202.85

Comments

On November 23, 2000 I started this website as a trial version. It wasn't perfect, so I've modified it. Now there is
Version 2. With real working database of KAP related websites. Please try it and send me your comment. If you like
it add it to your bookmarks and your website if you have one. I'd like to thank all those who visited the Version 1
(almost 1000 a month) for their comments. It helped me to go on and make it beter.

Thanks to Simon Harbord who send me a unpublished photo to use on this occasion.

Cheers,

Peter Bults

www.kiteaerialphotography.net

(back)

Re: www.kiteaerialphotography.net
From: Rod
Date: 2/4/01
Time: 9:06:55 AM
Remote Name: 63.17.32.107

Comments

Checked out your site and found it not only visually appealing but quite useful. Thanks for all the effort you put into
it.

Rod

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115154147/http://www.fh-furtwangen.de/~dersch
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(back)

Re: www.kiteaerialphotography.net
From: Rod
Date: 2/4/01
Time: 9:06:16 AM
Remote Name: 63.17.32.107

Comments

Checked out your site and found it not only visually appealing but quite useful. Thanks for all the effort you put into
it.

Rod

(back)

KAP and microcontroller: The Two Step Trigger
From: Manfred
Date: 2/3/01
Time: 8:49:52 AM
Remote Name: 62.104.210.87

Comments

In my last contribution to the discussion at 12/12/00 I have asked for a help for the two step trigger.

Dave has a good Idea with the controlstick and the trimming. Thank you Dave

I now have build a circuit with a microcontroller.

What is the problem? When you trigger the camera by hand, you can easy do it in two steps and look and watch to
the signals from the camera. In the rigg with a servo, there is a little problem: You canýt press the trigger only a
little and wait for the signals to press the trigger down.

I have build a TWO STEP TRIGGER with a PIC microcontroller. You only have to plug the TST01 between the
receiver and the triggerservo and the electronic circuit will do the job for you. If the KAPer wants to trigger his
camera, the TST01 microcontroller generates the pulses for the servo in two steps, allright for the camera. With
little switches the KAPer can adjust the servomovement and the measuring timing.

There is also a special funktion implemented: Most cameras have a power off timer, which switches the camera off,
if it is not used for a few time to save battery life. A KAPer donýt need that funktion. The TST01 does a camera
measuring (without triggering) approx. every two minuets to prevent a camera timeout error automaticly when the
KAPer has to do anything other.

If you are interested please visit my Homepage or write an e-mail:

kapfs@freenet.de

http://people.freenet.de/mfs

and look for the Two Step Trigger.

Best regards, Manfred.

(back)

https://web.archive.org/web/20011201123829/http://people.freenet.de/mfs
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Re: KAP and microcontroller: The Two Step Trigger
From: David Hunt
Date: 2/5/01
Time: 6:31:55 AM
Remote Name: 206.105.207.119

Comments

Manfred kindly allowed me to post his english version of the Two Step Trigger on the KAPER site. I took the liberty
to clean up the English and modified some of the electronic references so they would comply with terminology most
US electronic hobbiests are familiar.

http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/Article_010203_twosteptrigger_Fuchs.html

David Hunt

(back)

x10 Video Cam
From: firemans@gmx.de
Date: 1/30/01
Time: 12:24:17 PM
Remote Name: 149.225.33.244

Comments

Hi All,

I`m thinking of buying me the x10 cam set. I searching of solutions building a new rig for it. Are there any photos
out there in www of rigs already using this cam? Thx Sýren

(back)

Re: x10 Video Cam
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/30/01
Time: 1:12:45 PM
Remote Name: 206.105.207.71

Comments

Try these:

http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/ARTICLE_000628_X10_Flynn.html

http://www.deltas.freeserve.co.uk/kf.html#equip

The second URL takes a while to load.

David Hunt

(back)

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126150048/http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/Article_010203_twosteptrigger_Fuchs.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20011115155901/http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/ARTICLE_000628_X10_Flynn.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20011115155901/http://www.deltas.freeserve.co.uk/kf.html#equip
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Find Jan van der Elsen
From: dick.vd.elsen@planet.nl
Date: 1/28/01
Time: 10:18:03 AM
Remote Name: 195.121.27.115

Comments

Can someone sent this mail to Jan van der Elsen? I'm family in Holland anf found his site on the web and like to
contact him. Thanks

(back)

Re: Find Jan van der Elsen
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 1/28/01
Time: 1:27:08 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.14

Comments

No problem, I work with Jan I will pass your e-mail on to him tomorrow.

(back)

Re: Find Jan van der Elsen
From: Ian Watt
Date: 8/9/01
Time: 7:01:21 AM
Remote Name: 194.105.164.2

Comments

I love Jan Van Der Elsen's picture of Kinnaird Castle Lighthouse, having been brought up as a child only 400m
from it!

Would it be possible to obtain a more high resolution scan of it. Perhaps Jan could e-mail me at
ianwatt@nopam.bigfoot.com please? (remove nospam.)

Thanks Ian

(back)

NYI Photo Contest
From: Randy Bollinger
Date: 1/26/01
Time: 9:54:57 PM
Remote Name: 209.255.131.33

Comments
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The New York Institute of Photography is having a photo contest! Current Contest...A Bird's Eye/Worms Eye View.
Deadline midnight,March 31,2001 Check it out at http:/www.nyip.com

(back)

Re: NYI Photo Contest
From: Peter Bults  kaplab.nl@wxs.nl
Date: 1/27/01
Time: 3:20:06 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.200.70

Comments

Hello Randy,

The link works better on http://www.nyip.com (just one /).

Meanwhile try the prototype of Version 2 of www.kiteaerialphotography.net on
http://www.dolphinazur.nl/kapnet/open.html

Peter

(back)

Why not on the Picavet itself?
From: Rod
Date: 1/26/01
Time: 8:47:37 PM
Remote Name: 63.17.32.107

Comments

Hi,,,I'm designing my first rig and as I put pencil to paper I began to wonder why not put some of the RC
components on one of the arms of the Picavet. The receiver, the batteries, etc. As I view it there shouldn't be any
problem, especially if balanced. What am I missing?

(back)

Re: Why not on the Picavet itself?
From: Rod
Date: 2/2/01
Time: 8:28:05 PM
Remote Name: 63.17.32.77

Comments

Thanks guys, I think I am that's the way I am going to go. I'm going to use a 180 pan with the pivot directly through
the Picavet. Mount much of the electronics on the "front ot back" Picavet arm etc etc. I'll let you know how it works
out. The challenge now is to design a camera mount that is somewhat "universal". Oh, for those of you who may be
interested. We did some testing on the big Rokkaku I make. Using a pendulum type mount that was taken up and
down the line via a pulley system. ( the pendulum rides like a line crawler/climber)we were able to lift 4 lbs + the
pendulum, a net I'd say close to 5, in variable winds from 4 tp 6 MPH. Certainly should be more than enough lifting
capability for most rigs. There was an initial problem with oscillation until we set the big Rok to pull hard at a little

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115155858/http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/www.nyip.com
https://web.archive.org/web/20010711213958/http://www.nyip.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20010711213958/http://www.dolphinazur.nl/kapnet/open.html
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lower angle. No prob after that even with a 2 foot arm on the pendulum.

(back)

Re: Why not on the Picavet itself?
From: Peter Bults  kap.nl@wxs.nl
Date: 1/27/01
Time: 10:59:45 AM
Remote Name: 195.121.201.67

Comments

Hi Rod,

In 1997 I've build the SuMiPi (see AE Vol.3.4, if you have that one) and I still use it. My idea of that Picavet was to
have two or more cradles in one. All to items in common (receiver, shutter-release electronics, pan-servo, power
supply, charge plug, antenna etc.) went on the Picavet cross. Only the tilt-servo, and in case of a HoVer rig the
HoVer-servo, are in the appropriate place of each camera setup. There are 7 different electric connections between
the SuMiPi and each cradle. No problem as long as they are long enough and the pan-servo is NOT endlessly
turning. And I dislike the endless turning solution. On my system I know where the camera is pointing at just by
looking at my transmitter because it is limited to 2x180 degrees. Construction wise the ideal solution to past the
wires through a hollow vertical axis.

Happy KAPing

Peter Bults www.kiteaerialphotography.net

(back)

Re: Why not on the Picavet itself?
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 1/26/01
Time: 10:33:57 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.195

Comments

The one problem with that is that you'll need to have some wires going from Picavet (which doesn't move) down to
camera (which rotates). If you're only rotating it 180 each way, rather than endlessly 360, no problem. Otherwise,
....well....

(back)

Re: Why not on the Picavet itself?
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 1/27/01
Time: 11:47:47 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.16

Comments

You can get telephone swivels dirt cheap here in the uk which will carry four wires through a swivel joint. Better for
the tilt joint as it carries less load. You can adapt to load carrying though and create an elegant solution.
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Or why not make the whole rig lie in the plane of the picavet:

Below - A nice impractical rig design but wouldn't it look nice.... http://www.harb85.freeserve.co.uk/boys/ufoc.jpg

regards Simon

(back)

Hanging Prints
From: Randy Bollinger
Date: 1/26/01
Time: 6:49:53 PM
Remote Name: 209.255.131.121

Comments

I was woundering if kites in the past where ever used to hang prints to dry after field development. Just Joking! But
I have been thinking about doing a kite line photo gallery of hanging 8x10 prints at a kite fest...As display areas cost.
Kite lines do not.

(back)

Help - advice on weather conditions
From: Jon Tayler-Webb
Date: 1/24/01
Time: 3:47:52 AM
Remote Name: 199.89.64.37

Comments

I wrote a message previously (17 Jan) on kite mounted video. I took my kite out (9ft delta) in fairly strong gusty
winds in London last night, and it flew around all over the place. There was no way my camera would have survived
for more than 30 seconds. The kite has a long tail on it, but it didn't help - it was uncontrollable. Does anyone have
any tip on the best weather conditions/environments to fly in, or other tips to make the kite stay in one place? Any
help would be greatly appreciated as I'm desperate to get the camera up!!

Thanks, Jon.

(back)

Re: Help - advice on weather conditions
From: David Foster
Date: 1/25/01
Time: 7:28:47 PM
Remote Name: 12.34.178.185

Comments

I use a delta kite about the same size as yours and found that it will lift a 1 pound payload in a steady 12 to 18 mile
an hour wind. This is when a flag is straight in the wind and does not fall flat. I found that my delta has a very
narrow wind speed range for kap and there was only about one or two months out of the year here in Illinois that I
could even use it. I switched to a flow form design and found that I could kap almost every day except windless days
and very strong winds over 20 mph. Good luck.

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115155858/http://www.harb85.freeserve.co.uk/boys/ufoc.jpg
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(back)

Re: Help - advice on weather conditions
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 1/24/01
Time: 5:27:03 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.241

Comments

I'm sure your kite won't be at fault, a delta will KAP happily even without a tail. The worst conditions for KAP are
"strong gusty conditions". Make sure you've not too many upwind obstructions causing turbulence, choose a day
with a gentle breeze and long line your kite up high into clear wind before attaching the camera. In the right wind I
can put my camera within inches of a building without fear, in the wrong wind I wouldn't go within 30 yards due to
the kite scudding around the sky. No amount of tail will compensate for rough conditions. Don't give up, be patient
and choose a day when you can barely see the branches and leaves moving. If you can just detect a nice light breeze
at ground, there'll be enough up above, even for a 9 foot delta to lift a payload. Plus it won't be too stressfull. enjoy.
Simon

(back)

Re: Help - advice on weather conditions
From: Craig Wilson
Date: 1/24/01
Time: 1:05:09 PM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.139

Comments

THE wind is much like a river. When it is moving fast it become turbulent like a river gets rapids, white water,
eddys, whirlpools, and other various hazards. A steady breeze is what you need to practice in. Eventually you can
learn to feel your way through rougher air but you might want to test other kites for that. Craig

(back)

So. Cal. KAP activities?
From: bhoffmaster@esri.com
Date: 1/17/01
Time: 5:41:45 PM
Remote Name: 198.102.62.1

Comments

Are there any active KAP individuals or groups in the Southern California area? Thanks Bob Hoffmaster
bhoffmaster@esri.com

(back)

Re: So. Cal. KAP activities?
From: Rod
Date: 1/26/01
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Time: 9:03:04 PM
Remote Name: 63.17.32.107

Comments

Hi Bob I'm from So Cal in the Huntington Beach area, also a member of the San Diego Kite Club. Yes there is some
activity and it's beginning to build. A few of us are beginning to build rigs. I build kites so "lifters" are no problem.
A couple of us are really interested in wireless video > to receiver > then > notebook computer. That's "down the
road". We have to learn the basics first <S>

(back)

NiCD and NiMH batteries
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 1/17/01
Time: 12:15:34 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.251

Comments

From Craig Wilson comes word of a supplier of all sorts of batteries for very reasonable prices. Receiver packs
down to 50 mAh and small NiMH stuff too! A boggling web site if you're looking for juice! Check it out at
http://www.batteriesamerica.com/

(back)

Kite mounted video
From: Jonathan Tayler-Webb
Date: 1/17/01
Time: 9:10:40 AM
Remote Name: 194.131.211.90

Comments

I saw a guy on TV doing kite photos, and as I have a digital camcorder (Panasonic NV-EX3), I just had to try doing
it with video. I have built a cradle and basic "picavet", and bought a 9 foot wide kite. All I need to do now is test it.
My only worry is that the camera will be too heavy (it's 440g, plus about 150g for the rig about 1.3lb). Does anyone
know what kind of wieght such a kite would hold? Has anyone tried doing this with video?

I will come back here and write how it went, post testing! Hopefully with camera in one piece...

(back)

Re: Kite mounted video
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 1/17/01
Time: 11:36:51 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.251

Comments

Your system is pretty light for video -- congratulations! I assume what you mean by "a 9-foot wide kite" that you're
referring to a delta, which is neither very large (Craig Wilson's workhorse kite is a 20-foot delta) nor the strongest

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115154131/http://www.batteriesamerica.com/
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lifter but might work in enough breeze. What I would suggest is to put a block of wood of 440g on your cradle and
test it that way.

(back)

Re: Kite mounted video
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 1/18/01
Time: 12:23:36 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.67.79

Comments

I often use a 9 foot delta for KAP, with the right wind it will lift a lot more than you're currently weighing in
at.Small kite KAP can be very liberating, and makes kite handling relaxing, rather than a fight. You can but try....

Simon

(back)

Re: Kite mounted video
From: Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com
Date: 1/18/01
Time: 6:57:20 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

By all means pre-test your kite with a dummy weight of at *least* as heavy as your complete camera rig.

There is no reason to unecessarily risk expensive equipment when you can safely test the kite lifting capacity
beforehand.

Richard in Boston

(back)

Kite Size
From: Idan Deshe, Israel
Date: 1/16/01
Time: 3:39:46 PM
Remote Name: 192.115.106.236

Comments

Hi,

I build my own R/C rig, that was the easy part for me. now i am looking for the right kite to make it flew, the
Rokkaku is seems to be the most common one.

i have some plans but i can't figure what is the right size to lift my 750-1000 gram cammera+Rig.

If you have any offers for the right size or for another kite please write me.
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Idan i_deshe@hotmail.com

(back)

Re: Kite Size
From: kitemonger@hotmail.com
Date: 3/17/01
Time: 9:03:12 AM
Remote Name: 24.4.254.128

Comments

I had the same trouble with plans being complicated or missing steps. Sooo I build a few dozen single box deltas and
found the best way to do it. I wrote a Plan/tutorial that explains it enough I think. Feel free to see it at:
http://www.kitemonger.com/kiteplan/ Also, the plan can be adjusted to make a bigger kite very easily. Hope this will
help.

Kevin

(back)

Re: Kite Size
From: Peter Bults kaplab.nl@wxs.nl
Date: 1/23/01
Time: 12:39:17 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.201.123

Comments

Try a Dopero!

Peter Bults www.kiteaerialphotography.net

(back)

Re: Kite Size
From: Idan Deshe
Date: 1/25/01
Time: 2:02:57 PM
Remote Name: 212.179.178.208

Comments

The only plan i found on the internet of the "Dopero" is at: http://home.t-
online.de/home/Hilmar.Rilling/doperoe.htm I couldn't understand how to build it from this plan, is there any one
who have a better plan ???

Thank's Idan Deshe

(back)

Re: Kite Size

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115155910/http://www.kitemonger.com/kiteplan/
https://web.archive.org/web/20020102103704/http://home.t-online.de/home/Hilmar.Rilling/doperoe.htm
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From: Peter Bults  kaplab.nl@wxs.nl
Date: 1/25/01
Time: 2:46:48 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.200.1

Comments

Dear Idan,

The good news is that you've found the plan. The other good news is that the Dopero is now on offer on
www.kiteaerialphotography.net . The bad news is that it look as if this is the first kite you want to build. If you want
to learn how to build a kite look for plan of a Sanjo Rokkaku or a Delta.

Peter Bults www.kiteaerialphotography.net

(back)

Website to buy servos modified for continuous rotation
From: mjkline@us.ibm.com
Date: 1/8/01
Time: 1:35:09 PM
Remote Name: 32.97.110.73

Comments

This company makes robots and parts for them. One of the available parts is a servo already modified for
continuous rotation. I have not used it nor had any contact with the company.

http://www.acroname.com/robotics/parts/R83-CONT-BB.html

Mark Kline

(back)

Re: Website to buy servos modified for continuous rotation
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 1/17/01
Time: 11:42:42 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.251

Comments

As one who has modified countless standard servos for 360 rotation, this sound quite satisfactory to me, and
reasonably priced. May need reduction gears for slower panning, and may need an adapter cable to use with other
brand receivers, but otherwise, looks good.

(back)

Kite where to purchase in U.K.
From: alan.cadman@btinternet.com
Date: 1/5/01
Time: 10:14:39 AM
Remote Name: 213.122.231.248

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115155819/http://www.acroname.com/robotics/parts/R83-CONT-BB.html
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Comments

As a photographer who has recently discovered your pages, I am interested in purchasing a suitable Kite in the U.K.
any advice welcome.

(back)

Re: Kite where to purchase in U.K.
From: GarethOwens@hotmail.com
Date: 2/9/01
Time: 6:00:44 AM
Remote Name: 194.216.114.29

Comments

I bought a didakite flowform four, from the kite shop cambridge. It has a four quare meter sail area and is stable
enough even without a drogue to lift a 750gram camera rig. Not one to fly in terbulent winds where is can wonder
about, but in a smooth wind it is steady as a rock and has a constant smooth lifting capacity without pulling too
hard. cost...125 sterling.

(back)

Re: Kite where to purchase in U.K.
From: Jonathan Tayler-Webb
Date: 1/18/01
Time: 8:44:50 AM
Remote Name: 194.131.211.90

Comments

I just got one from www.kiteshop.co.uk. They give good advice too if you give them a ring, and they do next day
delivery before 12pm guaranteed.

(back)

how adding a dual rate on a based oki L9362 RC
From: cbrnb@aol.com
Date: 1/3/01
Time: 11:07:07 AM
Remote Name: 172.153.102.37

Comments

I have a techniplus alpha, it's a two channel rc based on a oki L9362 and I want to add a dual rate on the first
channel. How can I do ?????

(back)

Re: how adding a dual rate on a based oki L9362 RC
From: Peter van Erkel 
Date: 1/4/01
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Time: 7:43:47 AM
Remote Name: 192.11.226.104

Comments

Sorry for missing your name.

If you need less response from the Stick of the transmitteryou can try the following circuit:

In crude ASCI it look like this :

Pin 1 (3.7 Volt) o-------------------------------- | | | | | _ | | | | | | 4.7kOhm | | | _ 10kOm 10kOhm - | | ____ ____ | | |<---[____]-
----[____]----| | | /\ | | | | _ - | | | | | | | 4.7kOhm | o | | | Pin 2 ( Ch1 ) - | | | | o--------------------------------

On the left is the potmeter of Ch1. A second potmeter is connected between the wiper and a second divider. The
input of Ch1 is now connected to the wiper of the second potmeter. With the wiper full left response is 100%, wiper
full right response is only 50%.

By the way, do you know the OKI 9362 is a 4 channel coder, this means that two channels can be simply added.

Greetings,

Peter van Erkel

(back)

Re: how adding a dual rate on a based oki L9362 RC
From: Rený Dosen
Date: 8/7/01
Time: 7:54:26 AM
Remote Name: 154.5.39.68

Comments

Dear Mr. van Erkel,

Do you have data sheet for OKI L9362 chip or at least schematics for expanding it to 4-channels capability. Thank
you very much. Sincerely,

Rený Dosen

(back)

Re: how adding a dual rate on a based oki L9362 RC
From: mueller2000@swissonline.ch
Date: 11/2/01
Time: 10:18:19 AM
Remote Name: 217.162.114.105

Comments

Do you still need a data sheet for the OKI L9362/L9363 chip ? I have a complete PDF... Tell me if you want it.

(back)
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Re: how adding a dual rate on a based oki L9362 RC
From: 
Date: 8/10/01
Time: 9:18:08 AM
Remote Name: 213.36.101.177

Comments

pdf datasheet available at OKI site : http://www.oki.co.jp/semi/datadocs/doc-eng/msl9362_msl9363.pdf

(back)

Where is a good plan for a Picavet
From: Kevin
Date: 1/2/01
Time: 9:57:26 AM
Remote Name: 12.13.226.18

Comments

I remember seeing a great plan for a Picavet. It had a detailed diagram of how to thread it etc. For the life of me
though I can't seem to find the bookmark. Anyone know of any of these plans on the internet? Thanks in advance,
Kevin.

(back)

Re: Where is a good plan for a Picavet
From: Simon
Date: 1/3/01
Time: 5:00:31 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.241

Comments

Although purists would hate this, I have yet to find fault with the following method.... Take long string, thread
sequentially from first line point down to each cross arm and up to second line point and back down to next cross
point and so on. It really is that simple. It takes less than two minutes to thread up. Once you've done it once or
twice you wonder why you needed a diagram. Now of course depending on whether you treat the cross points
sequentially or diagonally in sequence or oppositely gives the various variations described, but really when its all
swinging around in the sky, I defy anyone to say that picture quality was affected by the threading sequence. Using a
Picavet approach, however threaded, is the main thing.

Simon

(back)

Re: Where is a good plan for a Picavet
From: Brooks Leffler, purist   kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 1/17/01
Time: 11:46:37 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.251

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115160135/http://www.oki.co.jp/semi/datadocs/doc-eng/msl9362_msl9363.pdf
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Comments

You're right, Simon! I hate it! I hate it!

(back)

Re: Where is a good plan for a Picavet
From: Simon Harbord, non purist and baffled
Date: 1/25/01
Time: 3:23:58 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.241

Comments

Why Brooks, what is wrong with the approach I set out? Does the threading sequence make a difference, must we do
it a particular way? Or are you just trying to wind me up, you old dog...!

(back)

Re: Where is a good plan for a Picavet
From: Brooks    kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 1/26/01
Time: 10:46:32 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.195

Comments

Well, truth be told, I WAS mostly trying to tweak you, you ol lateral thinker you. But you may have a point. I
usually do the fore and aft ones first and then the side ones, and I guess it doesn't matter which order as long as you
keep all the lines threaded without twists. Ralf, Wolfi et al felt that some threading methods didn't work when they
wrote it up for aerial eye, but I haven't gone back and checked to see if I really agree with them.

(back)

Re: Where is a good plan for a Picavet
From: Simon
Date: 1/27/01
Time: 11:38:23 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.16

Comments

Ah yes AE Vol 1 no 4. Those diagrams were a real help to me in understanding the suspension, I always had a
hankering to try the triangular one. The Classic Picavet threading goes opposite to opposite and the Rendsberg goes
adjacent. The mystique of the H Beam of the Rendsburg amused me as I figured the suspension points still formed
the corners of a square, what lies between the points and the centre whether a cross, an H or a square or a circle is
kind of immaterial. Anyway enough of that. Just looking back through the AE's again has refired some of my
enthusiasms for all things KAP. A belated thanks for a fantastic periodical Brooks. I hope the plans I hear you have
for compiling it come to fruition, if you need any help drop me a note. New KAPpers need to see that stuff. Simon

(back)
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Re: Where is a good plan for a Picavet
From: Peter Bults kaplab.nl@wxs.nl
Date: 1/2/01
Time: 2:33:14 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.202.105

Comments

Take a look at www.kiteaerialphotography.net -> Recent KAP -> Cradles. There you find what you are looking for
in english, german and italian.

Peter Bults

(back)

Re: Where is a good plan for a Picavet
From: jean-edouardc@arcadis.be
Date: 1/2/01
Time: 12:02:50 PM
Remote Name: 194.88.125.67

Comments

you should have a look to: http://www.geocities.com/Yosemite/Meadows/2961/main.htm

(back)

Re: Where is a good plan for a Picavet
From: Dave
Date: 1/2/01
Time: 10:43:41 AM
Remote Name: 209.178.172.205

Comments

Kevin, I just ran a search in Yahoo for "picavet" and got LOTS of good stuff (6 out of the FIRST 20 web sites) Dave

(back)

Re: Where is a good plan for a Picavet
From: Kevin
Date: 1/16/01
Time: 11:47:56 PM
Remote Name: 24.0.224.35

Comments

Thanks for the info. I think I will be able to make a satisfactory Picavet. Well time will tell anyway.

(back)

https://web.archive.org/web/20011201125523/http://www.geocities.com/Yosemite/Meadows/2961/main.htm
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Wildlife Photography from a Kite?
From: Wendy Shattil
Date: 12/20/00
Time: 3:36:04 PM
Remote Name: 216.192.12.62

Comments

I'm excited about the possibilities of using KAP to add a unique perspective to our professional wildlife
photography. Has anyone heard of this being attempted?

(back)

Re: Wildlife Photography from a Kite?
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 1/17/01
Time: 11:51:31 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.251

Comments

Wendy, you should get in touch with John Carlson (johncarlson@mcn.net) who has had great success taking
pictures of penguin flocks in Antarctica with a KAP rig -- using a "stealth" FlowForm kite & tail in light blue!

(back)

Re: Wildlife Photography from a Kite?
From: Pete Mikula
Date: 12/21/00
Time: 6:21:00 PM
Remote Name: 209.57.26.2

Comments

I got a pretty good shot of a flock (about 50 of them) of geese on the water at the local lake one day, and also got a
deer once, quite by accident. The place that I usually fly is full of wildlife and I've tried unsuccessfully to get a shot
of a curious flying hawk that comes by to inspect my rig occasionally.

(back)

Re: Wildlife Photography from a Kite?
From: Wendy Shattil (wendy@shattil.com)
Date: 12/22/00
Time: 7:24:33 AM
Remote Name: 216.192.7.1

Comments

That sounds promising. Did the birds or deer react to your kite? How high above them were you?

(back)
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Re: Wildlife Photography from a Kite?
From: Pete Mikula
Date: 12/24/00
Time: 1:23:15 PM
Remote Name: 209.57.26.2

Comments

Hi Wendy, The geese tried to avoid me all day. I was about 150 feet above them with about 300 feet of line out. I
think they were as afraid of me on the ground as they were of the kite. The shot that I got was shot straight down on
them. The pic is at my office. If I think of it I will bring it home ans scan/send it to you. The picture of the deer was
quite by accident. He was in a neighboring field, watching the idiot with the kite. I'll try to remember to send it to
you too. Merry Christmas and Chin up, Pete Mikula http://mikula.kitelife.com/ mikula@jadeinc.com

(back)

Re: Wildlife Photography from a Kite?
From: Thomas Bennett
Date: 1/28/01
Time: 6:43:58 PM
Remote Name: 12.75.196.96

Comments

I had three deer go across the field downwind from me once. They stopped at a point at what appeared to be close to
being directly below the kite, what kind I don't remember. Only when I made a noise did they take off.

(back)

Triggering using servos
From: Nigel - KITECAM.co.uk
Date: 12/20/00
Time: 6:44:18 AM
Remote Name: 212.44.11.6

Comments

We've go the kite, the line and a cradle for a camera - now we need to set up an r/c servo to trigger the button of the
camera. I was thinking about using a snail cam which would rotate slowly and give me the two pressure releases we
need. Has anybody done this or something better? THANKS

(back)

Re: Triggering using servos
From: Peter Bults kaplab.nl@wxs.nl
Date: 1/23/01
Time: 12:43:38 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.201.123

Comments

https://web.archive.org/web/20011201122611/http://mikula.kitelife.com/
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The servo idea is okay. Moving slowly isn't the point. Most cameras are faster than the movement of a servo.

Peter Bults www.kiteaerialphotography.net

(back)

Nitinol Wire - Low wieght, new concept for a mechanical shutter release
From: David Foster
Date: 12/19/00
Time: 4:35:53 PM
Remote Name: 12.34.178.229

Comments

Nitinol Wire - a new concept taken from the Sojourner Space craft. Yup, that little robot that made it to Mars when
all others seemed to slam into the abyuss of outer space. I read in an article of Poptronics Jan 2001 by John Iovine
about Nitinol wire and think it would work great as a low wieght and not too complex shutter release. Bascially put,
Nitinol wire is a recently employed alloy that will contract when subjected to electrical current and then return to it
original lenght after a cooling period. This wire is best used with a 555 timer chip rigged up as a PWM (Pulse width
modulator) with the PWM driving the on off of a MOSFET used to ultimately switch the current on and off through
the nitinol wire of course a 555 timer could trigger the PWM on/off for timed control of the whole circuit. It was
successfully used on the sojourner space craft to actuate a dust collection experiment and my initial research into
Nitinol Wire, also called SMA's or shaped memory alloys, has convinced me to try it out as a shutter release. I will
keep you posted. The actual article is not published on the net yet as Poptronics wants to sell it's jan 2001 issue; I
read it at the library. I guess you would have to make a trip to the periodical deptarment at Borders bookstore. If
you follow the NASA link you can read about Nitinol on the Sojourner Nasa refer's to it as something like the MAE
experiment. Good luck and if anyone else tries this before me please post something.
http://jingizu.lerc.nasa.gov/pv/MAE.html http://amazingscience@gernsback.com

(back)

Re: Nitinol Wire - Low wieght, new concept for a mechanical shutt...
From: Cris Benton
Date: 12/20/00
Time: 3:21:03 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.143

Comments

I've been looking at the muscle wires too. Seems like it would just be fun to rig something using some. I think the
current required is high (albeit for short duration.)

If you are interested check out the Robot Store, my local purveyor of robot parts:

http://www.robotstore.com/

They have a dandy paper catalog too.

Cris

(back)

Re: Nitinol Wire - Low wieght, new concept for a mechanical shutt...
From: Neil K. (tela@tela.bc.ca)

https://web.archive.org/web/20011201123840/http://jingizu.lerc.nasa.gov/pv/MAE.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20011201123840/http://gernsback.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20011126153412/http://www.robotstore.com/
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Date: 12/20/00
Time: 2:38:33 PM
Remote Name: 209.17.154.121

Comments

Model railway types have been using nitinol wire for a long time to activate signals, etc. It's an interesting low-
weight solution for sure.

One possible issue might be the length of wire required to get sufficient throw. Though since most camera shutter
releases don't have a lot of travel perhaps that wouldn't be such a big deal.

(back)

Pentax remote shutter
From: Martin Hood
Date: 12/9/00
Time: 10:38:51 AM
Remote Name: 193.113.185.170

Comments

Can any of you tell me what the pin-outs are for the remote shutter on a Pentax MZ-M (ZX-M).

Thanks Martin

(back)

Re: Pentax remote shutter
From: dennis.williams@compaq.com
Date: 12/13/00
Time: 5:00:17 AM
Remote Name: 207.18.199.124

Comments

I used trial & error to findout that it is the two pins on the top. Haven't figured out what the bottom pin does yet. I
finished my camera platform just in time for winter. Too cold to fly now. Dennis.........

(back)

Re: Pentax remote shutter
From: Craig Wilson
Date: 1/24/01
Time: 1:11:11 PM
Remote Name: 204.147.0.139

Comments

You have three pins. one is the hot for shutter one is hot for the auto focus one is the common ground

to find out which is which take a paper clip and touch any 2
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if it trips the shutter you have the common and shutter

if it does nothing you have the auto focus and shutte

if it focuses you have the focus and common.

You now know which is which. I just completed a two stage switch so that I can use teh Autofocus on my ZX-5 and it
works very well. For 12 years I set the camera to infinity and turned the focus to manual. some shots ended up out of
focus because the camera was to close--- not any more.

(back)

Re: Pentax remote shutter
From: Hamish Fenton
Date: 1/25/01
Time: 10:35:26 AM
Remote Name: 194.66.73.203

Comments

The only trouble is that the pentax MZ-M is a manual focus camera, so one is the common ground, one is the
autoexposure, and one is the shutter release, but just play with a paperclip on two at a time to find out.

(back)

Hot Air Balloons????
From: Keith McKeown   ccaannaaddaa@hotmail.com
Date: 12/8/00
Time: 4:36:19 PM
Remote Name: 152.163.204.25

Comments

Greetings

I am new to KAP, but I am beginning to see the limitations of kites and the wind. I am interested in learning more
about the use of balloons to haul a camera into the air. The expense of helium has made me look towards hot air
balloons. I know little about this topic and I am looking for some help.

Are small scale hot air balloons really an option?

Could you inflate a hot air balloon with a hair dryer and a blow torch?

Would a small torch located at the base of the balloon provide enough heat to keep the air hot enough during flight?

How much hot air volume would you need to lift a camera rig, a small torch, fuel, and a few hundred feet of light
weight kite line into the sky?

Thanks for your input

Cheers, Keith

(back)

Hot Air Balloons????
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From: Keith McKeown   ccaannaaddaa@hotmail.com
Date: 12/8/00
Time: 4:36:03 PM
Remote Name: 152.163.204.25

Comments

Greetings

I am new to KAP, but I am beginning to see the limitations of kites and the wind. I am interested in learning more
about the use of balloons to haul a camera into the air. The expense of helium has made me look towards hot air
balloons. I know little about this topic and I am looking for some help.

Are small scale hot air balloons really an option?

Could you inflate a hot air balloon with a hair dryer and a blow torch?

Would a small torch located at the base of the balloon provide enough heat to keep the air hot enough during flight?

How much hot air volume would you need to lift a camera rig, a small torch, fuel, and a few hundred feet of light
weight kite line into the sky?

Thanks for your input

Cheers, Keith

(back)

Re: Hot Air Balloons????
From: Dave
Date: 12/23/00
Time: 11:22:42 AM
Remote Name: 209.179.217.133

Comments

Keith, I really don't know much about hot air balloons! (they fly them here all the time.) They are VERY large,(60-
80 feet tall) they won't lift much, they CANNOT fly when the weather is warn (No Lift). They also would exhibit the
same fault as helium balloons. When anchored in any wind they would follow the arc of the line to the ground.

(back)

Is a kite an aircraft or a surface vehicle?
From: Dave
Date: 12/8/00
Time: 9:35:06 AM
Remote Name: 209.179.217.69

Comments

In the U.S. R/c frequencies are for either aircraft or surface vehicles but NOT both. WHERE does a kite fit in? The
area where I fly most is loaded with R/C boats/cars and airplanes. Any thoughts, ideas?

(back)
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Re: Is a kite an aircraft or a surface vehicle?
From: Richard Amirault, N1JDU
Date: 12/9/00
Time: 9:35:14 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

Well, in the U.S. there is *another* frequency that is set aside for R/C use ... 50 Mhz ... and there is no restriction on
land/air use.

However, it is a ham radio frequency and you MUST have a valid ham radio licence to transmit on it.

I use a 50 Mhz Futaba rig for my KAP and it works out just fine. If I am operating near other R/C operators there is
*much* less chance of either of us interfering with each other (and if I can, I always ask if anyone is using 50 Mhz
before I send up my rig)

I was already a ham before I built my R/C rig, but an 'entry level' licence (Technican) no longer requires a
knowledge of Morse Code. The test questions and answers are published in learning material available from several
sources. If you are anyway at all technically inclined you should be able to pass the test.

Richard, ham radio call N1JDU Boston,MA, USA

(back)

Re: Is a kite an aircraft or a surface vehicle?
From: Dave
Date: 12/10/00
Time: 10:32:08 AM
Remote Name: 209.179.223.2

Comments

Richard, I too have been a Tech+ (Kc6old) for a bunch of years. But when I went to my local hobby dealer he told
me that there were no "ham only" frequencies and if I could resurect the one I have it would not be legal to use. But
I brought up Futaba's site and they list 6meter R/C gear. Now to figure out the "Least Likely" freq to interfere with
my 440 downlink. Dave

(back)

Re: Is a kite an aircraft or a surface vehicle?
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 12/9/00
Time: 11:56:42 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.21

Comments

The AMA doesn't like KAPers using 72 mHz either. They say we should use 27 mHz, because it's allocated for all
R/C uses. Citizen's Band radios are all around it, and it's often sold with cheap model cars, so it's a long way from
clean air. I use that when there's a problem with r/c fliers, but 72 mHz is what you'll find nearly every KAPer in this
country using -- with caution.
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The fact of the matter is that the regs refer to "model aircraft", not model airplanes. And the fliers indeed use it for
e.g. plane-borne cameras too. So there's no tidy answer to your question, and frankly, I think the looser the regs are
written, the better. See earlier threads below on this subject.

(back)

Re: Is a kite an aircraft or a surface vehicle?
From: NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca
Date: 12/8/00
Time: 12:43:53 PM
Remote Name: 209.17.154.121

Comments

When I used an RC rig on a balloon-mounted camera, I used ground-based frequencies. My reasoning for this is as
follows:

1) When you're outside you're more likely to encounter people flying planes than driving RC cars. At least where I
was, which wasn't anywhere near an RC car track. So probability-wise it seems to make sense to reduce the chances
of interfering with someone else.

2) If you interfere with an RC car at worst it might collide with something. If you interfere with an RC plane at
worst it might plunge into the ground and injure someone.

3) The aerial camera may be in the air, but it doesn't really travel anywhere. So, sure, it may be airborne but I think
getting hung up about being literal about that isn't helpful.

I have no idea whether this issue is specified in any local regulations. I imagine not, since kite/balloon aerial
photography isn't very common. But those are the reasons I went with ground-based frequencies.

- Neil K.

(back)

Re: Is a kite an aircraft or a surface vehicle?
From: Thomas Bennett
Date: 12/8/00
Time: 9:02:43 PM
Remote Name: 12.75.196.69

Comments

>>>2) If you interfere with an RC car at worst it might collide with something. If you interfere with an RC plane at
worst it might plunge into the ground and injure someone....

That depends on how big the guy is that is operating the car or plane and what kind of sense of humor they have.

(back)

Re: Is a kite an aircraft or a surface vehicle?
From: Dave
Date: 12/9/00
Time: 9:25:51 AM
Remote Name: 209.179.222.141
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Comments

So WHAT R/c do you buy? Car or plane? And How does the Fcc See It? The Ama is complaining about model
rocketeers using Aircraft frequencies... Dave

(back)

Re: Is a kite an aircraft or a surface vehicle?
From: Thomas Bennett
Date: 12/11/00
Time: 8:00:14 PM
Remote Name: 12.75.221.172

Comments

I can see a model rocket being considered, at least for the time being, as an aircraft as I don't believe there is a
frequency band for rockets. I wonder what the AMA would think of a rocket pilot who is a member of the AMA as
opposed of one who is not (I have my reasons for wondering about that). The AMA does include rocketry under
their insurance coverage as well as RC cars and boats.

Thomas

(back)

suspention line.
From: Rob van Gils / www.fly.to.robvangils
Date: 12/8/00
Time: 7:24:31 AM
Remote Name: 213.75.89.91

Comments

to avoid fast pull variation on my line I use a 140 kg (black) Nylon line, but in gutsy wind the camera move's
horizontal. Now I want to put between the ground and the camera a 90 meters Dyneema SK75 (black) 120 kg line
without stretch, and between the camera 100 meters 140 kg (black) Nylon (or PP) line with stretch. How are you
dealing with this problem? Greetings from the Netherlands www.fly.to/robvangils.

(back)

Re: suspention line.
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 12/9/00
Time: 12:04:18 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.21

Comments

Rob, that's an interesting compromise. I agree that nylon has a lot of advantages, not least of which is its elasticity in
puffy air. I have tried using Spectra (Dyneema) for KAP, but the only advantage is that you can get lots more line on
a small hoop winder, but it's so slippery it's very hard to pull down when the kite is pulling hard, even with gloves.
So I usually avoid the problem of gusty wind: I don't KAP! The rest of the time, I think polyester (Dacron) line is the
best compromise between bulk, cost, and stretch.
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(back)

suspention line.
From: Rob
Date: 12/8/00
Time: 7:07:50 AM
Remote Name: 213.75.91.103

Comments

(back)

Dual Line Kite Photorgrapy - Is It Possible ?!?
From: Idan Deshe - Israel
Date: 12/7/00
Time: 2:02:43 PM
Remote Name: 212.179.161.85

Comments

I am about to try make my camera fly with my dual line kite - "pipit".

If there is a reson why I shouldn't try it... please tell me...

becouse else.... )-:

Idan, i_deshe@hotmail.com

(back)

Re: Dual Line Kite Photorgrapy - Is It Possible ?!?
From: Rod
Date: 1/26/01
Time: 8:57:48 PM
Remote Name: 63.17.32.107

Comments

I am a member of the San Diego Kite Club. We recently had a little on field KAP seminar/presentation. Took pics
from a 2 line stunter as noted in my previous post. Used a 10 sec shutter timer on the camera. Although a longer
time would be nice it's not to hard to position the kite in 10 secs. In my opinion with multiline kites the better way is
to attach the camera to the frame, trying to maintain some semblance of CG, not trying to attach to the bridle or
flying lines. I have made some large quads and will be trying this technique soon. I'll let you know <S>

(back)

Re: Dual Line Kite Photorgrapy - Is It Possible ?!?
From: Rod
Date: 12/20/00
Time: 10:29:53 AM
Remote Name: 63.17.32.178
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Comments

There is a fella at our local flying field here in So Cal that using dual line with good result. A point and shoot is fixed
to the lower spreader at the T. He actually uses a 3rd line to pull a pin to activate the shutter. I won't go into detail,
you can see that many things would work. This fella is not an accomplished flyer and yet takes some great pics. I am
a kike make and have made some nice quad lines. I am interested in using a quad as it can be position more easily
etc etc

(back)

Re: Dual Line Kite Photorgrapy - Is It Possible ?!?
From: Peter Bults
Date: 12/9/00
Time: 2:57:44 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.200.6

Comments

See the homepage by Peter Hill on www.kiteaerialphotography.net. It is posible.

(back)

Re: Dual Line Kite Photorgrapy - Is It Possible ?!?
From: Thomas Bennett
Date: 12/7/00
Time: 9:56:43 PM
Remote Name: 12.75.221.104

Comments

I for sometime had been thinking about using either a two-line or a four-line stunt kite for kap. I thought the four-
line would be better because you could control the angle thus allowing you to regulate the pull or lift of the kite.

There are some things you would need to plan for if you were to try this. How would you attach your camera to the
kite line? You need to attach the mount to both lines one way or another. How would you launch a stunt kite with a
payload? Would the method of attaching your payload mound affect the method of launching the kite? How would
you design your payload mounting technique to allow for steering the kite? Remember that a kite is turned by
pulling the line in on the side to the way you want to turn. If your payload is attached to both lines it will be tipped
everytime you turn your kite. There are probably other problems I havent thought of

A month ago I had the chance to fly a stunt kite with 250' Dacron. If the wind slacked off enough the kite's response
was sluggish. I have decided for myself that I would not approach the situation any further indefinitely.

Thomas

(back)

Re: Dual Line Kite Photorgrapy - Is It Possible ?!?
From: Simon
Date: 12/8/00
Time: 8:58:12 AM
Remote Name: 194.247.83.241
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Comments

Years ago I tried a camera on a TOL Spin Off. As I couldn't figure a way to get a camera on the lines for the reasons
already described, I attached it to the kite frame (spine). This was a micro toy 110 camera. All up weight only a tiny
2-3 oz as I remember. On launching, the kite was incredibly difficult to get in air. I experimented, moved the camera
up and down to try to achieve optimum balance, but found it almost impossible to launch or fly anywhere but centre
of wind window. I was amazed at the performance degradation. My zappy spin off had become sluggish, would fall
off the wind, wouldn't turn, plus the few photos I got were garbage due to vibration from mounting onto the kite
frame.

Someone must have had more sucess than me...Bet there's a way to do this.I'd be really interested to hear others
experiences.

Simon

(back)

Re: Dual Line Kite Photorgrapy - Is It Possible ?!?
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 12/9/00
Time: 12:10:07 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.21

Comments

There was a french-canadian stunter manufacturer (the name escapes me--sorry for my aged brain) who rigged a
camcorder on a stack of his kites and shot some stunning video, which he used at trade shows. But the camcorder
was so heavy it required a stack that pulled like a freight train, so they didn't do it very often.

(back)

Picavet & Low Wind Kite
From: Abelardo Codoýer 
Date: 12/5/00
Time: 7:03:18 AM
Remote Name: 158.42.53.160

Comments

Hi,

If everything goes fine, I will start "kaping" next weekend. My camera cradle is ready and now I'm building my
picavet. What sould be the distance between the two points when I attach the picavet to the kite line?

I have a rok but a don't know if it is the best kite for KAP. The wind here (Valencia - SPAIN) isn't very strong and
I've read that deltas are good for low winds. I'd like to know if I should use a delta or a delta conye.

Thanks for your help.

Thanks

(back)

Re: Picavet & Low Wind Kite
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From: David Hunt
Date: 12/6/00
Time: 7:42:02 PM
Remote Name: 206.228.248.69

Comments

You want to connect the two connection points about 5-6ft. apart or close to 2 meters. This has worked well for
picavet systems that I have used which were threaded with 30-40 feet(9-12 meters) of line. If you will be flying deltas
you want to use the longer lengths to thread your picavet particularly if you have an antenna boom sticking out the
back of the rig. With shorter lengths the antenna boom hits the kite line when the kite flies at high angles. And a
Delta is more likely to fly at a high angle.

David Hunt

(back)

Re: Picavet & Low Wind Kite
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 12/7/00
Time: 12:15:00 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.67.71

Comments

There's always a hundred ways of doing anything....

http://www.harb85.freeserve.co.uk/rigair/ra5.jpg

Spacing about 18-22 inches, never given the slightest problem....

Simon

(back)

Re: Picavet & Low Wind Kite
From: David Hunt
Date: 12/8/00
Time: 9:34:47 AM
Remote Name: 206.228.248.37

Comments

Simon's right there are many ways to do this and still get good results. If you have good pulleys you can get by with
setting the attachment points closer. If however you are not using bolt eyes or something similar instead of pulleys
then setting your attachment points further apart will work better. You can easily test how well your rig levels by
holding the attachment points in each hand ( or fix one point and hold the other in a hand) and simulating changes
in line elevation and see how well the rig levels with the attachment points seperated at different distances.

David Hunt

(back)

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126150534/http://www.harb85.freeserve.co.uk/rigair/ra5.jpg
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Re: Picavet & Low Wind Kite
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 12/9/00
Time: 12:18:25 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.21

Comments

The rule of thumb is that the lines where they cross just above the Picavet X should form an equilateral triangle.
With a Picavet line of total running length of about 12 meters, I usually put my anchor points 1 - 1.2 meters apart.
My most recent rig has a much shorter Picavet line, however (about 8 meters), and the anchor points are about 80
cm apart -- more like Simon's rig.

(back)

Re: Picavet & Low Wind Kite
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 12/5/00
Time: 8:36:02 AM
Remote Name: 195.121.200.84

Comments

It is good to see a spanish KAPer around.

I think that in your wind-conditions a big delta is the best. This kite has less frame, thus less weight for the same
surface. That's important in low wind conditions.

The line of the picavet shouldn't be to short nor to long. If you stand up with your arms up at a 45 degree angle the
camera should to clear of the ground. So make the line as long as possible but keep the whole system manageable
while fixing it to the kiteline before flight.

Success! And don't forget to show us the results. I've not yet seen Spain from a kite.

Peter Bults

www.kiteaerialphotography.net

(back)

Two step trigger for Digital-camera
From: Manfred Fuchs
Date: 12/2/00
Time: 4:03:57 AM
Remote Name: 62.104.210.85

Comments

I use the SONY DSC F505 Cyber-shot for KAP. After some start problems the camera now makes good pictures.
The only problem I have is the trigger. My servo allways pushes the trigger button of the camera at once. But in this
way the camera often not triggers, because in human use it is a two step trigger.

Who can help me?
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http://people.freenet.de/mfs

KAPmfs@freenet.de

(back)

Re: Two step trigger for Digital-camera
From: Dave
Date: 12/12/00
Time: 10:06:02 AM
Remote Name: 209.179.217.52

Comments

Manfred, Not a lot of KAP experience here, but a LOT of Robotics time. Could you set your servo so that at full
travel the first stage is moved and then when the trim is moved the second stage? I realize this means a two control
movement but reaction time is NOT critical. I see this as an arm on the servo with an adjustment screw to set the
travel. Dave

(back)

Re: Two step trigger for Digital-camera
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 12/5/00
Time: 8:42:44 AM
Remote Name: 195.121.200.84

Comments

I must have a scheme designed by Peter van Erkel for a P&S camera which sometimes have the same problem. I've
to look for it. Please have some patience.

Peter Bults

www.kiteaerialphotography.net

(back)

Re: Two step trigger for Digital-camera
From: Manfred Fuchs
Date: 12/2/00
Time: 4:18:56 AM
Remote Name: 62.104.210.85

Comments

Sorry my e-mail adress was wrong. The right adress is KAPfs@freenet.de

(back)

Casio Wrist camera WQV1D-8

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126001707/http://people.freenet.de/mfs
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From: David Foster
Date: 11/25/00
Time: 5:16:37 PM
Remote Name: 12.34.178.165

Comments

This is a more direct link to my previous posting http://www.casio.com/watches/product.cfm?
section=16&product=1988

(back)

Watch Digital Camera from Casio
From: David Foster
Date: 11/25/00
Time: 5:09:51 PM
Remote Name: 12.34.178.165

Comments

Check out Casio's lastest digital watch camera at www.casio.com the WQV1D-8 Wrist Camera. This camera shows
how small digital cameras will get in the future possibly opening up a new hobby called BAP - Bird aerial
photography - such a camera could be easily velcroed to your pet bird for the ultimate aerial shot. Have fun.

(back)

Re: Watch Digital Camera from Casio
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 12/2/00
Time: 1:45:42 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.44

Comments

Ever the gadget freak, I got one of these a few weeks ago. If you are thinking KAP forget it, the strategies it uses to
conserve batteries will confound all but the keenest. Ie it turns off camera mode after a very few seconds and will
not return to it until a predetermined time elapses. This time varies and is based on how long it was in camera mode.
Unless you are happy to take pics every couple of seconds you will be thwarted by this barmy modus operandii.
Struggling back through the menus to camera mode would be nigh on impossible without seeing the screen. The
buttons are fiddly and hard to select modes with your fingers, let alone with servo etc. there is no auto shoot mode.
For 1/4 of the price you can get a cheap digital camera with twice the resolution (and colour) a lot more user
friendly. With a greyscale image of about 160 pixels this is nothing more than a clever toy. cool though !

Simon

(back)

WWW.KITEAERIALPHOTOGRAPHY.NET
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 11/23/00
Time: 7:00:17 AM
Remote Name: 195.121.200.106

https://web.archive.org/web/20011125220538/http://www.casio.com/watches/product.cfm?section=16&product=1988
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Comments

Hello KAPers on the WWW,

Please take a look at www.kiteaerialphotography.net and let me know what you think of it.

My goal is to create an easy access to all there is on KAP on the WWW, for newbies, experienced KAPers and those
who are looking for info on the subject. I know it is far from complete at the moment. But I think I need to know
what your opinion is before I continue to develope it into the real thing. After all it's not my toy. It can only work if
you, KAPer/WEBer, supply information.

Hope to "hear" from you soon,

Peter Bults

(back)

Re: WWW.KITEAERIALPHOTOGRAPHY.NET
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 11/24/00
Time: 4:38:09 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

Sorry, I *still* cannot access anything but the first page.

Are you sure it's nothing to do with cookies? You tried to leave a cookie when I clicked the link at the bottom of the
welcome page. I refused it, and got the 404 error (every time)

PS I generally refuse to visit websites that *require* me to accept cookies.

(back)

Re: WWW.KITEAERIALPHOTOGRAPHY.NET
From: The Editor
Date: 11/25/00
Time: 1:23:46 AM
Remote Name: 195.121.200.244

Comments

I've remomed the cookie-thing. Hope you can see it now.

Peter Bults

(back)

Re: WWW.KITEAERIALPHOTOGRAPHY.NET
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 11/25/00
Time: 2:19:37 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233
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Comments

Yes, it works now. Thank you!

(back)

Re: WWW.KITEAERIALPHOTOGRAPHY.NET
From: Allan, St. Lucia
Date: 11/23/00
Time: 4:23:44 PM
Remote Name: 206.48.60.163

Comments

Uitstekend! I greatly enjoyed the details of research applications that I had not heard about. All of these succesful
applications would have been a bit depressing if I had not just had a modestly successful session with the new
waterproof system last Sunday, to map seagrass beds.

As for an anchor point I use a cleat bolted to the front bumper of the Land Rover. Allan

(back)

Re: WWW.KITEAERIALPHOTOGRAPHY.NET
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 11/23/00
Time: 8:33:14 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

Got to the "welcome" page, but was unable to get to the next page (404 error)

I hope you don't *require* cookies for this.

(back)

Re: WWW.KITEAERIALPHOTOGRAPHY.NET
From: The editor
Date: 11/23/00
Time: 10:25:06 AM
Remote Name: 195.121.201.116

Comments

Sorry, I was changing some pages at the time you visited, please try again.

Peter Bults

(back)

Article 1012
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From: ndsaw@pub.jlonline.com
Date: 11/22/00
Time: 6:19:24 PM
Remote Name: 202.102.55.215

Comments

Dear sir, NEDI is engaged in R&D and mass production of SAW (Surface Acoustic Wave ) Devices. It has an
imported world-advanced-level, mass production line which is equipped with whole sets of instruments And
equipment. Based on the advanced hardware, the instituteýs R&D strength and the ISO9002 quality system, the
Department has now become the largest R&D and mass production base for SAW Devices in China. Our ND Series
of SAW devices are available from 50 to 1000MHz.We have already developed products with frequency over
1GHz,and are planning to take tem into mass production. At the same time, we can design and manufacture
according to customerýs requirement. The main frequency SAW device of following: One-port SAW Resonator/Two-
port SAW Resonator: 433.92MHz�423.22MHz�433.42MHz�351MHz�360MHz�395MHz�567MHz �
314.5MHz�304.3MHz�407.3MHz �809MHz�418MHz�315MHz�868.35MHz�857.65MHz�310MHz�
265MHz�303.825MHz�303.875MHz�479.5MHz�912MHz�980MHz�384.05MHz�403.55MHz�224MHz�
61.24MHz/67.24MHz�211.24MHz SAW Filter: 433.92MHz�418MHz�315MHz�480MHz (bandwidth
18MHz/27MHz/36MHz) �859MHz 903MHz�927MHz�930MHz

Minimum Order: 5000pcs

Price List: One-port SAW Resonator: 100-600MHz 0.47USD 650MHz-1000MHz 0.8 USD Two-port SAW Resonator:
300-650MHz 0.5USD 650MHz-1000MHz 0.8 USD SAW Filter: 0.65USD Delivery lead Time: 20 days

FOB Port : Nanjing China

Payment Terms: T/T or L/C at sight

Key Contact: Mr Fangqiang Sales Manager

Nanjing Electronic Device Institute (NEDI)

524 Zhongshan east road,Nanjing,China Tel: 86-25-4490216 4611855-6140 Fax: 86-25-4582372 4617126 E-mail:
ndsaw@pub.jlonline.com

(back)

My First Results
From: mjkline@us.ibm.com
Date: 11/22/00
Time: 6:23:49 AM
Remote Name: 32.97.110.68

Comments

http://www.zing.com/album/?id=4293329339&code=804663&mode=invite

I was surprised how well these turned out. Camera is Rebel G with 24mm Sigma. Dark edges due to using both
polarizer filter and sunshade. Extra thickness of the filter pushed the sunshade into the field of view.

These turned out much sharper and in focus than I expected. Shot on slide film and then scanned.

These were taken at Wrightsville Beach, North Carolina.

(back)

https://web.archive.org/web/20011125222837/http://www.zing.com/album/?id=4293329339&code=804663&mode=invite
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re: What to use as an anchor point?
From: Gunner Dave
Date: 11/17/00
Time: 11:06:19 AM
Remote Name: 209.245.39.157

Comments

Thank you for your response. But I don't think that would work. Your flowform requires 150 lb line. My Strat 4
requires 1322 Lb (600 KG) line. Almost 9 times as much! I must assume that the figures from the manufacturers are
indicative of their kites pull. anybody have experience with this beast? Dave

(back)

re: What to use as an anchor point?
From: simon harbord
Date: 11/18/00
Time: 2:35:48 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.44

Comments

I used to have to fasten my Stratoscoop to permanent parts of the landscape, like you I would use trees. I'd fasten
my winch down with 4 dog stakes. Problem was in a squall it could pull them out ! It once pulled a park bench
across the grass. I now use minimum kites for my kap, generally 8 foot deltas.I like to in the right wind be able to
hold the whole system with the line between two fingers. If the excess lift and drag are not needed for lifting a
camera, my view now is, don't use it. Handling stratoscoops can be very stressfull. That extra lift is not extra
security. just opinion. Simon

(back)

What to use as an anchor point?
From: Gunner Dave
Date: 11/16/00
Time: 1:07:16 PM
Remote Name: 209.245.32.68

Comments

What do people use as an anchor point? I need something for parklands. Can't use trees (they write tickets for that)
I am hopefully coming the an understanding with my Strat 4. Dave

(back)

Re: What to use as an anchor point?
From: Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com
Date: 11/18/00
Time: 7:50:05 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments
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Well, for such a (large) kite as the Stratoscoop 4 try a tent stake.

Not the camping tent style, but the circus tent style. Something about 3 feet long. Pound it into the ground with a
sledgehammer. It should hold the 4.

(back)

Re: What to use as an anchor point?
From: Thomas Winningham
Date: 11/17/00
Time: 6:33:40 AM
Remote Name: 209.57.72.5

Comments

I have had much success with a dog stake. If these are unfamilar to anyone reading the board, it's basically a cork-
screw piece of steel originally for tying a dog to so they can run around in a small area. This foreign language link's
second picture shows one in the ground: http://www2.gol.com/users/eikawa/sportkite/dogstake.html

Or out of the ground: http://store.yahoo.com/gundog/spirtieoutst.html

It depends on the size of these, and the ground where you are flying, but with my flowform 16 I haven't had any
problems. I basically just twist the line around it about 10 or so times.

(back)

Wide Angle Converters for Digital Cameras
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/15/00
Time: 1:49:19 PM
Remote Name: 206.228.248.39

Comments

For those of you using digital cameras you may possibly be able to buy a wide angle converter for your camera.
Your camera does not have to have a threaded lens, many digitals don't. Raynox makes a line of wide
angle/telephoto converter sets to fit many popular digital cameras. For cameras without a threaded lens the set
includes an adapter that clips on the the camera and provides threads for the converters.

The wide angle converters are rated .65 power the telephoto converter is rated 1.5 power. My Fujifilm MX-2700 has
a 7.5mm lens which becomes an effective 4.9mm lens. In terms of 35mm the horizontal angle of view is close to that
of a 28mm lens on a 35mm camera.

One source for Raynox products is

http://www.adoramacamera.com/

type raynox in the search field and chose digital on the screen that comes up. There are no pictures or descriptions in
the title column you should see the make and model of your camera hidden among some other short-hand
descriptions. The prices vary for each camera.

Some manufactures offer their own line of converters (Nikon, Olympus, Sony) and may have a fish eye converter.
The fish eye converters are usually close to $200US.

David Hunt

https://web.archive.org/web/20011125214128/http://www2.gol.com/users/eikawa/sportkite/dogstake.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20011125214128/http://store.yahoo.com/gundog/spirtieoutst.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20011115155713/http://www.adoramacamera.com/
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(back)

Wireless wide-angle video camera
From: tela@tela.bc.ca (Neil K.)
Date: 11/15/00
Time: 11:19:53 AM
Remote Name: 209.17.154.121

Comments

X-10, land of the thoroughly obnoxious online advert, have a new wireless video camera, this one with a 120 degree
field of view. For those interested.

http://www.x10.com/products/x10_vk58a.htm

Guess this would've saved me buying a wide-angle lens and replacement camera for the wireless camera of theirs I
used on my balloon camera rig. Though it's probably the same low-quality CMOS chip and not a proper CCD in the
camera.

- Neil K.

(back)

Digital Camera for Kapers on a shoe string buget
From: David Foster
Date: 11/14/00
Time: 8:54:27 PM
Remote Name: 12.34.178.219

Comments

Take notice of the DSC-350 digital camera for 99 bucks avialable at Staples Office supply. This camera is not perfect
but for the price packs the features found on some 800 dollar cameras. 320x240, 640X480, Interpolated up to
1024X768, 4.5 minutes of 320 X 240 video, Web camera cability and it wieghs in at only 4 ounces with great battery
life estimated at 200 pictures. I currently use this on my 20 ounce Soarstar electric R/C plane but plan to use it on
my kite as well. I would recommend this camera for any rookie kaper due to its battery life and features (for the
price) it is certinally not the best picture quality avialable but you get a lot for a small price.

(back)

Digital for kapers on a shoestring buget
From: David Foster
Date: 11/14/00
Time: 8:44:15 PM
Remote Name: 12.34.178.219

Comments

(back)

Aluminum Stock For Cradles

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126003412/http://www.x10.com/products/x10_vk58a.htm
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From: Kevin Loper
Date: 11/9/00
Time: 10:42:26 AM
Remote Name: 216.61.131.184

Comments

Over the upcoming winter months I am building my first KAP cradle. I am seeking a source for small aluminum
stock. I have never worked with aluminum and am unfamiliar with the tools necessary for achieving angles, etc.
Thanks, Kevin

(back)

Re: Aluminum Stock For Cradles
From: benedict@austin.rr.com
Date: 11/9/00
Time: 12:12:47 PM
Remote Name: 216.140.178.240

Comments

This is my first time on this forum (I actually came here looking for the list of frequencies ok'ed for KAP use).

As far as grades of aluminum and techniques for working it goes, you can get aluminum extrusions at most local
hardware stores. This aluminum is a little squishy to cut, doesn't anodize well, and is structurally weaker than most
other grades of aluminum.

6061-T6 is one of the most common grades of harder aluminum alloys, and is available from most metal supply
houses, scrap yards, and online metal suppliers like http://www.onlinemetals.com or http://www.machinist-
materials.com. I buy most of mine from the local metal dealer.

There are other grades of aluminum that have other working properties, like 7075, which is used in aircraft and
high performance bicycle parts. I can't say much about them because I haven't used them.

One nice thing about aluminum is that the alloy and heat treating information is printed on the raw stock. So you
can go to a local scrap yard, pick up a chunk of aluminum, and have a good idea of what it is before you buy it.

As far as working it goes, ideally a lathe or mill is what you want to use. Not everyone has one of these (big suprise),
so there are some good alternatives:

One is to take a class at your local community college in metalworking. Voila, you now have access to a mill and a
lathe. And if you have a good instructor who likes a fun challenge, they'd probably get a kick out of the idea of
building a kite cradle.

Another is to use a hacksaw and file. It's not as fast, but if you're careful, take your time, and measure often, the
results can be quite exceptional. If this is your first time filing aluminum, be prepared to clog your files quickly and
often. Have a good file card or stiff brush on hand and clean as soon as your cut slows down.

For finishing, you have lots of options. Depending on what kind of finish you want, you can use 600 grit wet/dry
wetted down with kerosene or cutting oil (satin finish), or jeweler's rouge or tripoli compound and a buffing wheel
(mirror finish), or a small sandblasting or etching gun (matte), or... Lots of choices.

Setting up an in-house anodizing setup is also possible, but you've really got to want to do this. I work a fair amount
of aluminum, and haven't got around to doing this yet. (But it would certainly be cool!) Here's a URL in case you're
interested: http://www.geocities.com/CapeCanaveral/Galaxy/7004

Now I'm off to find that list of frequencies...

https://web.archive.org/web/20011125220119/http://www.onlinemetals.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20011125220119/http://www.machinist-materials.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20011125220119/http://www.geocities.com/CapeCanaveral/Galaxy/7004
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Tom

(back)

Re: Aluminum Stock For Cradles
From: David Hunt
Date: 11/9/00
Time: 3:45:50 PM
Remote Name: 206.105.203.203

Comments

I use 1/16 inch (2mm) thick aluminum sheet or bar stock. If you get bar stock you will probably want at least 1 inch
wide stock.

Put it in a vise use a hammer to make a nice sharp 90 degree bend. Use a piece of wood between the hammer and the
aluminum if you are worried about maring the surface.

Since aluminum is a soft metal it is easily drilled with even cheap drill bits. It can be cut using a hack saw with a
metal blade.

Some hardware stores may have 1/16 in. stock.

I've also ordered from Small Parts Inc.

http://www.smallparts.com/

David Hunt

(back)

Re: Aluminum Stock For Cradles
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 11/10/00
Time: 12:07:03 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.231

Comments

I buy most of my stock from the local hardware store. 1/16 is plenty heavy enough -- don't waste money & weight on
1/8" stock. I use 1-1/2" strap, 1-1/2" angle, 1/2" angle, 1" angle, and/or 1" strap depending on what I'm building,
usually all of the above in a given rig. (See a sample at http://www.redshift.com/~kyteman/BBRR.frQ.72.jpg).
Another source of sheet stock is MSC Industrial Supply, www.mscdirect.com or (800) 645-7270.

(back)

Re: Aluminum Stock For Cradles
From: Rob van Gils
Date: 11/14/00
Time: 2:59:03 AM
Remote Name: 194.109.38.153

Comments

https://web.archive.org/web/20020102104234/http://www.smallparts.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20011126150741/http://www.redshift.com/~kyteman/BBRR.frQ.72.jpg
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Tip's: *don't bent aluminium in a short radius, it's stronger wen you bent it over a pipe of ~ 10 mm. *drill holls after
bending. *try make your rig not out to manny parts. * drill holls were possiblle to save wight. *keep your rig strong
for savety.

Keep it up, Rob

(back)

NEW DUTCH KAP SITE
From: Rob van Gils
Date: 11/3/00
Time: 2:26:19 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.90.18

Comments

See the photo's and read if you can.

http://www.homepages.hetnet.nl/~robvangils1/

(back)

Re: NEW DUTCH KAP SITE
From: Allan, St. Lucia, West Indies
Date: 11/4/00
Time: 9:37:33 AM
Remote Name: 206.128.215.81

Comments

Heel goed!

(back)

Anyone using safety line on camera?
From: mjkline@us.ibm.com
Date: 11/2/00
Time: 6:24:26 AM
Remote Name: 32.97.110.70

Comments

I'm nearly finished with my first KAP rig, and would feel more comfortable about sending up my Canon Rebel G, if
I could attach a safety line to the camera and the other end to the flight line. I know that demonstrates lack of
confidence in my construction, but that's okay.

The problem is how to keep the safety line from getting tangled up in all the other parts.

Should I just forget it and grit my teeth?

Mark Kline

(back)

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126000431/http://www.homepages.hetnet.nl/~robvangils1/
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Re: Anyone using safety line on camera?
From: Rob van Gils
Date: 11/2/00
Time: 7:54:42 AM
Remote Name: 194.109.38.153

Comments

In the beginning I used a safety-line from the camera to the cross of the picavet. wath more can a men do? the most
critical is the main-line, if this breaks your in trouble!

keep it up , Rob

(back)

Re: Anyone using safety line on camera?
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 11/4/00
Time: 4:24:08 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.242

Comments

I think a better solution is to safety wire or cotter pin or locknut or Velcro everything that can come loose, and then
check em all every time. Where do you expect your rig to fail? I'd fix that first. I did have a client who used the rig I
made for him under a blimp, and despite my instructions put the two Picavet suspension points just 17" apart. The
rig started spinning back & forth and lo, the nylon locknut came loose and the rig fell 150 ft to pavement and total
loss. I cotter-pinned the next one I made for him, and reiterated the need for spacing between Picavet suspension
points.

(back)

35mm digital film
From: Thomas Winningham
Date: 10/31/00
Time: 6:22:04 AM
Remote Name: 209.57.72.5

Comments

I was clicking around and came across something that isn't available yet, but will be sometime soon. It provides the
best of both worlds. Good cameras with digital technology. It's a replacement for a 35mm film cartridge that
captures images digitally. Megapixel even.

http://edgereview.com/ataglance.cfm?Category=imaging&ID=116

(back)

Lateral Thinking
From: Tom (UK)
Date: 10/29/00

https://web.archive.org/web/20011125213827/http://edgereview.com/ataglance.cfm?Category=imaging&ID=116
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Time: 4:41:05 AM
Remote Name: 193.113.185.138

Comments

A really interesting web site and I can understand combining interests in photograhy with flying kites. However,
would it not be a lot easier, cheaper and more reliable to attach a camera to a ballon filled with helium gas. I imagine
it would also be a more stable platform and you wouldn't have to rely on the wind.

Just a thought, Tom.

(back)

Re: Lateral Thinking
From: Tom(UK)
Date: 11/4/00
Time: 11:05:07 AM
Remote Name: 193.113.185.170

Comments

Well that's told me! It just goes to show, where any of us are short on facts (or perhaps more importantly -
experience), there is a wealth of folk out there on the web ready & willing to help. I am now a little much wiser as a
result of all your feedback. Thanks for all your comment, which are much appreciated. - Tom

(back)

Re: Lateral Thinking
From: Tom(UK)
Date: 11/4/00
Time: 11:03:47 AM
Remote Name: 193.113.185.170

Comments

Well that's told me! It just goes to show, where any of us are short on facts (or perhaps more importantly -
experience), there is a wealth of folk out there on the web ready & willing to help. I am now a little much wiser as a
result of all your feedback. Thanks for all your comment, which are much appreciated. - Tom

(back)

Re: Lateral Thinking
From: Tom(UK)
Date: 11/4/00
Time: 11:01:02 AM
Remote Name: 193.113.185.170

Comments

Well that's told me! It just goes to show, where any of us are short on facts (or perhaps more importantly -
experience), there is a wealth of folk out there on the web ready & willing to help. I am now a little much wiser as a
result of all your feedback. Thanks for all your comment, which are much appreciated. - Tom
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(back)

Re: Lateral Thinking
From: Tom(UK)
Date: 11/4/00
Time: 11:00:08 AM
Remote Name: 193.113.185.170

Comments

Well that's told me! It just goes to show, where any of us are short on facts (or perhaps more importantly -
experience), there is a wealth of folk out there on the web ready & willing to help. I am now a little much wiser as a
result of all your feedback. Thanks for all your comment, which are much appreciated. - Tom

(back)

Re: Lateral Thinking
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 11/1/00
Time: 12:58:34 AM
Remote Name: 57.231.152.250

Comments

I started with tethered blimps and a more stressful (and expensive) occupation I cannot conceive. I used to quake in
terror if the wind rose with my blimp in the air as handling the blimp safely down to earth was beyond my strength
and equipment at the time. With marginal lift and helium cost it is not a wonderful pursuit. Much prefer to exploit
the wind. There are a lot of other interesting advantages to KAP which dont appear obvious to a beginner, ie
balloons tend to fly above the operator, kites fly awy and can be lofted over inaccesible subjects..

I posted an article on my early BAP days here: http://www.harb85.freeserve.co.uk/olddays/olddays.htm

I found this lovely article on the trials and tribulations of blimp flying and always point people to it when they ask
about blimps:

http://www.sciences.drexel.edu/chemistry/research/Atmochemistry/xmas/essays/balloon.html

but then we KAPpers would prefer kites wouldn't we? Simon

(back)

Re: Lateral Thinking
From: NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca
Date: 10/30/00
Time: 2:53:47 PM
Remote Name: 209.17.154.121

Comments

"Tom" comments: >However, would it not be a lot easier, cheaper and more reliable to attach a camera to a ballon
filled with helium gas. I imagine it would also be a more stable platform and you wouldn't have to rely on the wind.

I haven't yet tried kite aerial photography (project for next year), but I have tried balloon aerial photography. I

https://web.archive.org/web/20011125214727/http://www.harb85.freeserve.co.uk/olddays/olddays.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20011125214727/http://www.sciences.drexel.edu/chemistry/research/Atmochemistry/xmas/essays/balloon.html
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suspect the answer is no to all of those questions.

Easier: Well, you don't have to learn to fly a kite. But you have to mess around with a bunch of cumbersome
balloons and big tanks of helium. I'm not sure if that's necessarily easier. It also ties you to your vehicle, since most
humans can't lug giant cast-iron tanks of helium great distances.

Cheaper: Not really. I had to buy five 4' helium balloons, purchase the helium and rent the gas tank and balloon
inflater nozzle. For a one-off, this could be cheaper than a kite. For more than one or two uses, however, it'd be
much cheaper to buy a kite. Remember, helium leaks from the balloons. You have to keep buying helium each time.
Once you've bought the kite and associated gear, it's free.

Reliable: Well. If you have completely utterly still air, then a balloon is easy enough to manage. If you have even the
slightest breeze it's an unbelievable struggle. The balloons present a large surface area to the wind and get blown
around all over the place, dipping and plunging madly.

And yes, I'm speaking from experience here. It's frustrating as hell not being able to get much altitude because of a
gentle breeze. This, a) means photos aren't that interesting as you're only a few metres above the ground, and b)
you're lunging constantly to prevent your camera rig from crashing into the ground.

So. In short, it may seem that balloons would be a good bet for this sort of thing. I thought so initially, but my
experience this summer suggests that that may not be true. I plan on trying out kite stuff next summer to see.

For the photos I got via my balloon rig:

http://www.burningcam.com/

- Neil K.

(back)

Re: Lateral Thinking
From: Thomas Bennett
Date: 10/29/00
Time: 5:31:05 PM
Remote Name: 172.139.204.169

Comments

You have the problem of what to do with the helium when you're not flying. If you have a pickup you could put a
cap on the bed and use your truck as a transporter. This depends on the size of balloon(s) you would be using. I
remember seeing Marty Stouffer's brother lift a movie camera once on "Wild America" and he didn't seem to be
using a real large balloon system. I believe he used four small balloons on the corners of a square frame.

You have to consider how often you would be flying. And would you be doing BAP as a hobby or professionally.

If your balloon would not leak much, or if it did a little you could fix the leak (perhaps with the stuff like you can put
in tires) you could leave the helium in the balloon and refill it only when necessary. If possible this puts more
demand on a sufficient means of transporting your balloons.

Thomas

(back)

Re: Lateral Thinking
From: Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com
Date: 10/29/00

https://web.archive.org/web/20011125212804/http://www.burningcam.com/
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Time: 11:59:32 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

Well, I'll give this a shot ... (just thinking off the top of my head here)

CHEAPER? No, I don't think so. How heavy do you think these rigs are? My radio controlled rig with a small
"point-and-shoot" camera runs 1 pound 6 ounces. Other rigs can be heavier. You are not going to lift this much
weight with a small balloon. You would either have to use a large baloon or multiple small baloons. In either case
you will need a fairly *large* amount of heilium to do this. After your flight, what do you do with all this helium?
You can't put it back in the (compressed) tank. You either have to release it to the atmosphere (and *purchase* more
for your next flight) or leave it in the baloon(s) ... but then you have two problems. 1) The baloons will leak helium
gradually, and 2) the baloons will be large and hard to store and transport.

Yes, you can fly a baloon in low to no wind conditions, but in higher wind the breeze will actually blow the (fairly
large) baloon off to the side. So much that it will not be very high. In those conditions a kite will lift the camera rig
to higher altitudes than a baloon.

Anyone else think of other reasons?

(back)

Nominations for KAP Bibliography
From: Cris Benton
Date: 10/23/00
Time: 2:37:00 PM
Remote Name: 136.152.194.208

Comments

Hello all.

A few years back I sought nominations for a KAP bibliography. Time to try again. You can help.

I seek nominations of valuable KAP references. These may be

1) works principally centered on matters KAP (e.g.; Cottrellýs Kite Aerial Photography, Beauffort & Dusariezý
Aerial Photographs Taken from A Kite, Autha, Negre, Beauffort, & Fossetýs Labruguiere),

2) works that make brief but interesting mention of KAP (e.g.; Moulton & Lloydýs Kites, Pelhamýs Kites), or

3) works that deal not with KAP but with related topics (e.g.; Warnerýs Small Format Photogrammetry, William
Garnettýs stunningly inspirational Aerial Photographs, or Myers and Myers Aerial Atlas of Ancient Crete).

If you have a book or periodical that has influenced your KAP thinking it would be great to hear from you. My goal
is to have each reference presented with a brief description of its strengths and weaknesses. So please submit
annotations in addition to a proper citation to this discussion group. Credit will be given to reviewers when I
compile the results into a WWW page.

Cheers,

Cris

(back)

Re: Nominations for KAP Bibliography
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From: Allan, St. Lucia
Date: 10/27/00
Time: 5:46:56 PM
Remote Name: 206.128.215.190

Comments

Scoffin, T.P. 1982. Reef aerial photography from a kite. Coral Reefs 1:67-69.

Terry Scoffin used a Greens Stratoscoop to fly his camera in a plexi waterproof housing over reefs in Australia, and
published a description in the first issue of what is now the primary journal of reef research. Shallow water reefs
(and other habitats like seagrass beds and mangroves) can be mapped in great detail from the altitudes that kites
provide. I discovered this paper when the issue arrived in the library of the Bellairs Research Institute, Barbados,
got the Greens contact from Dr. Scoffin, and have been using KAP ever since.

(back)

Re: Nominations for KAP Bibliography
From: Allan Smith, St. Lucia
Date: 10/26/00
Time: 5:51:27 PM
Remote Name: 206.128.215.1

Comments

Allen, J. 1980. Lift off. Popular archaeology 2:25-27.

Aerial photos at low sun angles can show details of surface relief that are not discernable on the ground. The use of
balloons, model aircraft and kites was compared in a UNESCO archaeological project in Libya. A kite system, based
on a Greens Stratoscoop 3 parafoil, produced the desired results. Kite handling is described but, interestingly, there
is no description of the suspension system - so possibly it was the rig that Greens offered to go with their
Stratoscoops.

This is the first research application of KAP that I know of. Another on reef mapping will follow shortly.

(back)

Wide angle lens for 4x5
From: Kevin
Date: 10/11/00
Time: 4:05:26 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.189

Comments

Hi Rob If the lens was designed for 4x5 it should cover the film without fall off at any F stop. I have a 65mm angulon
that covers the 4x5 format without falloff. Maybe it (your lens) was designed for the two and threequater by two
format that was used some years ago, I have had several of these lenses and they look about the same physical size
when you look at them. Also some of the older wide angle 4x5 lenses used on press cameras (Speed Graphic) will
only just cover the 4x5 film when they are wide open (F8) I know this is an obvious question but are you using a
filter or any type of lens shade that might cause this problem? (edge falloff) I would switch to a faster film Tri.x or
Tmax 400 or the Agfa Hi speed black and white film then your problems will be solved. With 400 speed film you can
easily shoot at 250sec at f16 or f22 on a sunny day. Cheers Kevin

(back)
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Re: Wide angle lens for 4x5
From: Rob van Gils
Date: 10/12/00
Time: 12:13:58 AM
Remote Name: 194.109.38.153

Comments

Tanks Kevin for your experience / reaction,

there is a graffic that you must see:

http://www.schneideroptics.com/large/super_angulon/65/daten.html

look at the graffic "relative ill." you will see the problem with the super angulon lens Schneider makes today. I
admit that mine older f8 is not as good but still , the new lenses have the same problem.

I think that a lower shutterspeed offers the best quality inprovement.

then I need a suspention /movement-detector that make's thise possible.

Still waiting for reactions / tips for better suspention and movement-detection. now I use a picavet 12 meter line,
cross with 4 pully's 15x15 cm. telescope-antenna.

Greeting from Eindhoven, the Netherlands Rob van Gils.

(back)

Re: Wide angle lens for 4x5
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 10/12/00
Time: 4:57:20 AM
Remote Name: 167.33.21.2

Comments

Looking at one specification only tells me you're always going to have problem with this lens. The image circle at f8
is 135mm and 170mm @ f22. The printable area of a 4x5 sheet is ~150mm. All super wide angle lens manufactures
have some sort of problems with light fall off. That's why they make a 'Center Filter' that is specific to their lenses .
This is a neutral density filter which is darker in the middle and lightens towards the edge. I have a feeling the lens
isn't very sharp in the corners either when it's wide open. The manufacture will post the optimum aperture for each
of their lenses, this one is probably around f22. Don't be afraid to use ISO 400 film. With 4x5 film, grain is not an
issue, but sharpness is.

Carl

(back)

Re: Wide angle lens for 4x5
From: Rob van Gils
Date: 11/1/00
Time: 7:33:08 AM
Remote Name: 194.109.38.153

https://web.archive.org/web/20020221175351/http://www.schneideroptics.com/large/super_angulon/65/daten.html
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Comments

(back)

Shutter speed
From: Rob van Gils
Date: 10/5/00
Time: 7:48:22 AM
Remote Name: 194.109.38.153

Comments

I made me first real KAP photo with mine 4x5ý camera with 65mm lens (400ASA neg./1:500sec/f16) very sharp, still
it was underexposured, If I want to have good results I must have a lower shutter speed.

In 1906 Mr. Lawrence made perfect pictureýs, HOW was this possible? High sensitive film(in 1906ýno way!)?
Perfect suspension (did we learn in almost 100 years) ? Was the distance a factor? Was there a good camera-
movement-detection-system?(is there one today?) or was the good old factor ýlucký?(just make lots pictures till one
looks o.k.?,and get poor very fast).

I want to test a extra long picavet line, so that the swing of the camera gives a lower angel displacement (hu?) is this
test before?

I hope there are solutions out there, Please let us know.

Rob van Gils Eindhoven The Netherlands.

(back)

Re: Shutter speed
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 10/12/00
Time: 1:48:32 PM
Remote Name: 24.237.21.250

Comments

Since I am also using this lens (65mm Super Angulon) on a home-made camera (mine shooting 120 roll film (6 X 12
format)), I thought it about time I put in my two bits worth. I live in S.E. Alaska, which is a rain forrest and
experience some difficulty getting really sunny, bright days. I use 100 ASA film when the light is really good
(infrequently), mostly I shoot 400 ASA film and have even used 800 ASA film. I don't have a great number of photos
in my portfolio with this camera as yet, but I have some. I too tend to believe the aperture should be at f22
requireing a shutter speed adjustment for primary exposure control. I still need to make a slight distance
adjustment to the distance of the lens to film plane, but I am close. I built my camera with a bellows so I could use
different focal length lenses more easily and it also makes it a smaller package to take the lens off and place it inside
of the camera body with the bellows collapsed for packing in a suitcase for travel purposes.

Anyway, on to the picavet problem. Actually, I have shortened my picavet line somewhat, but what I did find
occurring was that the picavet blocks/pulleys require an occasional shot of lubricant as they eventually start to hang
up (it only takes one) and your rig will not roll evenly. This will cause your rig to pivot/rotate slightly from side to
side. If this happens when your shutter is open, obviously it causes a blurred image. The other question I have is are
you using the rubber doughnuts or some other type of line vibration dampening device? When the wind is up there
is quite a bit of vibration in the line, it will cause considerable grief without some type of dampening.

I also intend to move into larger format photography this winter and plan on making at least a couple of more
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cameras during the "slow season".

Henry

(back)

Re: Shutter speed
From: Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com
Date: 10/6/00
Time: 3:39:44 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

You said:

I made me first real KAP photo with mine 4x5ý camera with 65mm lens (400ASA neg./1:500sec/f16) very sharp, still
it was underexposured, If I want to have good results I must have a lower shutter speed.

-------------------------

I'm wondering why it is underexposed? Using the "Sunny 16" rule (shutter speed in bright sun with average subject
equals 1 over the film speed at f16) it should be fine. The Sunny 16 rule indicates a shtter speed of 1/400 sec ... that is
not enough "underexposure" to matter.

If I remember correctly, you *built* the camera. Did you test exposure on the ground? I don't remember what
lens/shutter you are using, but is there a reason you can not open the lens (to f11 or even f8 if needed) rather than
change the shutter speed?

Also, what type of film were you using? (color negative, color transparency, or black & white)

(back)

Re: Shutter speed
From: Rob van Gils
Date: 10/6/00
Time: 4:41:21 PM
Remote Name: 213.75.91.28

Comments

It was cloudy that day, 125ASA black&white 4x5" negatief , developed as 400ASA (prof. Lab) 4 year old film.(stil
good?) Schneider 65 mm, f 8:1, lens (like a 21mm on 35mm film)

I want to use >f22 (less dark edge) in the sun this wil be ~ 1/200 sec, with 400ASA ~ 1/50 sec, with 100ASA ( without
Blur?!)

I think that the kwality of KAP depentd heavy on the lowest shutterspeed without movement-blur.

I can use f 8:1 this means that I can only use te center of the 4x5" film results (like a 35mm lens on a 35mm film with
more film surface)

for example;

in the sun this wil be - f 8:1 ~ 1/400 sec, with 100ASA film
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So the max kwality gain is in shutter-speed.

I use a picavet , between kite and camera theres 100..200 meter line. look to the camera if there is to mutch motion, I
feel the line for fibrations.

what can a I do more to get a lower-shutter speed?

I want to test wat a extended the upperline on the picavet.

is there a movement-detector that works?

greetings, Rob

(back)

Re: Shutter speed
From: BigDave
Date: 10/10/00
Time: 12:24:05 PM
Remote Name: 209.203.249.176

Comments

Do you need all that depth of field? Why can't you open up that lens a bit...

BigDave

(back)

Re: Shutter speed
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 10/10/00
Time: 6:16:32 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

Well, maybe he has a bit of trouble explaining in English ... I think I understand the problem. Let me see if I can say
it differently.

This is a home built camera. The lens only opens up to a maximum of f8. The lens also is not really designed to be
used on this size film (4 x 5 inches) it was designed to cover a smaller film size and thus has edge fall-off, or
darkening around the edges. A smaller f-stop lessens this effect. Opening up the f-stop would give an image that does
not cover the entire sheet of film, only the central portion.

(back)

Re: Shutter speed
From: Rob van Gils
Date: 10/11/00
Time: 2:56:15 AM
Remote Name: 194.109.38.153

Comments
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thanks Richard,

For translation, but the lens was designed for 4x5" but the dark-edge is a common problem with all 4x5" wide-angle
lenses.

I'm sorry fore the bad Englisch, (Me Dutch is better).

(back)

Lowest shutterspeed ..
From: Rob van 
Date: 10/5/00
Time: 12:10:17 AM
Remote Name: 194.109.38.153

Comments

(back)

Source for plastic GEARS
From: Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com
Date: 10/3/00
Time: 3:52:41 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.255.124

Comments

When I build my R/C controlled KAP rig (a couple of years ago) I found a set of plastic gears from EDMUND
SCIENTIFIC in New Jersey, USA They were a set of gears in different sizes that all could be used with each other.
They were, IMHO, perfect for building a KAP rig.

Edmund Scientific no longer carries that set. The set they now carry only has TWO gears, and thus limits your
options greatly.

I found a source for a similar gear set. It has SIX different sized plastic gears (that all mesh with each other) and is
only $3.00 per set. However the minimum order is $10. I don't know how long they will remain available. This
company specilizes in "surplus" items. Things will show up in the catalog for two or three issues, and then may
never be seen again.

The $10 minimum isn't all that bad (I think Edmund wanted $12 for *one* set, but I may be wrong)

The website is:

www.sciplus.com

I forget the stock number for the gears, but do a search for "plastic gears" and It'll show up. Look for "Richard
Gear"

Get'Em While They Last!!!

(back)

Re: Source for plastic GEARS
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
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Date: 10/13/00
Time: 4:56:49 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.194

Comments

Richard's gears come from American Science & Surplus in the Chicago area. I've bought lots of things from them,
including 30 sets of the gears -- which have been in stock for a couple years now. See the AE Directory for AS&S's
contact info, in addition to the web address Richard gave -- they have a great catalog. The biggest problem with
these gears is that you can't do a 4:1 reduction without using more than 2 gears, meaning lots of space and fuss. I've
settled on another source for lightweight combination gears, which have a 12-tooth gear concentric with a 48-tooth,
so you can stack em up easily and reduce to your heart's content. Gear box & motor available too, which will take
you down to 1:4000! The late/great Rod Thomsen mentioned these first in Aerial Eye 3.3, page 13. All is available
from the Hobby Lobby, which now has a site: www.hobby-lobby.com. The individual gears are avail with two bores:
2.9mm is HLH79452; 3.1mm is HLH79456; each is 95 cents. The gearbox, containing 6 removable gears is
HLH7917, for just $14.90. I've had good luck adapting it to a servo instead of the provided motor. Hobby Lobby too
is in the AE Directory. How soon they forget: check that source first!

(back)

Re: Source for plastic GEARS
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 10/18/00
Time: 6:51:26 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

Well, I hadn't actually *looked* at the gears that I had bought ... so I pulled out a set.

Are you *sure* that the current gears are the same as the previous sets that you've bought? There are six gears. All
with the same tooth spacing (they all mesh with each other) and using the smallest gear as the drive gear, you get: 1
to 2, 1 to 3, 1 to 4, and 1 to 5 ratios. All using just two gears. I marked and tested each to be sure (after reading your
post)

(back)

Re: Source for plastic GEARS
From: Brooks Leffler - kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 10/21/00
Time: 12:04:39 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.31

Comments

Sorry, Richard. I couldn't figure out a way to attach the smallest (10-tooth) gear to the servo, so I ignored it. If you
start with the 20-tooth (which can be attached to a servo drive plate), you can't get 1:4, because the biggest is only 50
teeth. Believe me, I've stared at those gear sets a long time. They're lovely gears, especially for the money, but I find
that I use the Hobby Lobby gears more often. If you can come up with a way to attach the 10 tooth gear to a servo,
let me know -- I've got about 25 sets of the black gears!

(back)

Re: Source for plastic GEARS
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From: Richard Amirault
Date: 10/22/00
Time: 4:44:07 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

Well....the way my rig is set-up (see my web page)

http://www.erols.com/ramirault

I put the *large* gear on the servo, and the *small* gear on the vertical shaft (pendulum)

It's still 1 to 4 no matter which gear is "driven" isn't it?

By the way when I built my rig I used the (old) Edmund Scientific gear set, and accidentally used the 5 to 1 gears ...
so I have *more* than 360 deg capability. Good thing the camera is light, I would not have kept this ratio if I used a
heavy SLR.

(back)

Re: Source for plastic GEARS
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 10/27/00
Time: 11:18:21 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.73

Comments

The way you describe I would call 1:4, as the driving gear turns just 1 for the driven gear's 4. That's the way I used
to do it before I got brave enough to convert a servo to endless 360 rotation, but the servo moves too fast that way
and even faster geared up; you really need to use a very light touch to point where you want. Trouble with the servo
conversion is that it still moves too fast, and I feel the need to gear it down, 1:4. In fact, on my digital rig (as I think I
already mentioned) I have geared it down 1:16, because looking at the monitor I couldn't stop it quick enough even
at 1:4. BTW, Christian Becot once observed that the optimum rotational speed is 5 rpm, whatever that means in this
context.

(back)

Re: Source for plastic GEARS
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 10/27/00
Time: 5:25:14 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

Ok...but that has nothing to do with the subject we've been talking about.

The gears work (they give 360 deg rotation from a 90 deg servo movement), they are cheap, they are available. For
those of us who have no need to open up a servo and mess with the innards they may be "just what the doctor
ordered"

(back)

https://web.archive.org/web/20011125214616/http://www.erols.com/ramirault
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Re: Source for plastic GEARS
From: steve in albuquerque  lewandow@usgs.gov
Date: 11/1/00
Time: 8:10:33 PM
Remote Name: 216.215.104.18

Comments

Ok so I am cheap and a scrounge but have you ever taken a look at all the gears in fax machines or copiers ?

(back)

Re: Source for plastic GEARS
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 11/4/00
Time: 4:14:34 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.242

Comments

Nothing wrong with scrounging gears, switches, or other misc from wherever you find them. I salvaged quite a few
from a copier and used most of them, but I build rigs for other people as well as myself and that's not a reliable
enough source for me.

(back)

New Ricoh point & shoot with 21mm lens
From: NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca)
Date: 9/30/00
Time: 1:54:05 AM
Remote Name: 209.17.154.235

Comments

Found this note, which may be of interest to KAPers. Ricoh have introduced a point & shoot camera with a
bizarrely wide wide-angle lens - 21mm.

http://www.robgalbraith.com/diginews/2000-09/2000_09_26_pk2000_1.html

I think buying a Canon Rebel with a wide-angle lens second-hand might almost be cheaper. Though much heavier,
of course, since Canon's 20mm lens is fairly large and heavy. Their 24mm lens is much lighter.

If I'm not mistaken, Ricoh no longer sell 35mm film cameras in the US market, so Americans might have to look
elsewhere.

- Neil K.

(back)

FP-S148 Servo mod - Great page found with pics and instr.
From: Rick*
Date: 9/29/00

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126150455/http://www.robgalbraith.com/diginews/2000-09/2000_09_26_pk2000_1.html
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Time: 11:45:34 AM
Remote Name: 24.22.134.149

Comments

http://www.hvwtech.com/src/servos_mod_fut_src.html

(back)

Re: FP-S148 Servo mod - Great page found with pics and instr.
From: Peter Bults (kaplab.nl@wxs.nl)
Date: 11/12/00
Time: 1:23:38 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.202.2

Comments

Sadly the page disappeared on 12 nov 2000.

(back)

Re: FP-S148 Servo mod - Great page found with pics and instr.
From: 
Date: 12/1/00
Time: 3:58:11 AM
Remote Name: 194.23.183.1

Comments

I found another link with good instructions on how to modify a Futaba S148 for 360 degrees rotation.
http://pws.prserv.net/pebly/futaba360.html The S3003 is similar in construction and can easily be modified.
However you will need to use a sharp knife to modify it, so the change will be permanent.

(back)

Re: FP-S148 Servo mod - Great page found with pics and instr.
From: 
Date: 12/1/00
Time: 4:20:42 AM
Remote Name: 194.23.183.1

Comments

The best page on servo modifications that I have found.
http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/BasKAP.html

(back)

rdicks@cnxmedia.com
From: Ricoh 35R can be purchased !
Date: 9/26/00

https://web.archive.org/web/20020102040025/http://www.hvwtech.com/src/servos_mod_fut_src.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20011126151327/http://pws.prserv.net/pebly/futaba360.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20011125235920/http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/BasKAP.html
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Time: 8:58:27 PM
Remote Name: 63.207.15.184

Comments

Re the Ricoh 35R camera. It's a great unit, and can be purchased online. Try one of these two locations...

http://store.yahoo.com/jbronline-sg/1930.html

or

http://www.henrys.com

I have the silver version, and really like it. E-mail me with questions.

(back)

Flying Stamps
From: Cris Benton
Date: 9/23/00
Time: 6:36:41 PM
Remote Name: 136.152.194.160

Comments

Basic Stamp

Over the years I have takem an occasional look at the Basic Stamp embedded controller made by Parallax
Incorporated. Parallax describes their tiny product, the size of a 16-pin DIP integrated circuit as

ý small computers that run Parallax BASIC (PBASIC) programs. They have fully programmable I/O pins that can
be used to directly interface to TTL-level devices, such as buttons, LEDs, speakers, potentiometers, and shift
registers. And with just a few extra components, these I/O pins can be connected to non-TTL devices, such as
solenoids, relays, RS-232 networks, and other high current/voltage devices.ý

http://www.parallaxinc.com/

On my most recent visit to the Parallax WWW site I was intrigued to find that they offered a system of radio
frequency transceivers with a line of sight range of 250 feet (almost enough) that bi-directional transfer of digital
data using 418 or 433.92 MHz. I began to imagine a Basic Stamp-based system in which the KAPer presses a button
to fire the camera, the request is digitally transmitted to an airborne receiver, the camera cradle waits until tiny
sensors indicate the rig is sufficiently still and level, a relay closes to produce the exposure, this fact is radioed back
to the ground controller where a light flashes and a film counter increments.

Intrigued by this notion, and the possibility of an alternative to 72 MHz, I finally bit the hook this week and ordered
a couple of books, the Basic Stamp II Board of Education package, and supporting accoutrements. First order of
business will be for sons Charlie, Thomas, and I to play with the Stamp making a robot or two, getting a feel for the
devices. Then, on to flying Stamps.

Now, my question to the loyal readers: has anyone been down this path before? What other functions might you ask
out of this miniature imbedded controller? Anyone had there hands on the RF transceiver components?

All for now.

Cheers,

Cris

https://web.archive.org/web/20011125215056/http://store.yahoo.com/jbronline-sg/1930.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20011125215056/http://www.henrys.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20011126153937/http://www.parallaxinc.com/
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(back)

Re: Flying Stamps
From: Scott Kroeger
Date: 10/2/00
Time: 8:17:25 PM
Remote Name: 169.207.70.119

Comments

Hi Cris,

Iýve been flying a microprocessor in my rig from the start. I use an Atmel AVR micro to decode one servo channel
for use as the trigger for my Olympus Epic camera. The micro drives an infrared LED with the same signal pattern
used by the Epicýs remote control transmitter. This allows me to trip the shutter without the weight and complexity
of a servo motor and without hacking into the camera to get at the shutter contacts. That micro also decodes the
same servo channel to toggle my video transmitter on and off. Full stick travel one way takes a picture, full travel
the other way toggles the video on and off.

Iým already getting two way communications from my rig, through I donýt user a computer to do it. My video
camera/transmitter package includes a microphone that allows me to ýhearý the camera snap a shot on my
handheld TV.

My next project is to use the micro to ýclean upý the tilt servo signal, which jitters a bit when the TV transmitter is
on.

Those little 434MHz radio links you found are pretty cool. Ben and I will have to play with some someday.

Cheers, Scott

(back)

Re: Flying Stamps
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/30/00
Time: 9:35:55 AM
Remote Name: 206.228.248.23

Comments

For those that haven't invested in the basic stamp yet you may want to consider using a PIC. The Basic Stamp is just
a specialized PIC application. Go to the following site and read more about the advantages of going the straight PIC
route.

http://www.rentron.com/

Also look at the transmitter and receiver boards for $6.50 US. It may be possible to interface the Basic Stamp with
these and be much cheaper than the modules mentioned earlier by Cris. The effective range seems like it is about the
same and may be somewhat limiting for KAP applications.

David Hunt

(back)

Re: Flying Stamps

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126000256/http://www.rentron.com/
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From: 
Date: 9/29/00
Time: 11:43:18 AM
Remote Name: 24.22.134.149

Comments

I did the same and and it's a facinating device. I see someone already used a stamp to trigger the shutter in two
steps. See LOSA application notes on their list server. The skies the linit now.

(back)

Re: Flying Stamps
From: Cary Clements
Date: 9/25/00
Time: 10:55:53 AM
Remote Name: 63.82.76.117

Comments

Cris,

Take a look at this website: http://www.wco.com/~dgreno

He does aerial photography from model aircraft and uses programmable integrated circuits (PIC) to trigger the
shutter and also stepper motors to move the camera. I'm not sure how it related to Basic Stamps but worth checking
out. There's also a cool part on panoramic photography.

I think it would be neat to program a KAP rig to take a series of photos for a panoramic view but only if the rig were
at the same altitude for all the shots, and of course level. The altitude could be controlled using an
altimeter/barometer. You could program the rig to start the cycle, pan the camera, and only take the next shot if the
camera were within a certain altitude compared to the last shot.

Cary

(back)

Re: Flying Stamps
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/24/00
Time: 10:17:21 PM
Remote Name: 206.105.203.199

Comments

Parallax also offers a small device that allows you to interface the basic stamp with 8 servos. The servos are
controlled by a serial link that sends three three bytes to operate a servo (sync byte, servo number byte, servo
position byte). The trick will be to interface the user controls with the basic stamp so it can send the proper signal to
the servo controller.

I've been looking for a project for a class I have next spring where I have to interface a computer with some real
world device. This should work great. I had seen the basic stamp around, glad you decided to look into it a little
further.

David Hunt

https://web.archive.org/web/20020102033841/http://www.wco.com/~dgreno
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(back)

Re: Flying Stamps
From: Rob van Gils
Date: 9/25/00
Time: 2:09:36 AM
Remote Name: 194.109.38.153

Comments

I don't have experience with the next system but I think it must work with "the stamp", the only problem is to make
it : Place IR optic-sensor in the middel of the rangefind of the camera, and place the IR source at the middel of your
subject, in combination with a optic level check (3 sensors checking the horizon for optic contrast) with sum kind of
movement detector, It must be BULLS-EYE every time.

Keep it up, Rob van Gils, Eindhoven, The Netherlands

(back)

Rigs etc.
From: DZ
Date: 9/23/00
Time: 5:20:29 PM
Remote Name: 216.175.71.26

Comments

New to the site. Willing to trade info from many years as commercial photographer for info on how to get a camera
up into the air without spending my remaining years (40 or so) at the basement workbench! Thanks.

(back)

Balloon aerial photography rig
From: NK Guy (tela@tela.bc.ca)
Date: 9/19/00
Time: 9:03:53 PM
Remote Name: 209.17.154.121

Comments

I went to the annual Burning Man festival in Nevada this year, with a balloon camera rig modelled after a basic
KAP rig. I used a modified X-10 video camera in addition to a 35mm point 'n' shoot, all triggered via servos.

If anyone's interested, take a look at: http://www.burningcam.com/

Unfortunately the weather didn't cooperate with me, so I wasn't able to get the photos I'd hoped. In fact, if I'd taken
a kite I would've done just fine. Ah well. Next year.

My technical FAQ may be of interest to some KAPers. In particular, I worked on ways of improving the quality of
the video image transmitted by the X-10 camera system. The camera itself is junk, but is easily replaced by a higher
quality CCD camera. Or, if you want to spend less money, you can simply replace the awful X-10 lens with a higher
quality one.

https://web.archive.org/web/20011125222825/http://www.burningcam.com/
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Anyway. There you go. And thanks to Charles and all the other KAP hobbyists out there with great information
pages. I couldn't have built my balloon rig without you guys!

- Neil K.

(back)

4x5" camera
From: Rob van Gils
Date: 9/18/00
Time: 12:00:51 AM
Remote Name: 194.109.38.153

Comments

I'm verry happy with me first results, of mine selfbuild 4x5" camera. and make 3 black and white photo's at
grondlevel with 100 ASA /1:8 diafragm / and 400 ASA / 1:16 diafragm film, with a shutter speed of 1:250 sec. the 1:8
gives darker edges than the 1:16.

I used a scheider 65mm 1:8 lens (this is like a 22mm for 36mm film) and a 4x5" filmcassette. in-between I build a
hardwooden triplex box. the camera is fixed focus / ~600 gram / tiggerd with a servo. I now designin one 2 kanals rig
(Rotation and Shutter), for 3 camera's :/olympus [mju2] / nikon 801s / 4x5" 65mm cam.

now I wonder before I invest in expencive film material, what is a good film for this 4x5" cam?

Ectachrome , with E6 proces? Color negative film Kodak/ Fuji? 100, 400, 800, ASA negative Film?

Also is a shutterspeed of 1:500 better, this means that I must use a higer sensitive film (more grain).

please help me,

Rob van Gils , The Netherlands.

(back)

Re: 4x5" camera
From: DZ
Date: 9/23/00
Time: 12:00:21 PM
Remote Name: 216.175.65.153

Comments

A faster film may work to your advantage. Since your f-stop will be smaller at a given shutter speed, depth of field
will be greater and so focus will be more predictable.

(back)

Re: 4x5" camera
From: DZ
Date: 9/23/00
Time: 11:38:05 AM
Remote Name: 216.175.65.153
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Comments

You may find color negative film to be far more versatile in most situation. Grain in generally not an issue with film
of that size.

(back)

Picavet ref
From: Allan, St. Lucia
Date: 9/16/00
Time: 5:31:48 PM
Remote Name: 206.128.215.99

Comments

I'm using this technology for mapping mangroves and need to reference the sources in a publication. Does anyone
have the complete citation for Picavet's 1912 publication? I would really like to credit him. TIA Allan

(back)

Re: Picavet ref
From: Peter Bults (peter.bults@wxs.nl)
Date: 9/17/00
Time: 11:57:28 AM
Remote Name: 195.121.6.105

Comments

Hello Allen,

This is what I found on Ralf Beutnagel's (our Picavet expert)webpages (http:\\home.t-online.de/hom/beutn/b.htm):

"Der Anfang Im November 1912 verýffentliche PICAVET im Magazin "La Revue du cerf-volant" den Artikel
"Suspension Pendulaire Elliptique" (Elliptische Seil-Pendel-Aufhýngung) und belegt damit, daý bereits zu Beginn
dieses Jahrhunderts Probleme der Stabilitýt bei der Fesseldrachen-Luftbildfotografie Gegenstand der Forschung
waren. Es ist der Verdienst von Michel DUSARIEZ, dem Prýsidenten der Kite Aerial Photography Worlwide
Association (KAPWA), die Verýffentlichung von Pierre L. PICAVET im KAPWA-Magazin vom April 1988 (Vol. 3,
No.2) vorzustellen und so dem Schicksal des Vergessens zu entreiýen."

In case you don't understand german this is what you are looking for: Pierre L. Picavet published in the french
magazine "La Revue du cerf-volant" (The Kite Review) in november 1912 his article on "Suspension Pendulaire
Elliptique" (Elliptical pendular suspension).

I hope I can see something of your work because i am very interested in the results of KAP being used for scientific
research.

Peter Bults

(back)

Re: Picavet ref
From: Allan, St. Lucia
Date: 9/27/00
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Time: 6:00:43 PM
Remote Name: 209.88.70.237

Comments

Many thanks for the help. I'm also interested in knowing about any publications that describe using KAP to get
information, i.e. a bibliography of applications. I know of only a few, mapping reefs in Australia and finding outlines
of old towns in Libya for example.

(back)

Pendulum's
From: terenced@spiritone.com
Date: 9/14/00
Time: 8:22:34 PM
Remote Name: 208.130.240.72

Comments

Looking for someone using a pendulum camera mount. I want to fly my nikon 990 when they release the
intravalmeter to fire the camera and would like to have comments on the length of a pendulum and the stability, I
read with interest the articles in the aerial eye that referenced these. Is the lenght arbritray?

Terence Dodge wannabe kapper

(back)

Re: Pendulum's
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 10/13/00
Time: 5:18:48 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.194

Comments

Try Bob Brown in Florida: rbrown3rd@mindspring.com or Craig Wilson in Madison WI: kitecam@juno.com

(back)

best soft kite for KAP
From: Rob van Gils
Date: 9/12/00
Time: 6:26:23 AM
Remote Name: 194.109.38.153

Comments

After building a Sanjo and a Maxi-Dopero, I like to build a FlowForm for KAP , but I have sum qwestion's,

Witch Flowform(s) is best for 3...6 Bft.? American ff / Rowlandson ff / other?

what happens with a flowform if the wind is gone?
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Witch tail is best for high/low wind?

will reinforcement of the airinlet-holes with (2mm)carbon make a better kite?

Greetings from Eindhoven, the Neterlands

Rob van Gils.

(back)

Re: best soft kite for KAP
From: Peter Bults (peter.bults@wxs.nl)
Date: 9/15/00
Time: 12:36:03 AM
Remote Name: 195.121.6.107

Comments

Hello Rob, In theory the Rowlands FF should be better. It's more "high-tech". But I think it is hard to prove the
Rowlands FF is really the best. Most of the time I use a fuzzy taul. It seems to be very efficient. But any other tail
will work.

If you want to test a Rowlands FF standard, a bigger one or a Junior with different tails you can do that 40 km's east
of Eindhoven. Let me know by e-mail. You even fly an experimental FF-like framed kite.

Peter Bults.

(back)

Need info to buy kite & acces. for Photography
From: Mark Kelleher, Ireland
Date: 9/11/00
Time: 2:47:34 PM
Remote Name: 159.134.218.112

Comments

Hi,

Mark Kelleher, from Cork in Ireland here, We're a Press Photo Agency We wish to buy a kite for aerial
photography and all the accessories needed to use it, candle, radio electronics etc.

Can You Help.

Regards Mark Kelleher

www.nppa.ie e-mail mark@nppa.ie

(back)

NMH Batterys and charger
From: Kevin Flynn
Date: 9/6/00
Time: 7:28:47 PM
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Remote Name: 216.228.4.166

Comments

I have been using NMH batterys for the last eight months, the capacty of the AAs is 1350mah 1.2volts AAAs 550mah
1.2 volts,I use them in my radio receiver and transmitter I have never had to recharge or replace them in the field,
and have well over an hour of constant use with no problem, Brooks Leffler is using them I beleive on his video
down link (so am I). The charger we both use is from Radio Shack model CAT#23-422 it is quite small, it will charge
NMH and nicad batterys 8,AA, 8,AAA, or two 9volt. It is a quick charger and takes about an hour for AAs, AAAs,
and overnight for the 9volt batterys. This charger is not on display at some Radio Shack stores but they usually have
it in stock. Hope this is of some help, Cheers, Kevin.

(back)

Re: NMH Batterys and charger
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 9/7/00
Time: 4:52:41 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.195

Comments

Since Kevin and I parted company last, I changed my mind about chargers, and since I was going to Germany I
decided to get the MAHA C-777 from Thomas Distributing. They laud this charger as the greatest thing since the
magneto. Well, predictably, while it is a very flexible system that fits all manner of batteries, it has its quirks. I'm not
convinced it discharges the way it's supposed to, but it sure is quick with NiMHs. I've used it with AAs and AAAs,
and my AA NiCad r/c transmitter pack as well. It worked fine in Deutschland with a 220vAC/12vDC adapter I just
happened across at a Floh Markt I went to with Wolfgang, but it also worked with the stateside DC adapter plugged
into a Radio Shack 220 converter, admittedly a more clunky solution.

As to batteries, I've converted everything on my digirig to NiMH except my r/c transmitter, and am driving both my
r/c receiver and my 2.4 gHz video downlink with just 4 AAA NiMHs through the X-10 power upconverter. Peter van
Erkel gave me the plans and parts for what should be a sturdier upconverter, but I haven't built it yet.

(back)

Preferred radio batteries?
From: Cris Benton
Date: 9/5/00
Time: 8:32:55 PM
Remote Name: 136.152.193.188

Comments

It is time for me to renew my batteries. I have been using an older form of high capacity Ni-Cads and keep two sets
of transmitter batteries and two sets of receiver batteries (6V AE). In the field I use a Tower Hobby 12 VDC fast
charger operating off of the car's cigarette lighter socket. At home I cycle them with an old ACE Digipace II.

Now I wonder if I should order NiMH battery packs as replacements? If I do will my old chargers work? Can the
NiMH packs be rapidly charged? So I though I would vet these questions to the discussion group and see what you
folks are using.

Cheers,

Cris
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(back)

Re: Preferred radio batteries?
From: Richard Amirault
Date: 9/6/00
Time: 5:32:13 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

Ni-Cad's and NiMh (nickle metal hydryde) are two *different* animals.... unless specifically mentioned my the
battery charger manufacturer, I would *not* use a ni-cad charger on NiMh batteries.

Yes, they can be fast-charged, but the charger has to be designed for them. There are chargers around that *can*
charge both NiCad and NiMh (but I haven't seen one that will also charge Lithium-Ion as well) MAHA makes a
rapid charger for both types. I use one for my various ham radio and scanner battery packs.

www.maha-comm.com/

(back)

Re: Preferred radio batteries?
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/6/00
Time: 9:25:21 AM
Remote Name: 206.105.207.65

Comments

Cris,

I just recently started using NiMH batteries. I had used the trickle charger that came with my radio gear, so when I
purchased my AA NiMH batteries I bought a charger at the same time. The charger, a MAHA MH-C204F, indicates
that its rapid charge current is 500mA and trickle current is 24mA. It is advertised as compatable with NiCD and
NiMH batteries, so I would assume that your fast charger would work if it did not exceed 500mA. One thing that I
noticed was the NiMH AA batteries were extremely HOT at the end of a full charge. This is the URL of Thomas
Distributing which specializes in NiMH batteries and accessories:

http://thomas-distributing.com/

Although even more expensive than NiMH batteries you might consider Lithium Ion batteries (not to be confused
with Lithium batteries). There is no memory problem associated with Li-Ion and there is considerable weight
savings. The term used in the trade is energy density, Li-Ion batteries have a higher energy density than NiMH.
They produce the same energy as NiMH batteries but weigh approximately 35% less, and NiMH has a higher
energy density compared to NiCD.

I don't know the specifics but you would have to have a charger designed to recharge Li-Ion batteries.

David Hunt

(back)

Strategy.com Wind alerts
From: Thomas Winningham

https://web.archive.org/web/20011125220114/http://thomas-distributing.com/
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Date: 9/5/00
Time: 9:04:22 AM
Remote Name: 208.4.212.12

Comments

I have found a fairly useful service at http://www.strategy.com -- Through their "personal alerts" section of weather
reminders, I can have them page my email-ready pager with a notice that the wind speed is above say 10mph for my
Sutton. They don't seem to, as of yet, give you a forecast ahead of time, but rather alert you to current conditions. I
could see this as useful for those who fly in a different area than where they live, and could get paged when its a good
kite flying day.

Anyway... just a thought, and I just wanted to pass it along... hope you all get some great pictures this autumn!

(back)

Simple Shutter Trigger??? Is it possible
From: Earl Greenhough   egreenhough@growtec.ca
Date: 9/1/00
Time: 2:06:01 PM
Remote Name: 206.75.81.54

Comments

I stumbled across this site the other day and WOW... what a wealth of knowledge. I'm now in the process of
developing my first rig. As a first attempt I want to use a disposable camera.... the stumbling block is triggering the
shutter. Ice Trigger sounds good, but it is 40 F here today in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada so it might take awhile. No
one seems to know what an intervelometer is and so I cant find one locally, and I'm not ready to spend money on
radios and electronics...yet.

Is there a simple trigger?

Any ideas or words of wisdom would be appreciated in these pre-flight stages. I look forward to embarking on this
new challenge and building new rigs!

Thanks - Earl

(back)

Re: Simple Shutter Trigger??? Is it possible
From: wellsd@thegizmoshop.com
Date: 1/15/01
Time: 3:02:40 PM
Remote Name: 207.228.64.21

Comments

I am working on a project for time lapse SLR photography. I might be able to help you. email me David wells

(back)

Re: Simple Shutter Trigger??? Is it possible
From: gary@cvind.com

https://web.archive.org/web/20011125213923/http://www.strategy.com/
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Date: 12/9/00
Time: 5:46:48 AM
Remote Name: 216.227.140.48

Comments

Hello all! Well I thought I would explain about the ice trigger I use. It is not dependent on the ice melting. With
spring pressure on the wire the trigger will function just fine in any weather. The wire will penetrate the ice due to
the pressure applied. Of course the time delay will differ under different conditions. See my drawing at
http://www.cvind.com/camera2.jpg Have fun!

(back)

Re: Simple Shutter Trigger??? Is it possible
From: David Foster
Date: 11/27/00
Time: 10:48:11 PM
Remote Name: 12.34.178.196

Comments

Using the ice timer during the winter certinally poses some problems. I thought of something else that may work but
haven't implemented it myself. This would be to use baking soda and vinegar, some fish tank tubing and a small pill
bottle and a medical syringe. Epoxy syringe to the camera button and put the tube on the needle end and connect it
to a small pill bottle (epoxy seal the bottle and tube). Wrap baking soda in a paper towel or heavy piece of paper
drop in the bottle and add vinger and seal the top. Slow saturation of the paper will provide your delay and as the
air pressure builds the syringe will pressurize and whola! you get your photo. You would have to experiment with
the paper you use to get the timing you need. I'll try this someday and update this posting. The concept works in a
plastic bag and the amount of CO2 produced is certinally enough to trigger the event.

(back)

Re: Simple Shutter Trigger??? Is it possible
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/17/00
Time: 5:10:53 PM
Remote Name: 206.228.248.35

Comments

I just ran across the following web site by David Williams:

http://www.geocities.com/ResearchTriangle/Node/4729/

It shows a one shot shutter trigger that uses a wet paper towel to provide a "timed" delay.

David Hunt

(back)

Re: Simple Shutter Trigger??? Is it possible
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 9/5/00

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126155551/http://www.cvind.com/camera2.jpg
https://web.archive.org/web/20011115120744/http://www.geocities.com/ResearchTriangle/Node/4729/
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Time: 9:30:03 AM
Remote Name: 167.33.21.2

Comments

Hi Earl, Drive down to your local Princess Auto surplus store and buy a bell timer, cat.#0725135 for $1.99 CND.
Take the housing apart and use 4-40 screws to mount the clockwork to your frame. They're good for up to 16
minutes.

Carl Ottawa

(back)

Re: Simple Shutter Trigger??? Is it possible
From: David Foster
Date: 9/2/00
Time: 4:17:56 AM
Remote Name: 12.34.178.230

Comments

The simplest way to go is the modified clothes pin with a sparkler (sparkler melts thread holding clothers pin open)
or the ice timer using salt or even a wire wound heater to melt it faster(a wire wound resistor with a battery is
another idea). I have test all these ideas and they worked great. The sparkler was the best of all but then there are
considerations to keep in mind. One being fire saftey should the sparkler ever fall off while burning. IF you look
back at some of my previous postings you will see one entitled "lowest cost approach found" or something like that -
there is a link to a site describing in great detail some of the methods I have outlined.

(back)

Re: Simple Shutter Trigger??? Is it possible
From: Bill Nelson
Date: 6/11/01
Time: 10:34:35 AM
Remote Name: 64.24.66.166

Comments

I'd try using dry ice in cold climates.

(back)

Re: Simple Shutter Trigger??? Is it possible
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/1/00
Time: 9:26:28 PM
Remote Name: 206.228.248.24

Comments

Try this URL that Ryan Young sent me in may

http://www.sirius.com/~thayer/ffpages/tips/timer/timer.html

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126002038/http://www.sirius.com/~thayer/ffpages/tips/timer/timer.html
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it describes a dethermalizer used with small free flight gliders that uses Silly Putty and to pieces of aluminum tubing
that could possibly be adapted to trigger a camera shutter.

David Hunt

(back)

Re: Simple Shutter Trigger??? Is it possible
From: David Hunt
Date: 9/2/00
Time: 11:47:23 AM
Remote Name: 206.105.203.223

Comments

I've read every entry on this dicussion page since it began, and always amazes me to read some of the older postings
again. It's like you never read them the first time.

"Cheap Timers" posted 6/23/98 by JAW a non-KAPer starts a thread that adds more detail to the use of the Silly
Putty timer.

(back)

Video Transmitter
From: Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com
Date: 8/31/00
Time: 7:43:33 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.11.233

Comments

I've been *real* happy with my current KAP setup. Going from a "guess at the angle on the ground and wait for the
self timer to trip the shutter" .... to .... "full radio control" has made a *world* of difference :-)

However, I've been resisting adding a video link. As it is, I somethimes need three hands to do everything I need to
do. Adding video will only complicate things, but I've decided to give it a try. Over the weekend I was at a ham radio
fleamarket (one of my other hobbies, N1JDU) and purchased a *real* small video transmitter. This operates on a
ham frequency, so you *must* have a Technichian class licence, or higher, to operate it. I already have a B&W micro
video camera (about the size of a postage stamp), so now I've got to figure out how to receive the signal, and how to
view it in daylight!! (while not interfering with flying the kite, and running the KAP rig!!)

Information on this transmitter can be found at

http://www.transmitvideo.com

Richard Amirault Boston, MA, USA

(back)

Micro video transmitter for PAL format (not NTSC)
From: kajo@students.llaky.fi
Date: 8/30/00
Time: 6:49:07 AM
Remote Name: 194.215.98.59

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126000409/http://www.transmitvideo.com/
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Comments

I have seen many small transmitter adverticed in the internet, but... they use NTSC format (TV resolution used in
USA). I live in Finland (in Europe) and TV format used here is PAL, not NTSC and small video transmitters are
also hard to find.

Can anyone help me finding a mail order store in Europe that sells micro transmitters with/without camera for PAL
format?

KAI e-mail kajo@students.llaky.fi

(back)

Micro video transmitter for PAL format (not NTSC)
From: kajo@students.llaky.fi
Date: 8/30/00
Time: 6:48:52 AM
Remote Name: 194.215.98.59

Comments

I have seen many small transmitter adverticed in the internet, but... they use NTSC format (TV resolution used in
USA). I live in Finland (in Europe) and TV format used here is PAL, not NTSC and small video transmitters are
also hard to find.

Can anyone help me finding a mail order store in Europe that sells micro transmitters with/without camera for PAL
format?

KAI e-mail kajo@students.llaky.fi

(back)

Re: Micro video transmitter for PAL format (not NTSC)
From: Martin Hood
Date: 9/10/00
Time: 4:10:06 PM
Remote Name: 193.113.185.137

Comments

Try Maplin Electronics in the UK (which is in Europe, depending on who you ask !)

They sell a Video Sender unit for 79.99UKP, that works on the license exempt 2.4Ghz Band.

www.maplin.co.uk Order code LF730

Martin Hood, Co. Durham, England

(back)

Re: Micro video transmitter for PAL format (not NTSC)
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 9/11/00
Time: 7:39:26 AM
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Remote Name: 57.231.152.250

Comments

Maplins also do a complete wireless video system including camera and receiver/ 6 inch monitor for about 199 UKP.
Not particularly KAP suited as it uses about 8 AA batteries but would be a good approach for someone not wanting
to mess around with electronics. Simon

(back)

KAP in Scientific American
From: Cary Clements
Date: 8/24/00
Time: 2:31:00 PM
Remote Name: 134.181.59.20

Comments

Ooops. Details, details!

The article about KAP is actually in the September 2000 issue of Scientific American and not in Smithsonian
magazine as I earlier posted. Sorry.

(back)

Re: KAP in Scientific American
From: Cris Benton
Date: 9/4/00
Time: 9:39:23 AM
Remote Name: 136.152.194.28

Comments

Shawn Carlson's Amateur Scientist article is available (at least for now) under the current issue section of Scientific
American's WWW site:

http://www.scientificamerican.com/2000/0900issue/0900amsci.html

The article provides an informal and generally useful summary of kites as lifting vehicles with KAP as an example.
With all of the fine aerial images available these days I wish Carlson had included a sample photograph or two. My
impression is that the text was largely derived from secondary sources. A few things suffered in the translation - the
detail of cutting and then tying kiteline to O-rings comes to mind. Knotching spreader bars to protect the kiteline
from failure seems questionable with cameras aloft. Alas, no references are provided.

(back)

KAP in a Corn Field
From: Cary Clements
Date: 8/24/00
Time: 1:25:32 PM
Remote Name: 134.181.59.20

Comments

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126152340/http://www.scientificamerican.com/2000/0900issue/0900amsci.html
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To see some of my photos of a corn field maze in Maine go to:

http://www.awap.org/maze2000/

(back)

KAP in Smithsonian Magazine
From: Cary Clements
Date: 8/24/00
Time: 1:18:13 PM
Remote Name: 134.181.59.20

Comments

The October 2000 issue of Smithsonian has an article about using kites to lift scientific equipment. It also includes
info about KAP that is slightly mis-informed, but the graphics are cool.

(back)

on the SPOT
From: Rob van Gils
Date: 8/24/00
Time: 5:49:01 AM
Remote Name: 194.109.38.153

Comments

now a eddit a flasch LED (normal its used at the back of a bicycle) to te rig. to get a small spot i put small black
tubes arrond the (2)leds. so if I'm on the spot of the subject, and look up to the camera, and see red leds flash,I'm in
the center of the picture. this will be visalble till ~100 meters.

(back)

Video Transmission
From: Kevin Flynn
Date: 8/18/00
Time: 1:36:28 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.65

Comments

Want to let you all know that at X10. com there is a camera system (color)avalable, transmitter and camera weight
3oz it's camera coverage is just about the same as a regular 35mm lens (horizontally) I have been using it for about 8
months now the unit is powered with four AAA cells I use the NMH cells and get approx two hours of running time
so I can just switch it on at launch time. The camera and transmitter are 49$, the little power converter is 20$ but
when you purchase the camera and transmitter they give you a 20$ gift voucher so the power converter is free. If
you want the camera transmitter, receiver unit complete it runs about 75$ I as I said hve used it for some time with
no problems I know Brooks Leffler is using this unit too as well as another local KAPer Gary Thurmond, he uses his
with a digital camera and the results are amazing. Glad all is back to normal I have missed the site Thanx Cris

(back)

https://web.archive.org/web/20011125214558/http://www.awap.org/maze2000/
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Re: Video Transmission
From: Thomas Winningham
Date: 8/23/00
Time: 6:47:41 AM
Remote Name: 208.4.212.12

Comments

What all is used for a video receiver? In Cris' latest pictures I saw what looks like a modification of an old
camcorder viewfinder... Also, would one mount the camera just near the still camera? With SLR I could've swore I
read that someone was actually pointing the video camera through the KAP camera.

(back)

Re: Video Transmission
From: David Hunt
Date: 8/23/00
Time: 9:21:44 PM
Remote Name: 206.105.207.103

Comments

You can consider a video rig having four parts:

1.Camera

2.Video transmitter or sender

3.Video receiver

4.Video display

Most video setups that I have seen mount the video camera near the film camera and align it as close as they can
with the film camera. I have heard of a few individuals that mounted the video camera to look through the
viewfinder of their SLR camera.

With many of the digital cameras a jack is provided that gives a video output of what the camera is seeing. This
signal can be connected directly to the transmitter and eliminates the need for an extra camera on the rig.

The video display can be any device that will display the signal output from the video receiver. This can be a small
TV, the view finder from a camcorder, or an aftermarket 3" to 4" LCD video screen originally designed to be added
to camcorders that did not come with the fold out screen that a common nowadays.

Wolfgang Beck experimented with mounting a video reciever, batteries, and a scavanged video view finder to a
bicycle helmet for hands free operation. A picture of him wearing the helmet appeared in The Aerial Eye (3:2).

A picture of an aftermarket LCD used by Kevin Flynn can be found at:

http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/ARTICLE_000628_X10_Flynn.html

This article by Kevin also talks about the Xcam2 from X10, which is a very inexpensive, and lightweight video
camera, sender, and receiver.

David Hunt

(back)

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126001657/http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/ARTICLE_000628_X10_Flynn.html
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Re: Video Transmission
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 8/24/00
Time: 4:35:08 AM
Remote Name: 57.231.152.250

Comments

You might like to take a look at my pages on bodging together a video system for KAP based on a 2.4GHz video
sender unit and camera viewfinder its at: http://www.harb85.freeserve.co.uk/vid/vid.htm

Simon

(back)

video image transmission
From: Eric Shamay
Date: 8/15/00
Time: 3:59:48 PM
Remote Name: 63.200.116.44

Comments

Hi everyone,

I am very new to this art but have a bit of experience with mechanical systems such as rc models and controls. I'm
thinking of putting together a pinhole camera to rig up to the kap rig, but I really don't have any clue as to how
transmission works for video signals. I really don't want to spend > $50 for a pre-made set, but if I do then I really
want to build my own so I can atleast learn something from the process. With the pinhole camera in mind, does
anyone know of any resources that would be of use in transmitting the video signal (building a transmitter) and
decoding the signal (building a receiver)?

I have thought of purchasing an ARRL handbook, and a few other ARRL publications, being the amatuer operator
that I am... I was thinking that Amatuer television sources would be useful, but I can't find too many.

(back)

Re: video image transmission
From: Carl Bigras
Date: 8/16/00
Time: 9:57:11 AM
Remote Name: 167.33.21.2

Comments

Hi, You can start at Ramsey Electronics; http://www.ramseyelectronics.com/

Carl

(back)

Re: video image transmission

https://web.archive.org/web/20020102031836/http://www.harb85.freeserve.co.uk/vid/vid.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20011125220647/http://www.ramseyelectronics.com/
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From: Eric Shamay
Date: 8/16/00
Time: 5:03:55 PM
Remote Name: 63.200.116.44

Comments

I've seen quite a few sites up with perfect little transmitters that run off of 5v sources. They're lightweight, easy on
the power consumption, and perfect in every way... except for the price. I feel that if I'm going to spend >$180 I
should atleast learn something from the experience. So I would gladly spend that much on parts and plans, but for a
pre-made system, I'm not so keen on the idea. Do you know of any places with plans for those tiny transmitters that
can be found on ramseyelectronics.com?

(back)

Good to see it back up!
From: Thomas Winningham
Date: 8/15/00
Time: 10:18:53 AM
Remote Name: 208.4.212.12

Comments

It's good to see the discussion back up... I felt a little bit in a slump perhaps in my hubby while it was down hehe... I
perused rec.kites for a bit, but it just wasn't the same. ;P

Mr. Benton mentioned summertime as being the time for KAP... but aren't the best pictures of outdoors taken
during Autumn when the sun is starting to get more southern, and the leaves change? Also a little cooler so you
don't get sweat all over your rig (hehe)...

(back)

Test
From: Benton
Date: 8/14/00
Time: 1:14:33 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.143

Comments

The discussion page is back up.

(back)

Re: Test
From: Rob van Gils
Date: 8/15/00
Time: 12:41:22 AM
Remote Name: 194.109.38.153

Comments

I'm happy to see the discusion back again!
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Greetings, Rob van Gils.

(back)

Digital Elph by Canon
From: Bob bob@thebrowns.com
Date: 7/13/00
Time: 6:14:04 AM
Remote Name: 141.232.1.10

Comments

Has anyone seen the new Digital Elph by Canon? It is 3.5 inches wide and weighs about 6 ounces with batteries and
memory card. Don't know how much it costs but it sure looks like a good candidate for digital KAP.

http://www.bbbrown.com/bbbrown/kap.html

(back)

Re: Digital Elph by Canon
From: Cris Benton
Date: 8/14/00
Time: 2:57:19 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.143

Comments

I had been eagerly awaiting the Canon S100 (Digital Elph) for a few months and bought one the week they were
released. I then promptly took it to Europe and shot 2,000 images in its 480x640 resolution mode. You can find the
entire set at:

http://www-archusers.ced.berkeley.edu/~cris/europe/

I really enjoy this camera. It is both rugged and small. The proprietary, rechargable lithium ion battery has enough
umphh to take 60 or so photographs with the display screen running and I found two batteries would take me
through most days. With the display screen off it is rated for over 250 photographs per charge. The lens is sharp, the
CompactFlash media is convenient, and the $525 street price is not too shocking. The cameras video out port just
begs to have a video transmitter added for KAP purposes.

I ultimately plan to fly the S100 but do not know when I will build the rig.

Cheers,

Cris

(back)

Re: Digital Elph by Canon
From: Bob Brown rbrown3rd@mindspring.com
Date: 8/25/00
Time: 8:10:50 PM
Remote Name: 4.48.148.86

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126001506/http://www.bbbrown.com/bbbrown/kap.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20011125212525/http://www-archusers.ced.berkeley.edu/~cris/europe/
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Comments

Cris, Thanks for the feedback on the camera. I am going to the URL you gave now to check out the pics. Sure looks
appealing to me for a KAP camera.

(back)

Re: Digital Elph by Canon
From: Bob bob@thebrowns.com
Date: 7/13/00
Time: 6:16:10 AM
Remote Name: 141.232.1.10

Comments

Here is the URL containing information about the Elph. It sure is tiny and their sample images look very good.

http://www.powershot.com/powershot2/s100/index.html

(back)

question
From: timothyswart@hotmail.com
Date: 7/12/00
Time: 5:51:52 AM
Remote Name: 196.34.250.7

Comments

i would just like to know if you are using a single line kite to attach the rig as i am very interested to delve into this
method of photography

(back)

Re: question
From: 
Date: 8/17/00
Time: 1:54:52 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.6.105

Comments

Yes, ja, si, oui, da ...

(back)

Great Job
From: Thailand
Date: 7/10/00
Time: 12:59:08 AM
Remote Name: 203.151.124.117

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126002819/http://www.powershot.com/powershot2/s100/index.html
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Comments

Dear Guys,

You did a great job !!

(back)

nice site
From: Mark Newcombe
Date: 7/9/00
Time: 5:40:16 AM
Remote Name: 203.134.67.3

Comments

Hi guys,

Nice site i'm a blimp photographer, but i think i'll give kites ago aswell.

I was looking through some of your dicussion topics and came accros the frequency debate.

In Australia you can't use 72mhz as it is a medical frequency used in hospitals, we can use 27(not recommended as
most r/c stuff down here is 27) 29 and 36 are the recommended freq's. I use 36 and CASA (our FAA) describes a
blimp as an aircraft, i'm not sure about kites.

I found out about the 72mhz just before i launched luckily, i can't afford the fines.

Just thought i'd let you know and hopefully avoid a fine for any fellow Australians.

Regards Mark Newcombe Aussieblimps

(back)

Simple one-shot camera rig...
From: Thomas Winningham
Date: 7/6/00
Time: 8:29:11 AM
Remote Name: 208.4.212.13

Comments

http://www.worldofscience.com/cgi-local/shop/search.cgi?template=detailed.htm&0_option=1&0=215061

In an earlier post, David mentioned World of Science for a 72" Delta. I didn't find that kite, but I did find this
simple one-shot rig that uses a disposable camera. It looks very simple (ie not much freedom), and only takes "one
shot per launch." Its $27.99 and comes with a 13-shot Fuji camera.

(back)

Re: Simple one-shot camera rig...
From: David Foster
Date: 7/7/00
Time: 10:08:54 PM

https://web.archive.org/web/20011125220639/http://www.worldofscience.com/cgi-local/shop/search.cgi?template=detailed.htm&0_option=1&0=215061
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Remote Name: 12.34.178.198

Comments

I went some time ago to World of Science and inspected the contents of the Aerial camera you posted. What I found
was a very simple design using a second line as a shutter trip. I sumed it up as okay but somewhat pricey for what
your getting. If a person is truely serious about Kaping I would start with the Nelson Ice timer or the methods I
proposed in previous postings because I feel that those methods afford the begginer with the "photo for the buck"
solution. I think this kit is great for the person that can afford it and just gets bored with new hobbies and wants to
move on into something else sooner or later. One problem I noted with this kit- the design may promote blurring
which could occur when you pull on the second line - the last thing you want when the shutter is tripped is the
camera to be moved in anyway. Film speed could correct this with practice. Summing it up - if you don't want to sit
at this site to compile all the methods of Kap - then get this kit and see if your hooked on kite photography. Heck you
can always sell it later on but expect to pay when you could have saved with a home brewed design.

(back)

Digital on a  kite - Post your photos here for free
From: David Foster
Date: 7/4/00
Time: 3:34:30 AM
Remote Name: 12.34.178.198

Comments

I have been experimenting with my Digital camera on a kite for about three weeks now. What I found is that film is
still the best for resolution and speed but if you want to save a fourtune practicing the art of kite photography;
practice with a cheap digital first. You can save a fortune in film processing costs while you train yourself to intuit
the picture based on the camera direction (unless have a video downlink) I have posted my photos at this site
http://www.squid-ink.com/hpn/rc-photos/index.htm This site is offering free space to post your remotely taken
photographs.

(back)

Protecting the camera, KAPing over water
From: David Foster
Date: 6/20/00
Time: 5:32:23 PM
Remote Name: 12.34.178.184

Comments

My Delta kite loves to make a crashing dive sideways in a strong wind or gust. I have found that releasing line
usually recovers the kite and it goes back up in the air. Worried that a momentary lapse of reasoning may send my
camera earth bound at high velocity I began a quest to protect my camera and found a great, now proven solution. I
discovered the Funnoodle made by Kidpower in Brentwood, TN 37027 in the Walmart toy section. This is a water
pool toy that is made of a unique foam that does not crack like styrofoam. It costs about 2 bucks. It will also make
your rig bouyant and is extremely light wieght. I cut this thing into pieces and used them as bumpers around the
camera using foam tape to attach the pieces to the camera. It was given the test one day when I was hauling the kite
in and the line got tangled around my arm and legs. In the struggle to free myself the kite took a dive extremely fast
from 100 feet and the digital camera hit the ground and just bounced like a rubber ball. No damage to the camera.
This is also a good idea for anyone KAPing over water because this foam will float an incredible amount of wieght
for its size. Fortunately I haven't had the opportunity to test it's sea worthyness yet.

(back)

https://web.archive.org/web/20011125215347/http://www.squid-ink.com/hpn/rc-photos/index.htm
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Flexible Antenna for R/C Transmitter?
From: kyteflier@aol.com
Date: 6/20/00
Time: 12:02:50 PM
Remote Name: 172.128.134.38

Comments

Has anyone replaced their telescoping steel antenna on their R/C transmitter with a flexible (and hopefully shorter)
version? If so, where can I get one for my Futaba Attack-4 transmitter? What are the drawbacks - if any?

Thanks! Dan Brinnehl

(back)

Re: Flexible Antenna for R/C Transmitter?
From: Kevin Flynn
Date: 6/24/00
Time: 7:03:39 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.33

Comments

Dan they have what you are looking for at the hobbyshops try Tower Hobbies I think it's called the Rubber Ducky.
It's about 14inches long covered in rubber they have adapters for most all the transmitters I have one on me Futaba
and it works fine. It looks like the replacment antennas they sell at Pep Boys for cars, Good Luck Cheers Kevin

(back)

Ixla Digital Super pro 640 battery life
From: David Foster
Date: 6/16/00
Time: 10:16:10 PM
Remote Name: 12.34.178.192

Comments

For those worried that the miserable battery life of a digital camera would negate the savings of film processing
consider this: I have used a 99 dollar IXLA Digital Super Pro 640 camera for nearly 400 photos on 4 AA alkaline
batteries (plus downloading and stanby time on the kite). Having owned numerous Digital cameras I have
Concluded that this is by far superior battery life from the least expensive digital camera I have ever owned. I would
speculate that there is perhapes no other camera with such a good performance in the battery life category.

(back)

Re:  Digital  battery life
From: Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com
Date: 6/18/00
Time: 3:37:21 PM
Remote Name: 209.122.231.236
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Comments

The SONY MAVICA has *excellent* battery life. It uses a Sony NiMH re-chargeable battery, not conventional AA
cells.

(back)

Lowest cost approach found
From: David Foster
Date: 6/16/00
Time: 10:00:08 PM
Remote Name: 12.34.178.192

Comments

This is a wonderful site for the KAPer on a budget. http://www.btinternet.com/~fulton/kap.htm These folks have
used a sparkler as a timer and have a very simple design for a shutter release. This design rivals the ice timer in
simplicity. Seeing how sparklers are readilily avialable this time of year I plan on trying this idea myself with a
Polariod 320 digital camera. What is good about the Polariod 320 is it's ability to snap photos one after another
when the button is continuously pressed. The design from this page would make good use of that feature.

(back)

Olympus mju 2 or Yasica T5 (T4 super)??
From: Rob van Gils
Date: 6/11/00
Time: 10:11:05 AM
Remote Name: 195.121.157.156

Comments

I wonder is a OLYMPUS MJU-2 as good as a YASHICA T5 (T4super) for KAP? is it also better then me nikon AW
35 (3,5:1) compactcamera.is there somewere a test of these cameras on the web?

most of the time i use a nikon 801s with 28 mm (heavy!).

please help me

(back)

Re: Olympus mju 2 or Yasica T5 (T4 super)??
From: nagar
Date: 12/19/00
Time: 8:33:48 AM
Remote Name: 203.117.33.25

Comments

hi I happen to own a yashica T5. Never really tried a mju 2, but a fren of mine recently complained to me that
pictures taken with the mju are rather off [as in colour and tone]. The T5 is a good all rounder, splash proof [of
course in the first place we wun want our cameras wet right?] To sum it all up, the T5 is good, only if you do not
mind a mid-priced camera which cannot zoom, has no panorama or fanciful functions and stuff. hope it's helpful

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115154015/http://www.btinternet.com/~fulton/kap.htm
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(back)

Re: Olympus mju 2 or Yasica T5 (T4 super)??+ website news
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 6/12/00
Time: 5:34:30 AM
Remote Name: 57.231.152.250

Comments

This subject has come up a couple of times in this discussion group, check further down the page, the thread
"Camera comments requested",and "Ricoh FF9 question" (also discussed Olympus mju2)covered the subject.
Judging by your naming it the mju2 you are probably based in Europe? In the US it goes by the name Epic. It has a
lot of devotees. My experience with it has been patchy. I do find the T4/T5 dependable and consistant.It would be my
choice.

On another subject - any of you who have tried e-mailing me in last two weeks won't have got a reply, my PC got
fried spectacularly in a lightning strike. Currently awaiting the repair, hopefully back on line at home in next few
days with some nice stuff to add to the website, which is still on line. cheers Simon

(back)

Re: Olympus mju 2 or Yashica T5 (T4 super)??
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 6/16/00
Time: 10:27:35 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.178

Comments

I disagree with Simon, as he knows. The Olympus has a faster lens (f2.8), faster shutter (1/1000), and is quite a bit
lighter -- but more than that, I've had none of the vignetting (shading at the corners) with the Olympus that I've had
with the Yashica. I've built many rigs with the Olympus, a few with the Yashica, and I'll take the Olympus every
time, though good pix are still possible with the Y.

(back)

Re: Olympus mju 2 or Yashica T5 (T4 super)??
From: Rob van  Gils
Date: 6/18/00
Time: 2:37:23 PM
Remote Name: 195.121.156.70

Comments

The Yashica T5 is no longer for sale (in The Netherlands) nobody knows wath the folowup will be. But Brook Leffer
convinced me, It will be a Olympus mju2 !

also im building a 4x5" camera, with manual shutterspeed and diafragm mounted in a 65 mm lens (=22mm lens for
35mm film), i will use a handheld exposure-meter, if light change after take-off, te development of the 4x5" can be
adjust for 1 or 2 steps.I hope to get high resolution in COLOR.

Also im working on me Homepage with lots of pictures, it wil be ready approx.juli 2000.
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If you see a Black and Red MAXIDOPERO , just follow the line down and you migth find me ;-),

Greeting from the Netherlands, Rob van Gils.

(back)

Re: Olympus mju 2 or Yashica T5 (T4 super)??
From: doug whitman
Date: 6/26/00
Time: 6:55:48 PM
Remote Name: 209.138.47.67

Comments

See my comments at www.crosswinds.net/~whitmankap/index.html I have tried a 4x5 camera (150 mm) and found it
to be disappointing. Yes, you get great clarity from the large negative, but all your detail will be lost due to the
increased sensitivity of your long lens due to movement. I also have published the exposure programs for the
Olympus and Yashica cameras. Technically, they are very similar.

(back)

Re: Olympus mju 2 or Yashica T5 (T4 super)??
From: Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com
Date: 7/2/00
Time: 6:49:28 AM
Remote Name: 207.172.97.218

Comments

Can't get that url:

www.crosswinds.net/~whitmankap/index.html

to work. Sure you didn't make a typo?

(back)

Re: Olympus mju 2 or Yashica T5 (T4 super)??
From: David Hunt
Date: 7/2/00
Time: 9:30:47 PM
Remote Name: 206.105.203.231

Comments

Just tried the link and it was working, 12:35 am EDST.

http://www.crosswinds.net/~whitmankap/index.html

David Hunt

(back)

https://web.archive.org/web/20011125214908/http://www.crosswinds.net/~whitmankap/index.html
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Re: Olympus mju 2 or Yashica T5 (T4 super)??
From: Rob van Gils
Date: 8/24/00
Time: 5:35:43 AM
Remote Name: 194.109.38.153

Comments

Me first film of mine OLYMPUS [mju2] was perfect, subject Kite festifal at GEMERT NL. tanks for your info.

(back)

Wind Speed gizmo very neat
From: David Foster
Date: 6/8/00
Time: 9:05:05 PM
Remote Name: 12.34.178.204

Comments

This is a neat little gizmo I just recently spotted in a photography magazine.http://www.minox-
web.de/english/masterframeset_produkte.html It's a handheld windspeed device from Minox (price unkown) It
could be used to exact the science of windspeed to kite lifting ability. If anyone gets the cash to try this please post a
note here.

(back)

Low Cost Kite
From: David Foster
Date: 6/8/00
Time: 8:53:45 PM
Remote Name: 12.34.178.204

Comments

I wanted to pass this on to the KAPer on a budget. I found a decent deal on a 72inch Delta kite at World of Science
(Science store chain in just about every modern Shopping Mall) 14.99 This kite was capable of lifting my apparatus
which weighs in about 1 pound. It did have a tendency to over fly in a 25 plus wind but was relatively stable below
this speed. Great for 20 to 25 miles an hour wind speed. Keeping it simple if a Flag was straight in the wind this kite
functioned great for my equipment.

(back)

kite video and photography on a budget
From: David Foster
Date: 6/8/00
Time: 8:26:31 PM
Remote Name: 12.34.178.204

Comments

https://web.archive.org/web/20011125212635/http://www.minox-web.de/english/masterframeset_produkte.html
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Here's the least expensive options for kite photography and video that I have come up with. First is the video. You
can get a baby monitor (Safety First) from the infant section of Walmart for 129.00 900Mhz wireless. Get a battery
and plug from Radio Shack and attach the camera to the kite. Then plug the TV into a VCR using an inverter and
whola! You have kite video for under two hundred. Photography - goto Walgreens and get a Polariod 320 Digital
(currently 49 bucks) use an ice timer described in the low cost posting or rig it up with remote. Wrap the camera in
cardboard and attach with string to the kite (about two feet from the kite) Assuming you have a computer you can
snap 40 to 60 shots and have no film processing costs. Quality is 320 X 240 but heck if your on a budget it all works.
Want something better velcro the Baby monitor camera to the Polariod view finder and your really talking. Good
luck

(back)

VERY inexpensive aerial camera
From: jh239@hotmail.com
Date: 6/6/00
Time: 3:42:40 PM
Remote Name: 207.221.248.1

Comments

Any of you all know how to make (or maybe "jerry-rig" is a better word) a really, really, really, inexpensive kite-
aerial-photography rig? I'm talking disposable camera and household objects. Nothing more. If you've got any tips,
I'm all ears! Thanks!! JH

(back)

The correct URL
From: David Hunt
Date: 6/6/00
Time: 7:27:04 PM
Remote Name: 206.228.248.56

Comments

Sorry wrong URL on my previous post. Try this one:

http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/ArticleKAP.html

(back)

Re: VERY inexpensive aerial camera
From: David Hunt
Date: 6/6/00
Time: 7:23:36 PM
Remote Name: 206.228.248.56

Comments

Go to:

http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/ArticleKAP.html

The article "Under $10 KAP Solution" is a good method that uses an ice trigger.

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126000254/http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/ArticleKAP.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20011125222412/http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/ArticleKAP.html
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The article "How To KAP For Under $20" is being written in installments. The author (Me) is late on his payments,
so the article has not gotten to the nuts and bolts of the project yet.

David Hunt

(back)

Re: VERY inexpensive aerial camera
From: 
Date: 6/7/00
Time: 8:32:22 AM
Remote Name: 207.221.248.1

Comments

Thanks! But when I tried that URL, I got a "file not found" message. Anywhere else that I can get a hold of that
article? JH

(back)

Re: VERY inexpensive aerial camera
From: 
Date: 6/7/00
Time: 12:47:27 PM
Remote Name: 208.4.212.12

Comments

http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/ARTICLE_10dollarKAP_GaryVigue_000518.html

(back)

kite aerial videography ! Is it possible?
From: J.Folmes
Date: 6/2/00
Time: 1:39:55 PM
Remote Name: 159.33.2.50

Comments

I'm really impressed with some of the images I have found on the web that were captured from kites. With time I
hope to experiment a bit with kite aerial photography, for now I purchased a small kite to learn how to fly.
Professionaly I'm a videographer and for some time I have been serching for a way to take aerial video. Has anyone
ever heard or tried to rig a video camera to a kite? From your experience how strady is the kite in flight and how big
it would have to be to be steady enough to capture video (wide shots only). Cameras mounted on a paragliders and
gliders are steady, but I'm looking for a way to get aerial shots without the need of a person to go up. As well the set
up would have to be portable enough so that one person can carry it in a large back pack and be able to set up in
very remote locations. Any thoughts would be greatly appreciated J.Folmes folmes@yahoo.com

(back)

Re: kite aerial videography ! Is it possible?

https://web.archive.org/web/20020220084705/http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/ARTICLE_10dollarKAP_GaryVigue_000518.html
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From: Elmon Morrison
Date: 6/15/00
Time: 7:59:56 PM
Remote Name: 24.4.252.209

Comments

You might contact Marvin Nauman who runs a commercial video service in Gig Harbor, WA. He did the video for
the AKA convention in Muncie and was experimenting with aerial videography while he was there. The shots he
showed me had quite a bit of camera swing so he indicated that he was going to modify the rig. By now he might
have the problem solved. You can contact him at HSP@harbornet.com. It will be interesting to see if a video camera
can be successfully stabilized. Hope this will help you.

(back)

Re: kite aerial videography ! Is it possible?
From: Harald Prinzler
Date: 6/5/00
Time: 5:44:40 AM
Remote Name: 213.191.0.12

Comments

Hi,

in 1995 I took my first aerial video with a camcorder AKAI PV8. I used my universal rig no 2 and the Rowlands
Flowform. The best way is to fix the focal distance to infinity and make only slow movements with the rig. For more
informations:

Web site: http://members.aol.com/hprinzler Email: hprinzler@aol.com

Regards Harald.

(back)

Digital on a kite
From: David Foster
Date: 5/31/00
Time: 5:50:31 PM
Remote Name: 12.34.178.160

Comments

I have flown a low budget (99 bucks) Digital SuperPro 640 camera on my kite. I was not using a Kap rig and
stabilization was a major problem. All but 2 of nearly 100 shots taken were blurred beyond recognition. Not a
problem because I didn't incure any film processing costs but the effort to obtain the photos was great. My advice to
anyone considering digital cameras on a kite is to choose your camera wisely. It must have a fast shutter which
allows manual adjustment for conditions. You must also use a Kap rig with the best stabalization for clear photos.
I'm currently working on a Kap rig for this camera and will keep you udated. I have had good sucess with the 320 X
240 Polariod Digital 320 (49 bucks) but the camera is low res and has a limited field of view. The Polariod gives some
nice reference shots and only needs to be hung from a string because it is a very fast camera. The Polariod also has
the ablity to take 62 shots. If low quality reference shots are your thing try the Polariod Digital 320 tied to the kite. I
was using a 27 MHZ Micro Servo radio system scavanged from a Hobby Co Fly Boy R/C plane to trigger both
cameras. I haven't built up the nerve to fly a mega pixel camera yet but when prices fall I may give it a try.

https://web.archive.org/web/20020102032534/http://members.aol.com/hprinzler
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(back)

Original KAPER Site Back On Line
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/30/00
Time: 2:44:52 PM
Remote Name: 206.105.207.106

Comments

The original KAPER site is back on line after a 4 and 1/2 day shut down:

http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/

David Hunt

editor, KAPER

(back)

KAPER Mirror Site
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/29/00
Time: 11:20:05 PM
Remote Name: 206.105.203.198

Comments

Since it has been four days since the KAPER site on Fortunecities has been down, I decided to mirror the site at
another location.

http://www6.50megs.com/kaper/

There may be some minor bugs like missing graphics or bad links. Just drop me a line if you run across something.

The Fortunecity site will be up again someday. It is still considered the primary site and I may continue to keep both
the primary and mirror site updated.

David Hunt

editor, KAPER

(back)

KAPER site experiencing problems
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/27/00
Time: 7:55:09 AM
Remote Name: 206.105.203.239

Comments

Since Friday May 26, the KAPER site has been lost in server limbo. Any attempt to access any of the KAPER pages
will send you to the Fortunecity "File Not Found" page.

https://web.archive.org/web/20020102040310/http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/
https://web.archive.org/web/20011125213223/http://www6.50megs.com/kaper/
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Fortunecity's tech support sent me an email saying:

"We hope to have the site fully functional again in the very near future."

Until the future arrives...

good winds

David Hunt

editor, KAPER

(back)

Digital cameras aloft
From: Cris Benton
Date: 5/26/00
Time: 1:43:24 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.143

Comments

Howdy folks,

I wonder who among you have experimented with sending digital still cameras aloft? I have resisted this notion in
the face of the great appeal of digital cameras and my very positive experience with them. I started with a Kodak
DC-40 (now clunky, then neat), progressed through the Olympus D-300L, and now use the Canon A5. The Canon is
great -- small, versatile, and easy to use -- with image results that are dandy for WWW pages after a bit of
processing. None of these cameras would please me in the air though. My fear is finding that elusive moment where
the winds, light, position, aiming, and subject combine to make a cover-quality shot and having a digital camera
aloft instead of its high-resolution film counterpart.

I have now discovered the soon-to-be-released Canon S100 and have dreams of flying it. The 2 megapixel CCD,
quality optics, and small size have caught my attention and I am predisposed to the design after a very favorable
experience with its predecessor, the Canon A5.

See http://www.canon.co.jp/Imaging/ELPH/ELPH.html for more details.

So, while I am dreaming of the S100 rig I thought it would be a good time to check with the group on experiences
with digital aloft.

By the way, if you have not been to the What's New page recently give it a look -- I am posting some new material
these days.

Cheers,

Cris

(back)

Re: Digital cameras aloft
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/26/00
Time: 8:34:31 PM
Remote Name: 206.105.203.249

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126000654/http://www.canon.co.jp/Imaging/ELPH/ELPH.html
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Comments

I bought the Fuji 2700 this last fall. At the time it was the lightest 2+ megapixel digital camera available (9.2 oz
w/battery). One of the big advantages of the digitals is the ability to transmit the "video out" signal back to ground
for video assisted KAP without having to use an extra micro video camera on the rig. Brooks Leffler wrote an article
for KITING magazine about his rig using the Nikon Coolpix 700 with a Radio Shack 2.4 GHz video sender.

I plan on building a similar rig this summer around my Fuji 2700. I'm still a little reluctant to put such an expensive
camera at risk. My first few flights will be under very controlled and conservative conditions. I can see digital
cameras, with their ability to give instant results, as ideal for use with no wind KAP (another area I can hopefully
explore this summer).

From my limited experience with enlargements of images from my Fuji 2700, I would say that 8 X 10 would be the
largest full frame enlargement that would give acceptable results. The new cameras that are 3 to 4+ Megapixels
should give good results close to 11 x 17.

You can count on having to perform some processing on just about all your images. Of course I come from the
school that says this should be done with any photgraph taken, digital or film based.

Digital photography is the coming trend in amateur and personal photography. Many professional photographers
are at least half way immersed into digital imagry. They process their film images on a computer before printing
them.

I personally agree with Brooks' comments in the final issue of the Aerial Eye that the 2+ megapixel digitals are a
great place for the KAPer to jump on board. If you wait...well it only gets better.

David Hunt

(back)

Re: Digital cameras aloft
From: Brooks Leffler  -  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 6/6/00
Time: 10:43:00 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.117

Comments

As David says, I've done a little digiKAP, but not as much as I should have in the 6 months since I built my digirig.
Camera is a Nikon Coolpix 700 (out of production already, but available on eBay for $300 - $375) which weighs 12.7
oz ready to go and delivers pictures of such high quality that I have no hesitation printing them at 8x10, and
projected they far exceed the quality of scanned prints. Just today I replaced the Radio Shack video sender with one
adapted from the X-Cam II package (see www.X10.com for a real eye opener), and their battery converter which
makes 15 - 20 volts out of 4.8v from 4 AAA NiMHs. Should have it working tomorrow just in time for the cloudy-
chance-of-rain forecast. Will keep you posted. Rig will weigh in at less than two pounds, but how much less is still a
?.

(back)

Have you ever done anything STUPID?
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/19/00
Time: 6:16:18 PM
Remote Name: 206.228.248.36
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Comments

One day I had my FF 30 up in a stiff breeze. I attached my KAP rig. When I turned everything on I discovered that
the receiver battery was dead (that was stupid, but it gets worse). I thought why waste a good wind. I let the rig out
till it was 50 feet above ground level. I walked the rig down and set the 10 second timer and aimed the camera. Then
I let go of the line. In one second the rig was back up 50 feet above me. After 2 seconds I was wondering why in the
world I just did what I did. I think that is where the expression- "having second thoughts"- came from.

I don't recommend this technique to those of sound minds.

Have you ever done anything even half this stupid? Please reply it might make me feel better about myself.

David Hunt

(back)

Re: Have you ever done anything STUPID?
From: William Eddy
Date: 5/21/00
Time: 12:01:34 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.143

Comments

This is actually Cris Benton posting on behalf of William Eddy. I think David's "have you ever done something
stupid" question is great. I am a firm believe in learning by doing and with this method one encounters the
occasional "oh yeah" epiphany. We should share these poignant precipitants of insight.

In conducting some research on early KAPer William A. Eddy I came across the following quote in an Eddy article,
Mid-Air Kite Photography, in the 1900 issue of the American Annual of Photography:

"At Washington, D.C. an injudiciously rapid hauling in of the main cable by a volunteer assistant caused a break-
away. The camera descending so far, owing to the declining of the receding kites, that it narrowly escaped striking
the Senate wing of the (U. S.) Capitol."

Imagine hitting the Senate nowadays!

(back)

Re: Have you ever done anything STUPID?
From: Thomas Winningham
Date: 5/20/00
Time: 2:34:15 AM
Remote Name: 204.210.222.80

Comments

I'm just beginning here this spring, and on my third venture, I went by myself to the place I wanted to shoot... and it
was like 25+ mph winds. My sutton 16 was pulling quite hard, and I didn't have gloves... It started to drop and the
camera was above cement, so I decided to pull it in a bunch (not reeling in the line, by actually arm-over-arm'ing
it)... and then it started to pull again... and burn the heck out of my hands in the process... then somehow the dog
stake got loose, and well... I think I stepped on the line, and tried to reach the halo-spool, and started winding it in...
Next time I'm getting gloves, and ummm... well just in general flying more to get more experience hehehe...

(back)
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Help with tuning stratoscoop!
From: hakan.johansson@tlxcom.se
Date: 5/17/00
Time: 10:11:29 AM
Remote Name: 195.67.212.217

Comments

Hi, is it anybody here that can give me some hints to tune my stratoscoop3 to fly at the right flight angle?

email me.....Hakan.

(back)

Re: Help with tuning stratoscoop!
From: Richard Amirault, ramirault@eros.com
Date: 5/27/00
Time: 4:46:46 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.255.248

Comments

I have experience with many types of parafoils. In my experience the STRATOSCOOP is the hardest to get flying
stable. As Brooks mentioned a good drogue is *essential*, and I find that a good size "spinsock" works better than
most.

The simplicity of a FLOWFORM puts it head and shoulders (most times) over a STRATOSCOOP, but if that what
you've got, good luck.

I, personally, would be happy getting my STRATOSCOOP to fly *stable* rather than trying to get the highest flight
angle....but, my experience is, the Strat will *fly* in lower winds (and lift your camera) but not at a very good angle.
In higher winds the *same* Strat will fly at higher angles (and pull like a truck)

I have a 3 and a 2, but own 8, 16, 30 and 60 Flowforms!! (and a *great* BULLDOG 75!!)

Richard Amirault Boston, MA, USA

(back)

Re: Help with tuning stratoscoop!
From: Brooks Leffler   -- kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 5/19/00
Time: 10:53:44 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.40

Comments

You MUST be sure your kite has a drogue tail, and that there is at least 3 - 5 meters of line between the kite and the
drogue. Angle of attack is the most likely problem with a Stratoscoop, but it's easy to adjust. First thing to do is
untie the big knot at the tow point. Then inflate the kite and let it fly from your hand. Using both hands, test various
angles of attack by holding it higher or lower near the tow point. You'll find a point where the kite is most stable --
though it obviously isn't really going to be stable near the ground. Retie the knot with the new towpoint. If that
doesn't fix the problem, you'll have to tweak the shrouds to make it favor one side or the other. If that doesn't work,
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I'd recommend doubling the length of the shrouds and tuning it again. When you find the answer, it'll fly well and
pull like a truck. Good luck!

(back)

KAP with a little spit and glue
From: Gary Vigue   gary@cvind.com
Date: 5/16/00
Time: 4:10:29 PM
Remote Name: 216.227.190.4

Comments

Hello folks.

A week or so ago I got the idea to attach a camera to a kite for some overhead views of my property. My wife kinda
shakes her head and walks away when I get off on these tangents. Anyway, after fumbling around on the Internet
for a few days I found this group.

I read about your ideas, and some from other personal web pages and came up with my own plan. Since I tend to
dart around from one new hobby to another I figured I better keep it cheap!

I liked the idea about using ice as a timer. (cheap cheap!!) I came up with a simple device to do the job using things I
had kicking around the house. In fact I built the entire suspension system, cradle and timer in under an hour.

My material list includes: One wooden yard stick (or meter stick for the European version), a small collection of
plastic soda bottle caps, a small block of wood, a short length of 0.25" tubing, a spring, 0.25" retaining clip, one steel
washer, a small ýSý hook (home made) and some scraps of sturdy plastic material. You could substitute yard stick
for the plastic - I was trying to keep the weight down since all I have are kiddie kites. (cheap cheap cheap!!!)

Keeping it simple... I used was a hot glue gun to assemble the entire thing. I even used dobs of hot glue to tack the
disposable camera into the cradle. It took me about an hour to build.

It works perfectly! I mean that it is balanced and the timer works like a charm. I haven't had a good day to try it
yet. I suspect that motion will be an issue so I bought a disposable camera with high speed film.

Take a look at the drawing I posted -> www.cvind.com/camera.jpg

Anyway I thought I would share this with you since someone was asking about inexpensive ways for people to get
involved in KAP. All it cost me was a disposable camera and a kiddie kite to try it. I'll probably mothball the thing
after I get a few good shots of my property but it will be an interesting and educational experience for my kids and I.

Feel free to comment!

Best regards,

Gary

(back)

Simplified Version
From: Gary Vigue
Date: 5/17/00
Time: 9:59:47 AM
Remote Name: 216.227.190.4
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Comments

I drew a simplified version for David Hunt to publish for the kiddies. It uses more common materials and is easier to
build.

http://www.cvind.com/camera2.jpg

(back)

Chain-stitched Picavet
From: Thomas Winningham
Date: 4/25/00
Time: 9:54:51 PM
Remote Name: 24.93.237.191

Comments

Well, I just had to come home and throw together my first picavet.

So.... how do I get this thing down from the ceiling and store it?

hahah... I saw one thing about chain-stitching it, and I've stared at the picture for quite some time. I just don't know
where to begin.

I already dropped one end and had to set it up again to untangle it, so I love the idea to chain stitch, but the
technique looks a little different than what I see on all the crochet sites! ;)

Thank you tons for the valuable resource,

Thomas

(back)

Re: Chain-stitched Picavet
From: Rick Inzero, rdi@cci.com
Date: 5/4/00
Time: 1:48:16 PM
Remote Name: 192.7.1.12

Comments

See my archived post to this group on this from 5/14/98; I gave how-to directions at the bottom of this old posting.

-Rick

(back)

Re: Chain-stitched Picavet
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 4/28/00
Time: 4:43:02 AM
Remote Name: 57.231.152.250

https://web.archive.org/web/20011125215131/http://www.cvind.com/camera2.jpg
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Comments

Hiya I've never managed to figure out why KAPpers use such long picavet lines with upper and lower attachments
so far apart. I know the theory that it will make for added stability. If it really affected the stability of the rig
through improved sharpness of shots I'd use it, but my subjective evidence over a few years is that sharpness is more
affected by lateral tracking, line vibration, low shutter speed, and poor lens than ever it would be by using vast
lengths of picavet line. I believe using a short picavet system confers enough advantages in terms of being able to
launch the rig from hand without fastening off the line, and you don't have to learn daisy chaining techniques, that
any sharpness gain from long systems is negated.With short picavets, if the wind dies you can haul the rig to hand
without the camera touching the ground. Deployment takes seconds etc. Guess I'm biased, but can anyone explain to
me what benefits the ten feet apart, 80 feet of picavet string, has to the system shown in the picture linked here:
http://www.harb85.freeserve.co.uk/misc/whatrig.gif

If you haven't seen how this is used, check out my technique animations at:

http://www.harb85.freeserve.co.uk/anims/base.htm

Hope this helps. It's my one man crusade for easy use suspension systems !!

As always with KAP what suits one persons approach may not suit others. But all that chaining of string is such a
hassle... cheers Simon

(back)

Re: Chain-stitched Picavet
From: David Hunt
Date: 4/28/00
Time: 10:56:48 AM
Remote Name: 206.228.248.32

Comments

I too tend to use shorter picavet lines. When building the LASS I used the shortest lines to date and I discoverd that
there can be a good reason to be mindful of how short you go.

That reason is the antenna boom. As the picavet suspension becomes shorter you have less clearance between the rig
and the kite line for a given flying angle. Depending on the design of your rig and the length that the boom extends
out from the rig you could possibly encounter interference between the kite line and the antenna boom at the higher
flying angles.

There are several ways to work around this potential problem once you become aware that it exists.

David Hunt

(back)

Re: Chain-stitched Picavet - Picavet Length
From: Thomas Winningham
Date: 5/8/00
Time: 6:02:39 AM
Remote Name: 208.4.212.12

Comments

I did manage to eventually cross-stitch my picavet lines, and it takes a good 10 minutes or so it seems... perhaps I'm

https://web.archive.org/web/20011125220528/http://www.harb85.freeserve.co.uk/misc/whatrig.gif
https://web.archive.org/web/20011125220528/http://www.harb85.freeserve.co.uk/anims/base.htm
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stitching them too tight... Thank you Mr. Leffler!

So, David & Simon, what would you say tho is a decent minimum for picavet length? Mine right now is about 50 feet
of line.

Thanks guys,

Thomas

(back)

Re: Chain-stitched Picavet - Picavet Length
From: David Hunt
Date: 5/8/00
Time: 7:46:11 PM
Remote Name: 206.105.207.88

Comments

I use between 24 to 32 feet of line in my picavet. I haven't experimented much with this aspect of my KAP
equipment, so I don't know what the advantages or disadvantages would be.

The chain stitching of the picavet line doesn't have to be in tight knots. Remember that the object is to keep the lines
from becoming tangled during storage so loose knots seem to work quite well. It shouldn't take ten minutes to chain-
stitch the picavet lines. I do mine lines in less than a minute including connecting the ends to a device much like Cris
shows on his equipment page. I use a 1" X 2" block of wood about 5 inches long with a screw eye on each end to
attach the snap swivels that are at the attachment points of the picavet lines. I attach the snap swivels before I begin
chain-stitching, and begin the chain at the end with the picavet cross. Through the middle of the 1 X 2 block is a
large eye-bolt that I hook one of my carabiners through and then I hook the last loop of the chain-stitch to the
carabiner to keep the chain from pulling undone.

David Hunt

(back)

Re: Chain-stitched Picavet - another option
From: John Balciar
Date: 4/27/00
Time: 7:29:26 AM
Remote Name: 204.133.5.64

Comments

Another option for storing your picavet is sewing two different fabric sleeves to slip each end of the suspension into.
I cut two 6 inch wide strips from a flat bed sheet, folded them in half along the long center line, and then closed
along the edge with a sewing machine.

When retrieving the picavet after a photograph session, I remove the picavet from the flying line and lay it out on
the ground. I then slip a lead fishing weight on the swivel attached to the end of the picavet lines and begin feeding
the lines into the sleeve, repeat for the other end. I fold the whole thing up and it fits neatly into a Cool Whip
container. I have never had the lines tangle.

(back)

Re: Chain-stitched Picavet
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From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 4/26/00
Time: 11:04:23 AM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.184

Comments

The chain knot is really very simple provided you follow a couple of rules. Start with a standard slip-knot -- the one
where you pull a loop through a standard overhand knot. then just pull another loop through that loop and so on
until you run out of line. The it is very important that the final loop stays on the same side of the next-to-last loop or
you'll have problems getting it all to pull out smoothly. I use a safety pin attached to my hangups/tm (which attach
to the flying line) and that works pretty well. If you'd like to see the chain knot, I wrote an illustrated article on KAP
knots for The Aerial Eye v5#l. See elsewhere on Cris's site for synopses of that publication, now out of print (but
back issues available through me).

(back)

DC Trains
From: kwo1@cornell.edu
Date: 4/16/00
Time: 1:18:20 PM
Remote Name: 128.253.157.74

Comments

Does anyone have experience flying trains of DC's or have any advise on how to connect the kites/lines? I've tried
train-ing a couple DC's together with mixed results -- main problem is keeping the connecting line from interfering
with the lower kite (which is catastrophic). When I have gotten the train to work it seemed like it would lift well and
was more stable than a single DC.

Thanks, Kern

(back)

Re: DC Trains
From: Jeff Hylton
Date: 5/2/00
Time: 8:04:51 PM
Remote Name: 216.67.8.54

Comments

I've got a DC train of eight 8ft kites that I bought from David Gomberg of Gomberg Kite Productions International.
My first Internet purchase. And well worth it.

I haven't had much luck with low winds, the DCs tend to over fly me, but in a decent wind at the beach, it needs 200
pound test line and two people to bring them in. They look spectacular. The wind does interesting things to a train
that long. Sometimes the kites go in different directions, sometimes they whole thing does a nice spiral.

The key is running the string OVER the spar not under it. I put loops (figure 8 knots) in the main line at 10 feet
apart then use a larks on to hold the kites to the line. Nothing fancy.

I usually use 2-3 of the kites in a train to lift my picavet and camera. Getting 8 kites up is quite an ordeal and really
does require a lot of help. Lose your grip on the handle and you will either break a finger trying to catch the
spinning block or lose the kites.
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(back)

Re: DC Trains
From: Doug Whitman
Date: 4/17/00
Time: 6:26:34 AM
Remote Name: 198.232.235.243

Comments

I use a train of 2 or 3 seven foot Delta Conyne kites made by International Connection. These kites are advertised to
handle wind from 4 to 25 mph. I am not sure about the low end, but they sure can handle the high end. When a gust
comes up, they fold their wings and dump the air and you think they are going to break, but they don't. To train
these, you need to pass the string over the cross spar of the lower kites. I used swivels for a while, but they just got
tangled up, so now I just put a series of loops on the main string and use a larks head knot to tie on the kites. I put
the loops approximately one kite width apart (7 feet for my kite). Put a tail only on the top kite. I have put small
plastic ring on the lower kites to keep the line near the center; this seems to make them more stable. I sewed both
ends of a short piece of line around the vertical spars near the cross spar. The ring goes in the middle and the main
line goes through the ring.

Once they get up to still air, they are rock steady. In turbulent air, anything can happen. Occassionally a the middle
kite gets its tip caught on the line below; When this happens, you need to let the line out quickly to fly it free.
Practice a lot and use strong line, I use 200 lb and there are times I wish I had more. For a while I had a rig that
weighed 6 lbs and was able to lift it with a train of three.

dwhitman@comdial.com

(back)

Antenna Mast
From: M. Blackwell
Date: 4/4/00
Time: 8:13:11 PM
Remote Name: 208.10.255.34

Comments

While "researching" all the possibilities (OK, surfing around the KAP sites) I noticed that the antenna masts are
quite varied. I'm, slowly, building my first rig and wonder what material I should use for the mast? Do I need a
mast? Could I use a fiberglass wand that came from a Chimera soft box - everyone seems to use a hollow tube affair.
And, why does the wind blow best on workdays? M.

(back)

Re: Antenna Mast
From: David Hunt
Date: 4/4/00
Time: 9:28:58 PM
Remote Name: 206.105.203.203

Comments

I've always used wood dowel. Avoid metal and keep it as thin as is practical so the wind resistance is low.
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The mast serves two functions, it holds the antenna wire out away from the camera lens so it does not get into the
picture (particularly when the camera points straight down), and secondly it gives a visual reference to judge which
direction your camera is pointing.

The mast is not required for the R/C equipment to function. Make the mast easy to remove so the rig will be more
compact for storage.

My latest rig uses rubber bands to attach the mast.

http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/LASS_ARTICLE.html

David Hunt

(back)

Re: Antenna Mast
From: M. Blackwell
Date: 4/5/00
Time: 7:47:42 AM
Remote Name: 192.94.94.1

Comments

Thanks David; I'll use your technique. I loved the LASS article - the best 'How-To" I've seen, Informative and easy
to follow. Thanks for the info. My only problem now is the wind - 15 MPH when I'm on my bike, dead calm when I
bring out the kite, I wonder if I should try kite-biking? (No, maybe not.) Thanks. M

(back)

Re: Antenna Mast
From: David Hunt
Date: 4/5/00
Time: 7:13:28 PM
Remote Name: 206.105.207.103

Comments

When you get your rig finished send an article and some pics of your rig to be posted to KAPER.

David Hunt

(back)

Video from above?!!?!
From: rojoyinc@msn.com  (Ron)
Date: 3/31/00
Time: 5:19:29 PM
Remote Name: 63.27.66.77

Comments

I have a Pyro (a large 11x32 ft delta w/tails and once up, it's very stable as a platform. I don't want to get into radio
control, I don't want to waste a bunch of film. So I thought it would be cool to hoist up my TRV900 Digital video

https://web.archive.org/web/20011125221341/http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/LASS_ARTICLE.html
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camera which takes 640x480 still pics (very good ones) and will do so in video mode at 15 frames per second. This
means I can put in a tape, hit return and hoist up the camera for an hour. Without radio control. I'd be perfectly
happy with shots aimed directly down. (hanging the cam by it's tail). Leave it up - fly my stunt kites under it etc.
then an hour later take it down and pull the stills from the tape.

My question is:

Is there a setup here I can raise the cam up the line of the kite that is already a loft and anchored in place? It seems
like it would be safer for my 2,200.00 camera if I pulled a line on a pully or something that would raise the camera
up the line... leave it there and then lower it back down all while the kite is always left in place.

My reasoning is that the kite is less stable when being raised or lowered. I'm afriad a fixed mounted TRV900 could
sway or otherwise be roughed up a bit.

any ideas? Please email me...

(back)

Re: Video from above?!!?!
From: David Hunt
Date: 4/1/00
Time: 1:00:22 AM
Remote Name: 206.228.248.17

Comments

The standard proceedure for KAP is to launch the kite without the camera and get the kite up into go stable winds.
Then fly the kite for a few minutes to get of feel for the wind conditions. Then the camera is attached and more line
is let out. This allows the camera can be launched and retrieved while the kite is at a good stable flying attitude.

Pulley systems have been tried by only a hand full of KAPers, and those had with mixed results. Even those who
have been sucessful do not use the system often.

Before flying a camera as expensive as you mentioned I would log MANY hours of flying with this kite and with a
dummy payload of equal weight. You will be very surprised how much your payload gets "jerked" around and it
may turn you against risking your expensive camera. Calm kite behaviour does not necessarily translate into calm
payload behaviour.

(back)

Re: Video from above?!!?!
From: Brooks Leffler kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 4/1/00
Time: 12:17:18 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.191

Comments

David left out a couple of important words: after the kite is flying in stable winds, the camera is attached to the
LINE and then lifted by letting more line out.

There are a couple of tried-and-true suspension systems that would work for you. My favorite is the Picavet, about
which see elsewhere in this site.

(back)
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KAP site server change
From: Cris Benton
Date: 3/30/00
Time: 2:45:10 PM
Remote Name: 136.152.193.215

Comments

Hello folks,

This peripatetic WWW site has been moved once again, and one cannot complain too much since I am bumming
free space. Our new root address is:

http://www.arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/

While the old address should automatically forward to the new, it would be a good idea to update your bookmarks.
In the meantime, I will try to locate and fix the inevitable quirky links.

My role as chair of the Department of Architecture has become an entertaining, and immersive, experience.
Associated duties have left precious little time for matters KAP in recent months, as my nearly complete absence
from this site would suggest. I took my first roll of KAP images in four months last weekend - a desperation roll at
the Richmond Yacht Club as I picked Charlie up from sailing. It is my sincere hope that things will calm down soon
and allow a return to KAPing and the development of the site.

Cheers,

Cris

(back)

introduction to KAP
From: catherine
Date: 3/25/00
Time: 3:44:57 PM
Remote Name: 139.134.23.66

Comments

I am a photographer and i always been interessed to use the possibility of kite .I leave in Sydney Australie and does
anyone know someone near me to breif me a bit on the subjet .thanks

my e-mail secula@bigpond.com

(back)

Re: introduction to KAP
From: DM
Date: 5/16/00
Time: 9:17:50 PM
Remote Name: 203.20.76.7

Comments

Have a look at www.faxmentis.nsw.edu.au

https://web.archive.org/web/20011125222401/http://www.arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/
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(back)

Re: introduction to KAP
From: Brooks Leffler   kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 4/1/00
Time: 12:23:27 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.191

Comments

Most of my contacts are in Victoria, but you might check in with Godfrey Gamble in Turramurra,
godfrey@mpx.com.au

He knows lots of kitefliers in oz and might be able to refer you.

(back)

RIG  PLANS
From: tcimarron@aol.com
Date: 3/25/00
Time: 7:09:15 AM
Remote Name: 204.210.216.188

Comments

where can I get detailed plans on rigs

(back)

Re: RIG  PLANS
From: Brooks Leffler   kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 4/1/00
Time: 12:26:35 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.191

Comments

I still have copies of all 18 back issues of the Aerial Eye available. See contents elsewhere on this site and contact me
by email if interested.

(back)

Re: RIG  PLANS
From: David Hunt
Date: 3/30/00
Time: 6:17:22 PM
Remote Name: 206.105.207.98

Comments

If you go to the KAPER site links page:
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http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/LinkKAP.html

you will find a comprehensive list of personal web pages about KAP.

The following is a list of LAST NAMES of those with diagrams and pics of their rigs; Aber, Bonati, Gronier,
Harbord, Herz, Lejard, Maxworthy, Rilling, Suzuki, Weibosch

Most of the other personal sites listed on the KAPER links page will have some pics of their equipment. Some of the
pics are good enough that you could use them to build you own rig. A few will describe the manner of construction
and have the pics labeled. Some are in languages other than English. No two rigs you will see are alike.

I just recently posted an article on the KAPER site which has detailed instructions about building a KAP rig.

When you are finished building your rig KAPER would love to have an article and a few pics of you rig. No matter
how simple or complex.

David Hunt editor, KAPER

(back)

Re: RIG  PLANS
From: simon
Date: 3/26/00
Time: 1:32:01 AM
Remote Name: 195.92.64.185

Comments

most KAP web sites deal with rigs, some more than others, use the links page at this site for starters to find other
KAP sites. A little research is what you need to do.

(back)

Re: RIG  PLANS
From: Nobody
Date: 3/30/00
Time: 9:55:13 AM
Remote Name: 169.229.39.45

Comments

But could you recommend anyone? or a place to begin searching?

(back)

Re: RIG  PLANS
From: Somebody
Date: 3/30/00
Time: 10:00:08 AM
Remote Name: 169.229.39.45

Comments

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126001032/http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/LinkKAP.html
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Use Yahoo or something

(back)

WHAT A WONDERFUL SITE!
From: D. Fernandez
Date: 3/16/00
Time: 7:15:05 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.77.17

Comments

I clicked over from a link at a Cal Bears sports site, and I must say this is a fantastic site -- your pictures are
amazing. I was just thinking that you could make some wonderful postcards with some of your photographs of the
Berkeley campus -- your views are so unique -- the campus looks amazing from them ---

thank you.

(back)

Losing weight
From: Allan, St. Lucia
Date: 3/10/00
Time: 5:26:29 PM
Remote Name: 206.128.215.198

Comments

I have been using a Nikon N2000 because of its motor drive and electronic shutter, and access to my Nikon lenses. I
love it but need to add an alternative for lighter wind days. What would be the recommendation for the best image
quality from a non-slr with an electronic shutter? Thanks in advance

(back)

Re: Losing weight
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 4/1/00
Time: 12:31:05 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.191

Comments

Why must it have an electronic shutter? I've built lotsa rigs without one. My favorite light camera is the Olympus
Stylus Epic (non-zoom), which has a max shutter speed of 1/1000, an f2.8 lens, and weighs less than 7 oz ready to
shoot.

(back)

Re: Losing weight
From: Allan, St. Lucia
Date: 4/1/00
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Time: 3:04:32 PM
Remote Name: 206.128.215.230

Comments

I have just finished putting together a waterproof system for vertical shots over reefs, for mapping. The idea was to
have a lighter camera that could go in the housing when the wind was less strong, and not have to change the
triggering mechanism from a switch to a mechanical thing each time. How do you trigger the Olympus? Perhaps I
should be thinking of two complete housed systems, and not limit the lighter one to such a small range of camera
options. Thanks Allan

(back)

Re: Losing weight
From: Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com
Date: 4/23/00
Time: 6:57:36 AM
Remote Name: 216.164.247.234

Comments

You said: --------------- The idea was to have a lighter camera that could go in the housing when the wind was less
strong, and not have to change the triggering mechanism from a switch to a mechanical thing each time.

---------------- Hmmm....you'll have a rig...and when the wind gets lighter you *add* weight??? Seems like you're only
going to make it more likely that it will end up in the water. Maybe you might want to re-think this a bit.

Richard Amirault, Boston, MA, USA

(back)

Re: Losing weight
From: Allan, St.Lucia
Date: 4/27/00
Time: 8:59:07 PM
Remote Name: 206.128.215.10

Comments

Thanks, but what am I missing? No - when the wind drops I want to insert a lighter camera into the housing and
connect it to the existing triggering device. Less wind, lighter load, and simple transfer, is the logic, with less
likelihood of dropping it in the water rather than more. Allan

(back)

How much will your kite lift?  Good info!
From: Bruce Baskett  bbaskettnospam@io.com
Date: 3/3/00
Time: 9:02:34 AM
Remote Name: 199.170.92.61

Comments
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Thanks, David.

http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/lifting.html

(back)

Re: How much will your kite lift?  Good info!
From: Thomas Bennett
Date: 3/4/00
Time: 4:35:30 AM
Remote Name: 206.230.125.210

Comments

This is an interesting experiment, but there is one oversight. What if the wind is blowing at a different velocity
where the kite is than on the ground? How do you figure this into the test? I personally am considering this test
somewhere down the road but I would like to either develope a annometer I could mount in my SkyBox or observe a
wind sock mounted on the kite line at different wind velocities and use it for determining the velocity higher up.

Thomas

(back)

Re: How much will your kite lift?  Good info!
From: David Hunt
Date: 3/5/00
Time: 3:18:59 PM
Remote Name: 206.105.203.160

Comments

Although I did not mention it in the "How Much Weight..." page, the wind speed at ground level WILL NOT be the
same as at the kite level. I made the assumption that there is a direct relation to the wind speed measured at ground
level and the wind speed at kite level. It must also be remembered that most people measure and judge wind speed
while at ground level and do not have the ability to measure the wind speed at the level of their kite. This makes the
information more useful to the majority of KAPers.

Having conducted several kite pull measuring sessions I can tell you that trying to read the scales or the wind meter
over a period of time is no easy chore. The wind in my area typically bounces around with a 3 to 4 mph difference
between high and low, not counting gusts or momentary lulls. The scales are even harder to read and feel
comfortable with your results. In the end, results are going to be an average. And the more data we have the more
useful it will be.

David Hunt

(back)

Re: How much will your kite lift?  Good info!
From: Thomas Bennett
Date: 3/5/00
Time: 8:06:35 PM
Remote Name: 206.230.125.208

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126000308/http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/lifting.html
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Comments

True. In most situations, if the wind is sufficient at ground level, it should be aloft. If I am in doubt, I might send up
a smaller kite to test conditions.

If I conduct this test, I would still like to have both a ground based and airborne anemometer.

Thomas

(back)

Re: How much will your kite lift?  Good info!
From: David Hunt
Date: 3/6/00
Time: 2:05:09 PM
Remote Name: 206.105.203.154

Comments

Of course the charts on the KAPER page do not take in consideration what the wind speed is. They are only
concerned with the amount of pull generated by the kite. So...if the ground wind speed of 10mph gives 12lbs pull
everytime for a given kite then what the upper level wind speed is becomes academic, but it would still be interesting
to see what the difference was.

One small project I was thinking of adding to the KAPER pages is a set of animated gifs of flags at various ground
wind speeds. This would allow those who did not have meters to more accurately judge the wind speed and relate it
to values found on the kites page about their kite and would be easier to interpret than the still drawings of flags,
smoke, and trees that I have seen on wind charts. When you start taking measurements of wind speed you see the
beauty of the beaufort scale because the wind is almost never at one particular speed but within a range which
corresponds to one of the bft numbers.

David Hunt

(back)

Alberto Bonati
From: David Hunt
Date: 3/1/00
Time: 10:28:41 PM
Remote Name: 206.228.248.16

Comments

I have been unable to connect to Alberto's web site

http://www.geocities.com/Yosemite/Meadows/2961/index.htm

I was wondering if everyone was having this problem.

The address above comes from my bookmark file the address below comes from Cris Benton's links page.

http://www.geocities.com/~kites_site/

I am unable to connect using either URL.

David Hunt

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115120355/http://www.geocities.com/Yosemite/Meadows/2961/index.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20011115120355/http://www.geocities.com/~kites_site/
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(back)

Re: Alberto Bonati
From: Thomas Bennett
Date: 3/4/00
Time: 4:48:12 AM
Remote Name: 206.230.125.210

Comments

On my web site I have three links, two to GeoCities and one to Lochnet, all three of them works. He apparently is
abandoning the Lochnet location because it tells you to go to the Geocities site.

Thomas

(back)

Re: Alberto Bonati
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 3/3/00
Time: 9:12:47 AM
Remote Name: 24.237.21.250

Comments

I just tried (Friday 3/3 in the AM) and was unable to get either one to open. Not only that, I had trouble getting my
mouse buttons to respond and found it necessary to resort to the back button to get out of the loading attempt. I may
be tempted to try again later.

Henry

(back)

Re: Alberto Bonati
From: David Hunt
Date: 3/5/00
Time: 2:56:13 PM
Remote Name: 206.105.203.160

Comments

Henry you problem sounds exactly like what I was experiencing. I have since been able to link to Bonati's site using
this URL

http://www.geocities.com/Yosemite/Meadows/2961/main.htm

the only difference is main.htm is used instead of index.htm

Thanks for all your responses

David Hunt

(back)

https://web.archive.org/web/20011125212546/http://www.geocities.com/Yosemite/Meadows/2961/main.htm
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Re: Alberto Bonati
From: Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com
Date: 3/2/00
Time: 6:40:09 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.216.73

Comments

Just tried them both (Thurs 3/2/00 9:30pm EST) and they both worked for me.

(back)

Ricoh 35R (again)
From: Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com
Date: 2/22/00
Time: 4:23:35 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.245.152

Comments

Go the new issue of POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY in the mail today, and there is a small article on the (unavailable
in the U.S.A.) Ricoh 35R that was mentioned earlier here. I mention this in case others were interesed in learning a
bit more about this camera.

There is no weight mentioned, but it does not appear to be a particularly light and/or small camera (but, smaller
than a SLR, for sure)

The "apature priority" is limited to three f-stop choices. I don't have the article in front of me. I can't remember
*which* f-stops.

As I've said before, apature priority is better than full auto, but what we *really* need is shutter priority.

Richard Amirault ramirault@erols.com

(back)

Re: Ricoh 35R (Bad News)
From: Doug Whitman
Date: 5/4/00
Time: 6:02:47 AM
Remote Name: 198.232.235.243

Comments

I ordered the user's manual for the Ricoh 35R (from Canada) and found out that this camera shuts itself off after 30
seconds. Tough luck, I really wanted one.

(back)

Re: Ricoh 35R (again) Pentax MZ-M
From: Martin Hood
Date: 3/7/00
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Time: 2:53:19 PM
Remote Name: 194.73.73.70

Comments

Has anyone considered using a Pentax MZ-M.

It does not have autofocus but does have both aperture and shutter priority. A motor wind with remote, shutter
speed upto 1/5000s and weighs 305g (about 12oz) with out a lens.

Practical Photography (UK) give it good review but they don't tend to test them on kites.

The going rate is about 160 UKP for the body only. I'm not sure if this camera goes under the same name elsewhere
but would like he hear peoples opinions.

Thanks, Martin Co. Durham, UK

(back)

Re: Pentax MZ-M
From: Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com
Date: 3/8/00
Time: 5:53:36 PM
Remote Name: 216.164.247.241

Comments

I don't think we have that model in the USA. The closest that I know of is the ZX-M, but it only has a max sutter
speed of 1/2000 sec.

I bought one, both for 'normal' photography, and for possible use in KAP, but haven't built a rig for it yet (I'm still
using my Olympus Stylus Epic with great results)

Richard Boston, MA, USA

(back)

Re: Pentax MZ-M
From: Martin Hood
Date: 3/11/00
Time: 8:28:29 AM
Remote Name: 193.113.185.136

Comments

Ops ! - Yes Richard, I think we are talking about the same camera, when I looked back at the spec. I must have been
looking at the max film speed not the shutter speed.

I'd like to hear how you get on, when you get round to building a rig for it.

Have a better one Martin - Co. Durham, UK

(back)

Re: Pentax MZ-M
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From: Martin Hood
Date: 3/11/00
Time: 8:27:07 AM
Remote Name: 193.113.185.136

Comments

Ops ! - Yes Richard, I think we are talking about the same camera, when I looked back at the spec. I must have been
looking at the max film speed not the shutter speed.

I'd like to hear how you get on, when you get round to building a rig for it.

Have a better one Martin - Co. Durham, UK

(back)

Re: Ricoh 35R (again)
From: Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com
Date: 2/24/00
Time: 4:39:35 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.102.31

Comments

Follow up....

Article is in the March issue of POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY, on page 30. In "Aperture priority" you can choose
from the following f-stops

f/5.6, f/11 or f/22

The lens is "a fairly simple affair, a three-element 30mm f/3.9. But it tested quite well --- good to very good, center
and edge, at all f-stops."

Richard Amirault ramirault@erols.com

(back)

construction for my digital camera
From: Doekele@hotmail.com
Date: 2/17/00
Time: 3:09:03 AM
Remote Name: 137.224.151.129

Comments

I'm still trying to build a 3-d landscape model by using KAP. I'm convinced that it will work. I'm now using
software which is developed for the steal industry (I know, a bit strange). This software is able to calculate a 3d-
model from an object, when several photo's are taken (from different positions) of the object. Different points on the
surface of the object are marked with circular barcode's which the software can recognize, and by that calculate the
positions of the different points in a 3d enviroment. My problem at the moment is the following. Uptill now I was
using a Minolta 600si Camera, with dia films. I have to scan these films, in order to work with the software. To avoid
this, we (agricultural university of Wageningen, netherlands) bought a digital camera (Nikon). There's no plugin for
a remote controle as on the Minolta camera. My question is, is there anybody who has a good clear design for using
a digital camera. And than specially a construction for activation of the camera.
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I hope my article is clear, and somebody has a good solution. Questions and suggestions and remarks on my research
are also welcome.

(back)

Re: construction for my digital camera
From: santos@value.net
Date: 2/26/00
Time: 10:00:17 AM
Remote Name: 209.182.140.84

Comments

You know that you can use a film camera and have your photos burned onto a CD. (Digital cameras are expensive to
risky being up on a Kite) right? Are you using "Canoma" or "3D express" for your 3D imaging I have both and also
experimenting on making some 3d shots. (I just need someone to take some airels for me)

(back)

Re: construction for my digital camera
From: Brooks Leffler  kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 2/21/00
Time: 9:58:02 PM
Remote Name: 216.200.49.104

Comments

It's not as elegant as a built-in remote control, but I've used a servo-actuated finger to push the shutter button on 50
- 60 rigs I've built over the last five years, including my own new rig using a Nikon Coolpix 700 digital camera. I
think too many would-be KAPers worry about not having an electric or electronic remote on the shutter. If the
concept of a servo finger isn't clear, email me and I'll send you a picture.

(back)

Gyro-stabilized KAP
From: Jon Traer    Ktraer@darientel.net 
Date: 1/28/00
Time: 3:50:13 PM
Remote Name: 12.13.157.31

Comments

Anyone have any experience with a gyro-stabalized KAP platform (cradle)? Any information appreciated.

(back)

Gyro-stabilized KAP
From: Jon Traer    Ktraer@darientel.net 
Date: 1/28/00
Time: 3:49:24 PM
Remote Name: 12.13.157.31
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Comments

Anyone have any experience with a gyro-stabalized KAP platform (cradle)? Any information appreciated.

(back)

Re: Gyro-stabilized KAP
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 1/30/00
Time: 12:04:07 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.194.44

Comments

Hi Jon, guess stabilising the rig with a heli type gyro is possible though probably wouldn't achieve much more than
a decent picavet suspension or pendulum for that matter. Tht aside the big issue is lateral (tracking across the sky)
movement and up and down movement for which a gyro would bring little benefit.

I don't know if anyone has tried this ? cheers Simon

(back)

THe Sutton 16
From: Tom Ewing
Date: 1/24/00
Time: 2:19:52 AM
Remote Name: 130.95.142.30

Comments

I am new to KAP but my rig is close to finished (I still lack pulleys for my picavet, but I'm on it...). I was wondering
if anyone knew where an "international" person could order a Sutton 16. I live in Australia (Perth).

I own a 15 square foot parafoil but although it can easily lift my rig, it is a bit unstable. Despite three 15m tails.

Also, I came up with a different way to trigger the shutter release. A servo pulls on a strip of ripstop which is looped
over the camera. The ripstop strip pushes the shutter release down when it becomes tight. I'll have some photos soon
for you all to see.

Cheers

Tom

(back)

Re: THe Sutton 16
From: Brooks Leffler
Date: 2/1/00
Time: 11:45:31 AM
Remote Name: 216.200.50.16

Comments
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Tom, I'm a Sutton dealer (lower case "d") and have shipped overseas. I have one Sutton 16 in stock. Contact me at
kyteman@redshift.com.

(back)

photography from ships?
From: hadnam@hotmail.com
Date: 1/22/00
Time: 8:18:59 AM
Remote Name: 12.21.14.96

Comments

I would like to start out taking photos from the back of a ship at sea. Are there any examples of this kind of
photography. Has any one got any tips and suggestion on the best way and equipment required. Thankyou in
advance Andrew Hadnam

(back)

Re: photography from ships?
From: Sparky
Date: 3/30/00
Time: 5:07:46 PM
Remote Name: 207.172.224.21

Comments

Check out the website for the sail training ship at www.hmsrose.org for some kap photos taken from a ship. You'll
have to hunt through the site for them, but they are there.

The photos prove that it is obviously possible to do kap in this way. The kap operator on the HMS Rose had the full
rigging of an 18th century frigate to contend with, but was able to work around those obstacles.

(back)

Re: photography from ships?
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 1/24/00
Time: 8:33:16 PM
Remote Name: 24.237.21.250

Comments

Hi Andrew & everyone else,

I sent a short note to Andrew's e-mail but will make a notation here also. I posted a short article 5-26-99 on this
subject, it stated that a friend of mine has a web page with some of my photos available to view. As to kites, and the
general setup, I use a Flowform (either 16 or 30) with a tube tail, I also have used Delta Conynes in 8 & 15 ft. The
size depends on the ship speed in relation to wind (or lack of it) so that the wind across the deck is in the 12 to 18
knot range. So far all the photos underway I have available to view are more or less from astern. I have taken
several shots while moored at a dock and have also shot a few with a strong following wind so that the rig is out in
front of the ship. It has been difficult to get the right conditions for shots ahead of the ship or with the rig abeam of
the ship. Part of my problem is that I am on duty most of the daylight hours.
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The main problem arises when the wind picks up while in the middle of a session. Getting the rig back down can
pose some problems, since walking the line down is not an option. I made a hand crank winch (does not actually
hold the line) to assist pulling the line in, for the first prototype, it works pretty well. This works kind of like a
sailboat's sheet winch - you just put three or so turns around the winch head and crank away. The line is then stored
on a hoop spool after the rig and kite are safe. I also have begun to use a Harken Little Hexaratchet pulley as
mentioned in this forum a few months ago.

I have recently made my own camera that is medium format panoramic (uses 3 frames of 120 film per exposure). It
took me a while to stop all of the light leaks, but it is now shooting quality photos. I have only shot a few photos and
only one series of the ship at the dock as yet. my intentions are to take lots of more photos with more of the ship
underway when I can. So far, these shots are one at a time with RC aiming and tripping, but it is necessary to bring
the rig down to wind the film and cock the shutter for each exposure.

Sorry for rambling on like this, Henry

(back)

Re: photography from ships?
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/24/00
Time: 3:05:21 PM
Remote Name: 206.105.203.150

Comments

We're not ignoring you, Henry Jebe is our "Old Man of the Sea" around here. I'm sure he'll be helpful when he
checks in.

David Hunt

(back)

Need some photos ,Will pay II
From: santos@value.net
Date: 1/18/00
Time: 8:09:16 PM
Remote Name: 209.182.131.25

Comments

I would like some photos of San Jose, Ca. down town photos and around the City. overlooking Fairmont hotel and
the Tech Musium. for example. need someone who is seriuse about this. I can pay for a kite camera,and then some.
But $600 a Photo? (12 photos + 600 = $ 7,200 GET REAL! anybody?

(back)

Need some photos, Will pay
From: santos@value.net
Date: 1/17/00
Time: 12:00:31 AM
Remote Name: 209.182.140.90

Comments
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I'm in need of some photos from the air. In the bay area. Can anyone help? I will be willing to pay for them. I was
very impressed with the idea of kite aerial photography! it's new to me. again I will pay for the photos. anyone
interested?

(back)

Re: Need some photos, Will pay
From: Chris Lawrence
Date: 3/16/00
Time: 3:29:25 PM
Remote Name: 206.189.46.4

Comments

I've never done the KAP thing, but it's very interesting to me! I a professional photographer, but my background is
in portraiture and fashion/glamour work. You can see some samples at <http://www.CLICS-online.com>. Since I
don't know what I'm doing with the kite thing I would be willing to work out a very good deal. I'll provide prints
and/or reasonable usage rights in trade for partial equipment costs. Please contact me at my office (925) 933-9625,
my cell (510) 773-8909, or via e-mail <chris@CLICS-online.com>. Depending on your deadline, I would be happy to
build a rig and give it a shot (pun intended, LOL).

Thanks, Chris

PS. I live in the SF Bay Area. Let me know either way.

(back)

Re: Need some photos, Will pay
From: Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com
Date: 1/17/00
Time: 5:18:14 PM
Remote Name: 216.164.248.15

Comments

Ah....*which* "bay area" ???

There are a lot of bays in this here world ;-)

(back)

Re: Need some photos, Will pay
From: Kite Man
Date: 1/17/00
Time: 10:00:28 PM
Remote Name: 209.6.44.142

Comments

Yeah, I live on Buzzards Bay. Does he mean San Fran Bay, or perhaps, Lover's Bay??? How much you willn' to
spend?? I lost 5 camaras ($600+) so I will require at least that much per photo...

(back)

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126003501/http://www.clics-online.com/
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Re: Need some photos, Will pay
From: johnny santos
Date: 2/21/00
Time: 2:08:07 PM
Remote Name: 209.182.140.65

Comments

Ok. Lets see I need about 10 different shots of San Fransico bay area. $600 a shot, so about $6,000 for 10 phots! Yea
Right. I can get a Profesinal photograpgher with a helicopter to take that in less than your price! GO FLY A KITE !

(back)

Re: Need some photos, Will pay -what's goin on here?
From: Simon Harbord
Date: 2/24/00
Time: 3:02:14 PM
Remote Name: 195.92.64.185

Comments

come on bay area KAPpers, whats goin on here? For that money I'll come over from UK and do it. Someones
winding someone up.... Dropped five cameras ? Shouldna be KAPping....I've not dropped one in 14 years of it.

Someone's winding someone up, and giving us all a bad name.

Simon

(back)

Re: Need some photos, Will pay -what's goin on here?
From: santos@value.net
Date: 2/25/00
Time: 2:26:49 PM
Remote Name: 209.182.157.152

Comments

Hello again, And Do you belive this Simon? I still am serious about getting some pictures taken around the bay area.
(San Jose, California) I'm thinking of buying a kite for someone else and have him do it for me. It's not that I don't
like it. I have a very busy schedule. Even though I think a little kite flying would do me some good. But either way I
would like to know what is the price range to get some pictures taken of lets say down town area of San Jose (If
possible). Or how much for a complete package? Buying a kite and around 3 or 4 cammeras since he is a beginer.
And have my younger cusin learn the trade? But I rather have someone who is Experience already. (Not dropped
over 6 cameras) And pay them to do it for me. Is it possible to take two pictures while the kite up? Or itýs only a one
shot per flight? All I need is pictures for $$$. If this is not a hard task let me know. Give me an adverage quote.
(Price per shot) If not I will have to go elsewhere.

Thanks J. Santos

(back)

Re: Need some photos, Will pay -what's goin on here?
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From: Brooks Leffler - kyteman@redshift.com
Date: 3/8/00
Time: 3:52:19 PM
Remote Name: 216.228.4.102

Comments

John, I live on the Monterey Peninsula, so I'm nearby. I have taken lots of pictures and built more rigs than almost
anybody ever I'd guess.

My first reaction is to your example of downtown San Jose. Downtown anywhere on this continent is cluttered with
traffic, buildings, and powerlines, and San Jose adds a busy airport, so my first reaction is "hire a plane". But we
could certainly discuss it in more specific terms.

There's another guy here who reads this page occasionally, Kevin Flynn (soobee@redshift.com), and you might
contact him, as currently he takes many more pix than I in a month and has been a professional photographer,
which I have not. However, I would be happy to discuss your project with you but would prefer the phone. Call me
at (831) 647-8363, after 9:00 am any day.

(back)

Re: Need some photos, Will pay -what's goin on here?
From: Franýois Demont
Date: 3/1/00
Time: 4:03:25 PM
Remote Name: 212.83.142.84

Comments

mmm... Really too bad it's a long way to "the bay". I live in France. ;-) If I was there I would ask between zero (for
the pleasure to do it and meet you) and $100 for one single shot, for a precise order. Ten shots, mmm, for $500 if it's
possible in one day. HEY ! SOMEONE IN CALIFORNIA ! WAKE UP ! Franýois web site : kap.online.fr

(back)

Re: Need some photos, Will pay -what's goin on here? (Lawrence)
From: Thomas Bennett
Date: 3/4/00
Time: 5:19:05 AM
Remote Name: 206.230.125.210

Comments

I wouldn't pay someone $600 just to smash their own camera.

If you're interested in some of George Lawrence's photos of San Francisco (taken in the early 20th century) this will
take you to the Library of Congress site where they have several of his photos on display:

http://lcweb2.loc.gov/ammem/pnhtml/pnlwrnc.html

They include the aerial shots he took after the 1906 earthquake.

Thomas

(back)

https://web.archive.org/web/20011126003206/http://lcweb2.loc.gov/ammem/pnhtml/pnlwrnc.html
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r/c shutter release
From: sillav@bellsouth.net
Date: 1/13/00
Time: 7:15:22 AM
Remote Name: 216.78.105.141

Comments

KAPS: Can any of you help an old man out? I need a very small r/c shutter release,like remote car door locks.range
of 100'-300'.not for kite,but for remote wildlife photos. Think your site is wonderful,gives me alot of ideas and the
photos are really nice. thanks Jeep

(back)

Re: r/c shutter release
From: Cris Benton
Date: 1/15/00
Time: 3:49:38 PM
Remote Name: 128.32.219.143

Comments

Jeep,

I received a note describing something similar to your interests the other day:

"entry level systemsaround $300 have an 800 foot range, more advanced systems (1600 feet range) are around $500.
They will NOT interfere with radio controlled model airplanes, nor will they be affected by them. They are on their
own frequencies, approved by the FCC, just for this purpose. Receiver and Transmitter weigh the same -- 4 to 5 oz
with 2 AA batteries (runs for 200-250 hours on a set). We are experts at triggering cameras remotely and have
cables for just about every motor drive imaginable."

Look at http://www.lpadesign.com/ for more details.

Cheers, old guy.

Cris

(back)

Re: r/c shutter release
From: Jeep
Date: 1/15/00
Time: 6:10:04 PM
Remote Name: 209.214.72.228

Comments

Thanks alot Chris,you helped the old man out,sounds like this will work great. keep it in the wind Jeep

(back)

New KAP Electronic Magazine

https://web.archive.org/web/20011122193643/http://www.lpadesign.com/
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From: David Hunt
Date: 1/7/00
Time: 10:15:47 AM
Remote Name: 206.228.248.197

Comments

Jan 7, 2000

This notice is to announce a new Kite Aerial Photography web site, Kite Aerial Photography E-Resources or
KAPER for short. http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/index.html

This is not a personal home page, but is intended as a means for other KAPers to share information. When The
Aerial Eye closed its doors this last summer it left a very big void in the KAP community. KAPER is an effort to fill
this void by what is often called an E-zine.

The site is absolutely free to all, and like The Aerial Eye all contributions are encouraged and welcome.

Currently all the material you on the site was written by myself so that there would be enough content to stimulate
interest. Hopefully this will act as a seed for future growth encouraging other KAPers contribute.

There are no deadlines. Articles and pictures will be published as they are received. Readers can check for new
content by going to the ýWhatýs Newý page.

The site uses one of the many free web site providers. This means that you will have to tolerate banner ads at the top
of each page.

I wish to thank the businesses and individuals that gave me permission to use images from their web sites. Each such
image is given credit below the image. All other images are from the editor.

David Hunt Editor.

(back)

No-wind kite post
From: John Edwards, EDW1@azstarnet.com
Date: 1/3/00
Time: 3:36:46 PM
Remote Name: 169.197.32.158

Comments

Aerial Eye, Summer 1996 was mentioned as a source for an article on no-wind kites. Was this an inside joke, a
pulled kite, or a skyhook ?? Being a newcomer, I have no (known access to AE). John (hoping this is not a snipe
hunt) Edwards

(back)

Re: No-wind kite post
From: Henry Jebe
Date: 1/10/00
Time: 10:40:54 PM
Remote Name: 24.237.21.250

Comments

https://web.archive.org/web/20011115153945/http://www.fortunecity.com/marina/nelson/479/index.html
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I have shot quite a few photos using a skiff or canoe to tow the DC into the air. This works quite well and for
photographing narrow channels, is a good way to examine these areas. A friend who is a serious bicyclist wants to
try towing the rig into the air for some self portraits of him. There are several ways to get interesting photos with no
wind, an open field is not necessarily a requirement.

Henry

(back)

Re: No-wind kite post
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/5/00
Time: 9:06:57 PM
Remote Name: 206.105.203.179

Comments

With a no-wind setup you don't have to have the camera as far away from the kite as you would when flying in the
wind. The large distance between the camera and kite when flying in the wind is for reasons which do not apply to a
no-wind situation.

As an illustration if you were flying a camera on 500 ft. of line and the camera was 150 ft. below the kite and you
were using a Flow Form and only had the kite at a 50 degree angle of flight your camera would be approximately
260 ft. above the ground.

One of the best kites to use for no-wind kiting is the delta or delta conyne. These kites will fly almost directly
overhead, so you would only need 270 to 280 ft. of line to achieve the same altitude which is little more than half
what you would use flying a Flow Form in the wind.

Many good pictures can be taken at altitudes much lower than 250 ft. closer to the hundred foot range which would
allow you to use this technique in a very small field.

David Hunt

(back)

Re: No-wind kite post
From: Richard Amirault, ramirault@erols.com
Date: 1/6/00
Time: 3:30:32 PM
Remote Name: 216.164.247.131

Comments

I'm not sure I agree with your last statement:

"....in a very small field."

Not actually having tried this technique, I certainly could be wrong, but to reach, say, 150' altitude you would need
maybe 200 to 250' of line since the maximum altitude will occur while you are pulling on the line, and making it
shorter all the time.

You need to extend this line, in full, from the anchor point, and you need an equal amount of space on the other side
for you to run. So, 200' of line needs at least a field that is 400' wide.

But I could be all wet on this. Anyone actually tried this technique?
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(back)

Re: No-wind kite post
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/6/00
Time: 7:14:22 PM
Remote Name: 206.105.203.184

Comments

Its true that you need to account for the decreased line length as the kite is towed up but you do not necessarily need
a field twice the total length of the line that you begin with.

This is because of the flying characteristics of the Deltas and DCs. These kites will glide, so when you have towed the
kite where it is directly overhead then you can stop running and either let the kite settle on its own or assist it by
pulling the line in hand-over-hand while standing in place.

I did some preliminary tests without a camera. I used 100 ft. of line and a 9.5 DC and 1 lb. of dead weight, in less
than 20 feet the kite was up over 80 degrees. This would translate to an altitude of about 79 ft. using only 120 ft. of
field. To achieve greater altitudes I'm sure the towing distance will increase.

I have a gut feeling that no-wind KAP is a great untapped technique with many benifits. 1. More control of subject
framing. 2. Some sites that you wouldn't KAP traditionally you might be able to do with no-wind techniques. 3.
More Days to practice the hobby. 4. You might even find subjects to photograph that you could not photograph
when the wind was blowing.(One subject that comes to mind is morning fog effects that are almost always
accompanied by still winds.)

David Hunt

(back)

Re: No-wind kite post
From: John Edwards, Tucson, edw1@azstarnet.com
Date: 1/12/00
Time: 3:21:26 PM
Remote Name: 198.22.133.110

Comments

OK, how about towing the kite off a flat closed loop (by which I mean several large pulleys parallel to the ground,
with the kiteline attached to the loop)? Would the almost vertical kite have time to recover when the pull direction
changed, or could the kite and KAP rig be trimmed to stay up with the constant crosswind of a circular tow ?? -
Since getting interested in KAP, I have realized how many truly still days we have in Tucson - hoping to move to
Oregon within a year.

(back)

Re: No-wind kite post
From: David Hunt
Date: 1/17/00
Time: 10:11:05 AM
Remote Name: 206.105.203.180
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Comments

Couldn't say if it would work, but such an arrangement would test one's aiming skills. You might have better luck
towing the kite with a moving vehicle (motorized or human-powered) that travels in a large loop. My gut feeling is
that a gradual change of direction would work best for kite stability.

David Hunt

(back)

Re: No-wind kite post
From: Richard Amirault, ramrault@erols.com
Date: 1/5/00
Time: 4:09:13 PM
Remote Name: 216.164.246.37

Comments

Yes, this was a 'pulled kite'. I've never tried this, or even seen it done. The author of the article was MASAMI
NAKAJIMA, of Japan. He used an anchor point (ground stake) and a hand held pulley. The kite was setup some
distance away with the camera rig (you *do* want to take pictures with this setup, don't you?) on a shock absorbing
'skid'.

To launch, stand just on the other side of the anchor point (from the kite) and have the pulley around the kite line.
Run (very, fast) away from both the anchor and the kite. The anchor point will draw the kite line twice as fast as you
are running and the kite (and camera) will asend to the sky.

You need quite a lot of both room and kite line to do this to any reasonable height. Of course the kite does not stay
up but reaches a maximum altitude and then starts coming down (as you continue to run) and eventually lands next
to you.

Described with diagrams and sample picture in Vol 2, No 3 of THE AERIAL EYE, page 20

If you are not considering this for photo purposes, then maybe you want information on INDOOR KITE flying.
Those kites require only the wind generated by walking backwards in a circle to fly!!

(back)

Inexpensive motor-wind camera
From: John Edwards, edw1@azstarnet.com
Date: 1/3/00
Time: 3:03:40 PM
Remote Name: 169.197.32.158

Comments

Haven't got my rig ready yet, so no New Year's photos for me. Saw a 35mm Ansco camera for sale yesterday at our
local Walgreen's store. It looks good for risky or lowcost applications : motor-wind; fixed-focus; good button on top;
about the same size as the usual KAP camera. Twenty bucks. Happy New Year, and Century - we made it !!!

(back)

Re: Inexpensive motor-wind camera
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From: Henry Jebe
Date: 1/10/00
Time: 10:02:28 PM
Remote Name: 24.237.21.250

Comments

I have been a believer of buying a older used point and shoot camera at a garage sale. I have gotten several of them
for $5 to $10 and have been quite happy with them for risky situations. They are often a little heavier than newer
ones, but you would be surprised how little you can get a good camera for. A couple of them I got for nearly nothing,
thought to have problems, only needed new batteries. Using a musical movement to trip the shutter gets four shots
for an all up cost of under $20.

Henry

(back)

Re: Inexpensive motor-wind camera
From: Michael Blackwell
Date: 1/5/00
Time: 11:20:29 AM
Remote Name: 192.94.94.1

Comments

John: Inexpensive motor wind cameras - you usually get less than what you pay for with these. The big fault in
cheap autoadvance cameras is their bad habit of going into "batter-save" mode and turning themselves off. I tried
my wife's Nikon One-Touch over the holidays and found that it would turn it self off if I didn't take a picture every 2
minutes, or so (of course you don't find this out until you bring the rig back down!) You'd be as well off with a
diaposable. The One-Touch experience led me to another brain storm - set the camera to fire the flash with each
photo. The little flash won't help the photos much, but two things will happen; 1. you'll know the camera is working
and 2. It'll attract attention of people on the ground (if you like that sort of thing). I'm shopping Ebay for a T4. M.


